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A scene of devastation, blanketed with grey dust, stretches into the distance in eerie silence. Walls riddled with bullets, buildings collapsing in on themselves, external walls blown away to reveal an intimate view of a bedroom or living room, streets blocked by piles of rubble.

These sickening images of destruction – filmed from above by drones and shared on social media – probably best symbolize the current resurgence in urban warfare. Other images come to mind: bombed-out hospitals, children being pulled from wreckage, snipers roaming the maze of tunnels and walkways that have been blasted through the walls of now-uninhabited houses.

Contrasting starkly with these often deserted urban scenes of destruction are the pictures of overpopulated camps and makeshift boats brimming over with men, women and children. City-dwellers are often forcibly evacuated or driven to flee by conflict or hardship, with no choice but to leave behind their work, their relationships and the safety of their homes.

But not everyone can or wants to flee. For those who remain, life often becomes extremely dangerous and precarious when the complex fabric of urban services disintegrates: power, water and food supplies are cut off, leading to isolation, cold, darkness, illness and anxiety about what tomorrow may bring. As schools, businesses and shops close, people’s future prospects disappear. Bombs – through negligence, error or criminal intent – strike people and the infrastructure they need to survive.

Gaza, Sana’a, Ramadi and Aleppo have recently joined the long list of cities that have been devastated by warfare throughout history, and other cities in Syria and Iraq may soon go the same way. After an issue dealing with how war has changed, and with future editions due to cover displacement, migration and the conflict in Syria, the International Review of the Red Cross felt the need to address the subject of urban warfare, not just because of the humanitarian crises that are continuing to unfold, but because urbanization is an unstoppable trend. Tomorrow’s wars will inevitably take place in urban areas, where more than half of the world’s population now lives. According to the United Nations (UN) World Urbanization Prospects report, urban population growth is accelerating. Only 30% of the world’s population lived in cities in 1950, but the figure was 54% in 2014 and is projected to rise to 66% in 2050.¹

¹ UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, World Urbanization Prospects, the 2014 Revision: Highlights, 2014, available at: https://esa.un.org/unpd/wup/Publications/Files/WUP2014-Highlights.pdf (all internet references were accessed in February 2017).
In 2010, the Review dedicated an issue to instances of urban violence that do not reach the threshold of armed conflict. In this issue we have chosen to focus on urban conflicts which do reach that threshold, dealing with the operational and political issues, the rules governing the methods and means of warfare, and the challenges in providing a humanitarian response.

**War in cities: a microcosm of total war**

Until the twentieth century, the standard model of war on land involved two main types of military operation: a confrontation on a battlefield in open country, or a siege of a city or fortress. The cities of Europe and Asia were protected by fortifications that were manned by troops when attacked, requiring the attacker to mobilize a greater force and commit to an operation that often proved long and costly if the city had sufficient provisions.

A little like an insect that has a shell but no internal skeleton, a city’s defences were concentrated around its perimeter. Streets and buildings very rarely turned into battlefields, except during popular uprisings such as the Paris revolutions with their barricades. Once the besieging force broke through the ramparts, the whole city fell into its hands. This happened to Rome and Constantinople on several occasions. Jerusalem was besieged forty times and completely destroyed on two occasions.

Despite the perception that more civilians were spared in past wars than in modern wars, the fate of a city’s population during these sieges was inextricably linked with that of its defenders. Up to the time of the Napoleonic wars, a victorious military commander would allow or even encourage his troops to pillage the city. The population was then subjected to all kinds of violence, and sometimes enslaved or completely massacred, as in the Bible’s description of the fall of Jericho: “And they utterly destroyed all that was in the city, both man and woman, young and old, and ox, and sheep, and ass, with the edge of the sword.” In that vein, ancient and medieval siege warfare could be seen as the precursor to genocide and total war.

Urban warfare as we know it today was relatively rare until the twentieth century, only really coming to prominence during the Spanish Civil War and the Sino-Japanese War in the 1930s. From Barcelona to Fallujah, via Huế and Grozny, the tactics involved in street battles have hardly changed. A city’s outer walls are no match for modern artillery and getting through them is no longer a problem, so it is the urban fabric itself that becomes the battleground. Buildings

---

become bunkers, sewers become communication routes, and fighting takes place at very short range in a three-dimensional space, between buildings, between floors and between rooms.

It was also in the 1930s that the first large-scale aerial bombardments took place. In Europe, the bombing of Guernica, a small town in Spain’s Basque Country, caused international outrage. Yet, nearly all belligerents of World War II soon followed that example and engaged in bombing the cities of their enemies.

The indiscriminate bombing of cities was not only a violation of international humanitarian law (IHL)\(^7\) but was ineffective as a way of overcoming an opponent’s resistance. The Blitz – the Luftwaffe’s bombing of London in the Second World War – failed to bring Britain to its knees. Similarly, Germany’s industrial capacity grew constantly during that war,\(^8\) despite ever more intensive air raids. Bombing cities is even counterproductive in some cases;\(^9\) it can strengthen people’s desire to take revenge and can divert military resources towards targets that are of no military interest. The terrible siege of Leningrad only contributed to rallying the Russians against the Nazi invasion. Worse, a ruined city gives a number of tactical advantages to its defenders, as the German army found to its cost in the so-called War of the Rats (Rattenkrieg) in Stalingrad. Nevertheless, in the Second World War, the belligerents used the concept of “total war” to justify bombing the enemy’s urban, industrial and commercial centres. As a result of that strategy, and in breach of international law, people living in cities again became the direct target of attacks, as they had been during sieges in ancient times and the Middle Ages. The distinction between front line and rear, and between soldier and civilian, becomes blurred in these situations. This type of bombing killed a million civilians during the Second World War, for a military advantage that was uncertain at best.\(^10\)

Since the 1930s, cities have seen all kinds of violence: the crushing of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising as part of the Shoah, the bombing of Tokyo in the Second World War, the occupation of Gaza, and counter-insurgency efforts related to the war on terror in four battles in Fallujah since 2004 and now in Mosul. Berlin still shows evidence of bombing, street fighting and the division created by the wall, like a body bears the scars of its injuries. Kabul and Baghdad have been ravaged by war several times in the last few decades, and continue to suffer repeated attacks. Because cities are highly symbolic, they are also the preferred target of terror attacks, recent examples being New York, Mumbai, Paris and Nairobi.

\(^7\) See Hague Convention (IV), Articles 25–27. Article 25: “The attack or bombardment, by whatever means, of towns, villages, dwellings, or buildings which are undefended is prohibited.” Article 26: “The officer in command of an attacking force must, before commencing a bombardment, except in cases of assault, do all in his power to warn the authorities.” Article 27: “In sieges and bombardments all necessary steps must be taken to spare, as far as possible, buildings dedicated to religion, art, science, or charitable purposes, historic monuments, hospitals, and places where the sick and wounded are collected, provided they are not being used at the time for military purposes. It is the duty of the besieged to indicate the presence of such buildings or places by distinctive and visible signs, which shall be notified to the enemy beforehand.”


\(^9\) See the previous issue of the Review on “The Evolution of Warfare” (Vol. 97, No. 900, 2015), and particularly the interview with Richard Overy therein.

\(^10\) Ibid., interview with Richard Overy.
In the last few months, several cities and districts have been besieged in Syria and Iraq in a way not seen since the war in the former Yugoslavia and the siege of Sarajevo (1993–96). By laying siege to a city, the attacker does not have to risk its troops in dangerous street fighting, and can let famine and exhaustion take their toll. According to the UN, almost a million people were living in besieged cities and districts in Syria at the end of 2016. According to the president of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), Peter Maurer, Aleppo is experiencing “one of the most devastating urban conflicts in modern times”.

According to Michael Evans, “[i]n the decades ahead, it is a melancholy possibility that some cities in the developing world may become contested battlespaces – zones of conflict that will require the integration of the military art with the physical morphology and social geography of modern urban planning”. Several contemporary military thinkers, such as Evans in this issue of the Review, suggest we should brace ourselves for a fresh upsurge in military operations in urban areas. In Out of the Mountains: The Coming Age of the Urban Guerrilla, David Kilcullen concludes that counter-insurgency theories have not sufficiently taken account of current developments like the growth in the global population, urbanization, the rapid spread of technology with military applications such as drones, and advances in communications. He postulates that the conflicts of the future are likely to take place increasingly within the urban jungle of cities; armed forces would do well to prepare for the growing trend for armed groups to fight in cities.

Current events seem to bear this out: cities are again becoming the focal point of battles, partly because of a series of factors specific to modern conflicts. The vast majority of these conflicts involve armed groups fighting each other or government forces. Armed groups are sometimes born in cities, or they may hide in cities to benefit from the terrain: drawing the enemy into terrain that gives you an offensive or defensive advantage is a basic tactical ploy, and fighting in a city allows armed groups to make up for their relative weakness in these “asymmetric warfare” situations. In a sense, the city levels the playing field. The technological superiority of governments equipped with modern military hardware means that armed groups have no chance of success if a battle takes place in open country, so they hide in the urban fabric, blending in with the city’s population.

Some armed forces may try to avoid street fighting, which causes devastation and is very costly in terms of both military losses and media and...
political fallout. Others may use a disproportionate amount of force in repressing armed groups and the population that is perceived as supporting them.

**War in cities: The challenges**

Although urbanization is a broadly positive phenomenon, due to the development of industries, services and cultural activities that it allows, at the same time the modern city is both particularly exposed to violence and a vehicle for violence, because of its density, anonymity, interdependent infrastructure and dependence on resources. In the future, as cities become more connected and dependent on new technologies, new vulnerabilities will arise, leading to fears of future cyber-attacks on public transports, the electricity grid or the banking system.

For people living in cities at war today, armed conflict has horrifying consequences. We have identified the following major challenges relating to the security of city-dwellers and the services they need to live and survive:

- Security: fighting, bombing, mines, improvised explosive devices (IEDs), unexploded ordnance and oppression by combatants mean that people’s homes are no longer safe.
- Supplies of subsistence items: food and water are rationed, of poor quality or unavailable.
- Electricity and fuel supplies: these are limited, rationed or cut off.
- Health care: hospitals are damaged or destroyed, health-care staff become increasingly scarce, the quality of care falls, and there is a risk of epidemics spreading more easily.
- The future: people’s ability to have an education, a job or any kind of future is compromised.

Where evacuation is possible, the sudden movement of thousands of people creates another major humanitarian challenge. For instance, it is estimated that 30,000 people escaped Fallujah in a matter of three days, during the fierce fighting that took place in June 2016. The cities of concern are not just those that become battlefields, but also those that take in people forced to flee violence. Today, it is estimated that 65 million people have been displaced by violence, and 75% of them are living in cities.

The issues arising from the destruction of cities are particularly great, not just for their populations but also for the whole international community. Rebuilding a city is enormously expensive: in 2016, the World Bank reported that
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rebuilding Yemen could cost $15 billion, and rebuilding Syria more than $150 billion. How much of this destruction could have been avoided if the fighters had complied more with IHL?

Aside from the physical destruction, there is other damage that cannot be repaired: the loss of human life, injuries, disease and the destruction of irreplaceable cultural heritage, both tangible and intangible. Not all of the consequences are immediately visible: urban conflict can also cause the division, dispersion or destruction of communities, psychological trauma, and a lack of education affecting one or more generations.

Sparing the civilian population

Recent conflicts have given rise to a series of serious violations of humanitarian law, particularly in cities: they include the use of chemical weapons, destruction of cultural property, sexual violence, indiscriminate shelling, deliberate targeting of civilian and medical infrastructure and terror attacks. Indiscriminate or direct attacks on civilians, captured fighters or fighters hors de combat are prohibited in all circumstances, in cities or anywhere else. In addition, given events in recent months, it is worth reiterating that the law forbids the use of starvation of the civilian population as a method of warfare, and that attacks against people, vehicles or buildings involved in medical and humanitarian activities are prohibited.

But prohibited acts aside, fighting in a densely populated area poses a number of difficulties for the mere application of humanitarian law, and particularly of rules governing the methods and means of warfare. Even assuming that IHL is perfectly respected, the cumulative effect of attacks over the course of a prolonged conflict can lead to severe humanitarian consequences. Nowhere is the inherent tension in humanitarian law between military imperatives and demands of humanity more apparent than in a city. It is in cities that military objectives, the civilian population and infrastructure are most closely entwined.

One initial major concern is what happens to civilians within besieged cities or neighborhoods. To protect people from the effects of hostilities, humanitarian law provides for the evacuation of civilians. That remains a complex task in a city under siege, because it requires the agreement of both parties involved. One of the ICRC’s main roles is to act as a neutral intermediary, and it has conducted these types of negotiations and operations many times.\(^{22}\) The civilian population also has the right to relief. In recent years, there has been much debate about the lawfulness of cross-border relief operations following failures experienced by international organizations trying to provide humanitarian relief in Syria.\(^{23}\) The Review has published a series of articles on the ability of humanitarian organizations to obtain safe passage and the State’s consent to it.\(^{24}\)

It could also be argued that greater compliance with humanitarian law in the conduct of hostilities on the ground, as well as measures designed to spare the city’s infrastructure and civilian population as much as possible, would give people more chance of staying in their homes and would help to prevent the mass displacements we are seeing today. When entire populations are forced to flee violence, employing more customs officers at the borders of wealthy countries is not the answer. The solution lies in preventing or resolving conflicts. It also requires the parties to those conflicts to abide by humanitarian law.

The fate of displaced people and refugees is yet another argument for sparing the civilian population to become an international priority. Another major characteristic of recent conflicts is the involvement of external powers in support of one side. Abiding by IHL must be central to that relationship. Foreign allies must use their influence by making financial or military support conditional on local forces complying strictly with humanitarian law. This is the meaning of the obligation – set out in Article 1 common to the four universally ratified Geneva Conventions – “to respect and to ensure respect for” IHL.\(^{25}\)

The use of explosive weapons in urban settings, particularly those that have a wide impact area, creates major challenges in terms of the basic principles of humanitarian law, namely the prohibition on indiscriminate and disproportionate attacks as well as the obligation to take precautions in attack. Although explosive weapons – like bombs, rockets and shells – are not prohibited as such under
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humanitarian law, their use in urban settings creates a whole set of humanitarian problems. They kill and injure the city’s inhabitants, destroy electricity infrastructure and disrupt networks of cables and pipes.

As well as their direct effects, explosive weapons can also give rise to a series of knock-on effects that accumulate and last for varying amounts of time, and are made worse by the complexity and interdependence of urban infrastructure – for example, the destruction of a transformer can shut down a whole hospital. The humanitarian consequences can be extremely serious, so the foreseeable knock-on effects must be taken into account when making a decision to attack and assessing whether the expected military advantage is proportional given the human cost.

In recent years, several organizations have started to assess the scale of this problem, and the Review has reflected this increasing awareness. The UN secretary-general has expressed his concern about the matter several times in the Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict annual report. Working on the ground, the ICRC has witnessed first-hand the consequences of using explosive weapons in urban areas. It has carried out research and organized expert meetings to document their impact. Since 2009, it has made regular public statements on the matter.

The ICRC’s position, adopted in similar terms by the whole International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, is clear: “due to the significant likelihood of indiscriminate effects and despite the absence of an express legal prohibition for specific types of weapons, the ICRC considers that explosive weapons with a wide impact area should be avoided in densely populated areas”.

This is a highly sensitive topic, because it potentially concerns all armed forces and the use of very common weapons. However, as the articles in this issue show, better compliance with humanitarian law is possible.

Firstly, technological advances in weapons, communications and intelligence gathering mean that the law can be applied more effectively. By making weapons more precise and focusing their blast effects, their impact is less indiscriminate. To assess the proportionality of an attack in an urban setting,
and particularly its indirect impact, military commanders now have access to much better intelligence, for example through the use of drones. When making decisions, they should be assisted by their legal advisers, but also by engineers or architects who can understand and predict the possible implications for the urban services that are vital to civilians.

Secondly, policy changes regarding stabilization and counter-insurgency operations are also intended to minimize civilian losses. The expected military advantage of an attack can no longer be assessed separately from the political objective. Armed forces that fully understand their political and strategic interests may even go beyond the requirements of humanitarian law by adopting a still-higher standard of protection. When an attacking force decides to take greater risks in order to avoid civilian losses, or when a defending force takes the necessary precautions to protect civilians in the areas it controls, this must be acknowledged and welcomed.

Finally – as the Review never tires of reminding its readers – preventative measures in peacetime, such as instructing troops in humanitarian law and adopting orders, procedures and punishments that ensure compliance with the law, are crucial. They are also achievable by all responsible parties.

**Total war, holistic response**

Today, it is estimated that almost 50 million people are affected by conflict in urban areas. This is a major challenge for humanitarian organizations. In Syria alone, between January and October 2016, the ICRC and the Syrian Arab Red Crescent provided drinking water to 15 million people and food to 8 million. Through their efforts, 1.1 million people were able to access health care. According to Peter Maurer, urban warfare has altered the humanitarian space: “It’s not by chance when we look at the 15 largest conflicts in the world, in which ICRC is active, the emblematic names that come to mind are Aleppo, Homs, Luhansk, Donetsk, Maiduguri, Aden.” Accordingly, the ICRC has recently dedicated pages on its website to cities in Iraq, Syria and South Sudan. It also shared its experience of urban conflict with the international community at the Habitat III conference in Quito in October 2016.

---

32 See the article by Sahr Muhammed Ally in this issue of the Review.
For humanitarian organizations, the first problem that arises involves gaining access to the people inside cities, to provide relief or help with evacuation. Humanitarian efforts are hampered by fighting and the fragmented nature of armed groups, as well as mines, IEDs and unexploded ordnance. As well as physical access issues, organizations also experience problems gaining acceptance for their humanitarian mission: they have to negotiate with the parties to the conflict, which often use water, food and electricity supplies as ways of putting pressure on their opponents.

The various urban services function together like the parts of a machine: they are highly interdependent, making them complex and also vulnerable, and the populace are more dependent on these services than their rural counterparts. Isolated measures are insufficient to repair or maintain urban services; they require a systemic response. Responding to urban crises is a difficult task, because an effective response requires a holistic approach encompassing a number of different methods and professional skills. That is why the first article in this issue of the *Review* is an interview with architect Eyal Weizman, founder of the Forensic Architecture research agency. His cutting-edge approach occupies a space where architecture, media and human rights intersect.

Whether the city is a theatre of war or a place of refuge, the lines between emergency intervention and development become blurred. In addition, many modern conflicts are protracted, and efforts to help residents must take into account the time factor. As we see over and over again in the news, residents and people involved in providing urban services who remain inside cities often show incredible tenacity, endurance and ability to withstand hardship, which humanitarians refer to as “resilience.”40 Recognizing this, humanitarian organizations are increasingly seeking to improve people’s ability to survive and adapt, rather than merely providing the temporary relief that is sufficient for a short-lived crisis. At the Habitat III conference, the ICRC called for the “new urban agenda” to keep “cities working for their people in the terrible conditions of conflict, disaster and violence”.41

In conclusion, given the protracted urban conflicts taking place today and likely to take place in the future, a new approach is necessary to maintain essential infrastructure and services, health-care provision and support for people deprived of

---


41 See the ICRC’s statement at Habitat III, available at: www.icrc.org/en/document/plenary-statement-icrc-habitat-iii-united-nations-conference-housing-and-urban-development, also in the “Reports and Documents” section of this issue of the *Review*. 
their liberty. This approach requires several changes. Humanitarian funding must evolve to allow organizations to keep fragile infrastructure up and running over the long term, rethinking the traditional distinction between development and emergency relief. Humanitarian and development organizations need help to enhance their technical expertise and operational capacity when responding to the complex requirements of urban systems. Finally, parties to a conflict must factor humanitarian law into their preparations for future wars in cities, and take into account the interconnected nature of a city’s infrastructure when making tactical decisions.

Cities, where more people are living today than ever before, are likely to remain a focal point in conflicts. Indiscriminate bombing and siege warfare have resurfaced. The flight of residents from cities in Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan is creating an exodus of biblical proportions. With our experience, and given progress in the fields of law, technology and science, we have an urgent duty to act in order to ensure compliance with the law and prevent a return to the tragedies of the past. Urban war must not become total war.

NB: Since 2014, certain topics covered in the Review have formed the subject of research and debate cycles at the Humanitarium, the ICRC’s conference centre in Geneva, and around the world. The various events organized and contributions made as part of these cycles inform each other and become part of a global conversation by being published on the ICRC website and on the Review’s new Humanitarian Law and Policy blog, set up in 2016. Following on from cycles focusing on new technologies, the principles guiding humanitarian action and generating respect for the law, this issue of the Review will form the basis for a new cycle dealing with war in cities in 2017. That cycle will continue the debate between humanitarian organizations, academics, politicians and military leaders, in line with the Review’s multidisciplinary approach, in order to achieve greater respect for the law.

42 See the ICRC’s proposals in its Urban Services during Protracted Armed Conflict report, above note 33.
Announcement: Professor Andrew Thompson joins the Editorial Board of the *International Review of the Red Cross*

The editorial team of the *Review* is pleased to announce that Professor Andrew Thompson has joined the journal’s Editorial Board. Andrew Thompson is the Chief Executive of the UK Arts and Humanities Research Council and Professor of Modern History at the University of Exeter. He joined the University of Exeter in 2011, having previously held a Chair in Imperial and Global History at the University of Leeds where he was Dean of the Faculty of Arts and then Pro-Vice Chancellor for Research.

Professor Thompson is the general editor of the Manchester University Press *Studies in Imperialism* series, and is currently writing a book for Oxford University Press on the history of the international humanitarian system during and after decolonization. He recently joined the International Center for Humanitarian Affairs organised by the Kenya Red Cross and is the Chair of the Advisory Board of the Institute of Commonwealth Studies at the University of London.
Life in a war-torn city: Residents of Aleppo tell their stories

The Review has chosen to open this issue with the voices of residents of Aleppo, Syria. Fighting in the city of Aleppo has stopped since the last opposition fighters were evacuated from the eastern areas of the city in December 2016 as part of a deal, but war continues in the rest of Syria, including in large parts of Aleppo governorate. This section is meant to frame the academic discussion to follow in light of the realities faced by those who live in cities at war.

The stories below were told to the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in Aleppo on 6 and 8 February 2017. These people agreed to share their experience with the ICRC so that others may understand what their lives are like. Although
they have suffered much, they still have hope for the future. In order to protect them and their families, only their first names will be used.

---

Yasser is 54 years old and lives in the Boustan Al-Qaser neighbourhood of Aleppo. He worked for the Syrian government until he retired, two years ago. He had five children, one girl and four boys, one of whom was killed in the conflict when their apartment building was bombed. He moved to Aleppo in 1985 and has lived there for thirty-five years. He has witnessed the conflict since its beginning in 2011.

As the war broke out, people took to the streets to protest against the government of Syria. Despite being threatened, I was not intimidated as most of those who threatened me were my students. Therefore, they always turned a blind eye to my attitude towards the situation.

I lived through difficult circumstances as I was left alone in the apartment building. I used to have to travel to the government-controlled area to collect my salary every sixty days.

Since the siege on east Aleppo started during Ramadan in 2016, the situation grew even more difficult as the people there were stranded for 190 days. We did not have access to the basic necessities of life; the situation there was in a state of paralysis. My youngest son was always hungry as there was nothing to eat or drink. However, today he is absolutely delighted by the fact that he can now eat bread and sweets. As we were short of water and electricity, we had to go to the farm [a small area of land inside Boustan Al-Qaser used for growing vegetables] to get two kilos of aubergine. We would stand in a queue for up to four hours. Eating aubergine dipped with sweet oil used to cost 10,000 Syrian pounds. Jam was clearly unaffordable for many people. As food items were extremely expensive, we were forced to eat different kinds of lentil-based food. As a result, I lost 25 kilos.

There was a dramatic turnaround of events as east Aleppo was taken back. I used to endure great pains to earn my salary as it took me thirteen hours to reach my destination, apart from the financial burden which this awful trip incurred. It is difficult to exaggerate the difficulties we had to run through in our lives.

I had a justifiable excuse for not leaving the neighbourhood. I used to have two apartments within the same building. Nothing seemed to disturb my peace of mind because business was thriving.

I never wanted to mix with parties engaged in the war. I was fully aware of the risks involved if armed people were to set foot in an area. The proximity of a military position to the place where we lived would put us at risk, since this area could become a target of attack. Indeed, disaster befell me when my building came under fire and was irreparably damaged. My son

“We were caught between the two conflicting sides. We seemed to have been stuck between a rock and a hard place as there was no way out.”
suffocated and died in the attack. The first three floors of the building collapsed, leaving no chance for my son to survive.

We were caught between the two conflicting sides. We seemed to have been stuck between a rock and a hard place as there was no way out. I would not have wanted any human being to go through the kinds of hardships that we did.

In the aftermath of my son’s death, my wife started to tremble with fear. We no longer had the chance to see our children. One of them has now been serving in the military for almost seven years. I was lucky that I was able to send my second son to Germany, hoping for a better future. Although it cost me an arm and a leg to finalize my son’s travel, I have no regrets about this. As for my daughter, who had had two surgical operations before the crisis started, she sustained a tendon injury to her leg. Unfortunately, she has not had the chance to receive medical attention since the beginning of the war because of the security situation. My youngest son who had a problem with numerals made his way through education in a little mosque nearby. However, one day the mosque was heavily shelled and this shattered my son’s hope for a better education. My neighbour of thirty-five years left the area permanently following intense fighting. Being the narrator, I just feel that my story tugs at everybody’s heart. We suffered looting and plunder at different times.

I would never have wanted to leave east Aleppo had I not been warned. There were rumours circulating that the women of east Aleppo would be harassed. The idea of being under an imminent threat galvanized us into action. We embarked on a long journey across east Aleppo in an effort to reach government-controlled areas. We set off in the late afternoon and arrived at dawn. I was with fifteen family members and their children. The whole event felt like being on Judgement Day. There were thousands of people running for their lives.

Despite having been through extremely difficult circumstances, we always pin our hopes on a brighter and more promising future.

***

Hamed is 34 years old. He works as a technician in a water plant that is responsible for monitoring water pumps in case there is a sudden power cut. On 24 July 2012, armed groups took control of the area and the water plant, and the neighbourhood became part of the battle between the different sides. The water plant was cut off, and at one of the most difficult moments, members of an armed group attempted to loot the facility. During this time, Hamed and his colleagues worked to keep the water plant running and to ensure that water services could remain neutral.

I am a technician in the water plant, and father to three children. My work basically involves monitoring water pumps in case there is a sudden power cut.

24 July 2012 was a catastrophic event as armed groups stormed the water station and the area became a front line. All routes to the water station were cut off after the area of Bab Al-Neirah was declared a military zone.
Despite the dangers, my co-workers and I made our way back to the water facility to resume operations under the close supervision of the management board. Several rooms at the facility were destroyed following a series of deadly attacks (shelling, mortars and bombs) on the area. However, an underground room, which was our last resort, remained intact. In the event of intense fighting, we felt trapped there, sometimes for days on end.

We experienced several deadly events over the last few years. My co-workers and I maintained a continuous presence at the station. We were in direct contact with fighters all the time. During the crisis we worked week-long shifts in two water stations. During the crisis we had a weekly shift in two water stations – Suleiman Al-Halabi and Bab Al-Nairab. We used to cross the front lines on a weekly basis in coordination with humanitarian partners and parties on the ground.

The crossing process did not always go smoothly; we faced challenges several times. Usually, workers’ names were shared with all parties prior to the crossing, but many times some workers were rejected at a checkpoint without being given a reason.

We were trained to repair and maintain the water network in the area. I was injured during one of those high-risk missions. The targeted area was unique, because it was in the middle of three different areas of control: by the government, the armed groups, and the Kurds. Clashes started suddenly, and in the midst of this I was shot and transferred to Al-Haidareyeh hospital. My house is in an area that was controlled by the government. I hid the incident and never told my family. I was not able to use a cell phone, because any communication was considered highly sensitive.

Usually we spent our week-long shift inside the building, as going outside was forbidden.

One of the most difficult moments was when an armed group wanted to loot the electric cables from the station, as they were full of valuable copper. We stood in front of them; they forced everybody to lie down and ordered them to obey their commands. We refused at the beginning, but they threatened us with their weapons, and then took the cables and a generator.

Our goal was to keep the water facility working and to ensure the water supply remained neutral. We faced horrible moments; we felt like we were part of a horror movie.

Our goal was to keep the water facility working and to ensure the water supply remained neutral. We faced horrible moments; we felt like we were part of a horror movie.

We were a vulnerable group of people.

We believe in Aleppo, in the people of Aleppo. Throughout history, the city has survived many crises and earthquakes, and has adapted to very hard situations. Aleppo has a hard-working population, a generous, kind, and forgiving population. Aleppo is not a city of sleep. It will rise again with the support of organizations and its people. Aleppo will thrive again, it will be rebuilt again.
Mohammed is a 48-year-old father of five children. He earns his living making furniture. He has witnessed Aleppo’s transformation from a safe and peaceful city to a precarious place which suffers from extreme violence and experiences regular power and water cuts.

I am 48 years old and have five children, aged 22, 20, 16, 12 and 5 years old. I earn my living by making furniture. Previously my business partner and I employed five workers and our revenue was excellent. However, because of the war all my good workers have fled – there are none left. We therefore spent the first two and a half years of the war without work.

Then, I realized that life has to go on; the war will not stop suddenly. We resumed our work but at a smaller scale, as we did not have any workers to rely on. We became older. Usually by this time the manager is able to rest more and the young workers take over some of the furniture-making work.

I still remember my boss from when I was younger. He would only deal with the customers, while we (as young workers) would do all the furniture-making. But these days I have to do everything myself, and by hand. My work has been impacted negatively – prices are ten times what they were, and there is a lot of pressure and a scarcity of essential materials. However, we have not raised our prices by ten times.

My shop is situated at the front line in the Al-Mashrqa neighbourhood. The area was targeted many times by shells, and many people lost loved ones. So far, I have only suffered material damages (thanks be to God).

Many people left the neighbourhood. I do not want to exaggerate the percentage, but I would say that easily at least 40% of people left. I never ever thought to leave. Anyone who knows Aleppo very well – its unique habits and traditions – will never think about leaving. However, I do not blame people who fled the city: they had no choice but to leave. Aleppo used to be a safe city; suddenly it turned from a peaceful place into a precarious one. We had everything, and in a moment, we had nothing. The cost of living went up gradually, until it reached the current level.

I believe in God, and I am not afraid of my fate. I cannot leave my city. Here I can keep my dignity. I have heard horrible stories about the situation of refugees. I am used to being a manager or to living by my own labour, working with my hands. I cannot be under the supervision of others.

We have adapted to the situation. There were many times when my wife asked me not to go to work, because of the shelling that day. However I have to go to work – I have children to feed. I believe that death will find me anyway, even if I stay at home. I have to go to work; I cannot stay at home.
The hardest thing I went through was when I received a call from my brother telling me that the house had been hit by a shell and that my young daughters had died. Everybody thought that the girls were dead. However, although they were severely injured, they managed to recover. They are in a good health at the moment. Following that incident, I developed diabetes, and my glucose needs to be controlled.

Dozens of people were displaced from eastern Aleppo. They had very terrible stories and fled from deadly shelling. Some people managed to set up their own businesses, but others had nothing and no money to live on. We tried to support the displaced families, and one family stayed in my workshop for four months. They thought that the war would not last for more than a few months. But it lasted much longer.

My 11-year-old girl and 5-year-old boy did not have a real childhood. Thanks be to God that they are safe, but they went through bad and terrifying experiences. My son suffers from panic attacks from time to time. He usually runs and hides whenever he hears loud noises – even if it is not the sound of battle, like when a door is slammed shut.

My wife is a strong woman, but lately she has become exhausted and has had a psychological burnout. She lost her temper recently and wanted to leave the country.

Even in these areas controlled by the government, we suffered from being besieged several times during the last few years. Many items were not available in markets; essential services were also not available. My children used to have to study by candlelight. Even these days Aleppo is suffering from general power cuts. The entire city depends on generators, which is not a real solution. People have to pay more and more to cover their basic needs, and this is becoming more and more difficult for people with low incomes.

Water is an essential issue. We used to suffer from water cuts, so people had to rely on water trucking, which is an additional cost. Fuel is another issue. I had never felt cold in my life, but these past few years, feeling cold in winter became a normal part of life due to persistent fuel shortages.

Because my workshop is close to the front line, I witnessed the shelling many, many times. When the shelling started, everybody would run for shelter. Experience had shown that other shells would soon hit the area. After about ten or fifteen minutes, we would rush to the shelled area to help the injured people. Fighters in the area usually also gave help to the injured, and we got used to the sound of different weapons. We can recognize which weapon is being used from its sound.

Despite all that has happened, Aleppo is one city and Syria is one country. Community solidarity is the key issue; I believe the crisis is a dark cloud and the sun will rise soon.
Interview with Eyal Weizman
Professor at Goldsmiths, University of London, Director of the Centre for Research Architecture and Director of Forensic Architecture*

Contemporary warfare is increasingly waged in urban settings and is often characterized by asymmetry between the parties. This trend is only likely to continue in light of a more and more urbanized world. It is compounded by the fact that belligerents often avoid facing their enemies in the open, intermingling instead with the civilian population, putting civilian lives and infrastructure at risk.

Eyal Weizman is an architect and academic who has spent much of his career writing and thinking about the interaction of violence and the built environment. He has worked extensively on the ways in which war is fought in built-up areas and on how architecture can design an environment that is either more or less conducive to urban warfare. Most recently, he has been developing the new field of forensic architecture, which aims to research incidents that unfold in urban areas, examine the architectural aspects involved and draw patterns from those stories. In this interview, Professor Weizman shares some of his reflections on war in cities with the Review.
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* This interview was conducted in London on 5 September 2016 by Vincent Bernard, Editor-in-Chief, and Ellen Policinski, Managing Editor of the Review.
Tell us about your background. How did you come to work on the interaction of violence with architecture and the built environment?

I studied architecture in London at the Architectural Association School of Architecture, which is known worldwide to be an avant-garde, conceptual school, one that deals with the “source code” of architecture. At that time I was already gravitating towards working on social and political issues. In the middle of our studies, students were supposed to take a year off. During that year – it was soon after Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin was assassinated – I went back to Israel and volunteered with the Palestinian Ministry of Planning, near Ramallah. There, I realized that the Ministry was working with very outdated maps: although the Oslo Accords had been agreed and the Oslo process was under way, the Palestinians had not been provided with up-to-date cartographic information. After realizing this, I started operating like a small-scale industrial spy: I went into geography and architecture libraries, made photocopies of maps and brought them back to the office. I understood the importance of space and spatial representation in political issues. The lack of up-to-date maps was a political problem.

When I finished my studies, B’Tselem, a human rights group in Jerusalem, asked me to participate in drafting a report on human rights violations through the settlement project. In the early 2000s, there were about 120 settlements. At that time, the plans of settlements were simply dots on the map. Relying solely on the legal principle laid out in Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention – providing that an occupying State is not allowed to transfer its own population to an occupied area – to object to the settlement project, a dot beyond the border line is already a violation of the rule. However, we thought that there was something missing in relying only on this principle, from a human rights perspective. Therefore we looked not only at the location of settlements, but also at the form that the settlements were taking.

As architects we could make a professional judgement, saying to ourselves: “If I were to design a settlement without a political objective, it would look more or less like this – circular in one case, longitudinal in another. But in reality, the settlements look like long and thin wedges. Why is that?” We realized that these wedges were cutting out the West Bank. In Jerusalem, the Jewish neighbourhoods were designed not only to serve their own inhabitants, but also to disrupt the possibility of Palestinians living in and controlling their own space or engaging in trade. By their shape, the Jewish neighbourhoods were dissecting Palestinians from each other. We described this as “architectural violence” – violence that takes place on architects’ drawing boards. This report was one of the first to tie architectural issues to violations of human rights, and that was the seed of forensic architecture as a concept or a field.

Violence operates according to various scales in terms of duration and speed. For instance, there is the slow violence of the settlement project, the slow encroachment of the land—transforming it, draining its water—which is lethal and destructive, but happens over years, if not generations. That slow violence sometimes converts into kinetic violence. The settlement projects require their own security: to have a settlement, you must be guarding it. You also need to patrol it—you need to raid the next town to discourage its population from resistance. This results in kinetic incidents like shootings, arrests, destruction of homes, *et cetera*.

We understood that architecture stands between that slow violence of planning and design, and the fast, kinetic violence. These days, fast, kinetic violence mainly takes place in built-up environments. Built-up environments are complex, not only because the physicality is rather complex—there are many streets and alleys, buildings of various forms—but also because they are the environments of civilians, different groups and, increasingly, the media. Everyone is a media reporter of sorts, recording and uploading content online. It is important to understand that type of violence—kinetic violence that happens in a built-up environment—architecturally. This is how the proposition of forensic architecture emerged, as existing on the spectrum between slow violence and fast violence.

**What is the concept of “forensic architecture”, after which you named your research agency, and how did it lead to your reflection on violations of human rights and humanitarian law?**

Forensic Architecture, the research agency, emerged after years of theoretical and historical work mainly on Israel and Palestine, urban warfare, and the relationship between architecture and violence. Forensic Architecture provides such organizations such as the ICRC, international prosecutors, the United Nations, Amnesty International, smaller political groups, and human rights groups with architectural evidence. We aim to make people aware that architecture is a framework with which we can study all sorts of contemporary processes. It is a framework that is absolutely essential because if war takes place in an urban area, traces of this violence are left on buildings. On the one hand, to understand what happened, you need to be able to read a building as a pathologist reads a dead body.

On the other hand, forensic architecture is a concept that also exists on a spectrum between fast violence and slow violence, between the violence exercised on the drawing board and the consequential violence that takes place in the city in buildings, and examines how all of this relates and converges together. Here is another way to look at it: increasingly, in terms of forensics, different bits of

---

2 Editor’s note: Forensic Architecture is a research agency based at Goldsmiths, University of London. You can learn more about the Forensic Architecture project on its website, available at: [www.forensic-architecture.org](http://www.forensic-architecture.org).
evidence – medical, testimonial or video evidence, munitions – are scattered throughout an urban environment. Rarely does any one piece of evidence operate in isolation. What you need to create is an assemblage of evidence. These are intersections: time–space relationships between the individual pieces of evidence. These are best viewed in three-dimensional models. A lot of what we do is synthesizing huge amounts of pieces of evidence. You can think easily about the relation between three pieces of evidence – the relationship between eyewitness testimony, a gun and a bullet hole in a wall, for instance. But we are often synthesizing thousands and thousands of separate pieces of evidence within space and time in digital 3D models. The 3D model of the architectural environment becomes an optical device to understand the relationship between those separate elements.

Architecture is also important because it bridges the otherwise very firm divide between classes of evidence: witness evidence, material evidence and spatial evidence. Architecture as we use it, both in the Saydnaya project\(^3\) – where we reconstructed the architecture of a Syrian prison from the memory of several of its survivors – and in previous projects, is a conduit into memory. It is a way in which to induce recollection and to make it apparent. In interviews within a simulated virtual environment, we can access witness memories that would not otherwise be available.

These are the three main ways in which we see the centrality of architecture emerging, and you can see it against the backdrop of the growing importance of forensics in the field of human rights and international humanitarian law. As new classes of evidence emerge, material evidence becomes very important. This is what we call the “forensic turn”. One of the starting points of the forensic turn is the work of the Argentine Forensic Anthropology Team in relation to the Argentine disappeared, where mass graves stopped being simply sites of national or religious ceremony and became an epistemological matrix from which to understand conflicts. There was a lot of information in those bones and decomposed bodies. Such work was very important in shifting human rights work towards material evidence. We have been relying on that forensic turn and claiming the centrality not of osteo-biographies, but of media and architectural ones.

Can you give us some examples of your current work?

Let me demonstrate the forensic turn as it impacts on different scales of violence, from the small to the bigger scale. On a smaller scale, there was a shooting incident in the West Bank, in Beitunia, on Al-Nakhba Day 2014 [15 May 2014]. A surveillance camera recorded two young teenagers walking along a stretch of a road and being shot. On the CCTV recording, it is clear that they were not involved in anything at the time of the shooting. Later, another video emerged on

CNN, in which the soldiers were seen shooting. The problem is to tell the story that exists within these two recordings. Because these events happened in space, we needed to synchronize the videos and locate them in the model in relation to each other. We synchronized all of the evidence, in order to show who shot the teenagers. More importantly, we used a 3D model to locate the video perspectives in space. This is what we call the “architectural image complex”: locating where the point of view of the video exists in space. It is very hard, otherwise, to understand the time–space relation between the videos. We undertook this work for the parents of the teenagers who were killed and for an organization called Defense for Children International.4

Compare this to the sort of material that comes out of the US right now – on US police brutality against black bodies – where a lot of the evidence that comes out has the perpetrator and the victim captured in a single frame. That is a good piece of footage, and it could become viral because it tells a story. But most often, in urban warfare, for every piece of footage where you have the perpetrator and the victim in a single frame, you have dozens, if not hundreds, of videos in which you have either one or the other, or some bits before or after, or just the sound, or just an element of the story. With that type of information, you need to synthesize and compose, and architecture is the best medium to do that composition.

We discussed the smaller scale of violence against the human body, now let’s discuss the next scale: the room. We worked on a project for the UN Special Rapporteur for Human Rights and Counterterrorism, Ben Emmerson. He has reported on drone warfare in Pakistan, Afghanistan, Somalia, Yemen and Gaza. The problem was that everyone involved in drone warfare realized that at some point, the pattern of drone warfare shifted, from drone strikes on roads and remote places, to the cities and the villages around them. The drone violence became urban. Together with the drone violence becoming urban, a special kind of missile was developed, the Hellfire II “Romeo”, which was able to penetrate layers of walls and floors in order to reach a certain designated room.

The problem with the ammunition employed in the first generation of drone strikes was that it used a hollow charge, which was developed to be shot at tanks. It was good enough, as long as cars or military camps were being targeted. But when you hit a building, the hollow charge would not be strong enough to destroy it. It would detonate on impact, on the roof, and the jet stream of melted steel would not reach deep enough into the building.

So there was a need for a new class of ammunition with a delayed fuse, which would enter through the layers of floors and ceiling, and reach a designated room before impact and detonation. The Hellfire II “Romeo” can blow up in a room one or two floors under the place of impact. The apologists of this technology referred to it as “humanitarian” because it supposedly reduced collateral damage. In reality, it reduced it compared to the kind of bomb they

would otherwise use, the quarter-ton bomb, which, in order to kill a targeted person located in a building, had to destroy the entire building and kill everybody in it. So it reduced collateral damage, but it also allowed the proliferation of the use of drones. The fact that it was a lesser evil allowed it to be more frequently applied. The use of that class of munition went hand in hand with the proliferation of drone strikes on cities. Perhaps if they would not have had that tool, less of these strikes would have been authorized by the US legal adviser.

We did a pattern analysis and developed software to look at patterns in time and space. We took all the information on drone strikes from the Bureau of Investigative Journalism, which catalogued each one of the drone strikes from various local news channels and from people on the ground – they had a file of a few hundred drone strikes in Pakistan. Nobody studied the kind of targets that were hit, so we went back to all the articles and started classifying the strikes according to architectural damage. What was targeted? Was it a civilian home, a market building, a public building, a mosque, an open street, an open area, a car? We also looked at the level of damage and created a database with the information.

We started looking at patterns and relations between the information gathered, and we noticed an increase in strikes on cities. The pattern of US drone strikes had to change because the Taliban understood the signature strike: if you drive along this road, at this time of night after calling this mosque or being there, boom. The Taliban moved into the city, stopped driving, started walking, bicycling or motorbiking, or driving animals between buildings. So the US practice changed the pattern of behaviour on the ground. There was a co-evolution going on, pattern recognition from both sides.

There was a certain kind of evidence that came out with this change of pattern in drone strikes that was very distinct. What happens with a delayed-fuse munition that does not bring the building down? It always leaves a hole in the ceiling. We needed to look for holes in the ceiling in order to evidence the increase of drone strikes in cities – that was the architectural cracks of our work. How to connect an architectural detail, a hole in the ceiling, to a policy, and to the increased civilian casualties? The problem was that the hole in the ceiling was about 30 centimetres in size, but the size of a pixel of a satellite image is 50 centimetres: the holes in the ceiling were simply drowned within a single pixel. In order to collect evidence, we used all sorts of video material that was smuggled out of Pakistan at the time, and we had to develop a way to analyze those handheld videos.\(^5\)

Now, let’s move up a scale to the level of a city. We were asked by Amnesty International to provide a reconstruction of a period of twenty-four hours during the Gaza War on 1 August 2014. On that day, the capture of an Israeli soldier by Hamas had led to the triggering of the Hannibal Directive. The Hannibal Directive was a secret command that allows soldiers to risk the life of the captured in order to stop the capturing, but is in fact understood by soldiers to

---

mean that they are allowed to – or required to – kill their comrade to prevent him from becoming a prisoner. Neither Amnesty International nor its reporters were allowed in Gaza, either during or after the war. We had to rely on this new type of testimony that emerged, particularly in urban areas: participant testimony.

First, we had testimonies coming from soldiers, with the help of an organization called Breaking the Silence, which collects Israeli soldiers’ testimony. Soldiers are themselves increasingly taking photographs and video, using GoPro cameras, for instance. Soldiers were now documenting their own violations of humanitarian norms or those of their comrades: that is a kind of participant testimony. It is a very different class of evidence than regular testimony, which comes after the fact, as such participant testimony is taken during the acts. There were also testimonies coming from the Palestinians in Rafah.

What was unique about that war was that in April of the following year, Palestine ratified the Rome Statue after long-standing pressure on the Abbas government by Palestinian civil society. So at the time of the war, there was a growing consensus on the subject of joining the International Criminal Court [ICC] between all Palestinian groups, including Hamas, Islamic Jihad and of course Fatah, knowing that it would also expose them to counter-cases over which, potentially, the ICC could have jurisdiction. These developments, together with the simple, very human understanding that when something happens around you, you want, at least, to record it, led to many people risking their lives taking photographs and videos.

At Forensic Architecture, we had thousands of videos and images and we needed to reconstruct a period of twenty-four hours during the war by building a set of relations between those images. One image would show tanks going in, another one would show a building being hit, another one would show a mushroom cloud going over someplace, and another one would show civilians walking with red flags. What is the relation between these events? Sometimes, increasing the amount of images in war does not add clarity but rather creates confusion. There is an incredible amount of images that you cannot make sense of, unless you have the trophy shot of the perpetrator and the victim in the same frame. But this time we did not have that. Instead, we had distributed events and what we needed to do was to stitch them all together through a model. This resulted in us building a model of the entire city of Rafah, in which we located each one of these sources in time and space in order to tell the narrative. This is on the level of the city.7


In regard to the bigger scale, Forensic Architecture is interested in what we call environmental violence – in other words, slow violence affecting the environment. Deforestation is a good example of that. In Guatemala, we were involved in research related to Rios Montt’s years in power. Our information showed that the deforestation of the Ixil-Maya area in the Quiché part of Guatemala was part of the strategy of the military to control the area and in fact part of the genocide, of which Rios Montt was convicted – though he spent one night in prison and then was under house arrest before the conviction was overturned. All of this – the deforestation, the destruction of Ixil villages and the reconstruction of what were called model or concentration villages placed under the control of the regime – needed to be understood spatially.8

Now, we increasingly work on the relationship between climate change and violence along what we call the “conflict shoreline” – that is, the aridity line, the line of desert that crosses the earth. The movement of the aridity line – it is moving as climate change gradually shifts the threshold of the desert – ignites or aggravates a series of conflicts along the way. One of the aridity lines – beyond which there is less then 200 mm of rain per year, which scientists define as a desert – starts in North Africa, in Morocco and Algeria, at the northern threshold of the Sahara; it goes through Libya, Egypt, through the northern Negev, where the Bedouins are displaced by the Israeli government, into the West Bank. From the West Bank, it goes into Jordan, then into Syria, Daraa, where the protest that led to the Syrian civil war began. It goes through all the major cities of conflict, including Al-Raqqah, the capital of the Islamic State, and then it goes to Iraq, Iran, the Pakistan frontier, and Afghanistan.

Architects are also doing work on that much larger environmental scale. When somebody is shot or decapitated with a knife, that is an immediate, eruptive type of violence that is sometimes caused by that slow transformation on the environmental level. And we need to see those two as related. These were usually held by different optics, dealt with by different institutions – for instance, Greenpeace would do climate change, and Amnesty International would do the conflict-related work – but now we know they are related. We need to develop a framework that looks across these institutions.

According to the observations you have made in the course of your research, is there more fighting in cities today than in the past?

In armed conflicts right now, almost all of the fighting takes place in cities. The asymmetries in warfare are such that if an armed group tries to resist a Western military – or at least a modern military with an air force – from outside of a city, it will be easily targeted. Daesh could survive for a while along the arteries of the desert, but only because of either the reluctance or the inability of the Syrian
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military to attack them. When armed groups start being attacked systematically from the air, they have to retreat into cities.

This is not a new facet of war; it has always been a feature of asymmetrical warfare. Defensive position in density means that the environment could either be the jungle, such as where Central American resistance movements evolved, or the city. The city is a kind of urban, concrete jungle. An urban environment can level some of the intrinsic asymmetries of non-international armed conflict, because it is much easier for defending groups, which know the city (or the forest), to move through and disappear, to blend in with the population, and so on. This also accounts for the relationship between deforestation as a military tactic—using herbicides in such conflicts as Vietnam in the 1960s and 1970s, Guatemala in the 1980s and Colombia very recently—and urban destruction in such places as Grozny in the 1990s, Jenin in the early 2000s, Gaza in 2008–09, 2012 and 2014, and Sur in Diyarbakir, eastern Turkey, more recently.

**How do the different actors involved in armed conflicts—States, armed groups, civilians—use the built environment?**

There is a growing body of work by military and security think tanks on urban warfare, which has been developed since the 1990s because of a new set of urban challenges that emerged. The realm of hostilities is no longer either ballistic nuclear warfare or tank-to-tank warfare, and counter-insurgency occurs less in equatorial forests, but instead in urban areas. When this shift happened, militaries were not prepared for it, neither conceptually nor in terms of equipment and hardware. From individual guns and surveillance to the vehicles that they were using, the equipment was meant to serve tank warfare. As a result, the military started thinking about cities quite seriously. Much thinking was done in the US and Israel—the latter being the area on which I conducted my research. Urban and architectural thinking—the academic discipline of urban studies was quite critical and certainly left-wing—were adopted by the military.

What happens when you feel left out of a discourse? You devour it, right? You go into a “hoover” approach to the literature. This is what the military did with the urban literature that was developing in academia over the past thirty years. There was a lot of thinking about cities because really, a process of urbanization accelerated with the globalization of the post-World War II era. Globalization developed sets of relations between cities, including those from the East and South, so the writing on cities mostly came from postcolonial and urban studies, and it emerged because scholars—many of them from either a neo-Marxist left-wing perspective, postcolonial perspective or postmodern perspective—were interested in cities as sites of hybridity—complex sites of both social and economic production.

When the military realized that it did not produce its own thinking on that subject, it acquired a bookshelf that would not shame any left-wing scholar. This was a very paradoxical situation, where the head of the Operational Theory Research
Institute – a security military think tank ran by a doctor in military studies called Shimon Naveh – was teaching his students Deleuze and Guattari – French philosophers of the French left – Foucault, postcolonial thinkers such as Gayatri Spivak, and even artist groups like the Situationist International. Those theories presented a guidebook to urban complexity. The problem of cities is complex: the city is not just a pile of buildings. Everything that happens in the city becomes operationally and politically complex, particularly in media-heavy environments in which civilians and combatants are intertwined. This development led to all sorts of complex systems, co-evolution and co-learning which were more or less successful in military terms at that time.

From a resistance perspective, people normally want to retreat into the area where it is hardest to be found, where they have support and where they can disappear easily. It is only natural that the resistance would move into the densest parts of cities and refugee camps. Simultaneously, militaries in what Derek Gregory called the “colonial present”9 – the sort of occupations seen in Afghanistan, in Iraq or in Palestine – understood that the city was to be thought of as a site of heterogeneity: not only as an area in which conflict takes place, but also as the condition that bred conflict. Another example of what this could mean is that for strategists, the refugee camp was not only a site of conflict; the refugee camp was a condition that bred conflict. To break the refugee camp, it would have to be re-planned from a dense area where the sewage runs on the streets, into systematic housing blocks that could be controlled, supposedly, more easily.

A bit like Paris, after the nineteenth-century revolutions…

Of course. The Haussmannization of Paris had many economic and class dynamics at play, but it also had a strategic rationale – controlling the arteries of movement through the city – simply because the resistance to monarchy, and later to the Second Empire, sought to develop autonomous zones by blocking off traffic. In the dense workers’ neighbourhood, this blocking of movement was undertaken by installing the famous barricades. To control a city is to control the means of circulation through a city. To be able to move through it, to be able to get to everywhere you want to go, you need to keep the arteries open, or to make new arteries, by either planning or destruction or the interaction of both. Making wide arteries is always good for militaries that want to control an environment. This was true in nineteenth-century Paris, as it is true in the Balata refugee camp next to Nablus, as it is true in the Palestinian refugee camp in Lebanon.

The military always seeks to resolve political problems through urban/architectural means. A good example of this is the destruction of refugee camps by Israel in the 1970s. Ariel Sharon, who oversaw this campaign, was one of the biggest builders of social housing projects in North Gaza, for example in Beit

LaRIA. The blueprint for the architecture of these social housing projects was simply taken from development towns in Israel and transported into Gaza. The point was to take the refugees out of the camps because, supposedly, they would then not be refugees any more. Identity, Sharon and the Israel Defense Forces thought at the time, was tied to the particular environment of the camp. Another idea was that the refugees would not resist if they had something to lose. This is an age-old idea. Do you remember Levittown, in the United States? It was a suburb, built and run under the idea that anyone who owns their house would not be a communist. Architecture is a good way of creating a thing that can be taken away. This is one of the multiple ways in which architecture and war interact with each other.

You have previously described the tactics used by the Israeli military as “very architectural”. Can you elaborate on this?

Fighting in the city, from both the resistance and the military perspective, requires shaping the city. Sometimes this is done on a micro level – by building trap doors, secret stairwells and halls – and sometimes it is done with bulldozers. It is an analogy that needs to be understood. The bulldozers that went through the Jenin refugee camp in 2004 are a good example of this. If you look at the Jenin camp, one way to understand this type of warfare is to say: “This many hundreds of houses were destroyed; it is this percentage of the city.” That is not an architect’s perspective. An architect would look at which houses were destroyed, and the relationship between them – what does the destruction add up to? And then a kind of logic emerged: a kind of Hausmannization of the Jenin camp. The bulldozer followed a logic in what it destroyed. It opened up the city; it redesigned the city so that it could be controlled.

In fact, when Jenin was rebuilt, partly through a donation from a Red Crescent Society, the roads were rebuilt differently; the roads were made slightly wider to allow the tanks in, because they did not want to see more destruction. The resistance in the camp was unhappy with that, because it meant opening the camp to military control. That is not the role of humanitarians, to make it easier for a tank to move through – and the width of a tank is not the standard benchmark for the width of a street.

Cities and buildings are also instruments of movement, for vehicles and human bodies. What was done in Jenin on the level of vehicles was done in Nablus and Balata on the level of the individual soldier. An example of this is holes in walls left by soldiers’ movements through buildings. Imagine you are sitting here, having a meal, and the wall next to you is suddenly destroyed and soldiers come in. But they are not after you, and soon they disappear through the next wall behind you. To plan this kind of operation, you need to have a three-dimensional conception of the city. Urban warfare does not only happen on the surface plane. It happens above and below – it is volumetric. Sometimes the resistance is at one place, and soldiers are located above and below it. Then,
Forces move like a worm in an apple. Rather than existing on a surface, a worm in an apple navigates through 3D models and in all directions. In this way, soldiers need to be thinking like architects, and architects are sometimes commissioned to think like soldiers. Architects might sometimes design a neighbourhood to promote control, and sometimes to aid resistance.

In the past, war-fighting tactics have sometimes been aimed at the total destruction of cities. Today fighting in urban areas seems to take into account the fact that forces need to fight within the city without simply wiping it out, taking into account the urban population. How do you see that in terms of international humanitarian law?

When Hamburg, Dresden and Hiroshima were bombed in World War II, it was through a binary conception of warfare. It was total war. The civilian population was seen [illegally] as part of the war effort, either through industry or through any other form of support for the fighting force. In Japan or Germany, there were no opposition groups that could be supported to create fissures within a political fabric. The understanding was, if you are behind that line, if you are in Germany, then you are part of the war effort. Therefore wiping out cities was, to a certain extent, a product of the conception of war as a binary situation. The city was always a city of perpetrators and therefore, to a certain extent, responsible for what was happening in the Pacific, on the Eastern Front or on the Western Front in Europe. This is of course illegal. It is against international law to attack civilian parts of a city even if this is your conception.

Today many attacks on urban areas are part of a political calculation. Cities can be understood as environments that are already saturated by conflict, between contradictory linguistic, ethnic or political groups of various sorts. Therefore, in urban warfare violence is often applied within a field that is already saturated with internal social and political conflicts. It somehow seeks to open fissures, or intervene within existing conflicts. The military sometimes calls it “injecting kinetic energy into social relations”. A common perception is that within urban warfare, the civilian population is an obstacle in the way of the military. This, however, is not true – urban warfare is about civilians. Civilians are a crucial part of the equation: hurting them or protecting them is part of the strategy. Urban warfare is political in the sense of wanting to influence, to win over the civilian population, to govern them in order to influence their inclinations, to gain their support. Sometimes militaries want to deter – that is, to scare or terrorize civilians into submission, into doing what they want. At other times militaries seek to protect or help civilians so that they do what they want. In this context, allowing medical and other humanitarian aid to reach the civilian population is part of the strategy. So there is a problem with the determination of the killing of civilians as “collateral damage”. Urban war is about civilians, and their fate is part of the aim of the war. Civilians are what this form of war is about.
How would you describe the consequences of modern urban warfare for humanitarian actors?

As a humanitarian actor, you need to know that when you operate in a situation of urban warfare, you are also at risk of becoming a tool. It was made very clear recently, in relation to cities like Aleppo, that humanitarian aid, when controlled by those in power, could become a political and military tool, used to support only the friendly population or as part of a policy of carrots and sticks. Another tactic of urban warfare is to aggravate a humanitarian crisis in a kind of reinstatement of classic siege tactics that tries to control people, or to compel them to surrender by cutting their supplies. Today, however, it is a bit more complex. Supply cannot be completely cut off because of the media, so parties to conflict need to show that supplies would be allowed under particular terms. Contemporary siege warfare is more complex than traditional siege warfare, as it has media and humanitarian aid in the equation.

What role can and should architects and urban planners play in humanitarian action?

I think we need to understand the issue of humanitarian assistance as a proper urban issue. The problem of cities has always been a problem of circulation of goods, of nutrition – of grain, mainly – and from a certain period in early modernity, of medical services. The history of the city emerges as a problem of grain circulation – you can read Foucault on governmentality on that subject. The same goes for public health. Public health is the foundation of urban planning. Humanitarian action is a properly urban type of action, and humanitarians need to start thinking about their practice urbanistically and architecturally. We need to understand humanitarian actions not simply as being based on a statistical problem of numbers of human bodies in space, mouths to be fed and wounds to be healed. The location of a hospital or a distribution centre for food or other forms of aid has an urban dimension. These places affect, sometimes interfere with and manipulate spatial hierarchies; they have an effect on how the city operates or the relations between cities, camps and villages. Thinking of distribution locations and flow is something that could be done together with architects and urbanists.

Architecture is both a framework in which to analyze and interrogate situations, and a means of intervention. Architectural intervention is not always only about bricks and mortar or the selection of a site to build a building on. For example, if you take a school and you turn it into an emergency medical centre, this is an architectural act that affects the way the neighbourhood operates in the long term. We need to think about what kind of effects it creates. What kind of

vulnerability and potential side effects emerge as a result? How does it affect the city, or town, or relations across a periphery? What is its effect on circulation and flow within the city? Therefore, architecture should be part of that thinking.

We have talked about how damage to a city can be read like wounds on a dead body. You seem to be introducing a new idea that there is also a predictability of urban warfare. Could this work be used to prevent conflicts?

I would be very careful with prediction or determination. For example, along the aridity line, you can say that there is increased vulnerability, that some tensions and existing conflict could be aggravated, but in theory, some societies could deal with those changes and they could be absorbed. We have not seen in Morocco the same level of transformation we have seen in Tunisia and Libya, although the effect of climate change has been similar. We are using, with caution, some of the principles of predictive forensics. What is predictive forensics? Well, forensics is usually something that is directed towards the past – the main question is, “What happened here?” – but increasingly, it is moving towards looking to the future.

Predictive forensics is the futurology of contemporary warfare. It studies the future mathematically, using tools that most closely resemble those of risk management used by financial, marketing or security companies. The best way to understand this is through the predictive forensics that the US is doing in Pakistan and Yemen, in targeted killings, where it is assumed that people will commit violence because pattern recognition shows that they will do it – even if they have not yet done it, but are targeted before they have the chance to. The pattern analysis undertaken by the US in Pakistan and Yemen scans various bits of data about people’s lives – for example, their movement along certain roads determined by the Pentagon to be “toxic”, telephone calls to specific numbers, or congregation in particular religious buildings – for patterns that might correspond to a “signature” of behaviour that the US associates with militant activity.11 Under this practice, referred to as “signature strikes”, the US targets people who are determined by an algorithm to pose an “imminent risk”, without their identities or names being known.12 That is predictive forensics. Predictive forensics is a line of forensics that it also familiar to climate science. The evidence is from the present, but the destruction is in the future. Patterns are non-hierarchical with regard to time. You can look at the future and at the past. You can estimate and evaluate potential vulnerability as they emerge. You could see that a combination of these factors usually leads to violence, and while it is not


deterministic, you could say that vulnerabilities will be emerging in this location in the future. So it becomes tactical, operational, rather than legal. The law is quite clear. The law will judge on the past, not on the future.

In 2014, Forensic Architecture began developing open-source software called PATTRN in a project coordinated by Francesco Sebregondi. PATTRN was designed as a crowdsourced platform that allows activists to upload information and then map relations between discrete events, identifying patterns and trends in time and space. PATTRN was conceived to enable citizen-driven participatory mapping. Our aim was to support sharing and collation of first-hand reporting of events by the very people who are subjected to violence, to assemble that data and to produce analysis, eventually bypassing the need for professional investigators on the ground. Crowdsourcing this type of information requires safeguarding the anonymity of users. Data protection is key, and the anonymization technologies that we employ are the main condition of participation in situations when identification of researchers could be risky. Because of this, verification of data can be undertaken not by tracing the provenance of evidence back to the identity of users, but by peer-to-peer correction with minimal editorial oversight. This allows us to minimize the danger for users without rendering the tool vulnerable in court.13

PATTRN is employed by several organizations. Some require pattern analysis for identifying trends in past data. For example, the International Criminal Court in The Hague, which is considering opening proceedings against Israel for the 2014 Gaza war, needed to undertake pattern analysis to determine if violations were “widespread and systematic” and has been studying the database of attacks during this war processed by Forensic Architecture software.14 But pattern analysis can also be used to provide general predictions and indications of where and when vulnerabilities might be expected. Organizations working on the risk to migrants in the Mediterranean used PATTRN to identify the convergence of categories that would help identify such emergent risks or where people might most likely be intercepted or left to die.15 The accuracy of prediction is based on the quality and quantity of data. Any result needs to be treated with caution, merely as a tactical indicator of possibility. But pattern analysis in the human rights context might open the way for forensic techniques to be used not only for studying the past, but also, tactically, in a predictive manner, oriented toward the future.

13 PATTRN is available at: http://pattrn.co/.
14 See FSBRG, “ICC Gaza Methods and Findings, Presentation at the International Criminal Court”, available at: https://fsbrg.net/icc-gaza-methods-findings.
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Abstract
This article argues that, despite an ongoing global revolution in urban demography, most Western military research into urbanization is narrowly focused and remains disengaged from the interdisciplinary expertise of urban studies. Because so many cities are sui generis in terms of their governance, architectural design and demographic composition, the art of war must seek closer interaction with the science of cities. In the coming years, in order to control armed violence and reduce casualties across an urbanizing world, military analysts must seek greater cooperation with urban specialists. The common aim must be to develop an urban-oriented strand of strategic studies that is firmly based on a sophisticated understanding of the ecology of cities. Such a cooperative approach will assist in the development of military methods of operating in cities using appropriate rules of engagement that embrace international humanitarian law.
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One of the continuing weaknesses of Western strategic studies is the paucity of serious research on the role of the city in armed conflict. This is not a novel situation. In the 1990s, when the Revolution in Military Affairs was the research area du jour, the urban dimension of warfare was overshadowed by notions of networked warfare on open terrain. After 2001, the long wars in Afghanistan and Iraq saw urban military research either absorbed or eclipsed by an avalanche of material on population-centric counterinsurgency and hybrid warfare. In the second decade of the new millennium, little has changed. As we move away from an era dominated by Near East land wars into an Asia-Pacific century, it seems likely that offshore maritime strategies, naval power and long-range precision strikes – all of which play to the West’s traditional technological strengths – may become the main future warfare priorities for liberal democracies such as the United States, Britain and Australia.¹

The above serves as a useful reminder that despite the global revolution in urbanization that is now occurring, many Western militaries remain cautious about embracing urban warfare as a central mission. They have good reasons for such caution. In the Western military canon, all the tenets of modern theory and practice run counter to engaging in war in cities except as a last resort.² Doctrinal reservation is likely to be reinforced by war weariness, caused by long campaigns and their fiscal burden. Some leading Western armies are in the process of recovering from over a decade of protracted operations in the mountains of Afghanistan and the cities of Iraq. Moreover, in an era of economic austerity stemming from the 2008 global financial crisis – when Western armies have been forced to dramatically downsize in numbers and to reduce personnel costs – the suggestion that urban warfare in far-flung countries will be a future military priority involving large numbers of soldiers and expensive equipment is hardly welcome news to democratic electorates or their political representatives.

Add to these concerns the continuing demographic reality of ageing populations, rising health and welfare costs, and homeland security and immigration challenges, and one is confronted by a Western domestic political agenda that in no conceivable way favours armed forces establishments with large-scale urban operations as a major focus for force structure requirements and budgetary priorities. And yet, it is an indisputable reality that the world is urbanizing and that by 2050, two thirds of the human race will live in cities. We are faced, then, with a clear disparity between the geopolitical phenomenon of mass urbanization and the apparent unwillingness of many Western countries to prepare their armies to meet the likelihood of increased urban operations across


the spectrum of armed conflict, from humanitarian relief through stabilization missions to conventional warfare.3

What, then, is to be done? This article argues that a first step must be to understand the breadth of the urban challenge. Much greater conceptual clarity than exists at present is required to guide strategy, policy and operations for urban contingencies in the future. A rigorous intellectual framework must be developed, aimed at understanding the process of urbanization and determining what it may or may not mean for international security and the use of military force in the years ahead. To this end, two areas are examined. First, the process of global urbanization is summarized, with an emphasis on its variety and complexity. It is argued that there is no such phenomenon as a single urban future and, as a result, there can be no specific security solution and still less any single urban military posture. Second, if Western militaries are likely to face increasing operations in cities in coming years, long-term research must be conducted to investigate realistic “economy of force” approaches in order to align policy requirements, technological capabilities and human resources for a wide array of potential missions. Western defence establishments must embrace a form of multidisciplinary urban strategic studies to inform both their policy decisions and their military doctrinal considerations. Focusing on anarchy in “population-centric megacities” replete with Mad Max-style adversaries, as promoted by parts of the electronic media and popular literature, is a facile and misleading basis for serious research. What Western armed forces require are broad, not narrow research approaches; they need to invest in carefully integrated lines of inquiry which reflect the in-depth and lasting cross-disciplinary efforts required to develop a credible strategic agenda for the use of force in cities. Such an agenda will assist in using lethal force in a manner that reduces civilian casualties and which upholds humanitarian and legal norms in armed conflict.

“No single future for cities”: The process of global urbanization

In 1950, the population of the world was two-thirds rural and one-third urban.4 By 2050, it is estimated that global demographic distribution will be almost the exact reverse of a century ago, at 34% rural and 66% urban. Some 90% of all urban growth is occurring in Asia and Africa, with 70 million people annually becoming residents of a city somewhere on those two continents.5 If research estimates are

---


5 See ibid., pp. 7–9 and Annex, p. 20 ff. By 2050 it is estimated that 52% of the global population will be located in Asia and 21% in Africa.
correct, the world’s urban population will increase from 3.9 billion in 2014 to 6.3 billion in 2050.6

There can be little doubt that, in terms of demographic change, the movement of people from countryside to city represents a revolution of historic magnitude.7 Not surprisingly, the transformation from rural to urban demographic predominance has spawned an intense debate on the implications for the world’s future economic structure and geopolitical stability.8 There are visions of both dystopia and utopia. For some security analysts, urban migration and city growth are seen as a prescription for growing anarchy, violent political breakdown and ecological decline throughout the developing world. Pessimists foresee a coming era of “feral cities” or of huge “population bombs”, in which armed conflict will occur mainly in sprawling megalopolises from Karachi and Dhaka in Asia to Kinshasa and Lagos in Africa.9 US writers P. H. Liotta and James F. Miskel argue that twenty-first-century megacities – usually defined as cities of over 10 million inhabitants – will emerge as unprecedented phenomena, at once “overwhelmed, dangerous, ungovernable … unlike anything the earth has ever seen”.10 Another US author describes war in megacities as follows:

[We face] high-tech warfare at knife-fight ranges … Imagine a megacity of 10 or 20 million, where the slums have more inhabitants than some countries … [a place] where suspicious locals post every US military movement on Twitter with digital photos and GPS-precise coordinates. Imagine roadside bombs that fly because the bad guys downloaded blueprints for a kamikaze mini-drone and built it with their 3-D printer.11

While such a dystopian future is a possibility for some non-Western megacities, much of the urban studies research tends to be far more positive, even utopian,

6 Ibid., pp. 1, 11–12.
10 P. H. Liotta and J. F. Miskel, above note 9, p. 7.
in tone and outlook. In sharp contrast to dystopian security analysts, many urban specialists view the transition from a rural to an urban world as one of the twenty-first century’s most encouraging drivers of economic growth and social mobility. The demographic shift to city living may offer solutions to help alleviate long-term poverty and political instability in diverse countries, from Asia through Latin America to parts of the Middle East and Africa. Using a progressive lens, the global process of urbanization is viewed by many urban scholars as a means of strengthening the three traditional pillars of sustainable development: economic growth, social stability and environmental protection. As one 2014 United Nations (UN) research report notes:

Cities are important drivers of development and poverty reduction in both urban and rural areas, as they concentrate much of the national economic activity, government, commerce and transportation, and provide crucial links with rural areas, between cities, and across international borders. Urban living is often associated with higher levels of literacy and education, better health, greater access to social services, and enhanced opportunities for cultural and political participation.

In Africa and Asia, the two continents that will account for the swiftest pace in world urbanization over the next three decades, just three countries – India, China and Nigeria – are expected to account for 37% of the world’s metropolitan growth out to the year 2050. Indeed, within the next fifteen years, several Asian cities are likely to overtake US and European cities in prosperity. Based on current trends, by 2030, nine of the world’s wealthiest twenty-five cities will be located in Asia. Shanghai and Beijing are expected to outrank Los Angeles and Paris in wealth, while Delhi and Bangkok are likely to surpass Detroit and Barcelona as economic hubs. By the early 2030s, some $30 trillion or 65% of global gross domestic product (GDP) will be generated by some 600 cities, over a third of which will be in the developing world.

The growing cities of the developing world are, however, unlikely to follow any single pattern of growth. There is no “single future of cities” or one-size-fits-all program for urban development, and in many respects we may be entering a new analytical field – namely, the “science of cities”. As one British report notes, “the science of cities is still emerging and has not yet generated global language norms. It is also an inter-disciplinary science, and this makes clarity of concepts harder to achieve.” Cities are simultaneously places of safety, resilience and opportunity and yet also homes to violence, inequality and squalor. Over the next

13 2014 World Urbanization Prospects, above note 4, p. 3.
14 Ibid., p. 1.
quarter of a century, urban conglomerations are likely to reflect a bewildering and eclectic variety of sizes, shapes and spatial density alongside a plethora of differences in types of governance, demographic composition, economic growth and regional distribution. In the emerging science of cities, it seems as if hypothesis and heterogeneity will prevail over paradigm and homogeneity.17

Future urban conurbations will embrace a range of forms, including megacities, larger cities and middle-sized and small city complexes, with each metropolitan type displaying different developmental and governance levels. Despite a focus on the dramatic phenomenon of a few megacities with populations of over 10 million by parts of the Western media and military, most of the world’s urbanization is more prosaic and is concentrated on a plethora of medium-sized and small cities. For example, at present, half of all the world’s urbanites live in settlements of less than 500,000 people, with only one in eight persons inhabiting a megacity.18 In 2014, medium-sized cities accounted for twenty-six of the world’s forty-three fastest-growing cities, and their collective populations are likely to increase from 363 million to 509 million people by 2030 – accounting for around 10% of urban residents. Similarly, smaller rather than larger cities are likely to proliferate in the developing world. “Cities with populations of less than half a million”, one report notes, “will remain highly significant everywhere, remaining home to almost half of the world’s urban population by 2030.”19

In China and India, a wave of smaller, high-technology “smart” cities is being constructed with the aim of creating urban systems that can act as catalysts and hubs for advanced urban infrastructure, transportation and economic services. For example, by 2025, it is estimated that of 136 smaller cities throughout Asia, 100 smart cities will be located in a fast urbanizing China.20 As Thomas J. Campanella observes, when it comes to the promotion of new cities, China’s energetic approach is akin to “a hundred Dubais, with a thousand times its ambition”.21 Even countries in Africa – a continent often associated by security analysts with poorly governed megacities such as Lagos and Kinshasa – are experimenting with smaller city conurbations. For example, in Kenya, Konza Techno City, dubbed the “Silicon Savannah”, and Tatu City – both located outside metropolitan Nairobi – represent newer, smaller and more decentralized complexes that are seen as models for urban development in the future.22

18 Ibid., p. 13.
19 Ibid., pp. 11–12.
The global pattern of migratory diversity from countryside to city runs counter to the notion advanced by some security analysts that megacities will be the dominant form of urban development and are the harbingers of a new form of international instability.23 Such a view is not supported by evidence. As the urban specialist Joel Kotkin argues, the pattern of urban migration in the developing world is not concentrated on megalopolises, but is diverse and multidirectional and involves a maze of different-sized cities.24 In 1990, there were ten megacities with 153 million people, representing 7% of the globe’s urban dwellers. In 2014, there were twenty-eight megacities, including Tokyo, Delhi and Shanghai, with 453 million people, accounting for 12% of urbanites.25 While megacities are expected to multiply from twenty-eight to forty-one by 2030, it seems unlikely that this particular urban form will predominate globally. Even if megacity populations double over the next fifteen years, they will still represent only a quarter of the global urban population. In 2011, the McKinsey Global Institute, a leading authority on global urbanization, cautioned:

It is a common misperception that megacities have been driving global growth for the past 15 years. In fact, most have not grown faster than their host economies, and [McKinsey] expects this trend to continue. Today’s 23 megacities … will contribute just over 10 percent of global growth to 2025, below their 14 percent share of global GDP.

In contrast, 577 fast-growing middleweights … are seen contributing more than half of global growth to 2025, gaining share from today’s megacities.26

In 2012, McKinsey identified an “Emerging 440” cities grouping that is projected to generate 47% of global growth, or $17.7 trillion, to 2025 and beyond.27 Only twenty are categorized as megacities, with the remainder being middleweight urban centres. Of these middleweights, over 200 are in China; fifty more are located in Latin America; and thirty-nine are found in Africa and the Middle East. In many of these middleweight cities, growth is driven less by population density than by per capita GDP and by the number, rather than the demographic size, of individual households.28 In 2014, research conducted by the UN endorsed McKinsey’s findings, observing that by 2030 there might well be forty-one megacities but that “the fastest growing urban agglomerations are medium-sized cities and cities with less than one million inhabitants located in Asia and Africa”.29 As social scientist Saskia J. Sassen observes, what really matters when analyzing the anatomy of

23 P. H. Liotta and J. F. Miskel, above note 9, p. 9.
24 J. Kotkin et al., above note 8, pp. 16–17.
27 Consuming Class Report, above note 7, pp. 5–6, 19.
urban growth is less a city’s demographic density than its political and economic effectiveness.\( ^{30} \)

**Urbanization and military strategy: The case for urban strategic studies**

Despite the complex and multi-varied pattern of urbanization outlined above, recent Western military research on urban warfare is narrowly focused on operating in megacities. The latter are believed by many security analysts to pose the most dangerous and demanding urban environment for Western forces in the future. Good examples of this type of research include the US Army’s 2014 study *Megacities and the United States Army*, and the US Marine Corps’ 2015 *Security Environment Forecast*.\( ^{31} \) The US Army report claims that in the twenty-first century, megacities represent a “fundamentally new operating environment” that will increasingly defy the military’s ability to apply traditional methods of urban warfare and will provide “the strategic key terrain in any future crisis that requires US military intervention”.\( ^{32} \)

Similarly, in its section on urbanization, the Marine Corps *Security Environment Forecast* states: “If current patterns and trends [in urbanization] continue, the world will reorient centred on massive, multifaceted urban clusters. Three-quarters of the world’s population will live in cities and there will be forty-one megacities worldwide by 2030, making urbanized warfare unavoidable.”\( ^{33} \) Such a situation means that conflicts in megacities will force adversaries not only to master the three-block war but also to think vertically and adapt to “three-floor wars”.\( ^{34} \) Moreover, urban littorals will become of particular importance in the future because coastlines or coastal deltas host some 136 major port cities as well as eight of the world’s ten largest cities.\( ^{35} \)

Much of the US Army and US Marine Corps research tends to treat the megacity as a novel phenomenon – an urban conurbation so different in form that it is disconnected from all previous modes of urban operations. Such a premise is both historically incorrect and misleading. Modern urban evolution is a process that has been occurring since the rise of the nineteenth-century
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industrial city of steel and coal. Armed forces establishments have always sought to adapt older methods of city warfare to new metropolitan conditions of mass living, spatial expansion and industrial technologies. There is a pattern of tactical development in urban warfare that runs from the principles of controlling streets and buildings – first outlined by the French soldier Marshal Thomas Bugeaud in his 1847 primer, *La guerre des rues et des maisons* – through the World War II battles in cities such as Stalingrad, Manila and Gröningen to more recent encounters in Grozny, Fallujah and Mosul. Historically, while most conventional armies dislike urban warfare, once they are faced with the grim prospect of fighting in built-up areas they tend to adapt to the challenge with all the accompanying demands for large numbers of troops, decentralized tactics and heavy expenditure in logistics and munitions.36

While there are commonly understood methods for military operations conducted in cities involving fire and movement, it is a well-known and time-honoured reality that urban warfare involves an essential recognition of diversity. Confronted by an urban area, all militaries must confront “an endless variety of structures and facilities the seizure or control of which demands esoteric plans, programs, and procedures, since no two cities are quite alike”.37 The modern Western military’s long-standing understanding of urban diversity has been influential in persuading operational planners – from Stalingrad through Hue to Fallujah – to focus on the role performed by troops rather than the environment inhabited by them. Troops must be multifunctional and able to fight across different forms of terrain, both rural and urban. A military focus on one urban form – namely that of megacities as representing a completely novel phenomenon – runs contrary to the basic principles of modern urban military operations. It is no accident that those who have been most successful in cities have been well-trained military forces capable of adaptation – whether US marines in Manila and Fallujah, British infantry in Belfast and Londonderry or French paratroops in Algiers.38

Faced by the revolution in urbanization, twenty-first-century militaries must avoid narrow research focused on megacities and move to engage with the broad field of urban studies.39 If this engagement does not occur, military research will almost certainly become flawed. Contrary to recent US military claims on megacities, the relationships between instances of rapid urban growth and outbreaks of armed
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violence are not clear-cut. In understanding the anatomy of armed violence in diverse urban conglomerations, correlation and causation must be carefully distinguished and separated. For example, cross-disciplinary studies by urban analysts suggest that city fragility and organized violence in the developing world are less a function of metropolitan size and demographic density than of the existence of effective governance. If there is a correlation between the process of urbanization and the incidence of violence in large cities, it has more to do with a linkage between weak State institutions and fragile cities. Much research indicates that “legacies of armed conflict, political authoritarianism and repressive policing are [tightly correlated] with the onset and persistence of urban violence”.41

The capacity of a State’s institutions is often intimately connected to the strength or weakness of metropolitan governance, and this factor plays a major role in determining the outbreak of armed violence in cities. Armed violence may, of course, be exacerbated by metropolitan size and by population numbers, but it is seldom caused by these factors. Rather, weaknesses in governance ranging from political maladministration through to corrupt militaries and ineffective policing are often major causative factors in the breakdown of urban society. While megacities may generate a range of negative consequences for their urban underclass, including crime, disease and squalor, organized violence by armed groups is not always one of these. It is important to note that fast-growing Asian megacities such as Beijing and Calcutta are among the world’s most stable urban conglomerations. Likewise, massive cities such as Bogota or Sao Paulo in Latin America have both experienced not only spikes but also instances of decline in outbreaks of armed violence. In his 2012 work, Researching the Urban Dilemma: Urbanization, Poverty and Violence, Robert Muggah observes:

Although in absolute terms more people may face poverty and insecurity in large and mega-cities, it is in fact medium- and small-sized cities in the developing world which are even more at risk [from violent breakdown]. This is because they are generally less well-resourced in terms of professional capacity, governance and finance. Their vulnerability is also greater because of more limited investment in infrastructure and urban services …. In addition, there is less experience of working with humanitarian and development actors and other international agencies.46

41 R. Muggah, above note 8, p. 49.
42 Ibid., pp. 49, 66.
43 Ibid., pp. vii–ix.
44 K. Savage and R. Muggah, above note 40.
45 R. Muggah, above note 8, p. 11.
46 Ibid., p. 69.
In short, there is nothing that is certain or inevitable about armed violence in cities in general or in megacities in particular. From a security perspective, military researchers must learn to distinguish between the global city of influence, the megacity of sprawl and the emerging middleweight city, and between smaller peri-urban, semi-urban and inner-urban forms of human habitation. All are different. Indeed, when it comes to assessing the frequency and character of insecurity in a diverse range of cities, generalizations are misleading and good research will seek to adopt a strictly evidence-based approach.47

The different conclusions about armed violence and megacities reached by military professionals and urban specialists are evidence both of a lack of communication and of misunderstanding. In considering the likelihood of future urban military operations, there is little common ground between policy-makers and security specialists on the one hand and urban development, aid and humanitarian agencies on the other. As Muggah notes, “the growing preoccupation with the urban dilemma amongst diplomats, development and defense sectors is not … matched with commensurate investment in research”48. It is certainly true that current research into city development remains parochial and stove-piped, with security specialists and urban analysts possessing different outlooks, interests and methodologies.

Three distinct schools of thought on research into cities can be identified. The first is practised by quantitative macro-level researchers who focus mainly on collecting statistical data and whose ranks include criminologists, epidemiologists, economists and social scientists. The second school is that of qualitative micro-level researchers, which tends to be more concerned with field research and case studies and which includes historians, urban geographers, political scientists and sociologists. Finally, there is a security-oriented research school, a category that embraces military professionals, defence analysts and an array of affiliated social scientists.49 All three schools tend to operate independently of each other, but this is markedly so in the security dimension. The security-oriented school of urban research tends to be focused on narrow operational and technological issues rather than broader strategic considerations. Operational research and analysis embraces the refinement of combined arms operations for a non-linear city environment, mastering close-quarter battle methods and better use of protected mobility in built-up areas. Similarly, technological research involves areas such as the employment of thermobaric weapons and precision munitions; the future role of robotics, drones and unmanned vehicles in cities; the exploitation of fibre-optics, laser range finders and counter-sniping devices in urban micro-environments; and the potential for non-lethal weapons usage in heavily populated urban areas.50 In

48 R. Muggah, above note 8, p. vi.
49 Ibid., pp. 9–10.
contrast to these operational and technological efforts, urban security specialists have made few attempts to synthesize relevant strands of urban research into a form of strategic studies that might inform the judgments of both policy-makers and military practitioners. As a result, an ability to assess the roles of military forces in cities against different typologies of urban violence remains underdeveloped. Issues of legal obligation and rules of engagement as applied to stabilization operations and humanitarian relief; civil–military relationships in command and control functions; the roles of policing and community elites; and the nexus between national and metropolitan governance—all key areas of knowledge—remain under-researched.51

In the coming years, if we are to better understand the city as an armed conflict zone, an urban-oriented strand of strategic studies needs to be developed by security scholars working in close conjunction with the macro- and micro-level schools identified earlier. Achieving such an interdisciplinary effort may prove to be challenging for scholars who harbour sensitivities towards the employment of military force in populated areas. Indeed, we should not forget the adverse reaction of many anthropologists and other social scientists toward the development of human-terrain mapping in counterinsurgency after 2004. Yet, if urban studies scholars refuse to engage with security officials on the challenge of controlling and ameliorating armed violence in cities, they are only likely to contribute by default to increased, not decreased, numbers of civilian casualties.52

Given the requirements of operating in cities with civilian populations under the ever-present eye of a global electronic media, Western militaries will require assistance from urban specialists in order to formulate the kind of operational methods appropriate for a range of cities—methods that conform to international humanitarian law, also known as the law of armed conflict—and which reflect credible rules of engagement respecting the lives of non-combatants. One useful area in which city specialists in law enforcement and community development can assist military professionals is what might be styled the fluidity nexus between “high-end” policing and “low-end” military responses in cities. A comprehensive understanding of a particular urban environment will be important in determining how a crisis situation can be better conceptualized by security professionals in order to meet conditions where neither a purely military nor a traditional policing approach seems immediately obvious.53

In all cases, the integration of urban studies into strategic requirements needs to be conducted with both intellectual care and humane discrimination. An understanding of different typologies of violence is critical. Security analysts and

52 For the reluctance of anthropologists to engage with security officialdom, see David H. Price, Weaponizing Anthropology: Social Science in the Service of the Militarized State, Counterpunch, Petrolia, CA, 2011; John D. Kelly et al. (eds), Anthropology and Global Counterinsurgency, Chicago University Press, Chicago, IL, 2010.
military professionals need to be able to distinguish between high-intensity crime by urban gangs and syndicates concerned with profit, and forms of low-intensity warfare by armed urban activists driven by politics. They also need to be able to differentiate between mass-casualty attacks by networked Islamist cadres on the Mumbai, Nairobi, Paris and Brussels models, and well-organized and prolonged campaigns of urban warfare by large non-State militias on the Hamas or Hezbollah models.54

There are clear differences between the Islamic State (ISIS) attacks in Europe in 2015–1655 and the capability of a force like Hamas to engage the Israeli military in a semi-conventional struggle as it did in the 2014 Gaza War.56 Unlike the ISIS cells that struck against civilian targets in Paris and Brussels with AK-47 assault rifles and suicide belts, Hamas represents a formidable non-State organization with an armed militia wing (the Qassam Brigades) equipped with an arsenal of rockets, anti-tank guided munitions and anti-air missiles that gives it a capacity for protracted operations in heavily populated urban environments.57 In 2014, the reality of a Hamas base amidst the Gaza population forced the Israelis to adopt a restricted targeting methodology for air strikes using both low-yield precision munitions and non-lethal explosives to reduce non-combatant casualties, facilitate civilian evacuation and comply with international legal conventions.58 Hamas successfully employed an underground assault tunnel network stretching for 70 kilometres in order to nullify Israel’s aerial reconnaissance superiority and conceal the movements of its fighters, munitions and rocket attack sites. Air strikes could not neutralize this tunnel network, forcing the Israelis to deploy ground forces. In the Shejaiya stronghold in Gaza City, sixteen Israeli soldiers were killed and fifty wounded as the Israeli Defence Forces destroyed over thirty Hamas tunnels.59

The 2014 Gaza War demonstrated an array of issues that may dominate future Western interventions in cities. These include the need to nullify subterranean networks, the requirement of an effective information campaign, and the challenge of engaging an adversary that, while weaker militarily, is adept at employing the instruments of social media to win international support. Western armies that enter urban areas in future operations clearly need to be prepared to control the narrative of events by employing new technologies for the information domain, including not only social media tools but also wide-area, full-motion battlefield video surveillance systems.60 In an ominous development,
Hamas also experimented with primitive “model airplane” unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) during the Gaza War. In the years to come, this form of stand-off technology can only evolve and proliferate through commercial outlets. Over time, non-State groups such as ISIS and Al-Qaeda will surely acquire small drones as a non-State equivalent of a precision munition that can gather real-time intelligence and strike rapidly. As a result, Western militaries will need to consider developing counter-UAV networks – perhaps using laser technology – in order to deal with this new threat.\(^{61}\)

In the future, given limited troop numbers, advanced militaries are unlikely to engage in frontal assaults in urban areas except under the most favourable circumstances. As retired US Army general Robert Scales has cautioned, policymakers need to be constantly aware of one uncomfortable truth when considering the insertion of troops into cities: “America’s treasure house of close-combat soldiers is only marginally larger than the New York City Police Department.”\(^{62}\)

Proportionally, when it comes to available infantry and combined arms assets, other Western armies, such as those of Britain, France and Australia, face a similar situation to that of the United States, and this reality places a premium on economy of force operations. From this perspective, robotics, high-altitude UAVs, precision strikes and special operations forces all recommend themselves in the coming years.\(^{63}\)

There are many diverse kinds of urban contingencies to consider in a wide range of localities: from all-out combat operations through humanitarian relief and the creation of protected enclaves and evacuation corridors for civilians and other non-combatants to over-the-horizon littoral missions. The Western requirement is for a discriminate range of direct and indirect urban strategies that are based on the level of political interests involved and judged on a case-by-case basis. A discriminate strategy might embrace containment of volatile cities; urban humanitarian evacuation and relief of threatened population groups by joint, interagency and multinational elements; the exploitation of high-technology assets for selective strikes; and the seizure of decisive points and nodes using joint forces.\(^{64}\)

**Conclusion**

Because cities represent crucibles of civilization, it is uncomfortable to regard them as arenas for future armed conflict or as scenes of humanitarian emergency. From the Athens of Pericles, through the Florence of the Medici and the Paris of Picasso to the Berlin of Brecht, cities have always sought to celebrate the splendour of human culture and to avoid the inhumanity and squalor of armed conflict.\(^ {65}\) This situation is now challenged by the global revolution in urban demography and economic
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transformation that will unfold over the next three decades. While urban military operations of diverse types are likely to increase in future years, the broader security implications of the globe’s urban revolution are far from clear. This is especially so in terms of identifying causation and correlation between urban development and the incidence of armed violence.

Despite the recent Western military fashion for concentrating on megacities as the “worst-case security environment”, what is most striking for the learned strategist is the fluidity, variety, diversity and unpredictability involved in the process of global urbanization. As we come to grips with the notion of a world population that by 2050, in the mere space of a century, will change from being predominantly rural to being overwhelmingly urban, there is no simple or singular template available to understand the anatomy of urban conflict. Neither the science of war nor the science of cities offers a clear guide to urban studies specialists and security professionals. In order to achieve greater clarity of thought, the best way forward into the future is for more holistic analysis to occur through alliances forged between the different fields of urban studies and war studies in universities, think tanks, security research departments and military establishments.

Those concerned with urban conflict need to acquire a balanced and nuanced understanding of the ecology of the developing world’s cities. Military practitioners and urban studies scholars must seek to avoid trading in a language that evokes either spectres of dystopia or visions of utopia. Such black-and-white polarities are misleading and fail to take account of the many shades of grey that are found in the diversity of city ecology. Many cities are sui generis in levels of governance, population composition and architectural design, and no single disciplinary perspective can capture the inherent complexities of using military force in an urban area. Like the phenomenon of insurgency, in urban conflict, modern methods evolved for the use of force in cities must be constantly refined to meet an infinite variety of changeable urban contexts. In cities plagued by armed conflict, it is the particular and the heterogeneous that are likely to be more illuminating than the general and the homogenous.

From a security perspective, then, the true novelty involved in militaries operating in twenty-first-century urban areas lies less in developing operational methodologies for megacities than in the task of evolving and integrating doctrine and concepts for the varied and multidisciplinary field of Western urban strategic studies. The latter must seek to highlight realistic policy choices on armed intervention in cities and to offer rules of engagement and operational solutions aimed at reducing violence and restricting casualties across a range of urban contingencies. Investment in a metropolitan form of strategic studies holds out the promise that, as a science of cities emerges and unfolds throughout the new millennium, Western militaries will become better prepared to confront the challenges of future conflict in an urban-dominated world.

66 Small Arms Survey, above note 53, p. 188.
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Abstract
This article reviews the factors that determine the impact of explosive weapons on urban services in space and time, with a focus on drinking water services. The evidence comes from published and unpublished research and records, as well as experience restoring or maintaining such services. Urban services are seen as interconnected, and each composed of interdependent components of people, consumables and hardware. Elements that make up the components are labelled “upstream”, “midstream” and “downstream”, to reflect their location and hierarchy.
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in the production and delivery of any urban service. The impact of explosive weapons is broken into the direct effects on any of the components of a service, and the reverberating effects on up- and or downstream components of the same service, or on other services. The effects are most commonly observed in service infrastructure, and determined chiefly by the extent of the damage to the functionality of any component. The spatial extent of the impact is found to be determined primarily by the hierarchy of the component suffering the direct impact, with attacks on upstream components being the furthest-reaching. The duration of the impact is determined primarily by the pre-explosion “baseline resilience” of the service, itself a function of system redundancies and emergency preparedness and response. The analysis suggests that the impact is more reasonably foreseeable than may commonly be thought, in the sense that the direct effects of explosives are well known and that the most important infrastructure is generally identifiable. It follows that proportionality assessments which involve urban services would benefit from (i) the direct and consistent engagement of specialized engineers within the targeting cell, and (ii) greater familiarity of the weapons controller with services, infrastructure and systems in urban areas.
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The merits of an “urban services” perspective

Contention about the use of explosive weapons in populated areas is usually centred on law and ethics, rather than infrastructure, and the basis for the expanded or constricted use of explosive weapons tends to be laid more by lawyers, social scientists and military planners than by engineers. Yet, as this analysis of the factors that determine the spatial and temporal impact of explosive weapons on urban services shows, a grounded technical awareness adds considerable substance to the discussions and debate surrounding this issue.

The analysis builds upon the growing body of research that explores the impact of explosive weapons upon people and structures, notably the work circumscribing the legal parameters for the use of explosive weapons in populated areas,1 “forensic
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architecture”-type studies,2 epidemiological studies,3 operational resilience and systems thinking,4 and disaster risk reduction.5

In the analysis, the nature and extent of the impact of all forms of explosive weapons (not just those “with wide-area effects”) on urban services is queried across space and over time. With a focus on drinking water services, that impact is understood in terms of direct effects and reverberating effects. Though explosive weapons may impact any of the components necessary for the functioning of a service (i.e., people, consumables or hardware), their impact is most commonly observed in service infrastructure, and is determined chiefly by the extent of the damage to the functionality of any component. The analysis finds that the spatial extent of the impact on urban services is found to be determined chiefly by the position of the damaged component within the hierarchy of the service, with attacks on so-called upstream components (i.e., those which produce the action or commodity that the service provides) typically having the most widespread impact. The duration of the impact is determined primarily by the “baseline resilience” of the service prior to the explosion, which is a function of the nature of system redundancies and capacity for emergency preparedness and response. These findings feed directly into the debates about the implications of such attacks for the rules on proportionality and precaution in attack,6 by shedding light on what impact on urban services can be considered “reasonably” foreseeable.

Methodology

The analysis is based on public and confidential records, and experience in restoring or maintaining service provision. In particular, the research draws on the prolonged experience of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in providing support to municipal service providers and utilities in Gaza, Iraq and Syria. The analysis also builds directly on the ICRC report Urban Services during Protracted Armed Conflict (ICRC Urban Services Report),7 as well as discussions stimulated
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6 See I. Robinson and E. Nohle, above note 1; see also L. Gisel, above note 1.

by the authors at the ICRC Expert Meeting on Explosive Weapons in Populated Areas (EWPA), the 16th Bruges Colloquium on International Humanitarian Law and the 32nd International Conference of the Red Cross and the Red Crescent side event on EWPA.

**Features of urban services**

This section lays the technical foundation of urban services required to assess the factors which determine the impact that explosive weapons have upon them.

**Components of urban services**

The term “service” is used here to mean the provision of commodities, actions or other items of value to an urban population, and could include electricity, health care, water, waste-water collection and treatment, and solid waste disposal. Urban services are increasingly complex systems, and the general public’s limited knowledge of their internal workings is contrasted by its near-total dependence upon them.

Most urban services are dependent upon each other. For example, a damaged electrical transformer can cut the power to a water booster pumping station, and so disrupt the water supply to an entire neighbourhood and/or to the local hospital. Furthermore, each urban service requires three components in order to function: people (e.g. service provider staff, private sector contractors and entrepreneurs), consumables (e.g. fuel, chlorine, medicines), and hardware (e.g. equipment, heavy machinery, infrastructure). The bulk of the focus of this article is on the infrastructure element of the hardware component in relation to its function and position within the broader system of any given service.

Each component of a service affects the others. For example, even with well-maintained water infrastructure, experienced water utility staff cannot provide water to consumers if there is no power to run the booster pumps that maintain the pressure in the distribution network.

**“Upstream” and “downstream” components**

There is a hierarchy of importance within the components of a service, as some elements of each component are more important for the effective functioning
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11 The list of other “basic services”, such as radio and television, ports, banking, education, roads and telecommunications, is potentially non-exhaustive. It is likely to change with each context.
of the service, particularly for infrastructure. Infrastructure that is disabled at the supply end of an infrastructure system is more disruptive to more people than are elements of infrastructure that deliver the product halfway down the line, or to the end user, for example. At the top of this hierarchy is what are referred to here as “upstream” components, as shown in Figure 1. Upstream components produce the items of value that the service delivers (typically a commodity or an action), such as water treatment plants, waste-water treatment plants or electrical power plants. “Midstream” components are those that are necessary for the storage or delivery (but not production) of the bulk of the commodity, action or other items of value, such as water reservoirs and booster pumping stations, or an on-grid electrical substation and transmission lines. “Downstream” components of any service are those that ensure the storage or delivery to the end users of the service, such as a water distribution network or an electrical transformer. The significance of the distinction is related to scale; upstream components of a service (read: elements of infrastructure) provide for the largest coverage area and hence the greatest number of people served, while downstream components provide for a smaller coverage area and hence fewer people served.

The hierarchy of importance of components also holds true for the people and consumable components of a service, if to a lesser degree. For a drinking water service, so-called upstream people include the key operations personnel required for a service to run, while maintenance, planning and administrative staff can be considered key midstream people, and consumers downstream. In terms of consumables, fuel to run the water treatment plant is considered upstream, while treatment chemicals (such as chlorine for dosing at booster pumping stations) are a midstream consumable, and fuel or chlorine tablets for household treatment are downstream consumables.
Baseline resilience

The condition of a service prior to an attack is also a consideration, as existing underlying vulnerabilities can in some cases be greatly exacerbated by an attack. An impoverished and poorly governed service provider (e.g. Basrah in 2004) can be expected to have fewer options than a well-governed and financially secure one (e.g. Geneva in 2016), in short because the latter is more resilient.

“Service resilience”\(^{12}\) may be measured in terms of redundancies (replication of elements of infrastructure, substitute staff) and level of preparedness or ability to respond (e.g. number of qualified staff, volume of prepositioned stocks of consumables, quality of infrastructure).\(^{13}\) Of the two, the ability to respond may be the more important measure, as it captures the combined ability to make the best use of built-in redundancies while ensuring that viable alternatives act as a capability for restoring the service. To return to the previous example, Geneva’s current drinking water service is considered more resilient than that of Basrah in 2004, in both qualitative and quantitative terms. Each has redundancies designed and built into it (and the Basrah service may have developed more of these redundancies while coping with the effect of armed conflict and sanctions),\(^{14}\) but the former is likely to have a larger and more reliable supply of stocks, well-operated and well-maintained infrastructure, and systems to support the personnel responsible for implementing emergency preparedness plans.

Factors that determine the impact of explosive weapons on urban services

This section establishes the factors that determine the extent of the impact of the use of explosive weapons on urban services in space and over time. “Explosive weapons” is understood here to mean weapons that use high explosives to project a blast wave, fragmentation or thermal energy from a point of detonation.\(^{15}\) Types of explosive weapons include artillery shells, missiles, rockets and improvised explosive devices.

Direct and reverberating effects

The ICRC Urban Services Report stressed how the direct and indirect impacts of protracted armed conflict and trade sanctions accumulate over time. Such impacts accumulate as repeated bouts of violence within the protracted conflict
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12 “Service resilience” is used here in a way that is analogous to “operational resilience”, which is defined as “that essential ability of an operation to respond to and absorb the effects of shocks and stresses and to recover as rapidly as possible normal capacity and efficiency”. A. H. Hay, *After the Flood: Exploring Operational Resilience*, FriesenPress, Victoria, 2016.


degrade the service (whether its people, hardware or consumables) to a point where its restoration is no longer economically feasible under the prevailing conditions, if possible at all. This section adapts this approach in order to examine in particular the impact of explosive weapons on urban services, with “impact” understood in terms of both direct and reverberating effects.

As shown in Figure 2, the impact of the detonation of explosive weapons on urban services is gauged in terms of direct and reverberating effects. Direct effects of explosive weapons on urban services refers here to the immediate and physical impact caused by the explosion. Examples include the death or injury of operations and maintenance crews, damage to a water reservoir, or damage to a warehouse of spare parts and consumables. The direct effect of the explosion can have consequences on other components of the same service when they are interdependent. Reverberating effects of explosive weapons on urban services refers to such consequences, as discussed further below.

The consequences of explosive weapons can feed into the vicious cycles and other dynamics (e.g. trade sanctions, brain drain) of the indirect and cumulative impact of protracted armed conflict upon urban services, whether on the whole system of the same service, or on other services. An increased spread of communicable disease due to disrupted water supply is just one example, though this is possible even in more acute conflicts. More immediate and generally less enduring are the reverberating effects on the urban services themselves. While the consequences of the use of explosive weapons in general “are not limited to

death, physical injury and disability, but also include long-term impacts on mental well-being,” the reverberating effects of explosive weapons on urban services are relatively bounded in space and over time. More specifically, the reverberating effects of explosive weapons on urban services are limited by the extent of the damage to upstream and midstream infrastructure, by the spatial distribution of the reverberations, and by the time required to restore the service.

The reverberating effects of explosive weapons on urban services also vary with each particular component of a service. The reverberating effects on an infrastructure system can be seen upstream, as when damage to a public water reservoir renders the transmission line and water treatment plant upstream useless, or downstream, as when damage to a domestic water reservoir eliminates the storage capacity and hence the supply of water to an entire neighbourhood. The maximum theoretical spatial extent of the reverberating effects is thus limited to the breadth of the service area (for example, the physical footprint of the service infrastructure). The duration of the reverberating effects varies: for example, the buffer and storage function of a downstream water reservoir (i.e., one that serves an entire neighbourhood) can in some cases be restored to a limited degree by the installation within hours or days of temporary water tanks, or it can be repaired to full functionality within weeks. In other cases, such as when the water reservoir cannot be repaired and its storage function cannot be bandaged with “quick fixes”, the continuity of the supply and pressure in the line is interrupted, leading to undue stress on distribution pipes further downstream and resulting in a less reliable service for the end user. And the restoration of a booster pumping station can take several months or even over a year, particularly if the pumps and electrical panels need to be imported.

18 What are referred to here as reverberating effects of explosive weapons on urban services are a subset of the “foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack” in the general sense as discussed in the article by Robinson and Nohle in this issue of the Review, which are “otherwise known as ‘knock-on effects’, ‘indirect effects’ or ‘long-term consequences’”. Reverberating effects on infrastructure are similar to what Christina Patterson calls ‘first order ripple effects’ in her discussion on the impact of urban infrastructure disruptions on military operations and non-combatants. Christina M. Patterson, Lights Out and Gridlock: The Impact of Urban Infrastructure Disruptions on Military Operations and Non-Combatants, No. IDA/HQ-D-2511, Institute for Defense Analyses, Alexandria, VA, 2000.
19 By “infrastructure system”, we mean the network of elements that make up all of the infrastructure required within a system to deliver the service (bearing in mind that “infrastructure” is just one element of the “hardware” component of a service).
20 This could extend to peri-urban areas that are supplied through water tankers filling from a point on the main transmission line.
The **people** and **consumables** so important to the effective functioning of an urban service also suffer from explosive weapons, of course. Whether an explosive weapon were to completely destroy the sole warehouse of spare parts and consumables, or kill or maim a large number of the municipal staff, the spatial extent and duration of the reverberating effects would likely be similar to those observed in infrastructure. Cases where the effects of the use of explosive weapons will reverberate upstream or downstream on people or consumables are relatively few, however, and the consequences are generally more contained both in space and over time. For instance, if a warehouse full of spare parts has been destroyed, the reverberating effects on the system will be felt in space at the related infrastructural points that have broken down or failed, whereas the impact over time is a function of the time required to procure and install the replacement parts (as well as the replacement spare parts required to retain the pre-explosion level of preparedness).

Furthermore, the damage caused by explosive weapons on any component of a service can have a “domino effect” on other services. Damage to an electrical substation can halt the municipal drinking water supply, and this “toppling” type of reverberating effects can lead to loss of sterilization capacity in the operating theatre, as just one example. The potential reverberating effects of explosive weapons on infrastructure at different levels of the hierarchy of service components are presented in **Table 1**. Consider as a hypothetical example the reverberating effects of a direct strike on an upstream water treatment plant that damages three of six of the main transmission pumps. If the plant was normally operated with four pumps, with the other two remaining reserved for scheduled switchover, the maximum volume of water that could be supplied to residents after the attack would be three quarters of the normal amount. Depending on the configuration of the drinking water distribution network (i.e., whether closed-loop, meaning a more effective circulation of water, or open-ended, which has much more vulnerable sections), this could result in one quarter of the users near the end of the distribution network receiving less water than normal, as well as silting in the unused distribution (and possibly also transmission) pipelines. There would also be the reverberating effect of an undue amount of wear on those pumps that still function. These pumps would be likely to fail earlier than they normally would have, thus threatening the entire drinking water service. Similar cases have been documented for Beirut, Baghdad.

---


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative magnitude of expected impact</th>
<th>Direct effects</th>
<th>Midstream components (e.g. water reservoirs, booster pumping stations, transmission lines or on-grid substations)</th>
<th>Downstream components (e.g. distribution networks or distribution transformers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Destruction of or damage to a water treatment plant.</td>
<td>Destruction of a water reservoir serving multiple neighbourhoods or a district within a city.</td>
<td>Destruction of or damage to a residential distribution network, or a household connection to the network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Disruption of treatment of unprocessed water; disruption of transmission of treated water and local distribution to the end user.</td>
<td>Disruption of the pattern of water supply (i.e., continuity of supply (reliability), pumping hours, quantity of water, and pressure) to a neighbourhood or neighbourhoods. Upstream, silting of transmission line; downstream, silting of distribution network, contamination of hospital water reservoir and/or inadequate supply.</td>
<td>Disruption of the pattern of water supply (i.e., continuity of supply (reliability), pumping hours, quantity of water, and pressure) to individual buildings (e.g. house, block of flats, factory).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Potential reverberating effects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consequences on the drinking water infrastructure system</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower volume and quality of water supplied to the entire service area (typically city-wide or several neighbourhoods).</td>
<td>Halted or very poor quality of water supplied to the neighbourhood. Reduced continuity in supply.</td>
<td>Halted or very poor quality of water supplied to affected households.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open to entire extent of service (potentially confineable in resilient systems with alternative production options).</td>
<td>Open to affected portion of service.</td>
<td>Confined to the localized service area or household level.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Physical extent of direct and reverberating effects**

| Immediate, short-, medium- or long-term (seconds to months to years, depending on the extent of the damage, whether the infrastructure damaged is up-, mid- or downstream, and baseline service resilience. | | | |
Grozny, Huambo, Kabul, Jenin, Gaza, southern Lebanon and other places.

In this example, the cumulative impact of the partial damage to the pumps is an entire breakdown of the drinking water service, the result of direct and reverberating effects, and is likely to have a domino effect on other services (e.g. health). The extent to which such impact will be considered reasonably foreseeable is a function of a number of factors that will be discussed below.

Consideration of the reverberating effects of a strike affecting a downstream component of a service demonstrates the importance of incorporating the hierarchy of components of any service into the analysis. Particularly when alternative water supplies are of poor quality or risky to access, the (downstream) household connection to the network is a crucial component for the well-being, health and dignity of all of the household’s members. The consequences for a family when its connection is damaged by an explosion can be devastating, in terms of dignity, public health or displacement. From a services perspective, however, the damage is of relatively less consequence than the disabling of a domestic water reservoir, or other midstream or upstream components.

Baseline resilience

The deaths of hundreds of doctors in Iraq and Syria have demonstrated how the direct effect of explosive weapons on the people on which a service depends can have reverberating effects (on that service). In situations of protracted conflict, the direct effect of explosive weapons can be expected to reverberate more pervasively than in conflicts of a short duration, because of their eventual contribution to cumulative

impact induced over time by the repeated interplay of direct and indirect impacts. A singular attack on any part of a service in a city that has no ongoing armed conflict (say, again, Geneva) is not likely to induce the same extent of brain drain as would repeated attacks in a city living through protracted conflict (as currently seen in Aleppo, for example), because the ability to adapt of those involved has not been repeatedly tested.35

This example demonstrates how the reverberating effects of explosive weapons on urban services can be dampened or amplified by the resilience of the service prior to the explosion—what is referred to here as baseline service resilience. From a perspective of the rules of proportionality and precaution in attack, this baseline service resilience would form part of what Robinson and Nohle call the “contextual factors”.36

As previously discussed, service resilience may be measured in terms of redundancies and the level of emergency preparedness and ability to respond. A drinking water system that has diversified water sources (or multiple water reservoirs that are pre-designed for operational flexibility with the same service areas within an urban area) is resilient because each replication subdivides the service, and so limits the physical extent of, and number of people affected by, any damage.37 The subdivisions also allow for quicker repair work, as parts of transmission and distribution networks can be isolated without disrupting the entire service area. Furthermore, this type of systems design allows for relatively quick modifications (i.e., reconfiguration of part of the system) to restore service delivery.

The “preparedness and response” measure of a service may be thought of as the ability and time required to restore a service after receiving a direct impact and/or the immediate reverberating effects of an explosion. Especially if the impact occurs at the beginning of hostilities or in a situation of limited armed conflict, consumables lost to the violence (like chlorine stocks) may be replaced, and problems with damaged infrastructure can be worked around through temporary measures (such as water trucking), or soon repaired (e.g. a patch welded to a steel reservoir pierced by a single tank shell). The absence of a small number of staff in the short term can be handled relatively easily through replacement staff, such that the service keeps running.

The ability of local authorities or relief providers to respond to the direct or reverberating effects of explosive weapons is itself a question of both the scale of the damage and the state of the service prior to the explosion. For example, the total destruction of a water reservoir obliges the temporary installation of a temporary water tank to maintain storage capacity, but this will be a fraction of the original

36 See I. Robinson and E. Nohle, above note 1.
capacity, at best. The partial destruction of a water booster pumping station is typically more difficult to work around, repair or replace than a reservoir, meaning that considerably more time is likely necessary to restore the service. Because the technologically sophisticated equipment is not readily repairable on-site (or sometimes in-country), it is not uncommon that it must be shipped out for repair to special machine shops or even to the original manufacturer, which is both expensive and logistically difficult. This is particularly the case if the quality of local production is poor or stocks have been depleted during the protracted conflict. In Iraq, for example, chlorine tablets were used instead of the chlorine gas that water treatment plants were designed to operate with, meaning there is no assurance that the water was treated to a safe level. The baseline resilience of a service in protracted conflicts is constantly changing (improving after repairs, but generally degrading over time), and is thus – for the purposes of this analysis – a factor that to the extent possible should be considered prior to an attack.

Impact in space and over time

By definition, the direct impact of explosive weapons on urban services is confined to the physical “impact area” of the explosive being considered. The impact area varies considerably with the type of explosive weapon used, but is defined as the distance over which the initial blast wave creates pressure, as well as the distance of any fragmentation delivered, and the dissipation of thermal energy. The blast wave dissipates within milliseconds, while the fragmentation and thermal energy dissipates typically within seconds. For example, explosive weapons with wide-area effects like the surface-to-surface Scud missile or an Mk-84 bomb can damage a water reservoir, a warehouse for spare parts and a water supply operator within a target area of hundreds of square metres, simultaneously.

As shown in Table 2, the extent of the reverberating effects of explosive weapons on urban services changes in space and time depending on the pre-attack baseline resilience of the service. To recall – for a service that is quite resilient prior to an attack, the reverberating effects of explosive weapons are expected to be dampened because the service’s redundancies can provide alternative supply options and/or routes, and the spare parts and people required to install them are still available. By contrast, the reverberating effects of explosive weapons on a service that has low baseline resilience prior to the attack – that is to say, one that is already “on its knees” – can extend much further afield and forward in time.

38 “Downstream” reservoirs that supply small neighbourhoods have a capacity of about 500 cubic metres, for example, while those placed more “upstream” to serve 250,000 people have up to 5,000 cubic metres (as with the al Montar reservoir in Gaza). Most rapid-deployment tanks are limited to 95 cubic metres, though some can be 200 or 500 cubic metres.
41 FEMA, above note 5.
Table 2. Summary of the factors that determine the extent of the impact of explosive weapons in space and time, according to different scenarios of baseline resilience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline resilience</th>
<th>Hierarchy</th>
<th>Reverberating effects</th>
<th>Magnitude (relative number of people affected)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Redundancies</td>
<td>Preparedness/ capacity to respond</td>
<td>Hierarchy of explosion (in the service)</td>
<td>Impression in space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Confined or Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>Confined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Midstream</td>
<td>Confined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High</strong></td>
<td><strong>High</strong></td>
<td><strong>Upstream</strong></td>
<td><strong>Open</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>Confined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td>Midstream</td>
<td>Confined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Med</td>
<td><strong>Upstream</strong></td>
<td><strong>Open</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>Confined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Midstream</td>
<td>Confined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High</strong></td>
<td><strong>Low</strong></td>
<td><strong>Upstream</strong></td>
<td><strong>Open</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>Confined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Midstream</td>
<td>Confined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium</strong></td>
<td><strong>High</strong></td>
<td><strong>Upstream</strong></td>
<td><strong>Open</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>Confined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Midstream</td>
<td>Confined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium</strong></td>
<td><strong>Low</strong></td>
<td><strong>Upstream</strong></td>
<td><strong>Open</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>Confined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Midstream</td>
<td>Confined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td><strong>Upstream</strong></td>
<td><strong>Open</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The magnitude, delivery method and contact area of the explosive are assumed constant in each scenario. Entries in bold are those with the highest magnitude in terms of the relative number of people affected.
Investigating the determinants of the impact of the reverberating effects of explosive weapons on urban services thus obliges tackling several sets of variables: the three components of each service; the interdependencies of services; direct effects; reverberating effects; and the up-, mid- and downstream hierarchy. Table 2 clarifies the dynamics through a systematic summation of alternatives of the different sets of variables in different scenarios. The summary reveals the extent to which the baseline conditions and hierarchy influence the expected impact of the explosive weapons in space and time.

A close reading of Table 2 reveals a number of relevant dynamics. The first is that the greatest impacts (i.e., those scenarios classed as “Open” in the space column, and graded “3” or “4” in the time column) occur where the explosive weapon is used on an upstream part of a service that is low both in terms of quality and in capacity to respond. This confirms conventional thought on the subject – i.e., that the attacks which are the most likely to cause direct or reverberating effects over the largest area and for a prolonged period of time are those on the supply-end (i.e., upstream) infrastructure, especially if this is already degraded.

Secondly, the expected impact of explosive weapons across space is found to be shaped primarily by the hierarchy of the component within a service. That is, the spatial extent of the reverberating effects of explosive weapons on downstream elements of an infrastructure system can be expected to be “confined” (typically to a localized neighbourhood or even household level). The reverberating effects of explosive weapons on upstream elements of a service are more open – limited only by the extent of the infrastructure of the network, which often spans dozens of kilometres and can serve upwards of hundreds of thousands of people.

Thirdly, the expected impact of explosive weapons on urban services in time is found to be determined primarily by the baseline resilience of the service. That is, the reverberating effects upon any component of a service (whether people, hardware or consumables, or located up-, mid- or downstream) are likely to be shorter when the pre-attack quality of the service and its ability to respond are high. Reverberating effects of explosive weapons on the service are expected to last much longer when the baseline conditions of the service are poor; generally, a service that is already vulnerable is more likely to be disrupted for a longer period than one that is robust. The reverberating effects can span from days to decades, and are distinct from other reverberating effects (e.g. on public health or markets), which might not be similarly bound in time).

There is also considerable differentiation in the impact on time within each scenario. For services of the same baseline quality, for example, the magnitude of the reverberating effects varies directly with the ability to respond. Likewise, in situations of equal ability to respond, the magnitude of the reverberating effects varies directly with the quality of service.

**Implications for proportionality and precaution in attack**

The analysis has demonstrated how the impact of explosive weapons on any component of a service can be direct and reverberate within the same service or
other services. The duration and spatial extent of the direct and reverberating effects depend primarily on the extent of the damage to the functionality of a service component. The overall impact across space varies significantly, being determined primarily by the hierarchy of the component suffering the direct effect (damage on upstream components typically having the most widespread impact). The duration of the overall impact is determined mainly by the pre-explosion operational resilience of the service, as measured in terms of system redundancies and emergency preparedness and response. More specifically, and in the majority of cases seen, the greatest impact of explosive weapons on urban services is a function of the extent of the damage to upstream or midstream infrastructure (i.e., that which produces or delivers the bulk of the service), the nature and extent of the reverberations downstream of the elements of any service component, the “domino effect” onto other services, and the time required to restore the service.

The findings hold a number of implications for the rules on proportionality and precaution in attack, as they shed light on what impact on urban services can be “reasonably foreseeable”. As Robinson and Nohle discuss, the rules oblige attackers “to take into account the expected incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians or damage to civilian objects arising from a particular attack”, which the ICRC interprets to include the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack. The relevant question when carrying out a proportionality assessment for an attack on a military objective expected to cause damage to a service is: to what extent are the direct impact and reverberating effects reasonably foreseeable?

The analysis has emphasized that service hardware is the chief component of concern regarding the use of explosive weapons, and that upstream and midstream infrastructure have primacy within that particular service component. A number of features of such primary service hardware should be considered. First, the detailed layout of the service system is often only known by the staff of the service provider that operates the service (typically at the municipal level), even if the original layout is sometimes recorded in as-built plans or standard operating procedures. Regardless of whether an attack is planned with the luxury of time or a result of dynamic targeting (i.e., time-sensitive), access to this level of information is not likely to be readily available. However, in some circumstances, with time and experience a greater level of information and knowledge will have been acquired (e.g. in protracted conflict, or during periods of prolonged occupation), and hence could be expected to inform any proportionality assessment. Given the fact that “collateral damage” is assessed, this analysis suggests that resource personnel can and should be used wherever possible to gain knowledge of the basic layout and functioning of the service. In the absence of such information, the alternative is to rely on the expert opinion of engineers specialized in a particular urban service (i.e., water supply, waste-water collection and treatment, or power supply).

42 See I. Robinson and E. Nohle, above note 1.
43 Which could include, but is not limited to, a collateral damage estimation.
Second, it happens that most of this upstream and midstream infrastructure is identifiable, in that it is typically located at ground level and takes on familiar spatial or design patterns. For example, the clarifying tanks emblematic of water treatment plants are readily distinguishable as being circular and about 3–15 metres in diameter. They are also quite distinct from conventional electrical power plants or conventional waste-water treatment plants. Secondary booster pumping stations and ground-level and elevated water reservoirs are clearly distinguishable if not covered, and so also discernible to a trained eye. If such infrastructure is identifiable from the air (or from the ground when in the line of sight), it follows that a weapons controller could be trained to distinguish it from other parts of an urban landscape.

Third, there is considerable specialist knowledge of the direct effects of the use of explosive weapons on urban services, at least on infrastructure. This lies with militaries, local authorities and some humanitarian organizations. In terms of both physical protection of infrastructure and preparedness for a particular event, it is also documented in internal or open-source publications.

Given these three characteristics, even without access to the as-built plans of infrastructure, much of the impact caused by explosive weapons upon urban services is reasonably foreseeable. This statement holds true whether the weapons have “wide-area effects” or not. However, such reverberating effects are not yet as routinely catalogued (or perhaps even conceptualized) by belligerents, local authorities and relief agencies. Amongst other implications that are to be addressed in separate analysis, then, the findings suggest that the process of carrying out a proportionality assessment which involves urban service infrastructure would benefit from (i) the direct and consistent engagement of specialized engineers within the targeting cell, and (ii) greater familiarity of the weapons controller with services, infrastructure and systems in urban areas (and when possible in theatre). The latter will ensure a greater likelihood of identifying civilian objects (which are static) and associating them with the foreseeable reverberating effects (including those that are immediate and within systems).

The analysis holds two further implications for discussions about rules on proportionality and precaution in attack. It is worth returning to the articulation in footnote 19, above, of reverberating effects on urban services as a subset of the “foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack” in the general sense, as described...
by Robinson and Nohle. The former are not only generally more bounded in space and over time as this analysis shows, but are also arguably even more easily foreseeable than the latter (which extend, according to the definitions employed here, beyond the reverberating effects on urban services themselves).

Finally, the analysis further contributes to a related debate about the ability to mitigate the impact of explosive weapons on urban services (whether reasonably foreseeable or not). As the ICRC Urban Services Report states, “[a]lthough the rules on the conduct of hostilities do not specifically state that an attacker must take account of the decreased capacity of essential services caused by previous attacks, to the extent that such decreased capacity is foreseeable, it must be taken into account”. The analysis has shown that the ability of a system to respond to damage or disruption is one of the key elements of the baseline conditions that determine the extent of the reverberating effects, most notably over time.

49 I. Robinson and E. Nohle, above note 1.
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Abstract
The rising pressures of urbanization in fragile and conflict-affected countries have increased concerns about the vulnerability of cities to armed threats. Changes in the character of armed conflict during the twenty-first century and its effects on cities in the developing world have exposed gaps in the planning and practice of peace and security, which retain a “nation-State bias” that circumvents local perspectives and agencies. Whereas full-scale use of military power in cities remains as destructive today as it has ever been, international organizations such as the United Nations have called for changed approaches to State tactics in urban areas. Mechanisms designed to prevent conflict or to help countries transition back to peace are particularly key if massive human and economic damages are to be avoided in a world of increasingly dense cities. Another key concern is the vulnerability of developing-world cities to low-intensity, if protracted, forms of violence by non-State actors, particularly in post-conflict contexts. Conflict prevention and peace transitions in cities (including mainstream international
tools such as peacekeeping, stability and reconstruction aid) are affected by specifically urban pressures linked to rising populations, migration, ethnic tensions, institutional deterioration and the weakening of urban services. Therefore, the physical and social characteristics of cities interact with military and developmental policies in unique ways. An understanding of key local actors, services and institutions affecting urban drivers of armed conflict—an urban strategic environment—can help practitioners and strategists to craft comprehensive policies.

**Keywords:** urban conflict, urban warfare, cities, conflict prevention, peacekeeping, UN, multifunctional operations, stability, resilience.

Cities have a crucial place in the development path of fragile and conflict-affected States. Metropolitan areas, with their concentration of industrial and service sectors, are important engines for economic growth and productivity in developing countries. However, as urban population growth accelerates in many developing regions, the emerging consensus is that armed violence and conflict tend to increasingly affect these population centres, therefore jeopardizing broader national recovery and development.

The unprecedented pace of global population growth in cities has triggered fears of a potential increase in the frequency of such clashes in densely inhabited areas. This is linked, according to different sources, to increased demographic pressures on urban systems, combined with the attractiveness of such spaces for non-State armed groups. The two risk factors—rapid population growth and armed activity by non-State actors—are key conclusions from strategic studies of urban conflicts. While other factors, such as informational connectivity and State weakness, also play a role, the source of expanding scholarly and humanitarian concerns about urban conflict stems from these two dynamics. For instance, the concept of “hybrid war” was widely discussed during the conflict in eastern Ukraine starting in 2014, consisting of a combination of tactics used simultaneously “by both states and a variety of non-state actors”, primarily in cities. And one influential voice from the strategic/military studies field, David Kilcullen, has pointed out that “non-state conflicts (guerrilla, tribal, and civil wars, or armed criminal activity such as banditry and gang warfare) ... tend to happen near or within the areas where people live” – i.e., wars are taking place in “increasingly crowded, urban, coastal” areas.

This linkage between urbanization and non-State armed activity is further strengthened by some of the “conflict economies” that have become associated with globalization. In defining “deviant globalization”, the US National Defence

---

University has highlighted the geographical (particularly urban) aspects of rogue non-State dynamics: criminal flows, it asserts, go through cities “in a de facto archipelago that runs from inner metropolitan cities of the United States to the favelas of Rio de Janeiro to the banlieues of Paris to the almost continuous urban slum belt that girds the Gulf of Guinea from Abidjan to Lagos”. A similar dynamic underlines the illicit profits driving the shift from inter-State to intra-State war according to Paul Collier’s classic “greed” theory of civil war. Subsequent studies have shown that “urban lawlessness” can nurture similar conflict economies: writing on the effects of neighbouring conflicts in Kabul (Afghanistan) and Karachi (Pakistan), Daniel Esser concludes that “the ‘classic’ rural warlord seems to morph gradually into a modern urban one”. With more to gain in cities, with their illicit economies, non-State armed groups have been urbanizing alongside the broader populations of developing countries.

Indeed, some of the most intense battles in recent years have taken place in cities, with State and non-State forces fighting each other among large civilian populations. In the case of the Syrian city of Aleppo, the destruction and depopulation in some areas has been almost total: as a city that has existed for four millennia, it lost over half of its population in five years. Mosul, in Iraq, also faces bombardment as government forces try to expel members of the so-called Islamic State, while the eastern Ukrainian cities of Donetsk and Luhansk faced heavy-weapon fire attacks by separatists and government troops in 2014. The conduct—and impacts—of urban warfare in such cases have appeared disturbingly unchanged from historic trends: high levels of violence and a corresponding effect on infrastructure and populations. Whereas most post-conflict and fragile settings have experienced much lower-intensity fighting, the rising pace of urbanization and non-State armed activity widens the scope for political violence in cities. This only adds to the challenge ahead for the international peace and security architecture, as urban conflict can take many shapes. In fact, as demonstrated below, the ambiguity and variety of non-State armed groups have been key aspects of current conflicts.

These challenges are amplified as the global urban population grows, particularly in the neighbourhoods of fragile countries and those facing ongoing

conflicts – as in the cases of sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia. While armed conflict, as in the cases of Mosul, Aleppo and Donetsk, is not solely caused by urban population pressures, population growth is a further risk factor in developing countries in fragile or conflict-affected regions. Equally, with more than half of the global population living in built-up areas, it seems clear that armed conflicts do not arise purely due to failures of metropolitan services or overcrowding. Instead, these urban sources of pressure often interact with existing political and socio-economic tensions. The result is a higher potential for disruption and protracted violence in complex urban conflicts, with unpredictable but frequently disruptive (and deadly) effects.

The rising complexity and unpredictability of urban armed conflict has sparked a search for new policy ideas. For instance, the concept of resilience to shocks (including conflict and other violence) has gained traction among urbanists, while humanitarian agencies have strived to understand the specific challenges of urban areas and urban refugees. Post-conflict societies in Latin America and South Africa have sought to tackle segregation and crime through urbanistic interventions, attempting to transform street patterns, revitalize slums and improve mobility. The military understanding of urban environments, in contrast, has been relatively stalled.

When it comes to military responses in urban areas, the strategic studies literature or official military documents make for grim reading: articles from the 2000s onwards carry titles such as “The New Middle Ages”, “Feral Cities”, “Cities without Joy” and “Battleground Metropolis”, reflecting the overall conclusion that urban warfare is destined to remain a go-to response characterized by destructive and high-intensity military operations even in (or because of) increasingly larger and denser cities. As Michael Evans writes in this issue of the Review, Western strategic studies have long focused on the “anarchy” aspect of urbanization, distracting from multidisciplinary urban strategic studies.

Fortunately, strategic thinkers and military planners have also signalled their willingness to accept the multidimensional character of urban warfare, paving the way for a constructive dialogue with other fields of policy action. The instability and vulnerability of rapidly urbanizing developing-world cities makes

---

9 The 2014 United Nations (UN) World Urbanization Prospects report lists the following countries as facing the biggest urban population growth by 2050: China, India, Nigeria, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, the United Republic of Tanzania, Bangladesh, Indonesia and Pakistan, and the United States. As fragile countries, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) lists five countries from South Asia and twenty-eight from sub-Saharan Africa. UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs, World Urbanization Prospects, the 2014 Revision: Highlights, New York, 2014; OECD, States of Fragility 2015: Meeting Post-2015 Ambitions, Paris, 2015, p. 15.


the search for alternatives to full-scale urban warfare particularly urgent. This is especially true given the modest changes diagnosed in the recent conduct of urban warfare (which we will explore in more detail below). Emerging frameworks of analysis and practice intended to prevent the occurrence of, or relapse into, armed conflict have not been consistently explored in the context of urban warfare, although studies into prevention of criminal violence are relatively more advanced.12

The purpose of this article is to explore the implications of increasing vulnerability of urban centres to armed conflict and other instances of politically motivated, low-intensity collective violence, with a specific focus on policy frameworks intended to prevent warfare or steer countries (or, in this case, cities) away from it—conflict prevention, peacebuilding and peacekeeping, broadly speaking. Armed conflict is understood here as the organized practice of armed violence of a sufficient intensity with a political purpose, involving State and/or non-State actors (the latter being by far the predominant format of armed activity in the contemporary world), whereas collective violence is a broader category, encompassing protracted but less intense forms of conflict involving non-State actors such as militias, insurgents and gangs with territorial ambitions and political affiliations. The latter category is further explained below in a discussion on evolving analyses of the “changing character” of conflict. This article will not explore instances of primarily profit-driven criminal violence. The article will show how the relative absence of efforts to understand the urban imperatives of conflict prevention and peacebuilding is linked to a still ongoing effort to define and implement policy principles such as prevention, stability, reconstruction, humanitarian intervention and other international policies designed to bring States back from internal war and towards “normalcy”. The central argument is that the conduct, management and impacts of conflicts affect the functioning of urban systems, which, as a result, have a key role to play in prevention and recovery towards peace. These mutually influencing dynamics (city functioning and security interventions) have been neglected, especially in contexts where militaries have had the lead over missions, due to a still incipient embrace of local perspectives for dealing with armed conflict and other instances of non-State groups waging protracted violence.

**Military dilemmas in urban warfare**

There has been a growing call for multidisciplinary approaches to military operations in cities. This stems from a widespread view, in the literature of strategic studies and humanitarianism, that accelerated urban growth in developing and, particularly, fragile States will lead to increasing momentum for war in cities. A recent attempt by the US Army to prepare for urban operations

by creating a “Megacities Concept Team” was criticized by a senior author as being too narrow in its focus on combat: “the quickest way to degrade American combat power will be to deploy large numbers of troops into a megacity without a thorough examination”.13 Alice Hills, writing on “future war in cities”, argues that the “tactical emphasis” by militaries in their strategic and doctrinal documents is “necessary but not sufficient” to understand such a complex environment.14 While other policy areas were cited as necessary additions to the strategic studies focus, the effort is embryonic and faces significant obstacles within the very foundations of how both practitioners and strategists think about war.

Attempts to conceive new approaches to prevention and recovery from war have clashed with long-standing views on the role of military action. Whereas cities have consistently been understood as complex systems – in which damage or disruption to one element causes a wider and often unpredictable impact on others – recent military practices have followed much narrower parameters. This narrow view is best described by a former practitioner of urban warfare, David Kilcullen, when he warns about the preference of official institutions and academic departments for “single-threat” analyses – concepts such as counter-insurgency and counterterrorism.15 These single-threat perspectives have unquestionable merits, but they become problematic in complex and well-connected cities. They also clash with the growing evidence (further explored below) pointing to a widening array of formats and motivations for non-State armed groups and their proliferation in metropolitan areas.

In settings as diverse as Karachi, Baghdad, Gaza, Mogadishu and Port-au-Prince, there has been a well-documented movement away from classic insurgency and towards complex, self-funded and native armed movements heavily involved with organized criminal activities and terrorism, sometimes linked to other militias and transnational networks.16 In an expression that has become one of the guiding principles of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) for its future planning, the character of conflict has taken a turn towards hybridity – a concept that denotes, as Frank Hoffman puts it, a fusion of different forms of armed activity in a single environment.17 Unfortunately for cities, they are forecast to have a crucial role in “hybrid wars”: by their very nature as diverse, dense and well-connected systems, they are the preferred environments from which to draw out conflicts and “protract their duration and costs”.18

Even outside of a purely military perspective, there has been broad agreement that global urbanization trends have made occurrences of armed threats more likely and protracted in the developing world’s sprawling
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metropolitan zones. International organizations such as the World Bank and the United Nations (UN) have occasionally resorted to the term “fragile city” to describe sprawling areas where rapid growth has overwhelmed local coping systems and reshaped identities, agency and social relations.19 Humanitarian agencies have intensified their efforts to understand responses to conflicts in urban areas, crystallized by the launch of a Global Alliance for Urban Crisis during the first World Humanitarian Summit, convened by the UN in 2016.20

Long-term studies in areas affected by war have shown the diverse and enduring manifestations of conflict in large urban centres. Kabul and Karachi, two key economic hubs affected by the long-standing conflict in Afghanistan, have experienced rising armed violence amid a context of rapid population growth (partially driven by migration from rural areas) and diminishing social cohesion. One frustrated urban planner wrote, after working with reconstruction in war-torn Mogadishu, that “post-conflict reconstruction is a thing of the past”, since many armed conflicts have become increasingly protracted.21

Yet, the prevailing military practice and theory of urban operations is to adopt tactical guidelines that prioritize combat operations and presume a clear-cut separation between war and peace. Military doctrines and practice have had little to no interaction with ideas from the planning, development and administration of cities. The tactical biases of armed forces have led to what Alice Hills has described as “generic concepts and doctrine”:22 urban deployments have been traditionally viewed as relatively “minor” categories of operations, whereas much more attention has been paid to laying out tactics and procedures, such as rules of engagement, logistics preparations and the right classes of artillery and air support capabilities.

The classic manifestation of this tactical bias is the concept of Military Operations on Urbanized Terrain (MOUT), born in a 1979 US Army field manual which also stressed that built-up areas are essentially too hostile and risky and should be avoided.23 The MOUT concept reflected a reluctance to look at the complexities of cities precisely because they were not neatly compatible with the force’s traditional manoeuvrist preference. Despite the fact that most post-World War II urban conflicts had been against non-State armed groups, MOUT drew heavily from lessons from industrial warfare in WWII urban theatres.24 At the turn of the millennium, Ralph Peters’ influential article “Our Soldiers, Their
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Cities” made the case for a return to full-scale urban warfare as “necessary” for US intervention or assistance to foreign allies in the next century, despite pointing out its essentially destructive character, saying “atrocity is close-up and commonplace”.\(^{25}\) This endured until as late as 1998, when a manual published by the US Marine Corps recommended the use of tanks and artillery (both direct and indirect fire types) alongside heavy infantry presence.\(^{26}\) MOUT has had a profound influence in Western military thinking, guiding NATO urban combat training systems.\(^{27}\) Despite pointing to “a number of recent catastrophic failures in MOUT” by the United States in Mogadishu and Russia in Grozny, Chechnya, a recent US Army study has emphasized the need to continue to study and train for MOUT due to current global urban population trends.\(^{28}\)

The problem with this approach is not related to the tactical level – it is perfectly reasonable that armed forces prepare for urban combat operations. On a strategic and doctrinal level, however, the scarcity of multidimensional perspectives guiding militaries’ view on cities becomes problematic when one takes into consideration their own assessment of cities' rising vulnerability to armed activity. This scarcity paves the way for a shortage of policy options when it comes to protracted, “hybrid” armed conflict that doesn’t quite fit within narrow parameters of combat or peace.

### Preventing conflict in cities: Local relevance in a world of nation-States

In an apparent attempt to bypass these security dilemmas, the concept of conflict prevention has gained traction among a variety of voices within the peace and security community. Like so many of the concepts popular among international organizations (in this case mainly the UN), conflict prevention is deeply rooted in a classic and State-centric view of armed conflict. It traces its roots to UN Secretary-General Hammarskjöld, who emphasized the term “preventive diplomacy” in 1960, aiming at the superpowers and their proxy wars in “third world” countries.\(^{29}\)

The idea that conflict prevention is something that can take the form, across the globe, of negotiations between two clearly delineated “parties” that then decide to settle their differences peacefully has endured since then. Indeed, this formulation forms the backbone of the “prevention” section in the influential 1992 UN
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Agenda for Peace, alongside peacemaking and peacekeeping. The Brahimi Report, which is widely credited with having established the “primacy of politics” in UN missions, establishes from the outset “the essential responsibility of Member States for the maintenance of international peace and security”, and reinforces “diplomatic initiative” as the “usual” instrument for conflict prevention. While this is an important focus in a world in which sovereign States are the dominant form of political organization, its nation-State bias influences policies and bureaucratic structures in a way that bypasses local perspectives.

The practical outcome of this strategic orientation has been the development of a toolbox that has limited application for urban environments. Most of today’s go-to instruments for applying the principles of conflict prevention reflect a preference for high-level interactions at the federal levels: special political missions, the Mediation Support Unit and Special Envoys. These instruments, while extremely important for the work of the UN, have limited applicability for urban environments, where armed groups have tended to display little disposition for negotiations and conflict has acquired a protracted form. The UN itself has had encounters with such urban conflicts, for instance in Mogadishu, where the conquest of the city by an international mission, the presence of a large peacekeeping force and the establishment of a federal government in 2012 have not prevented Al-Shabaab and local militias from operating with impunity in many areas. In the Central African Republic, a peace agreement in 2008 helped reduce direct violence from rebel groups, but the capital Bangui saw little in the way of security improvements due to regular outbreaks of armed violence by sectarian militias, who seem to lack the cohesion and top-down leadership that has usually been a requirement for formal peace talks. An escalation in factional fighting between Christian and Muslim community militias in the streets of the capital in November 2013 prompted warnings that the country was “on the verge of genocide” and the deployment of additional peacekeepers.

One of the cornerstones of conflict prevention efforts is the development of an early-warning system, which in theory enables decision-makers to scan emerging armed threats and political conflicts. Like conflict prevention, it has been on the rise in the discourses of organizations involved with peacekeeping and peace support,
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such as the UN and the European Union. In 2010, for instance, the UN Security Council introduced regular “horizon-scanning” meetings for this purpose. However, similar to conflict prevention, these meetings are dominated by broad national-level assessments, manifested mainly in the use of the “fragile State” label as a key requirement for problems to “qualify” for the exercise. As a report by the Clingendael Institute has put it, the key problem with relying on measurements of State fragility for early-warning systems is that “rather than measuring conflict risk itself [the mechanism] measures state fragility as an inevitable precondition for armed conflict”. The consequence has been, as the report makes clear, a focus on national elites to the detriment of “local and transnational networks of power”, as many non-State armed groups in countries as diverse as Libya and Honduras focus on local pockets of authority and are divided in factions, rendering national ambitions rare and quasi-irrelevant.

Furthermore, early-warning mechanisms are biased towards the so-called “conflict trap” theory, which establishes that countries which have faced armed conflict in the recent past are more likely to face it again. The bias comes with good reason: as the World Bank’s 2011 World Development Report highlights, 90% of civil wars during the 2000s took place in countries that had registered another civil war in the last thirty years. So it would be unwise to even consider disregarding this type of data for conflict prevention. However, it would be equally unwise not to recognize that there are increasingly important geographical variations in conflict trends which affect cities in a different way than States – for instance, conflict can erupt in a specific large city before it spreads. Local incidents can ignite or reignite conflicts, due to the close proximity of warring groups or the symbolism of certain buildings in cities. This seems to be a frequent occurrence in the Middle East, where non-State armed groups resident in Gaza frequently spark Israeli retaliations. In Bangui, capital of the Central African Republic, the death of a taxi driver sparked a wave of ethnically and religiously inspired killings and attacks on government and civilian buildings in 2015. Also, conflict can become restricted to one or a few cities while still causing vast human suffering and economic damage, as both populations and economic assets tend to concentrate in such areas. This is the case in Karachi, a city with recurring cycles of political violence that do not affect Pakistan’s other main cities or the surrounding countryside to the same extent.
There has been a recent move towards an expansion in scope of the conflict prevention framework, towards what is called “systemic” or “deep” prevention: policies that address social root causes of conflicts and institutional or policy deficits that undermine peace. This approach has been criticized for being too broad, embracing institutional development, socio-economic measures, the environment, humanitarian aid, military deployments etc. However, in the context of at-risk cities, this broad and holistic strategy can be grounded in geographical realities. What seems like an impossible coordination task in vast national territories has the potential to be more manageable when targeted at vulnerable peripheries with clear and practical needs. This approach has demonstrated results in Medellín, Colombia, having helped raise the city’s reputation and even “brand” as a success case of recovery from conflict (especially within the broader Colombian context of large-scale guerrilla activity). The strategy was broad and holistic: it included several types of interventions, from the building of public transportation to libraries, schools and bold architectural projects in marginalized comunas or slums. Additionally, it was disciplined by a strategy with clear and delimited objectives. It centred on peripheries with high incidences of armed conflict and the presence of guerrilla units, with the aim of integrating them into the broader urban society and therefore encouraging education and jobs. This is an instance in which the pattern of conflict in one city has been markedly different from the country as a whole: armed activity in Medellín decreased even though left-wing insurgent groups still counted many thousands of armed fighters across Colombia and were highly active in rural areas.

Post-conflict transition and the city

When armed conflict, in its various sizes and shapes, does erupt in – or end up enveloping – cities, international interventions and current security-and-development approaches still struggle to respond. There is a tension between the increasing vulnerability of cities amid changing patterns of armed conflict and the relative continuation of combat-centric approaches to security in cities. This tension is related to a long-standing and broader discussion about the extent to which armed intervention helps or hinders the pursuit of peace. It is not the aim of this article to weigh in on this discussion, but to display the emerging frameworks designed to steer countries away from armed conflicts by using non-combat tools, or to minimize these tools within a multidimensional policy intervention.
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These initiatives have been frequently discussed within the framework of “security and development”, and gained strength following the 2011 publication by the World Bank of its annual World Development Report focusing on conflict, security and development. It highlighted a challenge facing different communities of practice: “bringing security and development together to put down roots deep enough to break the cycles of fragility and conflict”. But it also inevitably reflected the same nation-State bias that affects conflict prevention and other peace-and-security concepts. The report has little to say about sub-national policy challenges, armed threats or agencies, despite the fact that municipalities are at the forefront of many of the crucial security-and-development challenges highlighted therein. While recognizing rapid urbanization as a key driver of insecurity, the World Bank report supports its case for a security-and-development focus on national-level challenges of fragile States and the Millennium Development Goals. It also makes clear that it is speaking to an audience of central government authorities and regional and global institutions – therefore bypassing local-level perspectives.

Perhaps more worrying for citizens of fragile cities is the fact that the broader international security and development tools have scarcely looked specifically at cities as settings with peculiar needs and dynamics affecting conflict prevention and post-conflict recovery. Another key document laying out international strategies to promote peace and avoid war, the Panel on United Nations Peace Operations’ 2000 Brahimi Report, focused on the member States of the UN – which is understandable given that the organization was founded by nation-States and is tasked with upholding an international order of sovereign States. However, this “nation-State bias” of organizations such as the UN and World Bank has been replicated by a great number of experts and practitioners in discussions about peace promotion and conflict prevention. A gap has therefore formed in the thinking on how local instances of governance, bureaucracy and policy can interact with and even change some assumptions of the international peace and security frameworks.

The implications of this gap have recently begun to be explicitly discussed. In a 2016 article entitled “Peacekeeping in Cities: Is the UN Prepared?”, UN University authors highlight that a recent review by the High-Level Independent Panel on Peace Operations (HIPPO) failed to mention the words “urban” and “cities” in its 104-page report. Despite that, the article proceeds to mention instances where peacekeeping forces are active in highly violent cities, such as Bangui and Port-au-Prince. The piece, therefore, begins to show the tensions
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within international peace and security frameworks due to recurring statist bias amid challenging local contexts.

The practice of international aid by developed countries shares a similar bias: according to a 2009 study, international aid to cities has amounted to $3 billion per year on average since the 1970s, a fraction of overall donations to the developing world.\(^{52}\) An experienced practitioner of urban development who has advised in Afghanistan and Somalia has recently expressed this gap by asking: “If a city is destroyed by an aggregate of non-state actors, then is it reasonable to expect state-based reconstruction to be effective?”\(^{53}\) “unlikely”, is his answer.\(^{54}\)

The nation-State bias of post-conflict transition mechanisms has only recently begun to be openly discussed (and, to some exchanged, challenged) by urbanists – for instance, through the New Urban Agenda adopted by all UN member States in 2016, emphasizing the need to pay “special attention” to cities undergoing post-conflict transitions.\(^{55}\) But the bias is also partially caused by a lack of overall clarity around the challenges that security and development are supposed to solve in the metropolises of the developing world.

**Blurred lines and blurred responses in cities**

One of the difficulties involved in responding to local conflict dynamics is the lack of clarity in categorizing the armed challenges involved. This is related to a broader trend, often referred to as the “changing character of war”, which affects the way we understand urban conflicts. The Armed Conflict Survey published in 2015 summarized the recent changes in conflict trends as the decline of clashes between States while “intra-state conflict remains a significant destabilising factor around the world”.\(^{56}\) These shifts also point to a “proliferation of non-state armed actors rooted in cities throughout the global south”, accompanied by a blurring of distinctions between political violence in the form of insurgency or civil war, and violence perpetrated by gangs and militias with less clear political motivations.\(^{57}\) These types of armed violence can occur simultaneously, or in a quick succession that defies clear demarcations of “beginning” and “end” of each type. This blurring of classic lines in categories of conflict has direct relevance for urban areas.
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There is still significant discussion and disagreement about what exactly is the “new” character of armed conflict in today’s world. But, echoing the views of strategic and military thinkers such as Kilcullen and the proponents of “hybrid wars”, there is a strong indication that one of the main changes relates to geography. The findings of Oxford University’s study *The Changing Character of War* mention that “the most striking factual change” is “the unlocking of the close relationship between war and the state”. During the two centuries between 1750 and 1950, both State and non-State armed forces had their eyes locked on the nation-State in their efforts to promote nationalist ideologies, gain independence or overthrow groups at the helm of the State. The new reality, the authors explain, is characterized by “civil wars” driven by local or transnational identities.

Likewise, the non-State armed groups observed in so many current conflicts (as outlined above) have been described as “new imagined communities” challenging the power and legitimacy of the nation-State. This seems in line with what the Cities and Fragile States project, within the London School of Economics, concluded about the relationship between cities and conflicts: at the same time that the metropolis strengthens the financial and developmental capacities of the State, it also exacerbates antagonisms between groups, with cities becoming increasingly “primary sites of state erosion and crisis across much of the developing world”. Therefore, despite their potential to unlock economic and social development, urban areas have become vulnerable to current trends in conflict, especially due to the dissociation of violent mobilization from the State towards local, and often non-State, entities.

Recent urban conflicts seem to confirm the trend towards the widening range of non-State armed activity. In Bangui, the international peacekeeping forces have had to intervene, enforce law and mediate among warring ethnic-based militias perpetrating bursts of violence that often resemble low-intensity civil wars. In 2004, UN forces entered the Haitian capital, Port-au-Prince, planning to deal with armed groups supporting or opposing former president Jean-Bertrand Aristide. Instead, they were caught in a twelve-hour battle with amorphous gangs in the Cité Soleil slum. Other conflicts display similar difficulties in identifying the nature of non-State armed challenges. In the Crimea crisis during 2014, the term “little green men” was widely used in the press to
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describe armed groups which seemed to be a combination of Russian proxies and self-defence groups that seized official buildings in Donetsk, Kharkiv and Luhansk.65

These conflict changes, particularly the trend towards non-State armed activity in urban areas, pose severe problems for conflict prevention and post-conflict transition processes. Writing on the future of urban warfare, US General Charles Krulak took on board this ambiguity in his theory of a “three-block war”. State forces, he wrote, “may be confronted by the entire spectrum of tactical challenges” within “three contiguous city blocks”, mixing combat, peacekeeping and humanitarian relief.66 Ambiguity is also present at the onset of missions tasked purely with keeping or building peace. The aforementioned HIPPO review, for instance, exposed a key source of contradiction in peacekeeping operations: that they are deployed increasingly to environments “where there is little or no peace to keep”.67

But the problem is aggravated in urban areas by a State-centric architecture of peace and security that has adopted ambiguous relationships with sub-national players. The 1993 battle in Mogadishu, in which eighteen US soldiers and hundreds of Somali combatants and civilians were killed, was partially a result of a confrontational approach towards warlord Mohammed Aidid and his militia, which held considerable power. After the devastating impact of the operation, as described in the seminal book Black Hawk Down,68 Aidid was eventually integrated into the post-conflict phase (and was in fact flown to a peace conference on board a US plane).69 In summary, the track record of peacebuilding and peacekeeping shows a capacity deficit in handling the multiplicity and diversity of non-State armed groups in chaotic developing-world cities.

This lack of clarity tends to require improvised responses from international missions tasked with building or keeping peace. Occasionally, international peacekeeping missions have had to resort to tactics resembling urban warfare. The distinction between urban warfare and peacekeeping has again become blurred in today’s Mogadishu, where a fragile State and its peacekeeping supporters share control of districts with Al-Shabaab and clan-based militias – and sometimes directly clash with them.70 The tough stance on gangs in Cité Soleil, Port-au-Prince’s chaotic mega-slum, was credited with stabilizing Haiti’s capital, if only temporarily. In fact, one study has credited the
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pre-emptive military operations against gangs there as having been “vital for the defense and preservation of the mission’s mandate”. The fact that this posture results from improvisation, however, displays the mismatch between the challenges and the strategies being deployed in these complex fragile settings. One concept that has been used in diverse conflict locations and fragile contexts is “stabilization”. It has been used by Western military forces to describe a wide range of low-intensity peace support operations in fragile settings. A 2004 report by the US State Department said that the United States has started new stabilization and reconstruction operations every eighteen to twenty-four months since the end of the Cold War. In theory, stabilization operations seem like an ideal framework for reducing the likelihood of full-scale war: a UK strategic document describes such operations as a process that combines economic, governance and security measures in order to prevent or reduce violence, protect populations and infrastructure, promote institutions and governance, and achieve other political goals also highlighted in the UN’s peace-promotion infrastructure. Like peacekeeping dilemmas, the stabilization agenda seems ambitious and broad. But it is able to call on resources from national defence budgets to a larger extent than UN peacekeeping, which remains dependent on resources and troops offered by member States.

First, a key advantage of the stabilization concept, in relation to “rival” concepts favoured by the UN system, is that it does not carry in its core an immediate allegiance to federal-level nation-State governments. Although missions by a foreign intervention force need to address national governments (or embryonic governments in the case of failed States), stability doctrines have more clearly addressed issues of local and urban settings. For one, stabilization doctrines issued by Western militaries often place emphasis on the impact of urbanization and urban-specific dynamics.

Second, there seems to be a more practical emphasis on the territorial aspect of the tasks needed for stability to be promoted. In contrast to the still lingering dichotomy of conflict and post-conflict present in UN documents, stabilization manuals and doctrines recognize from the onset the struggle for territorial control even in post-conflict situations. The UK military explicitly cites the use of force and offensive action as an “uncomfortable reality”, but it frames


its objectives in less political and more practical, on-the-ground (and probably more measurable) processes such as improving the security situation in a specific location in order to pave the way for other civilian initiatives.\textsuperscript{75}

Stability, therefore, is a phased process that carries potential for urban settings, where negotiated settlements to end violence have become the exception rather than the norm. Therefore, gradual and holistic measures designed to prevent and deter further escalation of conflict within specific geographical boundaries have gained traction among military and policing authorities concerned with urban insecurity in situations of formal peace.\textsuperscript{76} Following several deployments to the slums of Rio de Janeiro to help clear the way for civilian agencies and development, the Brazilian army released a strategic document on “Guaranteeing Law and Order”, which contains some of the same principles as stability.\textsuperscript{77} David Ucko has highlighted that stability operations and the related framework of military operations other than war (MOOTW, in a particularly complicated military acronym) “tend to be protracted civil-military affairs, occurring principally in urban environments”.\textsuperscript{78}

However, at the same time that stability has grown in popularity beyond military circles, it has also become an umbrella term including long-standing security-and-development practices such as disarmament, demobilization and reintegration, civil-military operations and peacekeeping. Despite the popularity of the term among many Western policy-makers, it “continues to face an identity crisis”, shifting between an end-state, a process, an intervention template and, even more broadly, a “generic vessel for all ideas and activities related to restoring security and development”, as one comprehensive study of the concept has recently highlighted.\textsuperscript{79}

Meanwhile, the established practice and doctrinal thought on stability by Western military forces have rendered an inherently military connotation to stabilization. Military practitioners have explored and defined the term more precisely than other communities, as evidenced by the 2015 HIPPO report’s reprimand of the UN Security Council for its frequent use of “stabilization” for missions both in post-conflict settings and “in at least one case during ongoing armed conflict”.\textsuperscript{80} Robert Muggah and Oliver Jutersonke have pointed out that the concept reinforces a “security-first approach” and privileges short-term interventions.\textsuperscript{81}
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A more fundamental problem, however, is that the stability concept shares some of the same tensions cited above related to peacekeeping and MOUT. On the one hand, it has no “magic bullet” alternative to the balance between use of force and peacebuilding amid protracted armed violence. Following the 1993 operational failure by US forces in Mogadishu, the United States adopted a selective approach to stability, choosing to apply this tool in already fairly stable environments and with a focus on reducing risks to US combat forces.82 On the other hand, this “identity crisis” reduced the effectiveness of the stability concept in both rural and urban settings.

The ongoing changing character of war is partially responsible for such identity crises, which to some extent also affect other mechanisms that are designed to bring peace but which instead encounter increasingly complex challenges related to non-State armed groups. The ubiquity of sub-national forms of conflict seems to be an unfortunate reality of this shift in warfare. During the twentieth century, counter-insurgency presented a handy recipe of response to (rural) non-State political violence. This is no longer the case. Instead, central and local governments struggle with the calibration of security and development in order to manage the widening range of armed activities in cities.

Managing conflict spillover in cities

As urban population growth accelerates in the global South and policy-makers and policy analysts alike continue to point to urbanization as a source of instability, it is important to be clear about the shape of armed activities affecting cities. If prevention and post-conflict mechanisms are to function in the “urban century”, they have to adapt to the trends identified above: non-State armed activity amid rapid urbanization. This means that military studies’ fears of devastating “megacity warfare”83 are misplaced. The vulnerability of built-up areas to armed conflict, driven by rapid urbanization and non-State armed activity, looks more like a gradual rise of low-intensity conflict than full-scale urban warfare.

A careful look at the literature concerned with politically oriented armed conflict in cities reveals that protracted, non-State armed activity with hybrid tactics (such as links to insurgencies, terrorism or funding from transnational organized crime) has indeed been registered at several key large cities of the developing world. But such activity tends to take place after large-scale conflict or, at other times, is located near areas of conflict and instability rather than in the middle of them.

Very few instances have been registered in the past few decades of foreign military interventions by Western democracies in which large-scale conventional
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land power, which forms the bulk of the MOUT concept, has been applied in densely inhabited urban areas. The main example is that of US and allied operations in Iraq after the 2003 invasion. As Alice Hills writes in an extensive study, urban warfare was widely expected to feature in the invasion and its immediate aftermath. But instead, relatively quick episodes of street fighting took place, followed by a protracted terrorist campaign by non-State actors. The main exceptions that prove the rule have been Iraqi cities conquered by Sunni insurgents (Fallujah, in Anbar province) and later by the so-called Islamic State group, both rare instances of armed groups adopting an openly confrontational urban warfare strategy against a conventional military power.

A frequent feature of contemporary urban armed conflict has been the further blurring of the distinction between enemy non-State groups and the civilian population in intra-State, or non-international, armed conflicts. The main reason for this has been that usually the non-State fighters have been native to the locations in which they are fighting – it is not far-fetched to imagine that some of the warlord’s fighters opposing US forces in Mogadishu in 1993, or Hamas in Gaza, are combating some of the world’s most capable armies within walking distance from their homes, assuming they survive to dilute back into the urban sprawl that has dominated the landscape in these and many other cities. This trend has been called, in the context of Chechen resistance to Russian forces in the Chechen capital Grozny, “resident insurgency”. As one US radio programme narrating the history of the 1993 Battle of Mogadishu states, “there was never even supposed to be a Battle of Mogadishu” – the forces had been sent to a humanitarian mission, which later expanded to a stability operation. The elite Army Rangers involved in the fatidic events, which led to the largest US casualties at that point since the Vietnam War, had been sent with a mission to arrest lieutenants linked to a local warlord – whose militiamen outmanoeuvred the well-equipped Western troops through their far superior knowledge of Mogadishu’s narrow streets and alleyways.

The “resident fighters” phenomenon is also seen in the urban peacekeeping battles cited above. Militiamen loyal to current Mogadishu warlords have been battling each other (and occasionally peacekeeping forces) for more than a decade in their respective turfs. In Haiti, the gangs that posed “a potentially lethal threat” to the country’s fragile recovery during the 2000s were based in the local
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The gangs of Cité Soleil attacked vehicles on a nearby road leading to the airport and threatened the country’s main port terminal, forcing the hand of the UN mission commander to enter the slum forcefully and under fire.

Frequently, the destabilizing effects for metropolitan areas are felt after major conflicts end and are linked to complex and gradual trends such as migration, rising ethnic tensions, institutional deterioration and the weakening of urban services. The Pakistani port city of Karachi, a key economic hub, has been affected by high levels of armed violence perpetrated by a variety of groups – some linked to political parties, others to ideologically driven insurgencies in nearby Afghanistan and others directly linked to terrorist attacks in Pakistan’s other neighbour, India.

Karachi illustrates the gradual build-up of drivers of instability that can erupt. The city’s long history of armed violence and transnational criminality is linked to flows of refugees and migrants from nearby war zones during the past three decades, which have helped propel the population to grow by 115% between 1998 and 2011 (an addition of 11 million people), according to the latest census data. This virtually unmanageable population growth has been absorbed in large part by informal housing in sprawling slums, which in turn has contributed to the emergence of an estimated 200 criminal gangs, operating alongside, and sometimes in partnership with, political-ideological extremist groups such as the Taliban – leading one author to warn of the “Talibanisation” of Karachi. As Laurent Gayer observes, the city has “turned into a battleground for rival armed groups competing for votes, land, jobs” and protection money (extortion).

These instances of low-intensity conflict are the most prominent faces of current urban armed conflict. Whereas current wars have featured high-intensity combat in places like Aleppo, Mosul and Fallujah, these are atypical examples of non-State groups seeking direct territorial “conquest” and administration. The real challenge is more nuanced: non-State groups versed in low-intensity conflicts ubiquitously acting in fragile cities. This context has not been fully absorbed by either the military or peacebuilding communities: the former has until recently focused on MOUT and related forms of “megacity warfare”, while the latter retains a nation-State bias. But the growing recognition of this challenge can
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become a powerful driver of new policy perspectives, bringing a sense of strategy to disjoined urban responses.

Towards an urban strategic environment

Modern cities have become, more than in the ancient and medieval worlds, vulnerable to a wide range of conflicts. Whereas historians can pinpoint with relative clarity the predominant function (religious, economic, political) of a specific city in previous centuries and millennia, over time this definition has become much more blurred. The large urban centres of today have become linked to the accommodation of diverse and conflicting interests. This trend, linked to the previously mentioned rapid rise in global urban population, expands the challenge of managing the economic, demographic and social development of cities in a way that prevents conflict and helps in transitions to peace.

In sync with these trends, there has been a gradual shift in the way that the role of military intervention in cities is interpreted. At the same time, new perspectives from civil society have expanded the toolbox of policy tools for prevention and post-conflict transition. Driven by the frustrations that the “nation-State bias” has imposed on peace, security and development interventions in cities, different communities of practice have started to suggest new concepts and reformulate some assumptions, taking into consideration the physical, institutional and social dynamics of cities and their role in armed conflict.

Elsewhere, I have defined this interactive pattern between structures, actors and conflict as the “urban strategic environment”. It can provide a framework for national, regional and international institutions to strike a balance between security and development while looking at cities beyond the “silos” of peacekeeping, stabilization or UN-led conflict prevention.

On the military side, the growing call for an expanded understanding of cities (especially mega-cities) is partially driven by a changed perception of what victory means in such complex environments. This is especially true in the current context of renewed reluctance to have “boots on the ground” after long and traumatic US-led wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Reflecting this sense of re-evaluation, authors writing on the current linkage between new moral imperatives and the conduct of conflict in cities have highlighted the difference between military and political victories – with the former undermining the achievement of the latter. This concept is best encapsulated in General Rupert Smith’s influential book The Utility of Force, in which he lays out a military conundrum that is all too relevant for cities: “politicians and soldiers are still thinking in
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terms of the old paradigm [of war] and trying to use their conventionally configured forces to that end – while the enemy and the battle have changed”.101 However impressive force may be in military terms, he adds, it may fail to achieve the required political ends.102

Bringing this revision closer to the context of cities, David Kilcullen writes that in order to get away from old paradigms of manoeuvre and rural-based counter-insurgency warfare, the military will have to get itself “mentally and physically out of the mountains”.103 This transition, he continues, will involve a redefinition of the military purpose from conventional clear-cut defeat of an insurgent, terrorist or State foe (which he calls “single threat” understandings of conflict) towards a “theory of competitive control” that emphasizes the blurring of classic strategic threats into a broader “non-state armed group” definition.104 This is a further redefinition of strategic purpose in cities, embracing considerations of governance, State authority, service provision and other public goods in order to establish a system of control that draws support from local populations.

Civilian practitioners of conflict prevention, peacebuilding and reconstruction have to come to terms with the same trends. Socio-economic drivers of conflict are an underlying foundation of the security-and-development field, according to which there can be no development without security and vice versa. But the physical and social characteristics of cities interact with developmental and peacebuilding initiatives in unique ways – just like they do with military interventions.

The most dramatic example of this challenge comes from fragile and developing regions affected by flows of economic migrants, refugees and demobilized fighters flocking to cities in search of either relative security or economic opportunities. These rapid flows, as this article has mentioned, tend to set in motion processes and tensions that, if not managed, can lead to future armed conflict. The challenge is made more urgent by the fact that 80% of refugees from the world’s most destructive civil war of this decade so far, in Syria, are fleeing to cities.105

This accelerated flow of “forced urbanization” has serious implications for conflict prevention and post-conflict transition.106 The “nation-State bias” becomes more worrying as sub-Saharan Africa is facing one of the world’s most accelerated urban population growth rates and has the highest proportion of urbanites living in slums (62%) in any region or sub-region, while at the same time concentrating several armed conflicts and the majority of UN peacekeeping missions.107

103 D. Kilcullen, above note 3, p. 23.
Lessons from cities previously affected by armed conflict, also in the Middle East, reveal some of the specific pitfalls involved in conflict prevention and post-conflict processes in urban environments. A study on Beirut’s reconstruction following the Lebanese Civil War (1975–90) concluded that the concentration of development and resources in the central district contributed to diminishing State legitimacy and control in peripheral areas, leading in turn to heightened control by “para-State actors” such as the extremist group Hezbollah. Gaza City, which has faced years of wars and blockade by Israel, has been affected by persistent economic and infrastructural issues such as unemployment, late salaries, shortage of water and electricity outages. The physical, economic and social scars of conflict on the city have had, predictably, security consequences. The convoluted cycle of destruction and reconstruction, alongside the inability to properly plan urbanization, has been cited as a factor helping Hamas to hide among the population and use Gaza City as a “nerve centre” for its military infrastructure. Furthermore, the damage to the city’s economy and services has provided an opportunity for black markets to thrive, encouraging potential new sources of criminal insecurity. In summary, as Saskia Sassen has argued, contemporary conflicts and the resulting “forced urbanization” and internal displacement turn human flows into sources of insecurity rather than diversity.

The scale of the challenge for prevention and transition from conflict in contexts such as these is, therefore, huge and increasing. At the same time, however, international organizations and private groups such as the Rockefeller Foundation have promoted the concept of urban resilience as a broad framework for cities. This has been encapsulated in the post-2015 Sustainable Development Goals, which replaced the Millennium Development Goals and introduced a specific goal (number 11) to “make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable”. The inclusion of “safety” and “resilience” in the same sentence is not accidental. John de Boer, from the UN University, has pointed to “the opportunity embedded in cities” to promote not only economic development but also peace and security if resilience is strengthened.

Resilience is by no means a new concept, but it has gained significant attention, and this in turn has been translated into efforts to better conceptualize its theory and practice. The term traces its roots back to the field of ecology, and has been adapted to another system, the urban, to express its potential to
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“maintain or recover functionality” in the face of shocks and disruptions. The broad scope of resilience carries the risk of rendering it too broad, but it can also be interpreted as a perspective that breaks silos between the neat bureaucracies. It carries, therefore, the potential to be the civilian equivalent of Kilcullen’s “theory of competitive control” in the military/strategic domain, in pushing for multidimensional perspectives to bring security and development together in metropolises. In a context of growing diversity of armed threats and growing pressures on urban areas, a comprehensive approach to prevention and recovery from armed conflict in cities is not only relevant but urgent.

### Conclusion

The diversification of armed conflict threats in cities has sparked a gradual rethink by the communities involved in the planning and practice of peacekeeping, security and development, which are beginning to focus on local, specifically urban settings as a unit of analysis and intervention. However, the concepts of conflict prevention and those looking at stability and peacekeeping after major conflicts have not addressed local instances of governance and their specific challenges. Instead, a long-standing “nation-State bias” continues to guide international organizations, developed countries, and civil society actors.

But a number of voices from academia and policy-making, worried by rapid urban population growth in cities, have started to push more actively for an urban prism to be attached to peace, security and development. This is a crucial challenge, as evidence from past and current wars shows that large-scale urban warfare invariably causes devastation and massive loss of life. These effects are even more relevant in the current context of rapid urban growth in the developing world.

The military thinking on cities has also started to be steered towards a multidimensional focus, guided by the assessment that armed conflict in built-up areas is now marked by non-State armed groups, resident to the urban sprawl and engaged in protracted forms of violence that often blur the distinction between war and peace, civilian and combatant, political and economic root causes. In such difficult contexts, the application of classic MOUT tactics for urban warfare has become morally and strategically challenging.

The speed and complexity of the challenges highlighted above reinforce the urgency of adding geographical specificity to preventive or post-conflict practices. Few of the instruments now available to international and national policy-makers to avoid escalation or relapse into armed conflict place emphasis on the urban form – or what I have called the urban strategic environment. The latter comprises the institutions, services, unstable peripheries and violent actors that have the potential to influence the likelihood and evolution of urban conflicts. I have touched briefly on some of the conflict-relevant elements of this

environment; a key challenge ahead is to analyze the relationship between them and the degree to which they influence drivers of conflict.

There is ample evidence that key elements specific to the urban environment carry implications to both civilian and military authorities in the lead-up to, and the aftermath of, armed conflict. A focus on strategic local actors and social structures capable of affecting the drivers of conflict can serve as a unifying set of objectives for cooperation and multidimensional action by international, national and municipal agents.
Hostilities in contemporary armed conflicts are increasingly being conducted in population centres, thereby exposing civilians to heightened risks of harm. This trend is only likely to continue with growing urbanization and is compounded by the fact that belligerents often avoid facing their enemy in the open, intermingling instead with the civilian population. Despite this, armed conflicts often continue to be waged with weapon systems originally designed for use in open battlefields. There is generally no cause for concern when explosive weapons with a wide impact area are used in open battlefields, but when they are used against military objectives located in populated areas they are prone to indiscriminate effects, often with devastating consequences for the civilian population.

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) continues to witness these effects first-hand as it assists the victims of armed conflicts involving the use of explosive weapons in populated areas. The ICRC has raised its concerns with the parties to such armed conflicts as part of its bilateral and confidential dialogue on the conduct of hostilities. Since 2009, it has also been publicly expressing its concerns regarding the use of explosive weapons in populated areas.

In 2011, the ICRC stated publicly for the first time its position that “due to the significant likelihood of indiscriminate effects and despite the absence of an express legal prohibition for specific types of weapons, the ICRC considers that explosive weapons with a wide impact area should be avoided in densely populated areas.”
populated areas”. In 2013, the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement as a whole took up this position in similar terms.

The ICRC further developed its analysis of the issue in a report submitted to the 32nd International Conference of the Red Cross and Red Crescent in 2015, on which the present Q&A is based. The report built upon evidence gathered by the ICRC of the immediate and long-term effects of the use of explosive weapons in populated areas and on existing military policies and practices pertaining to warfare in populated areas. It also drew on insights that the ICRC had gained in an expert meeting on this issue which it had organized earlier in 2015.

In parallel, the United Nations (UN) Secretary-General has been drawing the attention of UN member States to the need to strengthen the protection of civilians in view of the humanitarian impact of the use of explosive weapons in populated areas, as have UN agencies and non-governmental organizations. A growing number of States are also acknowledging the humanitarian concerns raised by this phenomenon.

Q&A on explosive weapons in populated areas

1. What are the weapons of concern?

The explosive weapons that raise humanitarian concerns when used in populated areas are those that have a “wide impact area” – or “wide-area effects”.

Explosive weapons are weapons that injure or damage by means of explosive force. They may have “wide-area effects” when used in populated areas due to:


3 See 2013 Council of Delegates, “Weapons and International Humanitarian Law”, Res. 7 (CD/13/R7), para. 4, wherein the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement called upon States to “strengthen the protection of civilians from the indiscriminate use and effects of explosive weapons, including through the rigorous application of existing rules of international humanitarian law, and to avoid using explosive weapons with a wide impact area in densely populated areas”. Available at: www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/red-cross-crescent-movement/council-delegates-2013/cod13-r7-weapons-and-ihl-adopted-eng.pdf.


6 See notability a compilation of States’ statements available at: www.inew.org/acknowledgements.

• the large destructive radius of the individual munition used, i.e., its large blast and fragmentation range or effect, such as large bombs, large-calibre mortars and rockets, large guided missiles, and heavy artillery projectiles;
• the lack of accuracy of the delivery system, typically indirect-fire weapons where the target is not observed by the platform firing the weapon, such as mortars, rockets, artillery (especially when using unguided munitions) and unguided air-delivered bombs; or
• the weapon system being designed to deliver multiple munitions over a wide area, such as multiple rocket-launcher systems.

In this respect, the issue of explosive weapons in populated areas concerns not one single weapon but a range of different conventional weapon systems, and consideration of the circumstances of their use, including the typical vulnerabilities of civilians living in populated areas, is needed.

Insofar as improvised explosive devices may fall into one of the three general categories of explosive weapons listed above, they are also a cause for concern when used in populated areas.

Explosive weapons that are already prohibited or otherwise limited as such by international humanitarian law (IHL) treaties, such as anti-personnel mines or cluster munitions, are outside of the scope of the discussion. Also excluded are issues related to explosive remnants of war, which, although they pose a significant threat to civilians and result from the decision to use explosive weapons, are governed by a specific treaty.8

2. How are “populated areas” defined?

Simply put, the terms “densely populated areas” and “populated areas” should be understood as synonymous with “concentration of civilians”, the latter being the only one of these terms defined by IHL treaties, as in “a city, town, village or other area containing a similar concentration of civilians or civilian objects”.9


9 See Article 51(5)(a) of Additional Protocol I (AP I) and Articles 3(9) and 7(3) of CCW Protocol II, above note 8. The term “concentration of civilians” is defined, in Article 1(2) of CCW Protocol III on Prohibitions or Restrictions of the Use of Incendiary Weapons, as “any concentration of civilians, be it permanent or temporary, such as in inhabited parts of cities, or inhabited towns or villages, or as in camps or columns of refugees or evacuees, or groups of nomads”.
3. What are the humanitarian consequences of the use of explosive weapons in populated areas?

Warfare in populated areas using explosive weapons that have a wide impact area exacts a terrible toll on civilians. Recent armed conflicts have confirmed that the use of such weapons is a major cause of civilian death and injury and of destruction and damage to civilian residences and critical infrastructure, with consequent disruption to essential services such as health care, water distribution and other services necessary for the survival of the civilian population.

In terms of effects on people’s health, these are not limited to death, physical injury and long-term disability, but also include the long-term impact on mental well-being. The use of explosive weapons in populated areas also affects the ability of health-care facilities and services to operate, to cope with the rapid and simultaneous influx of numerous wounded people and the particular injuries they present, and to provide adequate care. The foregoing effects are accentuated in contexts where the use of explosive weapons is protracted, with the consequent decline of essential services over time and serious risks for public health.

Often civilians have no choice but to leave, increasing the number of displaced people.

4. What are the IHL rules applicable to the use of explosive weapons in populated areas?

In view of the humanitarian consequences outlined above, and as previously stated, the ICRC is of the view that explosive weapons with a wide impact area should not be used in densely populated areas due to the significant likelihood of indiscriminate effects, meaning that their use against military objectives located in populated areas is likely to fall foul of the IHL rules prohibiting indiscriminate and disproportionate attacks.

Indiscriminate attacks are those of a nature to strike military objectives and civilians or civilian objects without distinction, notably because they employ means or methods of warfare that cannot be directed at a specific military objective or the effects of which cannot be limited as required by IHL. Disproportionate attacks and area bombardment are treated as particular forms of indiscriminate attacks. The principle of proportionality prohibits attacks “which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated”. Area bombardment is defined as “an attack by bombardment by any methods or means which treats as a single...
military objective a number of clearly separated and distinct military objectives located in a city, town, village or other area containing a similar concentration of civilians or civilian objects”. The foregoing rules must be respected by the parties to an armed conflict in all circumstances, even if alternative, more discriminate weapons or tactics are not available to them.

In addition to these obligations, the IHL rule of precautions in attack requires the parties to an armed conflict, in the conduct of their military operations, to take constant care to spare the civilian population, individual civilians and civilian objects. This rule notably requires “those who plan or decide upon an attack” to take “all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of attack with a view to avoiding, and in any event to minimizing, incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians and damage to civilian objects”. When conducting hostilities in populated areas, the rule of precautions may require the parties to choose the most precise weapon available, or consider alternative weapons and/or tactics.

5. How can these rules be implemented in military operations?

The assessment of whether an attack is indiscriminate or disproportionate, and whether all feasible precautions have been taken, must be based not on hindsight but rather on the perspective of the commander based on the information available to him/her at the time of the attack. Such information includes the foreseeable effects of the weapons at his/her disposal in view of their inherent characteristics, as well as the circumstances of their use, including the physical environment in which the military objective is located and the vulnerability of the surrounding civilian population and civilian objects.

Of these factors, the choice of weapon and the manner in which it will be used are those over which the commander has the greatest control. In this regard, the variables related to the choice and use of weapon that the commander can manipulate to respect the above-mentioned IHL rules include the type and size of the warhead (munition), the type of fuse, the delivery system and the distance from which the weapon is launched, as well as the angle and timing of the attack. The technical skills of the armed forces in the selection and use of weapons gained through training are also critical factors that will influence the outcome of an attack. Nonetheless, even after taking all such measures and precautions,

14 AP I, Art. 51(5)(a). This is a rule of customary IHL in both international and non-international armed conflicts.
15 See AP I, Art. 51(1).
16 AP I, Art. 57(2)(a)(ii). This is a rule of customary IHL in both international and non-international armed conflicts. Feasible precautions are described in Article 3(10) of CCW Protocol II, above note 8, as those that are “practicable or practically possible taking into account all circumstances ruling at the time, including humanitarian and military considerations”.
17 For the range of factors regarding weapons selection and use, see ICRC, above note 4, pp. 5–6, 24–30. See also Yves Sandoz, Christophe Swinarski and Bruno Zimmermann (eds), Commentary on the Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, ICRC and Martinus Nijhoff, Geneva, 1987 (Commentary on the Additional Protocols), para. 2212.
certain explosive weapons may be prone to causing significant incidental immediate and long-term effects on civilians and civilian objects when used in populated areas.

Warfare in densely populated areas, where military objectives are intermingled with protected persons and objects, represents an important operational challenge for armed forces. A military commander has the responsibility to minimize the incidental effects on civilians of an attack, and such a responsibility is heightened in an environment where civilians and civilian infrastructure are the main features of the theatre of operations. This holds equally true when the opposing party deliberately intermingles with civilians in order to shield its military activities – unlawful behaviour that nonetheless does not relieve the attacking party of its own obligations under IHL. Urban warfare thus entails a more demanding analytical process during the planning phase, as well as complex decision-making in real-time situations. As seen above, the military commander has a larger number of factors to take into account than when conducting hostilities in open areas.

Even more so than in open areas, an attacking party’s ability to respect IHL in populated areas depends on the means and methods of warfare that it chooses to use, or not to use, taking into account their foreseeable effects in such environments, including their reverberating effects. Though some military practice, such as “collateral damage estimation” methodologies and “minimum safe distances”, as well as lessons learned from post-attack “battle damage assessments” and “after action reviews”, may help to minimize incidental harm to civilians, it remains unclear how these integrate the requirements of the rules of IHL discussed above.

What seems certain is that thorough training of armed forces in the selection and use of means and methods of warfare in populated areas, including on the technical capabilities of the weapons at their disposal, is critical to avoiding or minimizing incidental harm to civilians in this environment. Moreover, specific targeting directives applicable to the use of certain explosive weapons in populated areas may be required to ensure compliance with IHL. Yet only a few armed forces are known to train specifically in urban warfare, or to otherwise apply specific limitations on the choice and use of explosive weapons in populated areas for the purpose of avoiding or minimizing incidental civilian harm.

6. What is the main challenge in relation to the prohibition of indiscriminate attacks?

The prohibition of indiscriminate attacks takes into account the fact that means and methods of warfare which can be used perfectly legitimately in some situations could, in other circumstances (including due to the manner in which they are used), be of a nature to strike military objectives and civilians and civilian objects without distinction. Warfare in populated areas is certainly a situation that may
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18 For further discussion of the military perspective on civilian protection in urban warfare, see the article by Nathalie Durhin in this issue of the Review.
19 See Commentary on the Additional Protocols, above note 17, para. 1962.
render indiscriminate explosive weapons that could be lawfully used in other circumstances, such as an open battlefield.

The prohibition of indiscriminate attacks includes those that employ a method or means of delivery which cannot be directed at a specific military objective.\(^\text{20}\) It is unclear what States consider to be the degree or standard of accuracy of a weapon that would be acceptable under this rule, generally or in a given operational situation. At any rate, any such standard of accuracy must be consistent with the general aim of protecting civilians from the effects of hostilities.

Still, the inherent inaccuracies of certain types of explosive weapon systems—such as many of the artillery, mortar and multiple rocket-launcher systems in use today, especially when using unguided munitions, as well as unguided air-delivered bombs—raise serious concerns under the prohibition of indiscriminate attacks when used in populated areas. While increasing the accuracy of delivery systems would help reduce the weapons’ wide-area effects in populated areas, accuracy could be obviated by the use of large-calibre munitions—i.e., munitions that have a large destructive radius relative to the size of the military objective—which might still be in violation of IHL.

The interpretation of the prohibition of indiscriminate attacks may become more demanding with the development of new means and methods of warfare, notably with advances in precision weaponry. For example, the meaning of “clearly separate and distinct” military objectives in the prohibition of area bombardment is understood to mean a distance at least sufficiently large to permit the individual military objectives to be attacked separately.\(^\text{21}\) This understanding implies that the practical application of the prohibition of area bombardment, and by extension of the prohibition of indiscriminate attacks, could evolve based on the development of new weapons capabilities.

7. What is the main challenge in relation to the prohibition of disproportionate attacks?

The most visible effects of an attack using explosive weapons in populated areas are the immediate (or “direct”) civilian deaths and injuries and damage to civilian objects caused by the weapons’ blast and fragmentation effects. Less visible, but equally devastating, are the reverberating effects (also referred to as the “indirect”, “knock-on” or “long-term” effects) of the attack, as consequences of incidental damage to certain civilian objects. For example, incidental damage to civilian homes is likely to cause the displacement of civilians, while incidental

\(^{20}\) See AP I, Art. 51(4)(b). Article 3(8) of CCW Protocol II, above note 8, includes, in its definition of “indiscriminate use” of mines, booby-traps and other devices, any placement of such weapons “which employs a method or means of delivery which cannot be directed at a specific military objective” (emphasis added).

\(^{21}\) See Commentary on the Additional Protocols, above note 17, para. 1975: “When the distance separating two military objectives is sufficient for them to be attacked separately, taking into account the means available, the rule should be fully applied. However, even if the distance is insufficient, excessive losses that might result from the attack should be taken into account.”
damage to hospitals is likely to cause the disruption of medical services, which in turn is likely to lead to the deaths of patients. Critical civilian infrastructure, such as vital water and electrical facilities and supply networks, is particularly fragile and vulnerable to the incidental effects of explosive weapons. The interconnectedness of the essential services that depend on critical infrastructure is such that disruption to one service will have knock-on effects on the other services. Thus, incidental damage to critical infrastructure can cause severe disruption to essential services on which the civilian population depends for its survival, such as health care, energy and water supplies and waste management, leading to the spread of disease and further deaths.

The question that arises is whether the reverberating effects of an attack using explosive weapons in populated areas must be taken into account by the attacker in assessing the expected incidental civilian casualties and damage to civilian objects as required under the IHL rules of proportionality and precautions in attack, recalled above. While acknowledging that it is both impractical and impossible for commanders to consider all possible effects of an attack, the ICRC considers that those reverberating effects which are foreseeable in the circumstances must be taken into account.

While there is support for this view, there remains uncertainty regarding which reverberating effects of an attack are “foreseeable”. Although, as explained above, this assessment is context-specific, the ICRC submits that it is framed in an objectivized way by what is foreseeable based on the standard of a “reasonably well-informed person in the circumstances [of the attacker], making reasonable use of the information available to him or her”.22 In this respect, it is submitted that those who plan and decide upon an attack have an obligation to do everything feasible to obtain information that will allow for a meaningful assessment of the foreseeable incidental effects on civilians and civilian objects. Moreover, what is objectively foreseeable by a commander in a given case must be informed by past experiences and lessons learned from his/her country’s armed forces. It should also take into account the ever-growing experience of other armed forces in urban warfare, when available. In other words, as the understanding of the reverberating effects of the use of explosive weapons in populated areas increases, this knowledge informs future assessments and decisions under the rules of proportionality and precautions in attack.23

It is unclear how armed forces integrate the obligation to take into account the foreseeable reverberating incidental effects on civilians and civilian objects into their military policies and practice, for example in collateral damage estimates. Based on the effects of explosive weapons in populated areas, namely the extensive civilian harm being witnessed today, there is significant doubt that

23 For further discussion of the reverberating effects of explosive weapons when used in populated areas, see the article by Isabel Robinson in this issue of the Review.
reverberating effects are sufficiently factored in as required by the rules of proportionality and precautions in attack.

8. Are the rules of IHL sufficient to regulate the use of explosive weapons in populated areas?

Although there is no dispute that any use of explosive weapons in populated areas must comply with the above IHL rules, there are divergent views on whether these rules sufficiently regulate the use of such weapons, or whether there is a need to clarify their interpretation or to develop new standards or rules. Based on the effects of explosive weapons in populated areas being witnessed today, there are serious questions regarding how the parties using such weapons are interpreting and applying IHL. Divergent practice of militaries, and contrasting views among experts and in the case law of international criminal tribunals regarding what is or is not legally acceptable, may point to ambiguities in IHL and the need for States to clarify their interpretation of the relevant IHL rules or to develop clearer standards in order to effectively protect civilians.

In any respect, the prohibition of indiscriminate attacks and the rules of proportionality and precautions in attack, each of which strikes a careful balance between considerations of military necessity and of humanity, were developed by States with the overarching objective of protecting civilians and civilian objects against the effects of hostilities. Any challenges that may arise in their interpretation and application to the use of explosive weapons in populated areas must be resolved with this overarching objective in mind.

A better knowledge of existing military policy and practice, and more clarity on how States interpret and apply the relevant rules of IHL to the use of explosive weapons in populated areas, would help to inform debates about this important humanitarian issue, foster a possible convergence of views, and assist parties to armed conflicts who endeavour in good faith to comply with the law. Ultimately, this will lead to better protection of civilians in populated areas.
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Introduction

During armed conflict, the use of explosive weapons with wide area effects\(^1\) in populated areas\(^2\) has a devastating impact on civilians. Most visible are the direct blast and fragmentation effects of explosive weapons, which kill and injure civilians and damage civilian objects including civilian houses. Less visible, but equally devastating, are the reverberating effects of the use of explosive weapons in populated areas, meaning those effects “that are not directly and immediately caused by the attack, but are nevertheless the product thereof”.\(^3\) When civilian housing and essential infrastructure are damaged or destroyed, civilians are affected in a number of ways, especially when populated areas sustain attacks over a long period of time.\(^4\) Civilians may be displaced, electricity may be temporarily or permanently disabled, health services may be weakened, wastewater collection and treatment may be reduced, and the accessibility, quality and quantity of water supplies may deteriorate.\(^5\) In many contexts, the reverberating effects of an attack, particularly one that disables the national electricity system, may far outweigh the immediate civilian casualties caused by the attack.\(^6\)

While international debate concerning the legal obligation to take into account the reverberating effects of an attack has evolved significantly over the last ten years—most recently in the context of cyber-warfare\(^7\)—and enjoys

---

1 Explosive weapons with wide area effects include: (1) weapons that employ an individual munition with a large destructive radius – i.e., with large blast and fragmentation range or effect (such as large bombs or missiles); (2) weapon systems with inaccurate delivery systems (such as unguided indirect fire weapons, including artillery and mortars); and (3) weapon systems that are designed to deliver multiple munitions over a wide area (for example, multi-barrel rocket launchers).

2 “Populated area” is synonymous with “concentration of civilians”, which is defined under international humanitarian law (IHL) as “a city, town, village or other area containing a similar concentration of civilians or civilian objects”. See Protocol Additional (I) to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts, 1125 UNTS 3, 8 June 1977 (entered into force 7 December 1978) (AP I), Art. 51(5)(4). See also ICRC, International Humanitarian Law and the Challenges of Contemporary Armed Conflicts, report prepared by the ICRC for the 32nd International Conference of the Red Cross and Red Crescent, Geneva, 2015 (2015 Challenges Report), p. 49.


5 Ibid.


increasing acceptance by commentators\textsuperscript{8} and States,\textsuperscript{9} there is still no consensus on the scope of this obligation as it applies to the rules on proportionality and precautions in attack.\textsuperscript{10} This article seeks to shed light on this grey area in the law, particularly as it relates to the use of explosive weapons in populated areas. More precisely, the article examines the parameters of the obligation under the rules on proportionality and precautions in attack, including the extent of reverberating effects that must be taken into account, how reverberating effects should be evaluated, and how such effects must be avoided or minimized. While the use of explosive weapons in populated areas is not explicitly prohibited under international humanitarian law (IHL), this article will demonstrate that such use might violate the rule on proportionality and certain precautionary requirements, if the reasonably foreseeable reverberating effects of the attack are not taken into account.\textsuperscript{11}


\textsuperscript{11} While the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack using explosive weapons in populated areas are also relevant to the prohibition against indiscriminate attack, this article will focus solely on the relevance of reverberating effects in the interpretation and application of the rules on proportionality and precautions.
The article is structured in four parts. The first part presents the IHL rules on the conduct of hostilities, while the second part explores the legal arguments in support of the position that foreseeable reverberating effects must be taken into account for the purposes of the rule on proportionality and some of the rules relating to precautions in attack. The third part examines the scope of the obligation to take into consideration foreseeable reverberating effects, including the notion of “foreseeability” and the standard of care imposed by the obligation. The article concludes by analyzing the practical measures that must be taken to assess and minimize the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack, as required by the obligation to take all feasible precautions in attack.

**IHL rules on the conduct of hostilities**

Like other means of warfare, the use of explosive weapons in populated areas is regulated by IHL rules on the conduct of hostilities, namely, the rules on distinction, proportionality and precautions in attack. These rules, as set out in treaty and customary IHL, are applicable in both international and non-international armed conflicts.12

The rule of distinction prescribes that parties to an armed conflict must at all times distinguish between civilians and civilian objects on the one hand, and military objectives on the other;13 civilians and civilian objects are protected and must not be the object of attack.14 The prohibition on indiscriminate attacks which flows from the rule of distinction prohibits attacks not directed at a specific military objective, attacks which employ means or methods of combat that cannot be directed at a specific military objective, and attacks which employ means or methods of combat the effects of which cannot be limited as required by IHL and consequently, in each such case, are of a nature to strike military objectives and civilians or civilian objects without distinction.15 The prohibition of indiscriminate attacks also entails the prohibition of disproportionate attacks.16 According to this prohibition, the expected incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians and damage to civilian objects, or combination thereof (hereafter referred to as “incidental damage”), of an attack must not be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated.17 While it is argued

13 AP I, Art. 48(1); ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 12, Rules 1, 7.
14 AP I, Arts 51(2), 52(1); ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 12, Rules 1, 7.
15 AP I, Art. 51(4); ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 12, Rules 11, 12.
16 Under AP I, Article 51(5), area bombardment and disproportionate attacks are treated as particular forms of indiscriminate attacks.
17 AP I, Art. 51(5)(b); ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 12, Rule 14. The rule on proportionality in attack is also found in Article 3(8)(c) of the Protocol on Prohibitions on the Use of Mines, Booby-Traps
that an object which serves both civilian and military functions (“dual-use object”) is to be regarded as a military objective in its entirety,\textsuperscript{18} there is considerable support from States\textsuperscript{19} and commentators\textsuperscript{20} for the idea that

the destruction of the civilian part of this object, or more generally, the fact that the attack puts an end to its use by civilians, as well as the reverberating effects of such damage forms part of the incidental damage that must be taken into account under the proportionality principle.\textsuperscript{21}

In order to ensure compliance with the rules of distinction and proportionality, and to ensure that constant care is taken in the conduct of military operations to spare civilians and civilian objects, IHL requires parties to an armed conflict to take precautions in attack. Precautionary requirements entail doing everything feasible


\textsuperscript{19} See Royal Army of the Netherlands, The Humanitarian Law of War: A Manual, VS 27-41, unofficial English translation available at the ICRC library, September 2005, para. 0546: “When attacking mixed objects … it must be carefully considered whether the military advantage expected from eliminating the military element of the mixed objective outweighs the damage done to the civilian population, by damaging or destroying the civilian element of the mixed object or ending its civilian function”; CarrieLyn D. Guymon (ed.), US Digest of United States Practice in International Law 2014, US Department of State, Office of the Legal Adviser, 2014, p. 737, where it is stated: “When undertaking a proportionality evaluation, parties to an armed conflict should consider the risk of unintended or cascading effects on civilians and civilian objects in launching a particular cyber attack, as well as the harm to civilian uses of dual-use infrastructure that may be the target of an attack”; US Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Targeting, Joint Publication 3–60, 31 January 2013 (US Joint Targeting Manual), p. A-5, mentions that: “If the attack is directed against dual-use objects that might be legitimate military targets but also serve a legitimate civilian need (e.g., electrical power or telecommunications), then this factor must be carefully balanced against the military benefits when making a proportionality determination.” See also Department of Homeland Security and US Coast Guard, Department of the Navy, Office of the Chief of Naval Operations and Headquarters, The Commander’s Handbook on the Law of Naval Operations, NWP 1-14M, July 2007 (US Naval Handbook), para. 8.3, and the discussion of coalition practice in the Gulf War in Christopher Greenwood, “Customary International Law and the First Geneva Protocol of 1977 in the Gulf Conflict”, in Peter Rowe (ed.), The Gulf War 1990–91 in International and English Law, Routledge, London, 1993, pp. 63 ff., 73, 79.


to verify that the target is a military objective;\(^{22}\) taking all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of attack, with a view to avoiding, and in any event minimizing, the expected incidental damage;\(^{23}\) refraining from launching an attack that may be expected to violate the rule on proportionality;\(^{24}\) and cancelling or suspending an attack if it becomes apparent that the target is not a military objective or is subject to special protection, alternatively, that the attack may be expected to violate the rule on proportionality.\(^{25}\) The application of these rules, which are the most relevant ones in relation to the use of explosive weapons in populated areas, will necessarily be based on ex ante information\(^{26}\) – that is, the information that is reasonably available to the attacking party at the time of the attack – and not on hindsight.\(^{27}\)

As is clear from the elaboration of these basic conduct of hostilities rules, both the rule of proportionality and several of the precautionary rules require an assessment of the expected incidental damage arising from an attack.\(^{28}\) While many military manuals include the notion of incidental damage, the term has been defined in different ways.\(^{29}\) At its core, it refers to damage to civilians and civilian objects that is incidental, collateral or secondary to an attack against a lawful target. In the view of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and others, incidental damage also includes the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack,\(^{30}\) otherwise known as “knock-on” or “indirect”

22 AP I, Art. 57(2)(a)(i); ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 12, Rule 16.
24 AP I, Art. 57(2)(a)(iii); ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 12, Rules 17 and 18.
25 AP I, Art. 57(2)(b); ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 12, Rule 19. Note that Rule 19 does not refer to objects “that are subject to special protection”. Additional precautionary requirements are set out in AP I, Articles 57(2)(c), 57(3) and 57(4), and ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 12, Rules 20 and 21.
26 Commentary to ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 12, Rule 15.
28 There are four such rules: (1) the rule on proportionality; (2) the obligation to take feasible precautionary measures in the choice of means and methods of attack in order to avoid and in any event minimize “expected” incidental damage; (3) the obligation to refrain from launching an attack that may be expected to violate the rule on proportionality, including to do everything feasible to assess whether the attack may be expected to violate this rule; and (4) the obligation to cancel or suspend an attack if it becomes apparent that the attack may be expected to violate the rule on proportionality.
According to this position, commanders are not only obliged to take into account the direct incidental damage that may be expected from an attack, but must also consider the foreseeable reverberating effects of the attack. These effects form part of the incidental damage that must be weighed up against the anticipated military advantage under the rules of proportionality and precautions in attack, and which must be taken into consideration when taking all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of an attack in order to avoid, and in any event minimize, the expected incidental damage.

Legal obligations regarding the reverberating effects of an attack

The legal obligation to take into account the reverberating effects of an attack derives from rules in Additional Protocol I (AP I) on proportionality and precautions, interpreted in line with the rules on treaty interpretation. In addition, there is a growing body of State practice which demonstrates increasing acceptance of this obligation.

Treaty interpretation

As with all treaty rules, the AP I rules on proportionality and precautions in attack must be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context, and in light of the object and purpose of the treaty. In this regard, there are a number of arguments to support the view that the “expected” incidental damage to civilians should be interpreted so as to include the reverberating effects of an attack.

Textual interpretation

First, the phrase “may be expected” in Articles 51(5)(b) and 57(2)(a)(iii) and (b) of AP I is not explicitly limited in either time or space. Indeed, the 1974–77 Diplomatic Conference expressly rejected attempts to confine incidental damage to those in the immediate vicinity of the military objective. There is accordingly no reason, based on the text of the provisions, to limit the assessment under the rules on proportionality and precautions in attack to the immediate or direct effects of an attack. This argument is articulated by Droege, who states that “considering the wording of Article 51(5)(b) of Additional Protocol I (‘may be expected’), it is reasonable to argue that foreseeable damages, even if they are long-term,

31 See L. Gisel, above note 21, p. 125.
second-and third-tier damages, must be taken into account”.34 Similarly, Sassòli and Cameron take the view that

the expected collateral damage from an attack on a dual-use object … must include the damage expected due to the destruction of the object itself, in addition to whatever other collateral damage that may be expected in the surrounding area or that is foreseeable, including through reverberating effects.35

This approach is consistent with the ordinary meaning of “expected”, which is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as “regard[ed] that something is likely to happen”.36

**Purposive interpretation**

Second, the rules on proportionality and precautions in attack must be interpreted in light of their context, including the headings and the respective chapeau provisions of Articles 51 and 57 of AP I. Indeed, AP I Article 51(5)(b) on proportionality should be read in light of the heading of Article 51 (“Protection of the Civilian Population”) as well as Article 51(1), which provides that the civilian population and individual civilians “shall enjoy general protection against dangers arising from military operations”.37 Likewise, the specific rules on precautions in attack operate under the umbrella of AP I Article 57(1), which provides that “in the conduct of military operations, constant care shall be taken to spare the civilian population, civilians and civilian objects”.38 It is true that the humanitarian objective of the rule on proportionality is explicitly tempered by military considerations (for instance, by only prohibiting “excessive” incidental damage compared to the concrete and direct military advantage) and that the rules on precautions in attack are contingent upon what is reasonably feasible. However, “incidental damage” as such – separate from the subsequent proportionality assessment or considerations of feasibility – should arguably be interpreted in light of the humanitarian purpose spelled out in the chapeau provisions, so as to provide the broadest protection to civilians, including by requiring that commanders take into account the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack.

Moreover, the relevance of reverberating effects is affirmed in other articles of AP I, including Articles 54(2) and 56(1), which prohibit attacks on specially protected objects (objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian population

---

34 C. Droege, above note 7, p. 572.
35 M. Sassòli and L. Cameron, above note 8, p. 65 (emphasis added).
37 AP I, Art. 51(1).
38 AP I, Art. 57(1); ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 12, Rule 15. According to Kalshoven: “This should be taken literally: total avoidance of damage to the civilian population is the ideal standard that combatants should seek to attain in all cases.” Frits Kalshoven, Constraints on the Waging of War: An Introduction to International Humanitarian Law, 4th ed., Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2011, p. 113.
and works or installations containing dangerous forces), arguably because of the foreseeable humanitarian impact if such objects are damaged or destroyed.39

State practice

The rules on treaty interpretation support the view that the notion of “expected” incidental damage as set out in AP I entails an obligation to take into account the reverberating effects of an attack. Increasingly, such an approach also enjoys support in State practice. In particular, there is significant State practice arising from the Third Review Conference on the Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional Weapons Which May Be Deemed to Be Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects (CCW) in 2006. In the debate concerning Protocol V of the CCW on explosive remnants of war (ERW), several States underlined that the long-term humanitarian impact of ERW for civilians had to be considered as part of the proportionality analysis. For example, Switzerland expressed the view that

the military commander’s proportionality assessment with regard to the choice and use of a particular means or method of warfare must also take into account the foreseeable incidental long term effects of an attack such as the humanitarian costs caused by duds becoming ERW.40

As a result, the Final Declaration of the Third Review Conference of the CCW in 2006 – adopted by consensus – notes that “the foreseeable effects of explosive remnants of war are a relevant factor to be considered in applying the international humanitarian law rules on proportionality and precautions in attack”.41 This

39 See M. Roscini, above note 30, p. 221, note 376.
40 See “Response from Switzerland to Document CCW/GGE/XI/WG.1/WP.2,” CCW/GGE/XI/WG.1/WP.13, 3 August 2005, § 15. See also “Response from Norway to the Document CCW/GGE/X/WG.1/WP.2,” CCW/GGE/XI/WG.1/WP.5, 29 July 2005, § 18 (“a military commander, in his assessment of the proportionality between the military necessity of launching the attack and the humanitarian consequences caused by the attack, must take into consideration both the humanitarian concerns related to the direct impact of the munitions (due to the wide dispersal and in some cases large number of submunitions contained in the bomb), as well as the humanitarian effects caused by unexploded ordnance remaining on the ground after the attack”); “Response from Sweden to Document CCW/GGE/X/WG.1/WP.2,” CCW/GGE/XI/WG.1/WP.8, 29 July 2005 § 4 (“It may be argued that a cluster bomb with submunitions that have a high dud rate and is used in populated areas is likely to create a disproportionate suffering for the civilian population compared with the military advantage from the use of such a weapon. Furthermore, it could be argued that a cluster bomb with a large ‘foot print’ can be considered to be indiscriminate if used in a populated area.”); Intervention by Ireland, CCW Review Conference, Main Committee II – Explosive Remnants of War, 9 November 2006 (“Ireland has been concerned to ensure that parties to armed conflict pay due regard to the foreseeable long term effects on civilians of the use of particular weapon systems when considering means and methods of attack.”). See also Tim McCormack and Paramdeep Mtharu, Expected Civilian Damage and The Proportionality Equation: International Humanitarian Law and Explosive Remnants of War, Asia Pacific Centre for Military Law, University of Melbourne Law School, 2006, pp. 12–13, available at: http://apcml.org/uploads/c0a7d9021926d6fa4aa87d4737e9ae9c3bd06f2.pdf.
position is also reflected in the text of Article 3(10)(a) of Amended Protocol II to the CCW, which provides that circumstances to be taken into account when considering all feasible precautions to protect civilians from the effects of weapons include “the short- and long-term effects of mines upon the local civilian population for the duration of the minefield”. In 2015, at an ICRC Expert Meeting of States on the use of explosive weapons in populated areas, several States also expressed support for the view that commanders must take into account the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack.42

Moreover, in providing guidance on how to apply the rules on proportionality and precautions in attack, several States refer to the “second-order” or “foreseeable” effects of an attack in their military manuals.43 For example, the US Army manual Counterinsurgency (US Counterinsurgency Manual) of 2006 indicates that leaders must consider not only the first-order desired effects of a munition or action, but also possible second and third-order effects – including undesired ones. For example, bombs delivered by fixed-wing close air support may effectively destroy the source of small arms fire from a building in an urban area; however, direct-fire weapons may be more appropriate due to the risk of collateral damage to nearby buildings and non-combatants.44

In sum, the interpretation of the AP I rules on proportionality and precautions in attack indicates that the notion of incidental damage is not limited to the direct effects of an attack but encompasses certain reverberating effects, which must be taken into account when assessing the lawfulness of an attack. Although this section has not examined whether the same obligation is inherent in the equivalent customary IHL rules on proportionality and precautions in attack, the growing body of state practice points in that direction – i.e., that they are understood in the same way.

42 Expert Meeting Report, above note 9, p. 23.
43 For example, see UK Joint Service Manual, above note 9, para. 5.33.4 (in deciding whether an attack would be proportionate, commanders must bear in mind the “foreseeable effects of the attack”; the Manual gives the example of an attack on a military fuel storage depot where there is a foreseeable risk of the burning fuel flowing into a civilian residential area and causing injury to the civilian population); US Law of War Manual, above note 9, p. 342, note 158, citing the US Air Force Pamphlet, 1976 (“International law does not require that a weapon’s effects be strictly confined to the military objectives against which it is directed, but it does restrict weapons whose foreseeable effects result in unlawful disproportionate injury to civilians or damage to civilian objects.”); Ministry of Defence of Spain, Orientaciones: El derecho de los conflictos armados, OR7-004, 18 March 1996, Vol. 1, para. 2.5 (“An attack is prohibited if, during the planning phase, the available information makes it foreseeable that the damage to the civilian population and/or to civilian objects which the attack will cause is excessive in relation to the military advantage anticipated from the attack as a whole.”).
What is the scope of the obligation to take into account the reverberating effects of an attack?

Having shown that the rules on proportionality and precautions in attack encompass an obligation to take into account the reverberating effects of an attack, this section examines the scope of this obligation. What is the necessary degree of causation between the attack and the reverberating effects of the attack, such that those effects must be considered for the purposes of the rules on proportionality and precautions in attack? When can reverberating effects be considered too remote in time or space? Are there certain reverberating effects that are in general objectively foreseeable? With a view to identifying more precisely the parameters of the obligation to take into account the reverberating effects of an attack, it is first necessary to examine the legal standard for causation, including the notion of “foreseeability”. Moreover, this section will explore the temporal, geographical and material scope of the obligation to take into account the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack.

Defining the causal link

As previously noted, the position of the ICRC and others is that commanders must take into account the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack. Practically speaking, it is impossible to foresee all possible reverberating effects of an attack. Thus, a reasonable legal standard must reflect this reality and acknowledge that some reverberating effects are too remote and thereby outside the scope of what must be considered at the time of the attack. Limiting the causal link through the standard of foreseeability is in line with the approach adopted by States in defining the scope of incidental damage. For example, the Final Declaration of the Third Review Conference of the CCW notes that “the foreseeable effects of explosive remnants of war are a relevant factor to be considered in applying the international humanitarian law rules on proportionality and precautions in attack”. In addition, several States have explicitly adopted the standard of foreseeability in their military manuals. Moreover, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights stated in its report on Colombia in 1999 that the
principle of proportionality required that *foreseeable* injury to civilians and damage to civilian objects should not be disproportionate or excessive to the anticipated concrete and direct military advantage.\(^49\)

Different tests have been proposed to define the requisite causal link for the purpose of the obligation to take into consideration reverberating effects under the rules of proportionality and precautions in attack. For example, in the context of computer network attacks, Schmitt, Harrison Dinnis and Wingfield have suggested a “but for” legal test requiring that the attack must be the “proximate cause” of the effects—i.e., reverberating effects are only relevant to the proportionality assessment and the obligation to take feasible precautions in attack, if such effects would not have occurred “but for” the attack.\(^50\) In effect, a “but for” test reverses the assessment, such that it is necessary to start by examining the reverberating effect in question and tracing a line of causation back to the attack. Although this approach may be more effective in excluding those effects that are too remote, it would appear more useful for an *ex post facto* assessment as opposed to a standard that can be easily complied with by commanders in the field.

Another test focuses on the degree of likelihood of the reverberating effects. In this regard, Greenwood argues that in its normal meaning, “a consequence is said to be expected if it is thought more likely than not that the consequence will result. A lesser degree of risk is not sufficient.”\(^51\) Similarly, the Commentary on the *Harvard Humanitarian Policy and Conflict Research Manual on International Law Applicable to Air and Missile Warfare* (AMW Manual) takes the view that “expected” (and “anticipated”) “means that the outcome is probable, i.e. more likely than not”.\(^52\) This approach, however, is based on an overly restrictive interpretation of “expected”. As noted above, the ordinary meaning of “expected” is that something is “likely to occur” rather than “more likely than not”. Even if the risk of incidental damage is only 40% likely (i.e., less likely than not), it is still foreseeable and should be taken into account when applying the rules on proportionality and precautions in attack. Thus, at a 2005 expert meeting convened by the Geneva Academy of

---


\(^{52}\) Commentary on the AMW Manual, above note 8, p. 91 (emphasis added). See also M. Roscini, above note 30, p. 221. It should be noted, however, that in relation to reverberating effects, the AMW Manual specifically endorses an approach based on reasonable foreseeability, stating that “indirect effects cannot be taken into account if they are too remote or cannot be reasonably foreseen”.

---
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International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights, it was argued that the scope of the obligation should be based on the notion of “reasonable causality”, meaning that attackers must take into account “civilians dying of thirst, if there [is] a reasonable expectation of causality or if thirst and certain diseases [are] a likely or foreseeable consequence of the attack”.

Accepting that foreseeability is the most appropriate standard for limiting the scope of the reverberating effects that must be taken into account, it is necessary to examine this standard in greater detail.

Is “foreseeable” a subjective or objective standard?

At one end of the spectrum, it is sometimes argued that the rules on proportionality and precautions in attack inevitably involve a subjective assessment by the military commander responsible for launching the attack. In particular, this view holds that the process of assessing both the concrete and direct military advantage, as well as the expected incidental damage, is based on the subjective view of the military commander in light of his or her specific skills, experience and knowledge, in the circumstances ruling at the time. In addition, it has been argued that determining whether the expected incidental harm is excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage is also a subjective matter. For example, according to the US Law of War Manual, “the question of whether the expected incidental harm is excessive may be a highly open-ended legal inquiry, and the answer may be subjective and imprecise”.

In contrast to the view that the expected incidental damage and anticipated military advantage should be assessed on an entirely subjective basis, it is argued that the rules on both proportionality and precautions in attack incorporate a degree of objectivity. This is supported by the terms “may be” and “expected” in the relevant provisions, which in conjunction clarify that the relevant standard is not what the commander in fact, subjectively, expected, but what can objectively be predicted. This interpretation finds support in the ICRC Commentary to Article 57 of AP I, which, while recognizing that the rule on precautions in attack includes an element of subjectivity, notes that “the interpretation must above all be a question of common sense and good faith for military commanders”. In other words, compliance with the rule must also be measured against the objective standards of “common sense” and “good faith for military commanders”.

53 Ibid.
54 In M. Bothe, K. J. Partsch and W. A. Solf, above note 33, pp. 351–352, the authors note that the decision on “whether those effects are excessive” will “involve a balancing of different values which are difficult to compare” and thus “the judgment must be subjective”. Yet, “[d]espite the impossibility of quantifying the factors of the equation, a plain and manifest breach of the rule will be recognizable”.
55 US Law of War Manual, above note 9, § 5.12.4. See also § 2.4.1.2 (“Under the law of war, judgments of proportionality often involve difficult and subjective comparisons.”).
56 ICRC Commentary to AP I, § 2208. See also ICRC Commentary to AP I, § 1978.
More recently, the objective element of these rules has been framed as a requirement of reasonableness. For example, Dinstein takes the view that the attacker “must act reasonably and in good faith.” A similar approach is taken in the 2001 Canadian Manual on the Law of Armed Conflict in relation to the rule on precautions in attack: “The test for determining whether the required standard of care has been met is an objective one: Did the commander, planner or staff officer do what a reasonable person would have done in the circumstances?” This approach is also adopted by Kalshoven, who indicates that the relevant standard is “that of a normally alert attacker who is reasonably well-informed and who, moreover, makes reasonable use of the available information”.

An objective standard is also reflected in the case law on disproportionate attacks, namely in the Galić case before the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY). Here, the Tribunal held that in determining whether an attack was proportionate it is necessary to examine whether a reasonably well-informed person in the circumstances of the actual perpetrator, making reasonable use of the information available to him or her, could have expected excessive civilian casualties to result from the attack.

While it must be emphasized that IHL and international criminal law (ICL) are distinct bodies of law, the latter is an important source of interpretation of IHL rules. As argued by Sassòli and Cameron, “any behaviour which leads to

---


59 Canada, Office of the Judge Advocate General, Law of Armed Conflict at the Operational and Tactical Levels, Joint Doctrine Manual, 13 August 2001, § 418. See also Brian J. Bill (ed.), Law of War Deskbook, US Army, International and Operational Law Department, 2010, pp. 140–141: “In judging a commander’s actions one must look at the situation as the commander saw it in light of all circumstances. The question of reasonableness, however, ensures an objective standard that must be met as well. In this regard, two questions seem relevant. Did the commander gather a reasonable amount of information to determine whether the target was a military objective and that the incidental damage would not be disproportionate? Second, did the commander act reasonably based on the gathered information? Of course, factors such as time, available staff, and combat conditions affecting the commander must also factor into the analysis.”

60 F. Kalshoven, above note 38, p. 115 (the proportionality assessment is “not entirely left to the subjective judgment of the attacker”).


62 Several authors refer to the ICTY case law and the Rome Statute: for example, Y. Dinstein, above note 10, p. 159; W. H. Boothby, above note 18, pp. 98–97.
individual criminal responsibility must first be contrary to the standard of care required by IHL from belligerent parties”.63

A similar but slightly distinct approach is to focus not only on a standard of “reasonable person”, but on the slightly higher standard of “reasonable commander”. According to Cannizzaro, the standard of reasonable commander “on the one hand tends to locate the assessment of proportionality with the subjective situation of the agent, but on the other hand seems to require an objective degree of diligence”.64 For example, Sassòli and Cameron argue that while the average “reasonable person” on the street might not be expected to foresee that destroying electricity facilities would cut off the civilian fresh water supply, the reasonable military commander, who is aware of the interconnectedness of infrastructure, would be expected to foresee this consequence.65

The standard of the reasonable commander has been embraced by some States. For example, Israel takes the view that:

the principle of proportionality requires consideration of a commander’s assessment of the expected collateral damage from an attack. The test is based on the expected collateral damage that a “reasonable commander” would have assessed at the time of attack – and not the damage that actually occurred as a result of the attack.66

In relation to reverberating effects, the standard of the reasonable commander would require that the attacker takes into account the reasonably foreseeable reverberating effects of the attack, meaning those effects that are foreseeable for a reasonable commander, making use of the information that is reasonably available to him or her, and in light of the circumstances ruling at the time, including whether the attack is pre-planned or an attack of opportunity. This is the preferred standard of care as it excludes negligent behaviour that does not meet an objective degree of diligence, whilst clearly taking into account that the rules apply based on the circumstances ruling at the time.

Are some reverberating effects objectively foreseeable?

Acknowledging that “reasonable foreseeability” entails an objective standard enables the identification of certain elements that a reasonable commander

63 M. Sassòli and L. Cameron, above note 8, p. 64.
65 M. Sassòli and L. Cameron, above note 8, p. 65. Likewise, Shue and Wippman contend that “the effects of large-scale infrastructure attacks are clear and foreseeable”, and that “the proportionality principle obliges states to make at least a good faith effort to factor indirect effects into their targeting decisions”. See H. Shue and D. Wippman, above note 20, pp. 570–571.
should take into account – i.e., which would be unreasonable to ignore – when assessing the expected reverberating effects of an attack. Reverberating effects may be considered reasonably and objectively foreseeable based on past practice and empirical research, lessons learned and publicly available information.

**Past practices and empirical data**

While recognizing that no two cases are identical, past experiences and empirical data can contribute to making certain reverberating effects foreseeable. For instance, in light of the nuclear attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the extensive subsequent research exposing the long-term effects of these attacks, it can no longer be argued that reverberating effects of using nuclear weapons – such as long-term health effects – are too remote or speculative. In the context of the CCW negotiations on Protocol V on ERW, past practice and extensive documentation regarding the failure rates of submunitions provided an important indication of the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack using such weapons. For example, the ICRC stated that

> in light of the experience gained from the use of cluster munitions in past conflicts and the work of governments and organizations to address them, the ICRC is of the view that the application of the proportionality rule must now include the extended impact of submunitions (and other ordnance) that become ERW. When these weapons are used in or near populated areas the long-term consequences of unexploded submunitions upon civilians are readily foreseeable. If civilians are already present in a target area, they will predictably need to gather food and water, travel, seek medical care and conduct other daily activities which put them at risk from unexploded submunitions. If they have left the area during the hostilities, it is predictable that they will return at the earliest opportunity and be at risk from unexploded submunitions.

In effect, “past experience has put users on notice about the long-term dangers that cluster munitions cause to civilians”. As noted above, past practice was accepted in

---


68 Working Paper submitted by the ICRC, CCW/GGE/XI/WG.1/WP.7, Geneva, 28 July 2005, § 21. According to Tim McCormack, who presented at the CCW meetings on ERW, “[w]hen the use of weapons likely to cause ERW is contemplated in residential areas or in areas otherwise known to be frequented by the civilian population, assessments of expected civilian damage ought to take account of the consistent conclusion of numerous reports and studies carried out by international and non-governmental organisations, many of which include data on percentages of munitions which fail to explode and the effect of such unexploded ordnance on civilian populations”. See T. McCormack and P. Mtharu, above note 40, § 27. Further, McCormack states: “If such weapons are to be deployed in residential areas or on arable farmland then the expected failure rate and consequent expected ERW problem ought to be factored into the proportionality equation.” Report of presentation by Professor Tim McCormack, CCW/GGE/XI/WG.1/WP.19, 25 August 2005, § 11.

the context of the CCW as an important source of understanding the objectively foreseeable reverberating effects of certain weapons.\footnote{See Final Declaration of the 3rd Review Conference, above note 41.}

At least Ireland and Norway have made explicit reference to the foreseeable effects of an attack or a particular weapon being informed by past practice. For example, Ireland has noted that military commanders “will be informed in their assessments of likely, post-conflict harm to civilian life and property by – amongst other things – the considerable research into this question that has been done in recent years”.\footnote{Statement by Ireland, CCW 3rd Review Conference, Main Committee II, 9 November 2006. According to the New Zealand delegation at a CCW meeting in June 2003, “through the improved collection of information on weapons used, clearance operations and civilian casualties from mines and ERW including submunitions, we are beginning to know more about when the greatest numbers of civilian casualties actually occur and would expect that this information is also available to militaries for informing the conduct of their military operations”.} Similarly, at an ICRC Expert Meeting on the humanitarian, technical, legal and military challenges posed by cluster munitions, a representative from the Norwegian Ministry of Defence expressed the view that

\begin{quote}
 it is difficult to claim that the long-term effects of cluster munitions are too remote or uncertain to be considered by a military commander. Experiences in Vietnam, Laos, and other places have demonstrated both the magnitude of the problem and the length of time required to resolve it.\footnote{ICRC, \textit{Expert Meeting: Humanitarian, Military, Technical and Legal Challenges of Cluster Munitions}, report, Montreux, Switzerland, 18–20 April 2007, p. 60.}
\end{quote}

Past experiences and empirical data have also informed the foreseeable reverberating effects of damage to or destruction of electricity networks. For example, it is estimated (conservatively) that the coalition attacks on Iraq’s electrical power system in 1991 resulted in 70,000 civilian deaths.\footnote{W. Arkin, above note 6, p. 110.} In effect, the attacks reduced Iraq’s power capacity to 15% of its pre-conflict levels, with a significant impact on health services (reduced hospital capacity, inability to refrigerate adequate quantities of vaccines) and sanitation (inability to treat and dispose of raw sewerage).\footnote{J. Crawford, above note 6, p. 110.} More recently, statistical analysis has demonstrated that disruption of electricity and safe drinking water can have a dramatic impact on civilian lives and health. For instance, the increase in hepatitis, dysentery and typhoid in certain parts of Syria has been attributed to the reduced access to safe drinking water, sanitation and hygiene in those areas.\footnote{UNICEF, “News Note: Millions of Children in Syria at High Risk of Disease amid Water Scarcity and Summer Heat”, 10 July 2015, cited in Urban Services Report, above note 4, p. 31.}

\begin{quote}
 In some cases, past experiences, such as the attacks in Iraq, have led to a change in policy. For example, during Operation Allied Force in Kosovo, NATO forces sometimes used carbon graphite filaments designed to temporarily disrupt power. This was in part based on a policy decision to minimize long-term incidental harm to civilians.\footnote{Randy W. Stone, “Protecting Civilians during Operation Allied Force: The Enduring Importance of Proportional Force and NATO’s Use of Armed Force in Kosovo”, \textit{Catholic University Law Review},} In addition, greater awareness in the public domain
regarding the interconnectedness of essential services has put commanders on notice regarding the objectively foreseeable reverberating effects of damage to or destruction of essential infrastructure.\(^77\) For instance, the report of the ICRC Expert Meeting on Explosive Weapons in Populated Areas provides the example that “if the energy supply is cut, the ability to ensure the continuity of the water supply service and the evacuation and treatment of wastewater out of a populated area diminishes”.\(^78\)

Finally, it should be noted that the logic of objectively foreseeable effects is already incorporated into decision-making tools, which are adapted so as to take into account past practices and ensure that lessons learned are incorporated into future targeting assessments. For example, collateral damage estimation methodologies (CDMs) – used by some militaries to estimate the expected collateral damage arising from an attack – rely on testing and data, as well as analysis of past practice and lessons learned through battle damage assessments.\(^79\)

Indeed, the CDM used by the United States joint services notes that “[a]s a science, the CDM uses a mix of empirical data, probability, historical observations, and complex modeling for [collateral damage estimation] analysis”.\(^80\) States are also required to take into account the foreseeable effects of a particular weapon when carrying out legal reviews of new weapons under Article 36 of AP I.\(^81\) Given the remoteness from the actual combat situation in which the weapon might be used in the future when carrying out the weapons review, this assessment must be premised on an assessment of the objectively foreseeable effects of the weapon in question.

**The context of the attack**

The circumstances ruling at the time of the attack will impact what kind of reverberating effects may be objectively foreseeable. With respect to repeated or cumulative attacks, to the extent that the effects of past attacks on a populated area are – or should – reasonably be known, this must also be taken into account for the purpose of respecting the rules on proportionality and precautions in

---

\(^77\) Urban Services Report, above note 4, pp. 28–32; 2015 Challenges Report, above note 2, p. 52. See also Expert Meeting Report, above note 9, p. 23.

\(^78\) Ibid., p. 15.

\(^79\) Some multinational forces also monitor civilian casualties through civilian casualty tracking mechanisms. See ibid., p. 6.

\(^80\) US Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, *No-Strike and the Collateral Damage Estimation Methodology*, Instruction, CJCSI 3160.01A, 2012, p. D-1. In addition, the Instruction states: “The CDM is not an exact science. The supporting technical data and processes of the methodology are derived from physics-based computer models which generate statistical results, weapons test data, and operational combat observations.” Ibid., p. D-2.

attack. If a commander is aware that civilian infrastructure has been partially damaged, it is foreseeable that any further incidental damage caused by an attack will increase the reverberating effects on civilians. For example, if an attacker knows that a water treatment plant is only operating at 50% of its capacity due to previous damage, the reverberating effects on civilians caused by further incidental damage to the plant will be more significant than if the treatment plant was fully functioning. This is particularly true if the cumulative attacks take place in a short period of time, as it is then likely that the attacker is aware of the extent of past incidental loss of life, injury and damage.

Moreover, known contextual factors such as economic sanctions, blockades, the protracted nature of a conflict or the inability of engineers to repair essential infrastructure due to denial of access may also be relevant to an assessment of the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack. For instance, if there are long-term sanctions in place, and it is known that construction material is not accessible or is severely restricted, it is objectively foreseeable that the reverberating effects of an attack are more likely to last longer and be more severe. Similarly, if essential infrastructure cannot be repaired because access to the targeted area is systematically denied (including for engineers), it is reasonably foreseeable that the reverberating effects of an attack which damages essential infrastructure can be expected to have a more significant impact on civilians in the area. Likewise, in protracted conflicts such as those in Syria, eastern Ukraine, Libya or Yemen, it is reasonably foreseeable that the quality of essential services will have declined due to years of neglect or inability (financial or otherwise) to ensure proper maintenance of infrastructure and that the reverberating effects of damage to or destruction of essential civilian infrastructure – meaning the infrastructure which if damaged or destroyed will have a significant impact on essential services – will therefore have a more significant impact on the lives and health of the affected population.

Temporal scope of “foreseeability”

In identifying the scope of the obligation to take into account the reasonably foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack, a lot of attention has been focused on the appropriate temporal scope. In other words, when an attacker is assessing the compliance of an attack in accordance with the rules on proportionality and precautions in attack, how far into the future should he or she consider? Is it necessary to balance the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated against the effects of an attack that are expected to eventuate in the days, months or even years following the attack?

82 Ibid., p. 23.
83 Urban Services Report, above note 4, pp. 21–28; World Health Organization, “WHO Warns of Increased Risk of Disease Epidemics in Syria and in Neighbouring Countries as Summer Approaches”, press release, 3 June 2013 (indicating that 35% of Syria’s public hospitals were not functioning and in some areas, 70% of medical staff had fled the country), available at: www.emro.who.int/press-releases/2013/disease-epidemics-syria.html.
As was demonstrated during the CCW discussions concerning ERW, there is no clear consensus on this question. On the one hand, it has been argued that the time frame of the “expected effects” of an attack should be limited, as long-term effects are too remote. For example, in 2002, Greenwood suggested that it is only the “immediate risk” (i.e., during the attack and in the hours immediately after the attack) from ERW that should be considered in the proportionality equation, because the “long-term risk” posed by ERW “turns on too many factors which are incapable of assessment at the time of the attack”. According to Greenwood, such factors include “when and whether civilians will be permitted to return to an area, what steps the party controlling that area will have taken to clear unexploded ordnance, [and] what priority that party gives to the protection of civilians”. At least two States at the CCW supported this view. Similarly, Kenneth Rizer expressed the view in 2001 that “open-ended consideration of indirect effects is … troubling” as it “opens up a Pandora’s box of other problems”, particularly the impossibility of defining a precise temporal limit for when indirect effects can be considered as too remote. Ultimately, this line of argument seeks to remove the challenges posed by an unknown number of intervening factors by drawing a neat cut-off point after the “immediate” effects of an attack.

In contrast to this approach, a number of States and commentators have argued that the long-term effects of an attack are indeed relevant to the rules on proportionality and precautions in attack. At the CCW, a number of states including Brazil, the Czech Republic, Norway,

---

85 Christopher Greenwood, Legal Issues Regarding Explosive Remnants of War, Working Paper submitted to the CCW Group of Governmental Experts, CCW/GGE/I/WP.10, 22 May 2002, § 23. The paper was presented by the UK delegation to the first of several Groups of Governmental Experts that led to negotiations on Protocol V.
86 Ibid.
89 Brazil noted that the proportionality rule applies if the remains of cluster munitions might continue to cause casualties long after the end of the armed conflict. Brazil stated that the “post-conflict” effects should be taken into account at the time of use. Response from Brazil, “Responses to Document CCW/GGE/X/WG.1/WP.2, Entitled IHL and ERW, Dated 8 March 2005”, CCW/GGE/XII/WG.1/WP.1, 12 September 2005, available at: http://courseweb.stthomas.edu/vowiebe/IHERWQuestionnaire%20and%20Responses/Brazil050912.DOC.
90 Response from the Czech Republic, “Responses to Document CCW/GGE/X/WG.1/WP.2, Entitled IHL and ERW, Dated 8 March 2005”, CCW/GGE/XIII/WG.1/WP.2, 10 February 2006: “the use of munitions [that are] likely to fail … might contradict this principle [of proportionality], as the low reliability of such munitions could cause collateral damage exceeding the lawful level by increasing its probability and decreasing its military effectiveness”.
91 Norway stated that military commanders must take into consideration “both the humanitarian concerns related to the direct impact of the munitions as well as the humanitarian effects caused by unexploded ordnance remaining on the ground after the attack”. Response to the IHL Questionnaire from Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland and Ireland expressed the view that the “long-term” effects of ERW must be taken into account when complying with the rule on proportionality in attack. Additionally, Austria indicated that the “subsequent effects” of ERW must also be considered as part of the obligation to take all feasible precautions in attack. In particular, New Zealand questioned the “immediate effects” standard, noting that this was an arbitrary measurement: “the periods of ‘during an attack’ or ‘hours immediately’ after an attack may not always be when civilians are at greatest risk from submunitions”. Similarly, the Committee Established to Review the NATO Bombing Campaign against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia also referred to a standard based on the “long-term effects”: “even when targeting admittedly legitimate military objectives, there is a need to avoid excessive long-term damage to the economic infrastructure and natural environment with a consequential adverse effect on the civilian population.” An extreme example is the case of a nuclear attack, where it is certainly foreseeable that the attack is likely to result in casualties not only in the days, weeks and months following the attack, but also during the subsequent years and decades.


Response to the IHL Questionnaire from Switzerland, “States Parties’ Responses to the ‘International Humanitarian Law and ERW’ Questionnaire”, CCW/GGE/XI/WG.1/WP.13, 3 August 2005, § 15, available at: http://repository.un.org/handle/11176/256892 (“proportionality assessment … must also take into account the foreseeable incidental long-term effects of an attack such as the humanitarian costs caused by duds becoming ERW” that “ammunitions with high dud rates will influence the proportionality balance negatively and diminish the options of their use against legitimate military objectives”).

Statement by Ireland on the McCormack Report, CCW 13th Meeting of the Group of Government Experts on ERW, March 2006 (Ireland agreed with the statement in the Report that “after years of experiencing the effects of ERW, including the collation of data on the humanitarian effects of ERW, parties to an armed conflict cannot simply ignore the likely longer term effects of the use of cluster munitions in civilian residential areas or in other areas civilians are expected to return to after the cessation of hostilities”).


Response to the IHL Questionnaire from Austria, “States Parties’ Responses to the ‘International Humanitarian Law and ERW’ Questionnaire”, CCW/GGE/XI/WG.1/WP.14, 4 August 2005, § 11, available at: http://repository.un.org/handle/11176/256893 (“the application of the principle [of proportionality] is not limited to the intended effects of an attack … [T]he effects of duds – which are inherently incidental – seem to be covered by this provision”).

Statement by New Zealand at the CCW Meeting of Government Experts, June 2003 (“prior to an attack civilians may have fled to a safer area and it may be that immediately in the hours after an attack there is a low level of civilian casualties from ERW. A second possible scenario is where the presence of large numbers of military personnel limits the movement of civilians and it is some time before civilians have freedom of movement in an ERW-affected area.”).
A third view, according to Rogers, is that the issue of longer- or shorter-term effects probably “does not matter so long as the same timescale is applied to both limbs” of the proportionality test. This is a controversial approach given that the scope of incidental damage is not qualified in Article 51(5)(b) by any adjectives. Thus, whilst the anticipated military advantage is limited to the “direct and concrete” military advantage – meaning that which is “substantial and relatively close” and not that which is “hardly perceptible” or “which would only appear in the long term” – as explained above, there is no reason based on the text of AP I to likewise limit the scope of incidental damage to “direct and concrete”.

While the very nature of reverberating effects means that they will typically not take place immediately, identifying a precise temporal scope for foreseeable reverberating effects is challenging. In this regard, it is important to query the added value of identifying the precise temporal scope of the effects that must be taken into account. On the one hand, specific temporal measurements risk being arbitrary. On the other hand, the temporal scope of broader phrases such as “long-term effects of an attack” remains ambiguous. Additionally, there is not necessarily a direct correlation between the foreseeability of reverberating effects and the time at which the effects eventuate. Indeed, the effects of an attack may be foreseeable and take place months or years in the future (e.g. environmental damage), or they may be unforeseeable and take place in the days following an attack (e.g. contamination of water due to an oil spill). Accordingly, it is preferable to focus on the objective foreseeability of the reverberating effects of an attack, regardless of the time at which such effects eventuate, meaning, those reverberating effects that are likely to occur based on the information reasonably available to the commander at the time of the attack.

Material scope of “foreseeability”

Regarding the material scope of the obligation to consider the reverberating effects of an attack, it is clear that it is not possible to establish clear-cut boundaries regarding the types of effects that should be taken into account. That said, it is helpful to identify some effects that may be considered reasonably foreseeable for the purposes of assessing the incidental harm that can be expected from an attack.

---

100 A. P. V. Rogers, above note 58, p. 22.
101 It should be noted that there may be some reverberating effects which will take place immediately, such as secondary explosions resulting from an attack on a munitions storage facility. However, in most cases, reverberating effects take place subsequent to an attack.
102 See C. Droge, above note 7, p. 573. A similar approach is taken by McCormack and Mtharu in a Working Paper submitted to the Third Review Conference of the CCW: “Whenever the use of weapons likely to cause ERW is contemplated in residential areas or in areas otherwise known to be frequented by the civilian population, assessments of expected civilian damage ought to take account of the consistent conclusion of numerous reports and studies carried out by international and non-governmental organizations, many of which include data on percentages of munitions which fail to explode and the effect of such unexploded ordnance on civilian populations.” See Tim McCormack and Paramdeep B. Mtharu, “Expected Civilian Damage and the Proportionality Equation – To What Extent Should the Mid to Longer Term Consequences of Explosive Remnants of War be Taken into Consideration in the Proportionality Assessment”, Working Paper, CCW/CONF.III/WP.9, 15 November 2006, para. 27.
As a starting point, the rules on proportionality and precautions in attack both limit the types of harm, including reverberating effects, which are to be taken into account by explicitly referring to the expected incidental “loss of civilian life, injury to civilians and damage to civilian objects”. In interpreting these terms, it is argued that loss of civilian life includes the death of military medical and religious personnel, who are considered civilians for the purposes of the IHL rules on the conduct of hostilities. Additionally, it is widely held that damage to civilian objects includes loss of functionality of a civilian object as well as environmental damage. Finally, given that the ordinary meaning of “injury” includes both “an instance of being injured” and “the fact of being injured; harm or damage”, “injury” should be understood broadly to include wounding as well as illness and disease. This view is supported in the Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare (Tallinn Manual), which concludes that “serious illness and severe mental suffering that are tantamount to injury” also fall within the scope of incidental harm.

The idea that psychological injury should be taken into account in the proportionality assessment and in the application of the precautionary rules is increasingly accepted. Moreover, there is no principled reason for restricting injury to physical injury, when its scope is acknowledged to include illness and disease, as there are also mental illnesses that may result from an attack. Lieblich relies on the IHL prohibition against terrorizing civilians and recent research on post-traumatic stress disorder to argue that “incidental mental harm cannot be brushed aside … if IHL is to maintain its integrity as a legal body aiming to minimize civilian harm”. While it is generally considered that mere inconvenience, stress or anxiety do not enter into the proportionality

assessment, it is submitted that this should not be read as a rejection of the relevance of more severe mental suffering, but rather as a demonstration that the less severe the injury – whether physical or mental – the less likely it is that the incidental civilian damage will be considered excessive compared to the anticipated military advantage.

In addition to loss of civilian life, injury to civilians and damage to civilian objects, it has been argued that the types of harm which are relevant for the rules on proportionality and precautions in attack should be interpreted more broadly to include other humanitarian consequences – for example, displacement or economic hardship caused by contamination and loss of functionality of farming land. This approach has received some support. For example, Norway has previously expressed the view that military commanders should take into account “the humanitarian consequences caused by the attack” and the “more long-term humanitarian problems”. Likewise, the recent report of the UK Iraq Inquiry (investigating the UK military intervention and presence in Iraq from 2003 to 2009) indicates that a Government has a responsibility to make every reasonable effort to identify and understand the likely and actual effects of its military actions on civilians. That will include not only direct civilian casualties, but also the indirect costs on civilians arising from worsening social, economic and health conditions.

Adopting an even broader view, Reynolds argues that a “thorough indirect collateral damage assessment must evaluate all foreseeable effects of a military operation on violence, crime, political infrastructure, housing, environment, public health, water and sanitation infrastructure, power infrastructure, poverty, economy, labour and unemployment and education”.

Although many of these effects, particularly displacement, may be a reasonably foreseeable consequence of a particular attack, it is clear that the scope of incidental harm which must be taken into account is limited to loss of civilian life, injury to civilians and damage to civilian objects. As such, even under a broad interpretation of “injury,” incidental harm does not include effects such as poverty, unemployment or economic capacity. For example, the US Law of War Manual takes a clear position that some economic harm is too remote, although “the death of an enemy combatant might cause economic harm in the form of lost jobs; the attacker would not be required to consider such loss in applying

110 See L. Gisel, above note 21, p. 120.
111 Ibid.
the proportionality rule”. That said, some effects – including, for example, displacement – may still be relevant. Indeed, it may be reasonably foreseeable that displacement will result in increased mortality and deteriorating health of displaced persons, which fall squarely within the types of harm that must be taken into account. In addition, reasonably foreseeable displacement may be relevant in determining the weight to be given to destruction of civilian houses in the proportionality assessment. For instance, if it is reasonably foreseeable that incidental destruction of civilian houses will result in large-scale displacement, this may change the value given to the houses when assessing whether the expected incidental damage is excessive in relation to the direct and concrete military advantage.

Geographical scope of “foreseeability”

A final dimension to consider is the geographical scope of the reverberating effects of an attack that must be taken into account by planners and decision-makers. In relation to the use of explosive weapons in populated areas, the incidental effects of an attack will be centred on the impact area of the explosion but may also include significant effects beyond the immediate impact zone. In particular, the interdependency of essential services in populated areas means that such services are vulnerable to the “domino effect” whereby a disruption in one service in the environs of the impact area can disrupt another service far away from it. For example, damage to distribution lines may cut off water supply to a larger number of persons than those in the immediate impact zone. While it is important to recognize that reverberating effects may take place over a wide geographical area, similarly to the temporal scope, it does not seem possible to identify a geographical cut-off point. Rather, it appears more appropriate to focus on which reverberating effects are foreseeable in a particular circumstance. This is reflected in a comment made by Egypt during the Diplomatic Conference of 1974–77, according to which a geographical limitation to the rule on proportionality “introduced a certain ambiguity into the article without necessarily ensuring the protection of civilians, for the loss and the damage had to be considered regardless of the geographical factor so long as the link of causality existed”.

Foreseeable reverberating effects of using explosive weapons in populated areas

Having examined the meaning and scope of the obligation to take into account the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack, what are the implications for the

116 L. Gisel, above note 21, p. 124.
117 Ibid.
use of explosive weapons in populated areas? Recent armed conflicts have confirmed that using explosive weapons in populated areas has a significant and devastating impact on civilians, including “destruction and damage of civilian residences and critical civilian infrastructure, with consequent disruption to essential services, such as health care and water distribution, and displacement of the civilian population”. In particular, the use of explosive weapons in populated areas affects the ability of health-care facilities and services to operate and cope with the influx of wounded people and the injuries they present, and to provide adequate care. It also has a long-term impact on mental well-being. There is growing public awareness of the indirect effects caused by the use of explosive weapons in populated areas.

When explosive weapons are employed in populated areas, the reasonably foreseeable reverberating effects will usually arise from incidental damage to or destruction of civilian objects. Of course, the expected damage/destruction of such objects is relevant as such; but in many cases, such damage/destruction will also entail foreseeable reverberating effects for the civilian population. For example, an attack in a populated area using weapons with large blast and fragmentation effects may be expected to cause incidental damage to components of the electricity network in the area of the attack (e.g. electricity transmission lines or transformers). While the precise effects of the attack would depend on the extent of the damage and the number of people affected, it is reasonably foreseeable that hospitals will be affected (particularly if backup generators are not available), which may lead to loss of civilian life or injury to civilians. Likewise, damage to components of an electricity network may also affect water purification, storage and distribution systems. Damage to such systems can have significant and foreseeable reverberating effects on the health and well-being of the affected civilian population. For example, civilians may lose access to potable water and be forced to access unregulated and alternative water sources, leading to an increased risk of waterborne diseases. Acknowledging this possibility, US Joint Publication 3–60 (Joint Targeting) specifically requires that

[i]f the attack is directed against dual-use objects that might be legitimate military targets but also serve a legitimate civilian need (e.g., electrical power or telecommunications), then this factor must be carefully balanced against the military benefits when making a proportionality determination.

121 Ibid., pp. 48 and 14 respectively.
122 Ibid.
123 Electricity networks can constitute dual-use objects. See the text at note 21 above, where it is noted that even where the object is rendered a military objective because of dual use, damage to the civilian part of that object, including loss of functionality and foreseeable reverberating effects, must be factored into the proportionality assessment.
124 K. Dörmann, above note 27, p. 17 (referring to the deaths of patients in medical facilities or the long-term disruption of electricity supplies); J. Crawford, above note 6, p. 110 (referring to decreased capacity to care for wounded and sick, and an inability to refrigerate adequate quantities of vaccines and medicines).
Moreover, essential infrastructure which if damaged or destroyed would have significant reverberating effects for civilians is in most cases located above ground and visible to a trained eye.\textsuperscript{126} This means that commanders should normally be aware of civilian infrastructure located in the vicinity of a military objective and should take into account the foreseeable reverberating effects of damaging such infrastructure. Additionally, in many contexts, commanders would have access to information on underground supply networks which must also be taken into account for the purposes of assessing the incidental civilian damage that is expected to result from an attack.

Regarding existing military policy and practice, there is limited information in the public domain on whether (and if so, how) armed forces take into account the reverberating impacts of explosive weapons that have wide area effects. The United Kingdom’s \textit{Joint Service Manual of the Law of Armed Conflict} (UK Joint Service Manual) states that “when used against targets in an urban or populated environment, artillery may be expected to cause a lot of incidental damage which would need to be considered in relation to the anticipated military advantage”.\textsuperscript{127} Moreover, the US Counterinsurgency Manual provides that employing tactics and weapons appropriate to the situation “[i]n some cases … means avoiding the use of area munitions to minimize the potential harm inflicted on non-combatants located nearby”.\textsuperscript{128} While these policies do not relate specifically to the objectively foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack, they provide important examples of policy guidance based on past observations, which effectively put commanders on notice that the use of artillery in a populated area can be expected to cause significant incidental harm.

Further, in requiring that commanders consider the foreseeable effects of an attack for the purpose of the rule on proportionality, the UK Joint Service Manual includes a second noteworthy example. In the context of precision bombing, the Manual notes that if an attack of a military fuel storage depot is planned but there is an expectation that the burning fuel will flow into a civilian residential area and cause injury to the civilian population which would be excessive in relation to the military advantage anticipated, that bombardment would be disproportionate and unlawful, owing to the excessive collateral damage.\textsuperscript{129}

\textsuperscript{126} For example, electricity services are comprised of infrastructure located above ground, such as power stations, transformers and substations, which if damaged or destroyed will have a significant impact on the service and will be more difficult to repair or replace; whereas infrastructure located below ground includes distribution pipes, which can be repaired relatively easily if circumstances permit. See Expert Meeting Report, above note 9, p. 16.

\textsuperscript{127} UK Joint Service Manual, above note 9, para. 5.32.4. This paragraph was amended in 2011. Prior to the amendment, the Manual read as follows: “Sometimes, especially during fighting in towns, the tactics employed can make a great difference to the control of incidental damage. Artillery fire can cause a lot of incidental damage without any appreciable military advantage.”

\textsuperscript{128} US Counterinsurgency Manual, above note 9, § 7–36.

\textsuperscript{129} UK Joint Service Manual, above note 9, para. 5.33.4.
Another example is the African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) Indirect Fire Policy, issued in 2011 to incorporate past practices and lessons learned in Somalia. The policy restricted the use of mortars and required a stricter chain of command for authorization of the use of mortar and artillery fire. It also created no-fire zones where civilians were known to be present.130

**Foreseeable reverberating effects and the obligation to take all feasible precautions in attack**

As is noted in the ICRC Commentary to Article 57 of AP I, the rule of precautions in attack is “of greatest importance in urban areas because such areas are most densely populated”.131 With the previous section having set out the conceptual framework and scope of the obligation to take into account the expected incidental damage resulting from an attack, including the reasonably foreseeable reverberating effects, the following section focuses on practical steps to be taken by commanders in order to exercise the objective degree of diligence required in fulfilling their obligations. In particular, this section will examine the feasible precautionary measures required to ensure that the reasonably foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack are adequately assessed. Feasibility is a relative standard which requires that attackers take precautions that “are practicable or practically possible taking into account all circumstances ruling at the time, including humanitarian and military considerations”.132 While not imposing an absolute obligation of conduct, compliance with the rule of precautions in attack is also informed by the standard of the reasonable military commander. This means that attackers must take those measures “that a reasonable attacker would take in the same or similar circumstances” based on information “reasonably available [to the attacker] at the relevant time and place”.133

130 See Paul D. Williams, “The African Union Mission in Somalia and Civilian Protection Challenges”, *Stability: International Journal of Security and Development*, Vol. 2, No. 2, 2013, p. 11. The tactical directives issued to the International Security Assistance Force in Afghanistan between 2009 and 2012 provide yet another example. The Tactical Directive on Defensive Operations of 6 July 2009 constrained the use of air-to-ground munitions and indirect fire against residential compounds. In August 2010, the Directive was revised to include the requirement that prior to authorizing a strike, commanders must determine that no civilians are present. In November 2011, the Directive was further updated to emphasize that civilians are to be presumed to be present “in every location where there is evidence of human habitation” and that “all compounds are civilian structures until otherwise apparent”. A later revision in June 2012 included the requirement to refrain from releasing air-delivered munitions on targets within civilian dwellings.

131 ICRC Commentary to AP I, § 219.

132 Amended Mines Protocol, Art. 3(10); Protocol V on Explosive Remnants of War, Geneva, 28 November 2003 (entered into force 12 November 2006), Art. 5(1). This understanding is shared by a number of States and is included in various military manuals. See, for example, Argentina, *Leyes de la Guerra*, PC-08-01, 1989, approved by Resolution No. 489/89 of the Ministry of Defence, 23 April 1990, § 4.20; Australian Defence Force, *Manual on the Law of Armed Conflict*, Operations Series, ADFP37 – Interim Edition, 1994, p. xxiv; and the interpretive declarations of Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, the United Kingdom and the United States upon ratification of AP I. All State practice is available on the ICRC online database on customary international humanitarian law.

133 M. N. Schmitt and E. W. Widmar, above note 8, p. 401.
The obligation to refrain from deciding to launch an attack that may be expected to violate the rule of proportionality

The obligation to refrain from deciding to launch a disproportionate attack requires that commanders “do everything feasible to assess whether the attack may be expected” to be disproportionate.134 This includes doing everything feasible to assess the reasonably foreseeable reverberating effects of the attack.

While the concept of feasible precautions is fairly well established, it is not entirely clear how this obligation translates in practice. Are military commanders obliged to obtain information regarding the location of civilian objects that are critical to the provision of essential services? Is there an obligation to obtain technical expertise or guidance regarding the effects on the civilian population if particular civilian objects are damaged or destroyed? It is clear that the extent to which certain reverberating effects will be foreseeable in part depends on the level of expertise that goes into the assessment of incidental civilian damage. Moreover, should a distinction be drawn between what is considered feasible in a pre-planned attack as compared to an unplanned attack?

**Quality and quantity of information**

Regarding the quality and quantity of information that is required to assess the reasonably foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack, a number of States have explicitly declared that military commanders must make their decisions on the basis of the information that is available to them at the time of the attack,135 whilst others have referred to information that is “reasonably available”.136

135 Algeria, Australia (“on the basis of their assessment of the information from all sources, which is available to them at the relevant time”), Austria (“the information actually available at the time of the decision”), Belgium (“such relevant information as is then available”), Ecuador (“on the basis of an objective and reasonable estimate of the available information”), Egypt (“on the basis of their assessment of all kinds of information available to them at the time”), Germany (“on the basis of all information available to him at the relevant time”), Italy (“on the basis of their assessment of the information from all sources which is available to them at the relevant time”), the Netherlands (“on the basis of their assessment of the information from all sources which is available to them at the relevant time”), Spain (“shall not necessarily be based on anything more than the relevant information available at the relevant time”), the United Kingdom (“on the basis of their assessment of the information from all sources which is available to them at the relevant time”) and the United States (“on the basis of an honest and reasonable estimate of the facts available to him”).
136 Canada (“on the basis of their assessment of the information reasonably available to them”); Ireland (“on the basis of their assessment of the information from all sources which is reasonably available to them at the relevant time”); New Zealand (“on the basis of their assessment of the information from all sources which is reasonably available to them at the relevant time”); UK Joint Service Manual, above note 9, para. 5.20.4, note 79 (“assessment of what is expected is based on information from all sources which is reasonably available to them at the relevant time”), referring to the UK Statement upon ratification of AP I. The US Naval Handbook, above note 19, para. 8.3.1, states: “[T]he commander must decide, in light of all the facts known or reasonably available to him, including the need to conserve resources and complete the mission successfully, whether to adopt an alternative method of attack, if reasonably available, to reduce civilian casualties and damage.” Ecuador’s naval manual (Ecuador, Aspectos importantes del derecho internacional marítimo que deben tener presente los comandantes de los buques, Academia de Guerra Naval, 1989), para. 8.1.2.1, states: “The commander must determine whether
In reference to a standard of reasonableness, Rogers takes the view that the test “will depend to some extent on the amount of information readily available, the staff at hand to deal with it and whether that information raises questions that require further research of other sources of information”\(^\text{137}\). In addition, a number of military manuals require commanders to obtain “the best possible intelligence”\(^\text{138}\) regarding aspects relevant to the assessment of incidental damage. For example, Australia’s *Law of Armed Conflict Manual* requires the best possible intelligence concerning “concentrations of civilians; civilians who may be in the vicinity of military objectives; [and] the nature of built-up areas such as towns, communities, [and] shelters”.\(^\text{139}\) Although not explicitly specified, such an approach may require not only information regarding the location of essential infrastructure but also an understanding of the interconnectedness of essential services.

Practically speaking, it may be possible in some cases for militaries to obtain information relating to the location of essential civilian infrastructure and supply networks, including primary infrastructure (e.g. water distribution networks, water treatment plants, electricity generating plants) as well as secondary and tertiary infrastructure (e.g. transmission lines or sub-transformers). Availability of this kind of information will vary depending on the context: in some situations it may be publicly available (including online), while in other cases, particularly in the early stages of an operation, such information might not be easily accessible. In this regard, it should be noted that essential civilian infrastructure will typically be located at ground or above-ground level and will thus be visible to an expert eye (e.g. civil engineer).\(^\text{140}\)

Assessments of the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack are likely to require technical expertise, including from engineers and/or public health experts. For example, in relation to computer network attacks, the Tallinn Manual recommends that where feasible, technical experts should be available to assist mission planners in determining whether appropriate precautionary measures have been taken.\(^\text{141}\) In the view of Droege, in the absence of such expertise, it

---

\(^\text{137}\) A. P. V. Rogers, above note 58, p. 151.

\(^\text{138}\) Benin, *Military Manual*, 1995 (“Military commanders must inform themselves about concentrations of civilian persons, important civilian objects and specially protected facilities, the natural environment and the civilian environment of military objectives.”); *France’s LOAC Summary Note*, 1992 (“Commanders are responsible for the consequences for civilians of the military actions they take. They must, prior to any action, obtain a maximum of information concerning the nature and the location of protected objects (medical units, cultural objects, installations containing dangerous forces) and concerning any concentration of civilians.”).

\(^\text{139}\) *Australia’s LOAC Manual*, 2006.

\(^\text{140}\) See Expert Meeting Report, above note 9, p. 16.

\(^\text{141}\) Tallinn Manual, above note 8, p. 166, § 6 (“Given the complexity of cyber operations, the high probability of affecting civilian systems, and the sometimes limited understanding of their nature and effects on the part of those charged with approving cyber operations, mission planners should, where feasible, have
may even be necessary for the attacker to refrain from the computer network attack.\textsuperscript{142} In the context of urban warfare, Boothby also implies that an assessment of the expected incidental damage should involve technical expertise: when attacks in urban areas

may be expected to damage utilities on which the civilian population relies, an assessment should be made of how long it is likely that the relevant services will remain out of action and what damage, injury, and death civilians are likely to suffer during that period as a result.\textsuperscript{143}

As noted by one expert, “a war-fighter does not normally have the necessary training to assess the public health risks of an attack”.\textsuperscript{144} Thus, it will normally be necessary to incorporate specialists into targeting assessments.

In practice, some militaries already incorporate engineering expertise into targeting processes, in order to provide expertise on the physical impact of certain weapons on targeted buildings.\textsuperscript{145} In addition, the US Army \textit{Field Manual on Intelligence Support to Urban Operations} refers to the role for engineers in assessing “potential collateral damage by analysing risks of damage caused by the release of dangerous forces, power grid and water source stability, and the viability of sewage networks”.\textsuperscript{146}

More generally, it appears that some States have policy guidance and processes which require detailed analysis of essential infrastructure, which could feasibly be used for the purpose of assessing the expected incidental harm, including the foreseeable reverberating effects, of an attack. For example, the US manual \textit{Joint Urban Operations} (US Joint Urban Operations Manual) emphasizes the importance of “critical infrastructure analysis” during the planning phase of an operation:

Critical infrastructure analysis is a combination of intelligence preparation, the targeting process, and staff planning. Its purpose is to examine closely the nature of the infrastructure systems and their components …. The initial steps in the critical infrastructure analysis will identify certain infrastructure to be preserved, protected, or to which damage should be minimized …. The targeting process should recognize the facilities or structures to be protected

\textit{technical experts available to assist them in determining whether appropriate precautionary measures have been taken.”).}

\textsuperscript{142} C. Droege, above note 7, p. 574.
\textsuperscript{143} W. H. Boothby, above note 18, p. 414.
\textsuperscript{145} See, for example, Expert Meeting Report, above note 9, p. 29 (one speaker said that “in terms of analyzing the data that are available, in particular as regards foreseeing secondary fragmentation, some militaries routinely incorporate the technical expertise of a structural engineer”). See also \textit{ibid.}, p. 33 (“UPDF also carries out BDAs, which involve intelligence analysts, field engineers, weapon experts and target analysts.”).
and give careful consideration to potential collateral damage resulting from attacks on nearby targets.\textsuperscript{147}

Although the US Joint Urban Operations Manual does not define “critical infrastructure”, it notes that systems and facilities may be selected for analysis for several reasons, including “[i]nfrastucture whose destruction would cause hardship for civilians”.\textsuperscript{148} Other States such as Israel and Norway also give specific attention to the importance of minimizing damage to civilian infrastructure.\textsuperscript{149} If the impact of warfare on essential infrastructure is already the subject of intensive intelligence gathering and analysis, the gathering of such intelligence is at least in some circumstances considered feasible, and should in those circumstances also inform the assessment of the expected incidental damage, including the foreseeable reverberating effects.

It is not entirely clear how militaries assess the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack. However, it appears that this may occur in part through the use of advanced CDM processes. For example, the US CDM requires both an environmental damage assessment and an assessment of the chemical, biological and radiological (CBR) Plume Hazard for each attack,\textsuperscript{150} noting that “special consideration must be given to the secondary and tertiary effects of engaging these types of targets”.\textsuperscript{151} Likewise, the US CDM requires special consideration of dual-use facilities, meaning “those valid military targets characterized as serving both a military and civilian (i.e. non-combatant) purpose/function”.\textsuperscript{152} Aside from attacks on dual-use facilities, it remains unclear if and how the US CDM includes an assessment of the foreseeable reverberating effects of attacks on other military objectives. Although it has not been possible to access CDM used by other militaries, it should be noted that the 2009 Australian military manual makes it clear that the collateral effects of an attack – including second- and third-order consequences which are unintended – “should be a major,
deliberate consideration in planning, executing, and assessing military actions on any scale”.153

**Pre-planned attacks vs. unplanned attacks**

An issue related to the quantity and quality of information that a commander can feasibly be expected to take into account when analyzing the expected incidental damage of an attack is the relevance of the operational context. In a pre-planned attack, it might be both feasible and reasonable for commanders to consult experts prior to the attack, such as their medical or engineering branch, in order to estimate the incidental damage of the attack. Such information will likely render certain reverberating effects foreseeable that would not be foreseeable in unplanned operations. In a “troops-in-contact” (TIC) scenario, where friendly forces are under effective fire,154 a reasonable commander would not be expected to proactively engage in extensive intelligence gathering before responding to incoming rounds, although pre-existing knowledge would still need to be taken into account. In unplanned operations other than TIC scenarios, where friendly forces are not in immediate danger but where “dynamic targeting” is employed to pursue a militarily important target of opportunity,155 the military considerations weighing in favour of an immediate engagement are likely tempered to a greater extent than in TIC scenarios by the precautionary obligation to proactively gather information prior to an attack in order to inform the estimation of incidental damage.

While the condition of feasibility introduces some malleability into the rule of precautions in attacks, thereby accommodating different operational realities,156 it does not altogether suspend the IHL obligation to take precautions in attack. Feasibility explicitly refers to military and humanitarian considerations. Thus, even in TIC situations, the attacker must gather a reasonable amount of information to inform his or her decision and must take into account those reverberating effects that are reasonably foreseeable,157 including based on prior knowledge of the operational environment, training and past experiences.158

153 Australian Department of Defence, *Australian Defence Doctrine Publication 3.14 on Targeting*, ADDP 3.14, 2 February 2009, § 1.21. Collateral effects are defined as follows: “A collateral effect is not damage to a target or any directly associated collateral damage to the immediate area, rather they are any effect (s) achieved beyond those for which the action was undertaken.” See also § 1.24.


155 In US doctrine, dynamic targeting refers to the targeting process for current operational planning (current twenty-four hours), where the timing is such as to require a more immediate response than deliberate targeting allows for. See US Joint Targeting Manual, above note 19, p. x.

156 See W. H. Boothby, above note 18, p. 123.


instance, the on-scene commander should be trained on the general effects of the weapon system being used and should be able to reference training and intelligence relating to demographics, typical civilian patterns of life and types of structures commonly occupied by civilians. The rule of precautions in attack is violated where feasibly available information is not obtained or is ignored, irrespective of the operational context.

The obligation to take all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of attack

Commanders are obliged to take all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of attack with a view to avoiding or minimizing the expected incidental harm, including the reasonably foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack. Compliance with this obligation will of course depend on the particular context, but will require assessment of the foreseeable effects of the available weapon systems, in view of their technical characteristics and the expected circumstances of their use. This should also include consideration of the way in which the technical features of each weapon can be manipulated, so as to minimize the foreseeable direct and indirect effects on civilians, including the type and size of the warhead, the type of fuse, the delivery system, the distance from which the weapon is launched, as well as the angle and timing of the attack.

In this respect, it should be noted that technological development has rendered measures that were militarily unfeasible in the past, feasible today. Schmitt has suggested that increasing attention on reverberating effects is in part due to technological developments in targeting capabilities: “Of course, reverberating effects were theoretically always calculated when assessing proportionality. However, it is only now that the means exist to limit dramatically direct collateral damage and incidental injury that we are being sensitized to reverberation.” In other words, reverberating effects are now more relevant because new technology – including precision-guided missiles – enables attackers to be more precise in limiting the reverberating effects of an attack. A similar line of argument can also be applied to advanced CDMs, which use physics-based computer modelling to estimate and mitigate incidental civilian harm. Indeed, the existence and use of more

159 See, for example, E. C. Husby, above note 154, p. 13.
160 Boothby writes that “[i]f the relevant information is reasonably available to the decision-maker, he is required to take it into account when determining whether the intended attack would be lawful”. W. H. Boothby, above note 18, p. 172.
161 AP I, Art. 57(2)(a)(ii); ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 12, Rule 17. See also M. N. Schmitt and E. W. Widmar, above note 8, p. 402; and Italy’s LOAC Elementary Rules Manual, 1997, which states: “To restrict civilian casualties and damages, the means of combat and weapons shall be adapted to the target.”
162 2015 Challenges Report, above note 2, p. 50; Expert Meeting Report, above note 9, pp. 5, 24–26. See also ICRC Commentary to AP I, Article 57(2)(a)(ii), § 2200, which notes that the “precision and range” of the available weapons “should be taken into account.”
164 See, for example, the US CDM, also used during NATO combat operations: Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, above note 80.
sophisticated means of measuring incidental damage has increased the capacity of commanders to calculate the reverberating effects of an attack, thereby making them more relevant.\textsuperscript{165}

This is an interesting approach to the issue, and it is indeed true that greater accuracy in weapons systems or greater capacity to calculate incidental damage may increase the possibility to minimize the reverberating effects of an attack.\textsuperscript{166} However, it must be emphasized that the obligation to incorporate the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack into targeting assessments is not dependent on the level of technology of a party to an armed conflict. Even militaries that are not using precision weapons and sophisticated means of measuring incidental damage can assess the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack, particularly when using explosive weapons with a wide impact area in populated areas. This is especially true in the case of reverberating effects resulting from incidental damage to civilian objects. As most essential infrastructure is located at ground or above-ground level, it is visible to a trained eye and must be taken into account when assessing the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack, regardless of technological developments in targeting capabilities. Additionally, an assessment of the foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack should be informed by lessons learned from previous conflicts and what is known in the public domain about the environment surrounding the target, and about the effects of specific weapons, including explosive weapons with a wide impact area. Thus, while technology may allow for a more demanding threshold regarding what is feasible or foreseeable, the obligation to take into account the reverberating effects of an attack is not dependent on having sophisticated technology such as precision-guided munitions or a sophisticated CDM process.

One question arising from the interpretation of this rule is whether it requires the employment of precision-guided munitions. This question is particularly relevant to the use of explosive weapons that are prone to wide area effects in populated areas. As the law currently stands, the answer to this question is somewhat nuanced. Despite arguments to the contrary,\textsuperscript{167} there is no existing legal obligation to acquire the most precise weapons available on the market, or, once obtained, to use precision-guided munitions in all situations.\textsuperscript{168} However, where such weapons are available, and their use is feasible, and they would allow the attacking party to avoid or minimize the expected incidental harm (including the reasonably foreseeable reverberating effects), they should be used.\textsuperscript{169} Accordingly, Dinstein notes that if an attack is planned on “a small military objective located in the middle of a densely populated civilian area, the

\textsuperscript{165} L. Gisel, above note 21, p. 128.

\textsuperscript{166} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{168} Y. Dinstein, above note 10, p. 170; M. N. Schmitt and E. W. Widmar, above note 8, p. 402.

only modus operandi minimizing the expected collateral damage to civilians may be the employment of [precision-guided munitions]. In a similar vein, Schmitt suggests that the obligation to minimize incidental damage may be complied with through the use of low-collateral weapons such as carbon filament bombs, which “can be used to interrupt electricity with far less collateral damage than regular bombs”. That being said, it must be emphasized that while precision-guided munitions or other sophisticated weapons may increase the capacity of the attacker to minimize the expected incidental harm of an attack, the use of such technology does not ensure compliance with the rule on proportionality in attack. Large precision-guided explosive munitions are also prone to indiscriminate effects due to their wide blast and fragmentation range. Regardless of the type of weapon used, if an attack is expected to be disproportionate, the commander must refrain from launching, or must suspend or cancel, the attack.

Regarding the use of less precise explosive weapons in populated areas, the obligation to minimize incidental casualties or damage to civilian objects may also trigger precautionary measures such as the establishment of no-fire zones or restrictions on the types of situations in which particular weapons can be used. For example, the 2011 US Army manual Combined Arms Operations in Urban Terrain (US Combined Arms Manual) notes that in regard to the use of field artillery in operations in urban terrain, “restrictive fire support coordination measures, such as a restrictive fire area or no-fire area may be imposed to protect civilians and critical installations”. Similarly, the 2013 US Joint Urban Operations Manual indicates several precautionary measures that can be taken in relation to the use of weapons fire in urban environments, including “restricting munitions used in the attacks” and “aborting attacks unless accuracy can be guaranteed”. Another prominent example is the restrictions on high-explosive (HE) artillery that were put in place by the Israeli Defence Force (IDF) during the armed conflict in Gaza in 2014. Although Israel was clear to underline that these directives were going beyond the requirements of IHL, they put in place a general prohibition on the use of HE artillery shells in populated areas and required the observance of specified “safety margins”. Accordingly, HE artillery could only be used in populated areas on an exceptional basis where there was “an imperative military necessity for artillery fire support”. These examples are illustrative of a certain acknowledgement by some armed forces of the fact that certain explosive weapon systems may be expected to result in substantial incidental damage when used in populated areas.

171 M. N. Schmitt and E. W. Widmar, above note 8, p. 402. Schmitt also emphasizes that such weapons will reduce collateral damage whilst obtaining the same military advantage.
173 US Joint Urban Operations Manual, above note 147, p. IV-16. It should be noted that these measures are framed as ways of reducing operational- and tactical-level implications, rather than as a legal obligation.
174 State of Israel, above note 66, para. 354.
175 Ibid.
176 Ibid.
Aside from the choice of weapon, a particularly important aspect of complying with this obligation is the ability to manipulate the technical features of the chosen weapon system, in order to minimize incidental civilian harm, including foreseeable reverberating effects. For example, choices regarding the warhead, type of munition\textsuperscript{177} and fusing can be made in order to minimize the effects of the attack on civilians and civilian objects located within the impact area.\textsuperscript{178} In this regard, the US Combined Arms Manual places specific restrictions on the use of fuses on mortars in an urban environment: “When using HE ammunition in urban fighting, only point-detonating fuzes should be used. The use of proximity fuzes normally should be avoided because the nature of urban areas causes proximity fuzes to function prematurely.”\textsuperscript{179} Policy directives regarding fusing were also implemented by the IDF during the 2014 conflict in Gaza whereby “in certain cases, the IDF employed delay fuses for bombs to detonate deep inside targets, to limit damage to adjacent structures”.\textsuperscript{180} Considerations such as warhead type and fusing are also incorporated into the CDM used by several militaries.\textsuperscript{181}

In addition, parties to an armed conflict should take feasible precautions in relation to the angle of attack.\textsuperscript{182} This is extremely important, particularly in densely populated areas, as the angle of an attack will influence the extent and direction of secondary fragmentation resulting from the attack – i.e., gravel, cement, wood,

\begin{itemize}
\item See, for example, Kenya, \textit{LOAC Manual}, 1997: “the destructive power of the ammunition used (quantity, ballistic data, precision, point or area covered, possible effects on the environment) should especially be taken into account”.
\item Expert Meeting Report, above note 9, p. 25.
\item US Combined Arms Manual, above note 172.
\item State of Israel, above note 66, para. 312.
\item For example, the US CDM – also used by NATO – requires a weaponeering analysis “which determines appropriate delivery systems, warhead, and fuze combinations that mitigate the risk of collateral damage while still achieving the desired effect on the target”. The US CDM is modelled around five questions, one of which is “Can I mitigate damage to those collateral concerns [including collateral objects] by striking the target with a different weapon or with a different method of engagement, yet still accomplish the mission?” Similarly, the Australian CDM provides that “for infrastructure targets, the assessment will consider the size, shape and construction of protected facilities, weapon type, size and accuracy, and blast and fragmentation radii”. See Australian Department of Defence, above note 153, pp. 4–8. The CDE Methodology used by the Australian military is detailed further in \textit{ADFP 3.14.2 Targeting Procedures}, but this is not publicly available. See also Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, above note 80, pp. D-A-18, D-A-7.
\item J.-F. Quéguiner, above note 169, p. 800; Y. Dinstein, above note 10, p. 143. Precautionary measures regarding the timing and angle of attack are explicitly identified in a number of military manuals. See the Netherlands, \textit{Military Manual}, 2005, § 0542 (“Thought must be given to the choice of methods or techniques of attack, resources (weapons and weapon systems), timing, and whether or not to warn the civilian population.”); State of Israel, \textit{The Operation in Gaza (27 December 2008–18 January 2009): Factual and Legal Aspects}, 29 July 2009, § 258 (“to the extent feasible, the IDF timed attacks on targets so as to cause minimum collateral damage. For example, buildings normally occupied only during daylight hours, and military targets which were located in proximity to such buildings, were struck at night.”); Kenya, \textit{LOAC Manual}, 1997 (“The direction and the moment of the attack shall be chosen so as to limit civilian casualties and damage (e.g. attack of factory after normal working hours.”); Ukraine, \textit{IHL Manual}, 2004, § 2.3.3.2. (“Direction and time of offensive action shall be chosen in order to minimize human casualties and destruction of civilian objects, e.g. fire damage to an enemy military plant after the end of its working hours.”).
\end{itemize}
rocks, glass and metal which may be projected out by the blast wave.\textsuperscript{183} By carefully managing the angle of attack, fragmentation effects can be shaped and mitigated so as to reduce the risk of civilian casualties and damage to civilian objects.\textsuperscript{184} For example, by changing the angle of attack against a particular military objective in a populated area, it may be possible to ensure that secondary fragmentation is projected upwards or in the direction of an uninhabited block, rather than in the direction of a medical clinic. As the angle of attack is usually incorporated into CDM or other means of preparing an attack, in most cases it will be feasible to take such precautions.\textsuperscript{185}

Finally, the obligation to take all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of attack can also “impose restrictions on the location of an attack, by requiring, where circumstances permit, that parties avoid attacking a densely populated area if the attack is likely to cause heavy civilian losses”.\textsuperscript{186} Indeed, in some cases, where there are no alternative means or methods of attack which would minimize incidental civilian damage, the only feasible option is to refrain from launching an attack that would be disproportionate or indiscriminate. Although framed as a way of reducing operational- and tactical-level implications (rather than as a legal obligation), this precautionary measure is reflected in the US Joint Urban Operations Manual in relation to the use of weapons fire in urban environments. Acknowledging that the presence of civilians can severely inhibit the use of weapons fire, the Manual refers to several measures that can be taken, including “prohibiting attacks on targets located in heavily populated areas”.\textsuperscript{187}

**Conclusion**

Although the rules on proportionality and precautions in attack require that reverberating effects are taken into consideration for all attacks, this obligation is particularly relevant in the context of attacks involving the use of explosive weapons that have wide area effects in a populated area. Indeed, recent conflicts have shown that when explosive weapons with a large destructive radius, an inaccurate delivery system or the capacity to deliver multiple munitions over a wide area are used in populated areas, there is a high likelihood that civilians will be killed and injured, and essential civilian infrastructure will be damaged or destroyed, with consequent disruption in essential services and subsequent effects on the lives and well-being of the civilian population.

In fleshing out its contextual scope and framework, this article has argued that the obligation to take into account the reasonably foreseeable reverberating effects of an

\textsuperscript{183} Expert Meeting Report, above note 9, pp. 11, 27.
\textsuperscript{185} Ibid., p. 42; Expert Meeting Report, above note 9, p. 6.
\textsuperscript{186} J.-F. Quéguiner, above note 169, p. 800.
\textsuperscript{187} US Joint Urban Operations Manual, above note 147, p. IV-16.
The reverberating effects of using explosive weapons in populated areas

attack derives from the requirement to estimate the “expected” incidental damage of an attack when applying the rules of proportionality and precautions in attack. This obligation imposes an objective standard of care, based on the standard of the “reasonable commander”. This implies that commanders must take into account those reverberating effects that are reasonably foreseeable in the circumstances ruling at the time, in light of the reasonably available information. Moreover, the objective standard of “reasonable foreseeability” means that commanders are put on notice regarding reverberating effects that may be considered reasonably and objectively foreseeable based on past practice and empirical research, lessons learned and publicly available information, including information about the reverberating effects of using explosive weapons in populated areas.

The obligation to take into account the reasonably foreseeable reverberating effects of an attack is reinforced by the precautionary obligation to refrain from launching a disproportionate attack, which imposes a duty to proactively gather information that will inform the assessment of the expected incidental damage of the attack. This includes, where feasible, obtaining information regarding the location and nature of essential infrastructure and ensuring that relevant technical experts are involved in assessing the expected incidental harm of an attack. While the operational context might impact the extent to which a commander is expected to proactively gather information to inform the estimation of incidental damage, a commander may never ignore reasonably available information, including such information that renders the reverberating effects of an attack reasonably foreseeable.

Additionally, all feasible precautions must be taken in the choice of means and methods of attack, by assessing the foreseeable effects of particular weapons, including reverberating effects, on the basis of their technical characteristics and the expected circumstances of their use. Feasible precautions include manipulating the technical features of explosive weapons such as the type of fuse and the type/size of the warhead, as well as considering the timing, angle and location of the attack. Yet even such precautions may not be sufficient to obviate the wide area effects of certain explosive weapons. In such cases, the only option may be to refrain from using the weapon, if its use is likely to lead to a violation of the prohibition on indiscriminate and disproportionate attacks.

As is the case currently for some militaries, policy guidance should be put in place to identify which kinds of precautions in attack can and should be implemented, in order to assess and minimize the reverberating effects of an attack using explosive weapons in populated areas, building on good practices already applied by a number of militaries. Likewise, when it is reasonably foreseeable that using a particular explosive weapon in a populated area will result in excessive incidental civilian harm, military manuals and policy should set out clear restrictions on the use of those weapons in populated areas. Although it is not possible to foresee and limit all of the possible effects of an attack, a lot more can be done to better understand the reverberating effects of an attack using explosive weapons in populated areas and to develop policy guidance setting out if and how such weapons should be used.
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Abstract

The conduct of hostilities in urban areas is inherently difficult, particularly with respect to the protection of civilians. International humanitarian law places restraints on both attackers and defenders. While much is written about the obligations of attackers with respect to protecting civilians, much less attention has been paid to the defender’s obligations. These obligations are routinely referred to as “passive precautions” or “precautions against the effects of attacks” and are codified in Article 58 of Additional Protocol I to the 1949 Geneva Conventions. Article 58 requires parties, “to the maximum extent feasible”, to remove civilians and civilian objects from the vicinity of military objectives, to avoid locating military objectives within or near densely populated areas, and to take other necessary precautions to protect civilians and civilian objects from the dangers resulting from military operations.

Even though they are limited by only requiring those actions which are feasible, the obligations placed on the defender are far from trivial and, if applied in good faith, would certainly provide much needed protections to civilians in armed conflict, particularly in times of urban conflict. However, this ever-increasing urbanization is creating significant pressure on the doctrine of precautions in defence, stretching the “feasibility” standard beyond its capacity to adequately protect civilians. On the other hand, the emergence of advanced technology provides a mechanism for
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defenders to more easily and more fully comply with their obligations to segregate or protect the civilian population.

For the customary obligation of “precautions against the effects of attacks” to maintain its effectiveness, particularly in urban areas of conflict, the understanding of feasibility and what is “practicable” in current urbanized armed conflicts will have to expand, increasing the practical responsibilities on the defender, including through the use of modern technology. Moreover, imposing criminal responsibility when appropriate and feasible precautions are not taken will rectify the perceived imbalance between the responsibilities of the attacker and those of the defender.

Keywords: international humanitarian law, precautions, defender, civilians, protections, technology, criminal responsibility.

Introduction

An article in *The New York Times* by Matthew Rosenberg and Eric Schmitt highlights one of the many vexing problems of modern warfare: adhering to the principle of distinction while still effectively engaging in armed conflict. Writing about the fight against Daesh1 in Syria, Rosenberg and Schmitt describe this problem as confronted by US military planners:

For months, the United States military has known that the Islamic State uses the city hall in Raqqa, Syria, as an administrative center and a dormitory for scores of fighters. Some American officials even believe that Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the group’s leader, may have been in the building at times.

Yet, despite the American air campaign against the Islamic State, the white, three-story building remains standing because it also houses a jail.2

The unwillingness of the United States, and many other nations, to engage in aggressive targeting of Daesh fighters is magnified by the urban nature of the

---

1 I will use the term Daesh to describe what Rosenberg and Schmitt refer to as the Islamic State.

Its inmates are mainly victims of the extremist group – men caught sneaking a cigarette, women spotted with clothes that reveal even a hint of skin, shop owners who failed to pay their bills – and for American officials, the risk of killing any of them in an airstrike is too high.

The same is true of six other nearby buildings, including a mosque and court complex, which, together with city hall, compose the closest thing the Islamic State has to a headquarters.

… But Mr. Obama also acknowledged the dilemma the United States and its allies face in Raqqa and other urban areas in Syria and Iraq, noting that the Islamic State “is dug in, including in urban areas, and they hide behind civilians.”
conflict and the almost inevitable intermixing, whether intentional or not, of civilians and fighters.3

The conduct of hostilities in urban areas is inherently difficult, particularly with respect to the protection of civilians. Separating military operations and targets from the civilian population is hard in almost any environment, but the density of civilians and civilian objects such as homes and other buildings in urban environments dramatically magnifies the risks to non-participants in hostilities. Indeed, the roads, sewers, transportation systems, observation points, food distribution points and clean water sources that support the large civilian population—the very infrastructure of cities—are also vital for military operations, and hence become military targets. The significantly increased number of “dual-use” objects in urban areas, and the heightened number of civilians that use them, highlight the perils populations face in urban warfare.

In order to mitigate the risk to civilians, international humanitarian law (IHL) places restraints on attackers such as the United States in the Rosenberg and Schmitt article quoted above, commonly referred to as “precautions in attack”.4 In addition, however, those fighters defending urban areas also have legal obligations. These obligations are known as “precautions against the effects of attacks” and are codified in Article 58 of Additional Protocol I to the 1949 Geneva Conventions (AP I).5 Article 58 requires parties, “to the maximum extent feasible”,6 to remove civilians and civilian objects from the vicinity of military objectives, to avoid locating military objectives within or near densely populated areas, and to take other necessary precautions to protect civilians and civilian objects from the dangers resulting from military operations.

This specific provision of the law is binding only on States party to AP I and only in international armed conflicts,7 but the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) argues that it is considered part of customary international law8 as an

---

3 Matthew C. Waxman, *International Law and the Politics of Urban Air Operations*, RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, CA, 2000, p. 16, where the author states: “The density of civilian populations in urban areas increases the chances that even accurate attacks will injure noncombatants. In addition, the collocation of military and civilian assets in urban environments multiplies the chances that military attacks will cause unintended, and perhaps disproportionate, civilian damage.”

4 See Protocol Additional (I) to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts, 1125 UNTS 3, 8 June 1977 (entered into force 7 December 1978) (AP I), Art. 57.

5 Ibid., Art. 58.

6 Ibid.


application of the principles of distinction⁹ and proportionality.¹⁰ Article 58’s customary status has also been accepted in international criminal litigation.¹¹ The new US Department of Defense Law of War Manual (US Law of War Manual) does not acknowledge Article 58 as customary international law but does argue that:

Outside the context of conducting attacks (such as when conducting defense planning or other military operations), parties to a conflict should also take feasible precautions to reduce the risk of harm to protected persons and objects from the effects of enemy attacks. In particular, military commanders and other officials responsible for the safety of the civilian populations must take reasonable steps to separate the civilian population from military objectives and to protect the civilian population from the effects of combat.¹²

This language highlights the United States’ understanding of the obligations set out in Article 58, including their obligatory nature.

Even though they are limited by only requiring those actions which are feasible, the obligations placed on the defender are far from trivial and, if applied


ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 7, Rules 23–24. See also Jean-Francois Queguiner, “Precautions Under the Law Governing the Conduct of Hostilities”, International Review of the Red Cross, Vol. 88, No. 864, 2006, pp. 820–821, where the author states: “Contrary to what is sometimes maintained, Additional Protocol I does not introduce a fundamental imbalance between the precautions required of the defender and those required of the attacker. Responsibility for applying the principle of distinction rests equally on the defender, who alone controls the population and objects present on his territory, and on the attacker, who alone decides on the objects to be targeted and the methods and means of attack to be employed. Consequently, only a combination of precautions taken by all belligerents will effectively ensure the protection of the civilian population and objects.” This is reflected in modern military operations. For example, a recent report on the armed conflict between Israel and the Palestinians in Gaza stated: “The Law of Armed Conflict not only prohibits targeting an enemy’s civilians; it also requires parties to an armed conflict to distinguish their combatant forces from their own civilians, and not to base operations in or near civilian structures, especially protected sites such as schools, medical facilities and places of worship. … The reason for these rules is clear. When a party to an armed conflict uses civilian and protected spaces for military purposes, those spaces become legitimate targets for the opposing side, thereby placing civilian lives and infrastructure in grave danger.” Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs, The Operations in Gaza: Factual and Legal Aspects, 29 July 2009, available at: www.mfa.gov.il.

See David A. Bagley, “Ratification of Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 by the United States: Discussion and Suggestions from the American Lawyer-Citizen”, Loyola of Los Angeles International and Comparative Law Journal, Vol. 11, No. 3, 1989, pp. 448–449, where the author argues that “Articles 51 through 58 of the Protocol are among the most sweeping in their expansion of the protection afforded civilians and civilian objects. In general, they are broad positive law enactment of the ‘principle of proportionality’ in that they require that destruction of civilian objects be minimized.”

See International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY), The Prosecutor v. Stanislav Galić, Case No. IT-98-29-A, Judgment (Appeals Chamber), 30 November 2006, para. 194; and ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Kupreskic et al., Case No. IT-95-16-T, Judgment (Trial Chamber), 14 January 2000, para. 524, where the ICTY found Articles 57 and 58 to be “part of customary international law, not only because they specify and flesh out general pre-existing norms, but also because they do not appear to be contested by any State, including those which have not ratified the Protocol”.

in good faith, would certainly provide much-needed protections to civilians in armed conflict.\textsuperscript{13} However, the combination of increased urbanization and growing asymmetry of armed conflicts\textsuperscript{14} is creating significant pressure on the doctrine of precautions in defence, stretching the “feasibility” standard beyond its capacity to adequately protect civilians. On the other hand, advancing technology, such as communication devices and sensors, provides a mechanism for defenders to more easily and more fully comply with their obligations to segregate or protect the civilian population.

For the customary obligation of “precautions against the effects of attacks” to maintain its effectiveness, particularly in urban areas of conflict, the understanding of feasibility and what is “practicable” in current urbanized armed conflicts will have to expand, increasing the practical responsibilities on the defender, including through the use of modern technology. Moreover, imposing criminal responsibility when appropriate and feasible precautions were not taken will add to the doctrine’s enforceability and rectify the perceived imbalance between responsibilities of the attacker and the defender.

This article will first analyze the law, including its scope and application, documenting the historical development of the defender’s obligation to segregate or protect civilian populations during armed conflict. It will then focus on the doctrine of “feasibility” in the context of this rule, including the meaning and application of the term. In particular, the article will argue that the doctrine of feasibility is both insufficiently defined and seldom fully administered enough to provide meaningful civilian protections, particularly given the increasing incidence of armed conflict in urbanized areas. Finally, the article concludes by proposing solutions to both the lack of perceived “feasible” precautions as they are currently understood and the lack of enforcement of violations of defensive precautions. Among the possible options that can be of tremendous assistance to the defender trying in good faith to meet its obligations are a variety of modern technologies.

\textbf{Article 58}

The obligations that have come to be known as “precautions against the effects of attacks” developed slowly, through decades of IHL formulation. Although it is now a well-accepted doctrine, its beginnings were humble.

\textsuperscript{13} See J.-F. Queguiner, above note 9, p. 820, where the author states: “It is also worth noting that the standards laid down in Article 58 are not limited to prohibiting the deliberate scattering of military elements in a civilian environment in order to impede enemy operations. Article 58 has a much broader field of application: it requires the party under attack to adopt, in good faith, proactive measures that are designed to guarantee immunity of the civilian population and objects.”

Historical development

As IHL developed, little emphasis was placed on the defender’s responsibilities, particularly with respect to civilians.\textsuperscript{15} In many ways, this is counter-intuitive because the defender is in the best position to know the location and situation of the civilian population at risk.\textsuperscript{16} This much is demonstrated in one of the earliest acknowledgments of the defender’s responsibilities found in the 1907 Hague Convention.\textsuperscript{17}

Article 27 of Hague Convention IV, covering the laws of land warfare, starts with a general requirement for both attacker and defender:

In sieges and bombardments all necessary steps must be taken to spare, as far as possible, buildings dedicated to religion, art, science, or charitable purposes, historic monuments, hospitals, and places where the sick and wounded are collected, provided they are not being used at the time for military purposes.\textsuperscript{18}

Then, recognizing the greater level of control and knowledge possessed by the defender, Article 27 places additional duties specifically on the defender: “It is the duty of the besieged to indicate the presence of such buildings or places by distinctive and visible signs, which shall be notified to the enemy beforehand.”\textsuperscript{19}

While limited in its coverage, Article 27 represents quite a progressive approach to the defender’s duties which has carried forward and is especially important with respect to modern urban warfare. The fact that the first codified provision of IHL dealing with duties of the defender required marking of buildings or places during a siege might seem a minimal obligation toward civilian protection, but it nevertheless is evidence of the principle of the defender’s special obligations and has great applicability to current armed conflicts.

After the destruction of World War I, the International Law Association (ILA) noted the lack of emphasis on the defender’s responsibilities to protect citizens from attacks. In 1938 the ILA proposed a draft convention\textsuperscript{20} that would “[set] up safety zones under the supervision of an independent controlling authority for the protection of a very limited section of the population”.\textsuperscript{21}

As argued by A. P. V. Rogers, one problem with the draft convention was that the ICRC and others were concerned it would be read to provide belligerents with “an excuse not to take any precautions for the protection of the civilian population outside such zones”.\textsuperscript{22} The draft convention was never adopted, and

\textsuperscript{17} Convention (IV) respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, 36 Stat. 2277, The Hague, 18 October 1907 (entered into force 26 January 1910).
\textsuperscript{18} \textit{Ibid.}, Art. 27.
\textsuperscript{19} \textit{Ibid.}
\textsuperscript{21} A. P. V. Rogers, above note 15, p. 71.
\textsuperscript{22} \textit{Ibid.}
Rogers concludes that prior to World War II, “[i]t was left to the good sense of the authorities of a place under attack to provide shelter for its citizens, and, with the advent of aerial bombardment, air raid warning systems and air raid shelters were usually provided”.23

In the aftermath of World War II, the ICRC proposed rules for the consideration of States that were designed to limit the dangers to the civilian population based on the experiences of the war.24 The draft rules covered a wide variety of topics, all designed to increase protections for civilians, including obligations on both attackers and defenders. Article 11 of the 1956 draft rules was titled “‘Passive’ Precautions” and stated:

The Parties to the conflict shall, so far as possible, take all necessary steps to protect the civilian population subject to their authority from the dangers to which they would be exposed in an attack – in particular by removing them from the vicinity of military objectives and from threatened areas. However, the rights conferred upon the population in the event of transfer or evacuation under Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention of 12 August 1949 are expressly reserved.

Similarly, the Parties to the conflict shall, so far as possible, avoid the permanent presence of armed forces, military material, mobile military establishments or installations, in towns or other places with a large civilian population.25

The draft rules were never adopted. As Bothe, Partsch and Solf note, specifically with reference to the proposed obligation of defenders,

[t]he reaction of experts at the Conferences of Government Experts lacked the enthusiasm with which the complementary obligation for precautions in attack was examined. It was pointed out that the interdependence of the civilian population with the infrastructure of a modern society makes full implementation of these goals impossible.26

The ICRC again raised the issue of defender’s obligations in 1973 in an initial proposal for the Additional Protocol drafting convention. Very similar to the earlier attempt, the initial draft stated:

23 Ibid., p. 72. See also W. H. Parks, above note 16, p. 153, where the author states: “The practice of all nations that carried out aerial bombardment operations during World Wars I and II establishes clearly that no nation concerned itself with the risk of injury to the civilian population of an enemy nation incidental to the conduct of military operations.” Parks goes on to argue that “Protocol I constitutes an improvement in the law of war in recognizing that an attacker should, in most cases, give consideration to minimization of collateral civilian casualties.” Ibid., pp. 153–154.
25 Ibid.
Article 51. Precautions against the effects of attacks

1. The Parties to the conflict shall, to the maximum extent feasible, take the necessary precautions to protect the civilian population, individual civilians and civilian objects under their authority against the dangers resulting from military operations.

2. They shall endeavour to remove them from the proximity of military objectives, subject to Article 49 of the Fourth Convention, or to avoid that any military objectives be kept within or near densely populated areas.\(^{27}\)

This draft was the basis for what would eventually become Article 58 of AP I.\(^{28}\)

The proposed text above generated little debate amongst the participating States. The minimal debate that did occur centred mostly on the issue of the meaning of the words “to the maximum extent feasible”, which is addressed later in this article. Adopted by a vote of eighty to none, with eight abstentions,\(^{29}\) the eventual text of the article states:

Article 58. Precautions against the effects of attacks

The Parties to the conflict shall, to the maximum extent feasible:

(a) without prejudice to Article 49 of the Fourth Convention, endeavor to remove the civilian population, individual civilians and civilian objects under their control from the vicinity of military objectives;

(b) avoid locating military objectives within or near densely populated areas;

(c) take the other necessary precautions to protect the civilian population, individual civilians and civilian objects under their control against the dangers resulting from military operations.\(^{30}\)

Obligations

The final text of Article 58 lays out mandatory obligations that are limited by a significant caveat. The use of the term “shall” denotes the mandatory nature of the obligation, but, as will be discussed at length below, the caveat of “to the maximum extent feasible” has proven to significantly devalue the character of the obligation in modern conflicts. The increased incidence of conflict in urban and densely populated areas requires a re-examination of this obligation and its practical application.


\(^{28}\) AP I, Art. 58.l.

\(^{29}\) M. Bothe, K. J. Partsch and W. A. Solf, above note 26, p. 416.

\(^{30}\) AP I, Art. 58.
Complement to Article 57

It is clear that at its inception, Article 58 was designed to be read in conjunction with the corresponding protections for civilians found in Article 57.31 As Bothe, Partsch and Solf have written:

The obligation to take precautions to protect the civilian population and civilian objects against the collateral effects of attacks is a complementary one shared by both sides to an armed conflict in implementation of the principle of distinction. ... Article 58 is the provision applicable to the party having control over the civilian population to do what is feasible to attain this goal. It is complementary to, and interdependent with, Art. 57 which implements, in somewhat more mandatory terms, the obligations of the attacking Party in this regard.32

31 Article 57 of AP I states:
1. In the conduct of military operations, constant care shall be taken to spare the civilian population, civilians and civilian objects.
2. With respect to attacks, the following precautions shall be taken:
   (a) those who plan or decide upon an attack shall:
      (i) do everything feasible to verify that the objectives to be attacked are neither civilians nor civilian objects and are not subject to special protection but are military objectives within the meaning of paragraph 2 of Article 52 and that it is not prohibited by the provisions of this Protocol to attack them;
      (ii) take all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of attack with a view to avoiding, and in any event to minimizing, incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians and damage to civilian objects;
      (iii) refrain from deciding to launch any attack which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated;
   (b) an attack shall be cancelled or suspended if it becomes apparent that the objective is not a military one or is subject to special protection or that the attack may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated;
   (c) effective advance warning shall be given of attacks which may affect the civilian population, unless circumstances do not permit.
3. When a choice is possible between several military objectives for obtaining a similar military advantage, the objective to be selected shall be that the attack on which may be expected to cause the least danger to civilian lives and to civilian objects.
4. In the conduct of military operations at sea or in the air, each Party to the conflict shall, in conformity with its rights and duties under the rules of international law applicable in armed conflict, take all reasonable precautions to avoid losses of civilian lives and damage to civilian objects.
5. No provision of this Article may be construed as authorizing any attacks against the civilian population, civilians or civilian objects.
32 M. Bothe, K. J. Partsch and W. A. Solf, above note 26, p. 413. The Commentary echoes this same conviction: “This article is a corollary to the numerous articles contained in the Protocol for the benefit of the population of enemy countries. It is not concerned with laying down rules for the conduct to be observed in attacks on territory under the control of the adversary, but with measures which every Power must take in its own territory in favour of its nationals, or in territory under its control.” Yves Sandoz, Christophe Swinarski and Bruno Zimmermann (eds), Commentary on the Additional Protocols, ICRC, Geneva, 1987, p. 692.
The Commentary makes it clear that this obligation exists despite any potential inconvenience to the defender and regardless of the actions of the attacker. Kalshoven agrees and makes the point that this rule is really about “reduc[ing] the risks incurred by the civilian population as a result of military operations that will be carried out anyway”. In other words, Articles 57 and 58 are two sides of the same principle, the principle that civilians must be spared to the extent possible from the effects of armed conflict. Both the attacker and the defender have key roles to play in bringing about that humanitarian obligation.

W. Hays Parks confirms this perspective. Writing with respect to the requirement from both the Hague Conventions and Article 57(2)(c) of AP I, Parks argues:

[T]he reason behind the requirement for warning stated in Hague Conventions IV and IX, and in article 57(2)(c) of Protocol I: it enables the Government controlling the civilian population to see to its evacuation from the vicinity of military objectives that might be subject to attack; it also permits individual civilians to remove themselves and their property from high-risk areas. There is little else that an attacker can do to avoid injury to individual civilians or the civilian population as such. Any attempt to increase an attacker’s responsibility – particularly where a defender has failed or elected not to discharge his responsibility for the safety of the civilian population – will prove futile.

Parks’ inference is clear: the most effective way to ensure the safety of the civilian population is for the defender to shoulder a significant portion of the responsibility. In fact, Parks argues that “[i]f the new rules of Protocol I are to have any credibility, the predominant responsibility must remain with the defender, who has control over the civilian population”. This approach is also echoed in the new US Law of War Manual, which states: “The party controlling civilians and civilian objects has the primary responsibility for the protection of civilians and civilian objects. The party controlling the civilian population generally has the greater opportunity to minimize risk to civilians.”

33 See ibid., which states: “Belligerents may expect their adversaries to conduct themselves fully in accordance with their treaty obligations and to respect the civilian population, but they themselves must also cooperate by taking all possible precautions for the benefit of their own population as is in any case in their own interest.”


35 W. H. Parks, above note 16, p. 158.


37 US Law of War Manual, above note 12, p. 186. Further, the United States takes the view that the presumption of civilian status laid out in Article 52(3) of AP I is not customary international law and actually has the negative consequence of “encourag[ing] a defender to ignore its obligations to separate military objectives from civilians and civilian objects”. US Law of War Manual, above note 12, p. 197. The Manual then quotes a report from the 1991 Gulf War which states: “This language [of Article 52(3) of AP I], which is not a codification of the customary practice of nations, causes several things to occur that are contrary to the traditional law of war. It shifts the burden for determining the precise use of an object from the party controlling that object (and therefore in possession of the facts as to its use) to the party lacking such control and facts, i.e., from defender to attacker. This imbalance ignores the realities of war in demanding a degree of certainty of an attacker that seldom exists in combat. It
Matthew Waxman also agrees and lays out several reasons for the argument that the defender plays a key role, if not the key role, in protecting the civilian population.

First, the defending force often has substantial control (whereas the attacker has none) over where military forces and equipment are placed in relation to the civilian population. Second, the defending power often has better information than the attacker about where civilian persons and property actually are, and is therefore better positioned to avoid knowingly leaving them in harm’s way. And, third, the defender’s actions—including its proper efforts to protect itself by resisting attack—may contribute to the danger facing noncombatants. The defender’s choice of strategy, too, will significantly determine the extent to which civilians are vulnerable to possible attack.38

Clearly, Articles 57 and 58 establish concurrent obligations that are held by both the attacker and the defender and are meant to complement each other as a means of providing increased protections to civilians. Article 58, then, is the statement of what those concurrent obligations are for the defender. Unfortunately, as will be demonstrated below, the equal levels of responsibility have not been equally reflected in liability over the past century. In fact, international criminal law has focused almost exclusively on the attacker, and almost completely ignored the legal responsibilities of the defender.

**Key obligations: Segregate and protect**

Acknowledging that the defender plays a key role in protecting the civilian population, States recognized Article 58 as the statement of those obligations. During the negotiations, States were careful to craft these obligations in a way that provided meaningful protections without unduly limiting the necessary actions of States, particularly those with dense populations in isolated urban areas.39

For example, the Commentary to Article 58 points out that “during the final debate several delegations indicated that in the view of their governments, this article should in no way affect the freedom of a State Party to the Protocol to organize its national defence to the best of its ability and in the most effective


39 Of course, as Geoffrey Corn points out, “[i]n this context, it would be improper to interpret the ‘densely populated’ qualifier as a license to co-mingle military assets with civilian populations when the civilian population is not ‘dense’”. Geoffrey S. Corn, “Targeting, Distinction, and the Long War: Guarding Against Conflation of Cause and Responsibility”, *Israel Yearbook on Human Rights*, Vol. 46, 2016.
Such concerns are especially relevant in an article entitled “Precautions”, given that the use of such a word implies actions taken in advance of potential armed conflict, not just in reaction to it.41

These “proactive measures,” as Queguiner refers to them, “are not limited to prohibiting the deliberate scattering of military elements in a civilian environment in order to impede enemy operations” but have a “much broader field of application”.42 For example, Rogers points out that the provisions for civil defence and for safety zones complement the provisions for protecting civilians against the effects of attacks.43

The final language of Article 58 appears to strike this balance between establishing the obligations of the defender to take precautions and maintaining the defender’s ability to form an effective national security system. It does this by focusing on two main obligations. The first is to segregate military objectives from civilians (paragraphs (a) and (b)). This includes not placing military objectives near civilians and removing any civilians from areas where military objectives are located. The second obligation is to protect civilians and civilian objects under military control from the dangers inherent in military operations (paragraph (c)).

IHL has long recognized the benefits of distinguishing between targetable and non-targetable persons and objects. At its earliest codification, IHL required the defender to “display visible markings – usually flags – on certain buildings in order to make them easy to identify and thus protect them from enemy fire”.44

The requirements in Article 58(a) and (b) are an attempt to continue this tradition. As Kalshoven and Zegveld have argued, segregating civilians and civilian

40 Y. Sandoz, C. Swinarski and B. Zimmermann, above note 32, p. 692. Parks echoes this concern when he notes: “For hygiene, morale, communications and other reasons, military personnel and units historically have been billeted or housed in populated areas, and the doctrine of most nations provides for a continuation of this practice; it should not necessarily be viewed as sinister.” W. H. Parks, above note 16, p. 159.
41 Eric Talbot Jensen, “Cyberwarfare and Precautions against the Effects of Attacks”, Texas Law Review, Vol. 88, No. 7, 2010, pp. 1554–1555. This view of “precautions” is confirmed by the Commentary, which states that the article contains “measures to be taken already in peacetime, even though, strictly speaking, the article is only addressed to Parties to a conflict. Some of these measures have a preventive or precautionary character since they are concerned with preventing the construction of certain buildings in particular places, or removing objectives from an area where such buildings are located, or otherwise separating the population and their homes from dangerous places.” Y. Sandoz, C. Swinarski and B. Zimmermann, above note 32, p. 692. See also ICRC, International Humanitarian Law and the Challenges of Contemporary Armed Conflicts, Report prepared for the 28th International Conference of the Red Cross and Red Crescent, 2–6 December 2003 (2003 Challenges Report), p. 14, available at: www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/other/ihlcontemp_armedconflicts_final_ang.pdf, where the Conference identified the requirements of the defender to protect civilian populations as one of the areas that needed greater emphasis and noted: “States must be encouraged to take measures necessary to reduce or eliminate the danger to the civilian population already in peacetime.”
42 J.-F. Queguiner, above note 9, p. 820.
43 A. P. V. Rogers, above note 15, pp. 79–83. Solf agrees and writes that States must take precautions “such as the provision of shelters and civilian defense programs, to protect the civilian population against the danger resulting from military operations”. Waldemar A. Solf, “Protection of Civilians against the Effects of Hostilities under Customary International Law and Under Protocol I”, American University International Law Review, Vol. 1, No. 1, 1986, p. 132.
44 J.-F. Queguiner, above note 9, p. 817.
objects from military objectives is the best source of protection possible. The commingling of legitimate targets with civilians and civilian objects significantly increases the risk to civilians, both through mistakes and misinformation and through unintended but collateral civilian deaths.

Article 58(a)’s requirement that belligerents remove the civilian population, individual civilians and civilian objects from the vicinity of military objectives is complemented by Article 58(b)’s requirement that belligerents also refrain from placing or moving targetable military objectives and forces into proximity with civilian populations.

Although the rule is fairly easy to articulate, complying with it has proven to be more difficult. A number of issues quickly present themselves. For example, Queguiner notes that moving the civilian population may not always be the most humane alternative, such as during times of severe weather. Bothe, Partsch and Solf recognize the special difficulty for segregation in urban areas and allow that “the attainment of this goal is difficult in a densely populated place or one in which war industry is closely integrated with the civilian population”. Even the Commentary acknowledges that “the circumstances of war can change very rapidly”, making segregation a very difficult task, even for those committed to doing so. Finally, Rogers recognizes that avoiding locating military objectives in populated areas may simply not be feasible, leaving the requirement of paragraph (c) to protect the civilian population as the only feasible option. These examples highlight the importance of segregation, but also the inherent difficulty, particularly in densely populated urban environments.

Additionally, Rogers notes the potential dilemma that by moving its military forces out of populated areas, a defender may “make them more readily identifiable by the enemy”. The Commentary notes this concern and responds:

Moreover, a Party to the conflict cannot be expected to arrange its armed forces and installations in such a way as to make them conspicuous to the benefit of the adversary; several delegations raised this point during the discussion of the article. For example, one delegate, while accepting the article, explained his position as follows:

“With regard to the interpretation of the provision, with particular reference to sub-paragraph (b), it is the understanding of my delegation that this provision does not constitute a restriction on a State’s military installations on its own territory. We consider that military facilities necessary for a

48 J.-F. Queguiner, above note 9, p. 818.
49 M. Bothe, K. J. Partsch and W. A. Solf, above note 26, p. 415.
51 A. P. V. Rogers, above note 15, p. 73.
52 Ibid., p. 75.
country’s national defence should be decided on the basis of the actual needs and other considerations of that particular country. An attempt to regulate a country’s requirements and the fulfilment of those requirements in this connexion would not conform to actualities.” 

Despite the potential difficulties of applying this rule, many nations recognize the practical benefits of it and even non-party States such as the United States have included it in their doctrine. Indeed, some countries have taken proactive measures to ensure compliance with this rule. Rogers reports that “[i]n Germany, for example, a whole range of emergency laws have been passed, some of them amending the Basic Law, covering business and finance, the supply of food and water, the building of shelters, and the movement and location of the civilian population”. Germany is not alone. The ICRC has documented significant State practice in support of this rule.

Unfortunately, there also are a number of notorious examples of non-compliance. These include Iraq during the Gulf War of 1990–91, Georgia and South Ossetia, and Sri Lanka. Human Rights Watch has noted a number of instances where the defender apparently failed to adequately segregate the civilian population and instead took actions that may have affirmatively violated the rule but that at minimum did not take advantage of available feasible alternatives, including “storing weapons and ammunition in populated areas and making no

54 See US Department of the Navy, Office of the Chief of Naval Operations and Headquarters, US Marine Corps, Department of Homeland Security and US Coast Guard, The Commander’s Handbook on the Law of Naval Operations, NWP1-14M, MCWP 5-12.1, COMDT/PUBP5800.7A, July 2007 ed., 2007, para. 8.3.2: “A party to an armed conflict has an affirmative duty to remove civilians under its control (as well as the wounded, sick, shipwrecked, and prisoners of war) from the vicinity of objects of likely enemy attack.”
55 A. P. V. Rogers, above note 15, p. 74.
57 See A. P. V. Rogers, above note 15, pp. 77–78, where the author states: “During the Gulf War of 1990–91 it was alleged that Iraq pursued a deliberate policy of placing military objectives near protected objects, for example, near mosques, medical facilities and cultural property. Examples included dispersing military helicopters in residential areas, storing military supplies in mosques, schools and hospitals, including a cache of Silkworm missiles in a school in Kuwait City, placing fighter aircraft near the ancient temple of Ur and the discovery by UN inspectors of chemical weapon production equipment in a sugar factory in Iraq.”
58 The Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on the Conflict in Georgia found that many South Ossetian fighters used civilian homes and buildings in the city of Tskhinvali to fire upon the Georgians, “putting at risk the lives of civilians who were sheltering in the basements of the same buildings” and thus committing a “clear violation of the obligation to avoid locating military objectives within or near densely populated areas”. Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on the Conflict in Georgia, Report, Vol. 2, September 2009, p. 350.
59 Human Rights Watch documented numerous violations during the conflict between the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) and Sri Lanka with respect to the responsibility to segregate forces from civilians, including allegations that the LTTE “prevented civilians under its effective control from fleeing to areas away from the fighting, [and] … forcing civilians to retreat with its forces”. Similarly, the Sri Lankan Army (SLA) established safe zones for civilians and subsequently “subjected [those safe zones] to heavy shelling from SLA positions”. Human Rights Watch, War on the Displaced: Sri Lankan Army and LTTE Abuses against Civilians in the Vanni, Report, February 2009, available at: www.hrw.org.
effort to remove the civilians under their control from the area”; 60 “fire[ing] [rockets] directly from inhabited villages”; 61 and “[taking] over civilian homes in the populated village, fire[ing] rocks close to homes, and drive[ing] through the village in at least one instance with weapons in their cars”. 62

Similar problems will continue to persist and may become even more pronounced with the development of new technologies such as cyber-capabilities. 63 As segregation becomes more difficult, the Article 58(c) obligation to protect will take on greater importance.

Article 58(c) has been described as a “catch-all” provision that encompasses the requirements set forth in the other subparagraphs” of Article 58. 64 The article’s “open-ended obligation to take ‘other necessary precautions to protect the civilian population’ … allows states to take additional precautionary measures according to circumstances such as the state’s available means and other considerations relating to the conflict.” 65

Two terms in this subparagraph raise questions of interpretation: “military operations” and “danger”. First, the use of the term “military operations” rather than “attacks” (as in the general rule) may well mean that subparagraph (c) applies to a broader range of activities. 66 For example, the Commentary argues that this language would include “all movements and acts related to hostilities that are undertaken by armed forces”. 67 On the other hand, others argue that the scope of the application is no different, regardless of the different language used. 68

Second, the precise meaning that should be ascribed to the word “danger” is unclear. According to Bothe, Partsch and Solf, “[t]he word ‘danger’ was questioned by some delegations but a decision was made by the Working Group to retain it because of the similar formulation concerning civilian hospitals as used in the fifth paragraph of Art. 18 of the Fourth Convention”. 69 Although that

61 Ibid., pp. 46–47.
62 Ibid., p. 55.
63 See Eric Talbot Jensen, “Cyber Attacks: Proportionality and Precautions in Attack”, International Law Studies, Vol. 89, 2013, p. 213, where the author argues that “the ubiquitous nature of the cyber domain has made it almost impossible to segregate potential military objectives from civilian objects even in a geographic sense. Consider air traffic control centers and other major civilian transportation control centers as well as power generation facilities. All of these serve both civilian and military purposes and are clear cyber targets but are also virtually impossible to segregate. State practice in this area has at least demonstrated that nations have not found such segregation to be feasible. In fact, many militaries seem to be moving in the exact opposite direction and co-locating an ever greater percentage of their cyber infrastructure with civilian infrastructure.”
64 Tallinn Manual, above note 8, p. 177.
65 J.-F. Queguiner, above note 9, p. 818.
69 M. Bothe, K. J. Partsch and W. A. Solf, above note 26, p. 416. The fifth paragraph of Article 18 of the Fourth Geneva Convention states: “In view of the dangers to which hospitals may be exposed by being close to military objectives, it is recommended that such hospitals be situated as far as possible from
may help in understanding the origin of the usage, it offers little help in understanding the details of its application.

Despite this potential confusion, the wording of the article strongly suggests that governments are not expected to protect all civilians and civilian objects in the conflict area from the effects of attacks. Rather, the obligation of subparagraph (c) applies only with regard to those under the government’s control. While this was originally conceived of as a territorial limitation, Canadian representative B. G. Wolfe argued for changing the original proposal from “authority” to “control”, highlighting the de facto nature of the obligation. The change was accepted and the subparagraph amended. In a further clarification, Fleck argues that “[t]he duty to take precautions against the effects of military actions applies to a party to the conflict not only with regard to its own population but also with regard to other civilians temporarily under its control, e.g. aliens, refugees, and others”.71

With regard to the actual protections, there is much agreement regarding what actions satisfy the subparagraph’s requirements. As Queguiner notes:

The most common precautions include the construction of shelters, the establishment of civil defence organizations and the installation of systems to alert and evacuate the civilian population. Other measures include programmes providing relief to the wounded, fire-fighting, decontamination, and identification and marking of high-risk areas.72

If these obligations become overly arduous or even impossible in some cases, the international community may have the responsibility to assist where needed. In a recent report to the United Nations (UN) Security Council, the UN Secretary-General argued that “[w]here a Government is prevented from protecting its civilians, for lack of either resources or de facto control over part of its territory, it may need to seek the support of the international system, which has been


70 See Official Records, above note 27, Vol. 14, pp. 198–199, where B. G. Wolfe is quoted as having argued that “use of the word ‘control’ would impose obligations on the parties which would not necessarily be implied by the use of the word ‘authority.’ It referred to the de facto as opposed to the de jure situation.”


72 J.-F. Queguiner, above note 9, pp. 818–819. Rogers adds: “The last obligation covers a wide range of possibilities, from the provision of shelters, firefighting, provision of equipment to protect civilians from nuclear, chemical or biological attack, the enforcement of a blackout, an evacuation service, coordination of the emergency services and taking other adequate civil defence measures, a civil responsibility, to the broadcasting of warnings such as air raid warnings, a shared responsibility, and the fencing of minefields or the provision of military engineer support, a military responsibility.” A. P. V. Rogers, above note 15, p. 76.

The Commentary also confirms many of the same options: “As regards persons, the other measures that can be taken by a Party to the conflict consist mainly of making available to the civilian population shelters which provide adequate protection against the effects of weapons. In some countries real efforts are made to supply the population with such shelters, both collectively and individually, the latter when every dwelling includes a shelter for the occupants.” Y. Sandoz, C. Swinarski and B. Zimmermann, above note 32, pp. 694–695.
established for precisely this purpose”⁷³ Examples of potential international support for civilians might include establishing safe havens or non-conflict zones, arranging egress routes that have been agreed to by the warring parties, or providing transportation, such as by aircraft or ship, for civilians to leave contested areas. As the massacre at Srebrenica⁷⁴ during the Bosnian conflict illustrates, providing such international assistance is not without risks and should be accompanied by adequate resources and resolve to ensure its success.

Unfortunately, the situation with respect to Article 58 in its entirety is such that in 2003, the 28th International Conference of the Red Cross and Red Crescent identified the requirements of the defender to protect the civilian populations as one of the areas that needed greater emphasis.⁷⁵ The intervening years, with their corresponding increase in urban conflict, have only intensified this need. In other words, there is still much to do in ensuring that the defender understands and correctly applies its obligations with respect to precautions against the effects of attacks. This article will next explain why problems with effectively applying the principle of precautions against the effects of attacks might persist, and will propose some potential solutions to increase compliance and responsibility for non-compliance.

Feasibility

Article 58’s obligations demonstrate the international community’s clear attempt to significantly increase the protections for civilians and civilian objects. However, if strictly applied, they could also place unrealistic constraints on a nation’s ability to defend itself effectively.⁷⁶ For this reason, the language “to the maximum extent feasible” was added to the article. As Kalshoven and Zegveld have argued:

> It is a truism that effective separation of civilians and civilian objects from combatants and military objectives provides the best possible protection of the civilian population. It is equally obvious that in practice, this may be very difficult, if not impossible, to realise. This much is certain, however, that parties must, “to the maximum extent feasible”, endeavour to bring about and maintain the above separation.⁷⁷

---

⁷⁶ See A.P.V. Rogers, above note 15, p. 76, where the author states that the language “to the maximum extent feasible” was “included on the insistence of the densely populated countries, which felt that Art. 58 would adversely affect their ability to defend themselves, and of countries worried about the expense of complying with the provision.”
⁷⁷ F. Kalshoven and L. Zegveld, above note 45, p. 117.
When Article 58 was originally drafted, the language “to the maximum extent feasible” modified only the first paragraph of the rule. Various proposals were made, including one by Romania to make the obligations absolute by deleting the qualifying phrase “to the maximum extent feasible”.  

One of the delegates’ great concerns was the ability of certain States to meet the requirements of Article 58 if the provisions were not limited somehow.  

During the deliberations within the Working Group, many representatives of both developing and developed countries strongly objected to the obligation to endeavour to avoid the presence of military objectives within densely populated areas. This was deemed by representatives of densely populated countries to restrict their right to self defence, and by others to impose too heavy an economic burden to disperse their industrial, communications and transportation facilities from existing locations in densely populated places.  

Specifically, the representatives of Switzerland, France and Italy noted the difficulty of applying Article 58 in States with dense populations or with certain topographies. The French Representative “wished to express his keen sense of anxiety about the provisions of subparagraph (b) since provisions of that kind could not, in practice, be applied in all regions of the world, having a high population density”.  

The Italian representative also expressed his concern, noting: “It is clear that a State with a densely populated territory could not allow [subparagraph (b)] to hamper the organization of its defence. The right of self defence … has overriding force. It is thus unthinkable that the intention of Article [58] should be to place that right in jeopardy.”  

And as Queguiner explains:  

[Switzerland’s] mountainous topography means that the civilian population is heavily concentrated in valleys, which are areas of vital economic and military importance in which fighting would inevitably take place despite the density of civilian population and housing. For these reasons, the requirement of removing the civilian population from the vicinity of military objectives, and of refraining from placing such objectives within or in the vicinity of densely populated areas, has, on occasion, been described as difficult to achieve on a large scale.”

78 M. Bothe, K. J. Partsch and W. A. Solf, above note 26, p. 414.  
79 A. P. V. Rogers, above note 15, p. 76.  
80 M. Bothe, K. J. Partsch and W. A. Solf, above note 26, p. 414.  
81 CDDH/SR. 42, paras. 54, 55, quoted in M. Bothe, K. J. Partsch and W. A. Solf, above note 26, p. 416. “The expression ‘to the maximum’ extent feasible used in such provisions, if they were to be applied in the concrete case of France, could not really become operative, given the distribution and density of the population, unless it were accepted that French territory would not be defended …. That amounted to saying either that it was impossible to apply the provisions of subparagraph (b) or that such provisions, if they were actually applied, would prevent France from exercising its right to self defence, which was unacceptable.” Ibid., p. 416.  
82 Ibid., p. 416.  
83 J.-F. Queguiner, above note 9, pp. 819–820.
Additionally, as Parks points out, even nations without dense populations or topographic difficulties may still find it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to strictly comply with this requirement for extended periods of time. Parks notes:

Moreover, it is not always possible to remove the civilian population or individual civilians from the vicinity of a military objective for any extended period of time, particularly if there is a shortage of housing and/or the weather is severe. Nothing can be done to move immovable civilian objects in order to protect them from attack.84

In response to these types of concerns, the drafters turned to ensuring “that the duty to take these precautions is worded in relative terms”.85 B. G. Wolfe, the Canadian representative, proposed that the limiting language of “to the maximum extent feasible” be applied to the entire provision,86 an amendment that was eventually accepted by consensus.87 Article 58 thus rests on “the proposition that to avoid placing military objectives in populated places is a goal to be attained if feasible which must, however, give way to military requirements if necessary. For this reason, the term ‘feasible’ was used to modify all obligations.”88

Applying the term “feasible” to all of the Article 58 obligations was clearly what the majority of States wanted during the negotiations, and it alleviated the concerns about States’ ability to comply with the obligations. But there was no serious attempt to define the term as part of AP I, despite its frequent use.89 As Rogers argued, understandings of the term will vary,90 but it is safe to assume that “the requirements of Art. 58 of Protocol I are not absolute”.91

John Redvers Freeland, head of the UK delegation during several of the sessions, stated that the words “to the maximum extent feasible” related to what was “workable or practicable, taking into account all the circumstances at a given moment, and especially those which had a bearing on the success of military operations”.92 Similarly, S. H. Bloembergen, representing the Netherlands, stated that “feasible” should be “interpreted as referring to that which was practicable or practically possible, taking into account all circumstances at the time”.93 At least eight other States joined with the UK and Netherlands on this interpretation with respect to the meaning of the term “feasible” in Article 58 as well as the numerous other articles which use that term.94

84 W. H. Parks, above note 16, p. 159.
87 Ibid., p. 304.
89 For example, the term “feasible” is also used in Articles 41, 56, 57, 78 and 86.
91 A.P.V. Rogers, above note 15, p. 77.
The use of the language “taking into account all circumstances at the time” takes account of the fact that a State’s or commander’s decisions are limited by their circumstances and knowledge at the time, and therefore should not be subject to subsequently informed analysis. This expression stems from the World War II prosecution of the German general Lothar Rendulic. General Rendulic anticipated a swiftly advancing Russian force and conducted a scorched earth policy in Finnmark to inhibit troop movement. In adjudicating Rendulic’s responsibility for wanton destruction of property without military necessity, the Court determined that the legal standard was “consideration to all factors and existing possibilities” as they “appeared to the defendant at the time”. This same standard is understood to apply to the feasibility of precautions in defence.

The US Law of War Manual lists five examples of “circumstances” which may impact the feasibility of a precaution. They are:

- The effect of taking the precaution on mission accomplishment;
- Whether taking the precaution poses risk to one’s own forces or presents other security risks;
- The likelihood and degree of humanitarian benefit from taking the precaution;
- The cost of taking the precaution, in terms of time, resources, or money; or
- Whether taking the precaution forecloses alternative courses of action.

While these considerations are certainly not meant to be exhaustive, they offer one State’s understanding of how to practically apply the principle of “feasibility”.

The widespread similar interpretation of the term “feasible” prompted the ICRC to “caution that the expression should not be too broadly interpreted, for fear that invoking only the success of military operations would lead to the humanitarian duties set out in the various rules being ignored”. The ICRC’s own Commentary, however, acknowledges the intent of the States Parties not to make this an absolute requirement, but rather to allow flexibility in the application of the rule. This interpretation continues today.


96 United States v. Wilhelm List et al., above note 96, p. 1296.


99 See Y. Sandoz, C. Swinarski and B. Zimmerman, above note 32, pp. 681–682; J. Gaudreau, above note 85, p. 692, which states: “In fact the Diplomatic Conference often used this expression to illustrate the fact that no one can be required to do the impossible. In this case it is clear that precautions should not go beyond the point where the life of the population would become difficult or even impossible.”

100 See US Law of War Manual, above note 12, p. 189, which states: “Although this manual primarily uses ‘feasible,’ other adjectives have been used to describe the obligations to take feasible precautions during armed conflict. The words ‘practicable,’ ‘reasonable,’ ‘due,’ and ‘necessary’ have been used to describe this obligation”; and letter from Ambassador Christopher Hulse to the Swiss government, 28 January 1998, available at: www.icrc.org/ihl.nsf/NORM/0A9E03F0F2EE757CC1256402003FB6D2?
Fixing feasibility

As the above discussion highlights, “precautions against the effects of attacks” acts in concert with “precautions in attack” to provide maximum protections to the civilian population. However, despite the accepted fact that the defender has much more control over the civilian population and a much easier task in segregating and protecting them from the dangers of armed conflict than the attacker, the vast majority of scholarship, reporting and litigation focuses on the attacking party’s role in protecting civilians.

Criminal responsibility

Some of the imbalance of focus is attributable to the lack of enforcement for violations of the defender’s responsibilities. In fact, while an attacker can commit a grave breach in at least five different ways under AP I, no similar provisions draw attention to the responsibility of the defender.101 In response to this lack of textual accountability, at least one prominent scholar asserts that “[a] violation of Article 58 will not” entail individual criminal liability.102 While this assertion may be overbroad, the general lack of criminal responsibility may reflect the intent of the States who determined that “feasibility” was a necessary limitation on the responsibilities of the defender. Nevertheless, in today’s conflicts amongst a growing urbanized population, the lack of criminal responsibility may now be having the unintended consequence of excusing actions that would never have been acceptable to the States who argued for the feasibility limitation.

Some attempts have been made to increase awareness of the defender’s role in armed conflict with respect to individual criminal responsibility. In a recent report by a UN Fact-Finding Commission, the Commission recognized that affirmatively taking actions which put civilians at risk by failing to segregate or protect them from the effects of military operations is a violation of the rule on precautions in defence. The Commission concluded that “launching attacks … close to civilian or protected buildings constitutes a failure to take all feasible

OpenDocument, listing the United Kingdom’s reservations and declarations to AP I, and explaining in paragraph (b) that “[t]he United Kingdom understands the term ‘feasible’ as used in the Protocol to mean that which is practicable or practically possible, taking into account all circumstances ruling at the time, including humanitarian and military considerations”. See also UK Ministry of Defence, Manual of the Law of Armed Conflict, JSP 383, 2004, p. 81, para. 5.32; ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 7, p. 54.

101 AP I, Art. 85.
102 J.-F. Queguiner, above note 9, p. 816. See also Rewi Lyall, “Voluntary Human Shields, Direct Participation in Hostilities and the International Humanitarian Law Obligations of States”, Melbourne Journal of International Law, Vol. 9, No. 2, 2008, p. 316, where the author states: “By contrast, liability does not attach to a breach of art. 58 amounting to a failure by a defending state to fulfil its responsibility to take adequate precautions to remove and protect civilians from attack”; and W. H. Parks, above note 16, p. 158, where the author states: “In practical terms, article 58 can do little more than admonish. … The provisions contained in article 58 are not obligatory.” Note that the Rome Statute has no provision for a violation of precautions against the effects of attacks. The closest possible violation would be the prohibition on human shields found in Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, UN Doc. A/CONF.183/9, 17 July 1998 (entered into force 1 July 2002), Art. 8(b)(xxxiii).
precautions ... [and] would have constituted a violation of the customary rules of international humanitarian law” because it would have put the civilians at risk from an assumed military response. In other words, the report found that if a defender launches an attack from an area close to civilians, he is putting those civilians at risk from counter-attacks by the attacker. This is a violation of the customary rule and would presumably result in individual criminal responsibility.

The report further concluded that a territorial State is also responsible for preventing armed groups “from endangering the civilian population by conducting hostilities in a manner incompatible with international humanitarian law”, which would presumably include putting civilians at risk based on the method of defence. Queguiner had made a similar point years earlier when he argued that “a defending party who fails to meet its precautionary obligations will bear at least some legal responsibility for the loss or damage caused by an attack on a legitimate military objective, even when the attacking party has taken certain precautionary measures”.

A situation like that highlighted at the beginning of this article, where a defender chooses to co-locate military objectives with civilians and civilian objects once an armed conflict has started, serves as an adequate illustration of why increased criminal responsibility would significantly impact the protection of civilians in armed conflict. It seems unlikely that the post-onset-of-hostilities commingling by Daesh of its military headquarters with a known jail is the type of activity States were anxious to protect when insisting on the principle of feasibility to cover the defender’s obligation. Their concern, as reflected in the discussion above, was to preserve a State’s ability to develop its military infrastructure based on its topography and workforce. There is no evidence that such a placement would facilitate Daesh’s ability to deal with difficult topography or dense populations. Rather, as many modern scholars have argued, this and similar actions by defenders in recent armed conflicts seem more like attempts to use the law as a shield and to potentially immunize otherwise

104 Ibid., para. 498.
105 J.-F. Queguiner, above note 9, p. 821.
106 See the discussion above.
legitimate targets through the presence of civilians. Whether or not Daesh’s actions might be prosecuted as a war crime for the use of human shields, they should be prosecutable as a violation of Article 58.

Professor Geoff Corn has pointed out the difficulties of proving the “intentional” nature of a violation of precautions in defence and has proposed a comparative assessment approach whereby individual criminal liability would be based on the factual circumstances, such as an analysis of what other structures might have been used by Daesh for its headquarters.

Corn’s conclusion is undoubtedly correct, particularly with respect to accounting for the factual situation. Nevertheless, the current complete lack of individual criminal responsibility based on “feasibility” as a justification for not taking important steps to protect civilians in a defender’s control should not continue. Rather, when the defending forces intentionally commingle military headquarters or other installations with civilians and civilian objects, or by their own actions intentionally put civilians at increased risk of attack and fail to warn or take other protective actions, particularly after the onset of hostilities, the international community ought to find a violation of the defending force’s obligations and prosecute responsible individuals for a war crime.

While this would certainly be an evolution of the law from its current application, existing and emerging technology provides the defender with a multitude of options that directly expand the “feasibility” of precautions in defence and enable the defender to more aggressively fulfil its obligations. Failure to utilize these emerging technologies, when accessible, should lead to criminal responsibility.

Technology

Emerging technologies and their potential impact on the conduct of hostilities have been the subject of extensive scholarship recently, but little attention has been

110 See G. S. Corn, above note 39.
111 Ibid.
112 It might be argued that the wording of Article 58 of “The Parties to the conflict” applies only to States and would not bind non-State actors. This interpretation is refuted by the ICRC in a March 2008 Opinion Paper which states, “non-governmental groups involved in the conflict must be considered as ‘parties to the conflict’”. ICRC, “How is the Term ‘Armed Conflict’ Defined in International Humanitarian Law?”, Opinion Paper, March 2008, available at: www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/other/opinion-paper-armed-conflict.pdf. This view is also reflected in the 2016 Commentary to Article 3 which clearly makes the distinction between States and Parties to a conflict. ICRC, Commentary on the First Geneva Convention: Convention (I) for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field, 2nd ed., 2016, paras 384–392, available at: https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/ihl/full/GCI-commentary.
given to how such technologies can increase the defender’s ability, and arguably responsibility, to protect the civilian population under its control. Advancing technology can have a significant impact on the understanding of relative terms such as “feasible”. Boothby makes this argument with respect to Article 58 when he writes:

In considering the legal implications of futuristic new technologies, it is important to bear in mind that the law of targeting, for example, is replete with relative language … and so is the “maximum extent feasible” in Article 58 of Additional Protocol I. Those relative notions seem likely to be capable of adaptive interpretation as technological development improves.¹¹⁴

There are several current and emerging technologies that are very capable of assisting a committed defender. For example, Corn’s comparative assessment approach to individual criminal liability already takes account of the application of emerging technologies.¹¹⁵ The use of these technologies will not only allow the defender greater situational awareness as to where the civilians are, but will also increase the defender’s ability to both segregate military forces from civilians and protect those who cannot be segregated. For the purposes of further analysis, these technologies will be roughly divided into the categories of sensors, communication devices and markers.

**Sensors**

The use of sensors is one of the areas where emerging technology’s impact on the defender is most obvious. Sensor technology is currently being looked at for a number of innovative military uses, including the Squad X Core Technologies Program, which is designed to “give troops unprecedented situational awareness, the ability to sense threats more than half a mile away and to understand the location of all of their team even in environments with degraded communications and GPS”.¹¹⁶

As nanotechnology¹¹⁷ develops, it will allow the creation of sensors that can detect not only people but also “a wide range of gases and volatile organic compounds”.¹¹⁸ Sensors will be both stationary and mobile and will be able to

---

¹¹⁴ Ibid., p. 25.
¹¹⁵ See G. S. Corn, above note 39.
provide immense amounts of information by sensing motion, sound, heat and many other pieces of information a defender might need to know to meet its “Precautions” obligations. These sensors are perfect for providing constant information from places where militaries can’t permanently position people and will allow the collection of data not only on the location of the civilian population, but also on potential dangers from ongoing hostilities. And helpfully, the sensors are being built to last significantly longer than is currently possible.119

As discussed earlier, the defender already has much better information on the position and security of civilians in the zone of armed conflict. That situational awareness could be magnified by the effective use of sensors. Sensors could be used by the defender to track the location and movement of the civilian population, which would then allow the defender to take appropriate actions to either segregate or protect those civilians. For example, placing sensors at heavily trafficked areas would provide extremely useful data for the defender to use to determine how best to segregate and protect the civilians in the area. Additionally, sensors could be used by a defender to anticipate enemy force movement into the area and then, using some of the technologies discussed below, provide early warning so civilians can leave the area or take appropriate shelter.

Sensors come in many varieties, many of which are fairly user-friendly and inexpensive potential uses of current technologies that will allow the defender to more easily and effectively apply his obligations against the effects of attacks. As technology advances and becomes ever more available to defenders, the international community’s understanding of what precautions are “feasible” for a defender should also increase. As defenders increasingly have access to sensors that can provide important information and data which would better allow segregation and protection, defenders ought not only to be expected to use it, but also to bear some of the responsibility for adverse effects if they fail to appropriately do so.

**Communications devices**

Innovation in communications devices is another area where defenders can take real, positive and “feasible” steps forward. The use of phone calls has already been documented in urban areas to help prevent civilian casualties in attack.120 Defenders should also embrace this technology. The pervasiveness of mobile

---

120 Steven Erlanger and Fares Akram, “Israel Warns Gaza Targets by Phone and Leaflet”, *The New York Times*, 8 July 2014, available at: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/09/world/middleeast/by-phone-and-leaflet-israeli-attackers-warn-gazans.html, where the authors state: “But the events on Tuesday were another example of a contentious Israeli policy in which occupants of a building about to be bombed or shelled are given a brief warning in Arabic to evacuate. The Israelis have used such telephone calls and leaflets for years now, in a stated effort to reduce civilian casualties and avoid charges of indiscriminate killings or even of crimes against the rules of war.”
phones and local tracking and geolocation capabilities\textsuperscript{121} provides the defender with very feasible and effective methods of exercising precaution. For example, when a defender launches an attack from within an urban area, cell phone numbers of civilians living in the area could be found and calls could be made to warn nearby civilians of potential counterfire and warn them to leave the area. The same could be done when incoming attacks from the enemy are projected or even on their way.

Additionally, stationary audio sirens or signals could be used, much like the air raid warnings of World War II. These audio signals could be attached or temporarily delivered to areas in danger and programmed to send multiple messages, including to take shelter in preparation for an incoming attack, or to leave in front of an incoming foe, or even to leave in anticipation of a counterattack to an ongoing attack. Recognizing the fluid nature of a battle, these signals could also be mobile, attached to drones or other devices.

The use of webcams\textsuperscript{122} could also provide the defender with timely and accurate information that would help it to meet its precautionary responsibilities. Much like the sensors discussed above, placing webcams in key spots to monitor civilian traffic, including movement in response to the audio signals mentioned above, would be particularly useful in urban areas to help track the civilian population. Webcams could also be placed at the entrance of key buildings such as hospitals or displaced civilians centres, and their footage then broadcast on the web for the attacker (and potentially the international community) to monitor, ensuring that the attacker could make no mistake as to who was actually in the building and the legitimacy of the building’s protections under IHL. Using webcam technology in this way should help protect civilians by providing greater situational awareness to both the defender and the attacker.

And of course, drones could make all of these capabilities mobile in a very inexpensive way. Drones are comparatively inexpensive and getting cheaper and more ubiquitous. They provide instantaneous situational awareness to a defender who is intent on effectively segregating and/or protecting the civilian population in an urban setting.

Again, these easy-to-use and already available technologies should have a significant impact on a defender’s ability to meet its precautionary responsibilities – and advances in technology will only increase this ability. As nanotechnology makes communication devices smaller, faster and more durable, the understanding and expectation of the “feasible” actions that the defender can take should also dramatically increase. This should then be reflected in a


\textsuperscript{122} For example, the New York City Police Department uses an extensive camera system to provide real-time surveillance of the city. Similar cameras could be installed in key locations by the defender in order to monitor population movements and provide greater protections. See Bob Hennelly, “A Look Inside the NYPD Surveillance System”, WNYC News, 21 May 2010, available at: www.wnyc.org/story/71535-a-look-inside-the-nypd-surveillance-system/.
defender’s criminal responsibility when the defender fails to take advantage of these accessible and beneficial options.

**Marking**

Finally, the use of markings will also be considerably facilitated by emerging technology. In addition to the audio signals mentioned above, visual and olfactory signals and markers should also begin to play a key role for the defender. When a defender plans to conduct an attack from an urban area, where he anticipates that he will get a counterattack in response, the use of both visual and olfactory markers could help to disperse civilians from the area. For example, a drone could deliver an explosive that was extremely loud and bright, but non-lethal, and which would encourage the civilians to depart the area before the anticipated counterfire attack had begun. Similarly, naturally occurring odours may be used to signal a dangerous area and encourage civilians to disperse. Other visual signals, such as flashing lights or brightly coloured spray paint of some pre-designated colour, could be used (possibly delivered by a drone) to warn civilians in the area.

Additionally, such markings could be used to denote protected areas, particularly in a fluid battlefield. If displaced civilians were being gathered in an *ad hoc* building, drone-delivered markings could be used to notify an attacker of the protected nature of the building, even in a temporary way. Such actions certainly provide the defender with the opportunity to abuse the protections and deceive the attacker, but combined with some of the technologies discussed earlier, they could also provide very clear and confirmable indications of current protected status.

As with the other mentioned emerging technologies, these are readily available, even for non-State actors, and their accessibility and effectiveness will only increase with advances in technology. Defenders should recognize the value of these technologies and take affirmative steps to employ them in armed conflict. Similarly, the international community should acknowledge these capabilities and raise the expectation of what a defender can “feasibly” do with respect to precautionary measures, and then enforce those measures through criminal responsibility.

**Conclusion: Feasibility reconsidered**

While “feasibility” is absolutely an important standard that must be maintained in assessing the culpability of the defender, it is also an evolving standard that must
take account of developing technology. As increased capability to segregate and/or protect the civilian population develops, the obligation to provide that segregation and protection must concurrently expand. If the law is to continue to provide meaningful protection to civilian populations, particularly in conflicts in urban areas, defenders have to recognize and accept this evolution and adapt their tactics and procedures.

The suggestions and examples above are just illustrations of the kinds of technologies that are in development or already in use which provide important opportunities for defenders in applying their IHL obligations. The important point is that as these technologies continue to develop and become available to defenders, the understanding of the “feasibility” test needs to evolve accordingly. As access to advanced technology that could assist the defender in applying precautions becomes more pervasive, the expectation that defenders will make use of such technology should increase. In Air Commodore Boothby’s words, there should be some “adaptive interpretation” as to what the standard of feasibility really means.124

In particular, with the technologies now available through various communications devices, a defender who fires from urban areas must take proactive responsibility to segregate the population from that firing point, knowing that counterfire attacks are likely to follow. It is no longer feasible for a defender to argue that the fluid nature of the battlefield is such that warnings cannot be provided and direction given to local civilians in order to segregate them from the military equipment used in the attack or to protect them from the effects of the anticipated counterattack.

Similarly, with technological advances, it is no longer acceptable for a defender to argue that it does not at least share responsibility for civilian deaths or damage caused by attackers when the defender knowingly establishes military firing points or stores military equipment near civilian populations. As an example, if a defender fails to discover the movement of civilians in a particular area prior to establishing a firing position near a school or other site where civilians are seeking shelter, or does not take sufficient precautions such as phone calls or the use of sirens or other advanced markings to warn the civilians and give them an opportunity to move, the defender must bear criminal responsibility for corresponding death to civilians or damage to civilian objects that comes from enemy counterfire.125

This is also true with mobile military equipment. As defenders manoeuvre military equipment in response to developments in the battle, they must embrace the obligation to notify the civilian population of areas that are likely to be attacked due to the military presence. Phone calls and auditory signals are two ways in which this can easily be accomplished, and the international community should expect as much.

124 W. H. Boothby, above note 113, p. 25.
125 See G. S. Corn, above note 39.
Despite the inherent difficulty of protecting civilian populations in urban areas, Article 58 remains an important and achievable standard. While appropriately limited to those measures which are “feasible”, precautions in defence must be more than just recommendations to be either accepted or refused with no corresponding responsibility. Just as those obligations were meant to be limited to those things which were practicable when States embraced the obligation, those measures which are feasible should carry with them an expectation that they be applied in order to better protect the civilian population. Emerging technologies provide important capabilities which defenders should utilize in an effort to meet the obligations of precautions against the effects of attacks.

Sensors, communications devices and markers are examples of existing and developing technologies that can be applied now by defenders in current armed conflicts that will have a significant benefit to the local civilian population. As the international community recognizes these capabilities, it should also begin to hold defenders at least partially accountable for civilian deaths and damage that occur from attacks where defenders did not take advantage of these options. Encouraging and conducting prosecution of defenders who fail to take these kinds of steps to fulfil their “Precautions” obligations will send a vital message to defenders in the age of urban warfare – individual criminal responsibility for protection of civilians in modern armed conflicts is shared by both the attacker and the defender, and both must take “feasible” precautions or accept the consequences. By embracing a defender’s criminal liability, the law will achieve greater clarity and the protections afforded to the civilian population will steadily increase.
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Implementing the principles of international humanitarian law (IHL) represents a real challenge if the protection of civilians in today’s urban armed conflicts remains a priority for armed forces. The application of the principle of distinction comes up against the difficulties of obtaining intelligence, in particular in the absence of troops on the ground. The minimalization of collateral damage requires putting in place very precise targeting procedures, and even the adoption of tactics designed to draw out traditional combat from cities. In terms of precautionary measures in attack or against the effects of an attack, these must be adapted to the context of urban combat. Nevertheless, IHL remains an essential instrument that must be analyzed and translated into action in a practical manner in order to conduct military operations that are at the same time effective and legally permissible.
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Introduction

It would be unrealistic and naive to imagine a “clean” war\(^1\) with no civilian casualties. Just the opposite is commonly observed in the types of conflict prevalent today, often non-international in nature, involving organized armed groups disinclined to respect the customs of war and taking place, in some cases, in the territory of a failed State. It is in these types of situation that civilians suffer the most as a result of the fighting and are sometimes even deliberately targeted, particularly in urban environments, as is the case now in Syria, Gaza, Yemen and eastern Ukraine.

In this context, it is tempting to point to the inadequacy of the rules of international humanitarian law (IHL), which do not \textit{a priori} take into account the new types of “combatants” and their asymmetric forms of warfare or consider the consequences of the use of new technologies. In my view, however, two preliminary observations need to be made before making such a judgement. First, IHL is a rich body of law, open to interpretation, and we would do well to explore all its possibilities before disparaging it. Second, it should not be forgotten that the failure of a party to a conflict to respect IHL does not release the other from its obligations in this respect, and this tends to reinforce a virtuous circle of practical IHL implementation.

As a legal practitioner for the French armed forces, I would like to share some reflections on the practical difficulties of implementing the principles of IHL (especially distinction, proportionality and precaution) in today’s conflicts, particularly in urban areas, and the solutions that would allow the parties to act according to these principles and in keeping with the spirit of IHL.

Difficulty of applying the principle of distinction in urban areas

The very nature of cities makes it complicated for armed forces to apply the principle of distinction in respect of objects.\(^2\) Cities are, by definition, made up of countless civilian objects (dwellings, shops, schools, hospitals, etc.). Objects that are, by nature, military objectives (barracks, air bases, headquarters, etc.) are sometimes interwoven in the fabric of the city, whether as a result of urban extension or by design. In non-international armed conflicts (NIACs) in which

---


2 Protocol Additional (I) to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts, 1125 UNTS 3, 8 June 1977 (entered into force 7 December 1978) (AP I), Article 52(2): “Attacks shall be limited strictly to military objectives. In so far as objects are concerned, military objectives are limited to those objects which by their nature, location, purpose or use make an effective contribution to military action and whose total or partial destruction, capture or neutralization, in the circumstances ruling at the time, offers a definite military advantage.”
regular State armed forces fight organized armed groups (OAGs), the military infrastructures of the latter tend to be very difficult to identify, because they are often pragmatically located in originally civilian buildings. The first difficulty for armed forces deployed in a conflict in which the adversary is operating in a city is therefore to pinpoint, based on various forms of intelligence, the exact location of enemy military facilities and the objects that, by their nature, could be considered essentially military objectives.

Armed forces are immediately confronted with the problem of dual-use facilities, particularly so in urban warfare. These are facilities that are civilian by nature but are used for both military and civilian purposes and can therefore be regarded as military objectives. There are many and varied examples, including bridges, roads, power stations and electricity distribution and transmission networks. The challenge for the armed forces, in terms of the intelligence function, is to gather as much information as possible on what use is being made of the facilities and try to determine, as accurately as possible, how this use is shared between the enemy forces and the civilian population. In the case of an oil refinery, for example, it would be necessary to establish the amount of fuel being directly supplied to enemy troops and the precise impact the destruction of the plant would have on the conduct of the enemy’s operations. The share of the output destined for civilian use, to provide fuel for vehicles, heating, etc., must then also be calculated. The analysis reveals whether the facility is indispensable to the survival of the population; if so, it is entitled to special protection under IHL. The analysis also determines the direct and indirect risks that the loss of these resources would have on civilians. Furthermore, the findings of the analysis would be taken into account in determining proportionality, as will be seen below.

Some questions arise in respect of the definition of objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian population provided in Article 54 of Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions (AP I). Article 54 is primarily concerned with food supplies, and its main purpose is to prohibit the use of starvation as a method of warfare. The scope of application of this rule of customary law is, however, broader than might first be supposed. The Preparatory Committee for the establishment of a permanent international criminal court recognized that the

---


4 See AP I, Article 54(2): “It is prohibited to attack, destroy, remove or render useless objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian population, such as foodstuffs, agricultural areas for the production of foodstuffs, crops, livestock, drinking water installations and supplies and irrigation works, for the specific purpose of denying them for their sustenance value to the civilian population or to the adverse Party, whatever the motive, whether in order to starve out civilians, to cause them to move away, or for any other motive.”

term “starvation” did not just mean killing by depriving of nourishment and water, but also covered malnutrition, illness and disease caused by a lack of food, medicines and other essential commodities. Moreover, the list of protected objects given in Article 54(2) of AP I is not exhaustive, as it is preceded by the term “such as”. In the case of conflicts taking place in cities, Article 54(2) must therefore be considered to have a broad meaning and to cover food storage and distribution areas and the water supply system. However, the survival of the population can also depend on other systems, such as the electricity network, which is required to heat homes and power hospitals, for example, but can also make a direct contribution to the adversary’s capabilities (communications in particular). The challenge for armed forces is to assess the extent to which the civilian population depends on these dual-use facilities. In order to do this, systemic analyses carried out for intelligence purposes must be precise and fact-based, so that the direct and indirect impact of the planned destruction can be accurately measured.

In the case of conflicts in urban areas, there are two examples that clearly illustrate the practical difficulties currently facing armed forces. The issue of targeting communication systems is particularly complex. In the conduct of combat operations, the transmission of information through chains of command and control (abbreviated as C2) is vital. The destruction or neutralization of C2 systems therefore provides a real and precise military advantage. However, such networks, whether electrical, electromagnetic or digital, are most commonly dual-use facilities. It must therefore first be determined whether they can be considered indispensable to the population, taking into account that they are required, among other things, for the operation of the emergency response chain. Destroying or disabling phone towers used by the adversary, for example, is often a complicated matter. The issue of cyber-targeting in order to neutralize C2 systems is even more complex, as the effects are difficult to measure and control.

The second example concerns schools, which are, by nature, civilian objects and of crucial importance to the civilian population in the short and long term, and for the country’s development. The use of school premises for military purposes by regular armed forces or organized armed groups, which is becoming increasingly frequent, can turn them into military objectives, because they do not enjoy the special protection granted to certain sites, such as places of worship and cultural property. Parties to a conflict often use schools deliberately, seeking to shield themselves in a civilian facility and also as a means of discrediting the adversary in the eyes of public opinion, when it is driven to attack a school.


however, armed forces are compelled to use schools to temporarily store weapons and equipment or to provide shelter for their soldiers. This solution is clearly only conceivable when the premises are not being used for educational purposes. Many humanitarian organizations are justifiably concerned about the use of schools and other places of education for military purposes. One of them is the Global Coalition to Protect Education from Attack (GCPEA), which in 2013 drew up the Draft Lucens Guidelines. The purpose of the guidelines was to have States incorporate, first in their domestic legislation and eventually in the Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols, a specific ban on the use of educational establishments for military purposes. This initiative, however laudable, focuses on requirements that are not easy to reconcile: on the one hand, the protection of objects that are especially exposed and fragile, particularly in urban warfare, and whose destruction would damage prospects for future development; and, on the other, the leeway required by armed forces conducting modern operations against adversaries who have no qualms about taking advantage of the fact that the other party complies with the rules of IHL. Adding new rules to the existing body of IHL would undoubtedly be overly restrictive, as it would often be difficult to comply with them for reasons of operational effectiveness.

The specific characteristics of urban areas could also lead to a rekindling of the debate about cities as targets in themselves and the lawfulness of siege warfare. Cities have always been an important factor in the power game, and in an armed conflict the taking or destruction of them can become a symbol or an end in itself. This can result in the parties ignoring basic principles of IHL, in particular the obligation to distinguish between military objectives and civilian objects. In the ongoing conflict in the Levant, it is clear that efforts to take and maintain control over cities (Mosul, Raqqa, Ramadi, Palmyra, etc.) are driven by a combination of military, strategic, political and symbolic aims. This is particularly true in the case of Daesh, with its ideology of State-like territorial domination, but also for the States involved, which are seeking to restore their sovereignty. In this drive to take cities, sometimes involving prolonged sieges, the parties often overlook their obligation to take into account the provisions of the Geneva

---

9 The GCPEA was established in 2010 by organizations from the fields of education in emergencies and conflict-affected fragile States, higher education, protection, international human rights law and IHL, which were concerned about continuous attacks on educational establishments and their students and staff in countries affected by conflict and insecurity.


11 Siege warfare issues are particularly salient in the ongoing Syrian conflict. See, for example, UNSC Res. 2139, 22 February 2014.

Conventions, which provide for agreements to be made to arrange for the evacuation and exchange of the sick and wounded and to facilitate the passage of humanitarian aid.

Distinguishing between individuals is more complicated in urban areas

While the nature of cities complicates the practical application of the principle of distinction in respect of objects, the difficulties are no fewer when it comes to distinguishing between individuals and identifying the adversary, particularly in NIAC situations. As the notion of “combatant” does not exist in the rules applicable to NIACs, the solution lies solely in determining the direct participation of individuals in hostilities. The notion of direct participation in hostilities is not properly defined in the Additional Protocols, but the consequences are clear: civilians lose the protection accorded to them for the duration of their direct participation in hostilities. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) provides some insight into this notion of direct participation in hostilities in the Interpretive Guidance published in 2009, which explains that it refers to specific acts meeting three cumulative criteria: a threshold of harm, a direct causal link between the act and the harm likely to result from it, and the belligerent nexus (the act must be carried out in support of a party to the conflict and to the detriment of another).

In spite of these clarifications, however, the definition of direct participation in hostilities remains unsatisfactory. It is, for example, a complicated matter to draw a clear line between direct and indirect participation, particularly in conflicts in urban areas, where the precise characterization of activities can be complex. According to the Interpretive Guidance, supplying weapons to organized armed groups is not an act amounting to direct participation in hostilities, unless they are directly delivered to the zone where armed operations are taking place. In urban warfare, it can be difficult to establish the facts and determine what can be considered the indirect provision of weapons and what

13 See Geneva Convention (I) for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field of 12 August 1949, 75 UNTS 31 (entered into force 21 October 1950), Art. 15; Geneva Convention (II) for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea of 12 August 1949, 75 UNTS 85 (entered into force 21 October 1950), Art. 18; Geneva Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War of 12 August 1949, 75 UNTS 287 (entered into force 21 October 1950) (GC IV), Art. 17.
14 Protocol Additional (II) to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts, 1125 UNTS 609, 8 June 1977 (entered into force 7 December 1978) (AP II), Art. 13(3): “Civilians shall enjoy the protection afforded by this Part, unless and for such time as they take a direct part in hostilities.”
16 It should be noted that in the Commentary on the Additional Protocols, a direct causal link is not required, just a “sufficient causal relationship”. See Yves Sandoz, Christophe Swinarski and Bruno Zimmermann (eds), Commentary on the Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977 to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, ICRC and Martinus Nijhoff, Geneva, 1987, para. 4787.
17 Interpretive Guidance, above note 15, pp. 51–52.
amounts to delivery for immediate combat purposes, given the blurred and changing boundaries of combat zones and their location in the midst of civilian objects and facilities. There is therefore a danger that all transportation of weapons and munitions could be considered direct participation in hostilities, making direct attack permissible.

It is important for armed forces not to target civilians who are taking an indirect part in hostilities, by supporting the “war effort”, for example. Economic and financial aid, political support, demonstrations, etc. do not amount to acts of direct participation in hostilities, and those who engage in such activities must not be targeted.  

It should also be noted that the general protection granted to civilians in NIACs does not cover people fighting as part of an organized armed group – that is, a group with a certain level of organization that uses armed warfare, amongst other methods, to fight against one or more parties to the conflict. Armed forces must therefore make every effort to gather intelligence on membership of such groups, obtaining up-to-date information on participation in armed operations or meetings with influential members of the armed group, roles in the chain of command and control, the recruitment and training of fighters, etc.

In the case of the conflict against Daesh in the Levant, for example, the structure of the group means that the principle of distinction must be strictly respected, as Daesh is seeking to turn itself into a State and therefore endeavouring to acquire all the attributes of one, in particular by administrating large swathes of Iraqi territory. It is therefore necessary to ensure the protection of civilians, even if they work, maybe under duress and against their will, in the administrations established by Daesh (banks, courts, law enforcement, etc.). In this context, direct participation in hostilities is not as clear-cut as in other conflicts, and attention should be paid primarily to distinguishing between the political wing and the armed wing of the non-State party to the conflict.

The situation is further complicated when, in today’s so-called “asymmetric” conflicts, organized armed groups and even regular State forces seek tactical advantages in complex urban environments, using, for example, human shields, voluntary or otherwise. Human shields can be used to protect high-value targets (command centres), convoys and even whole cities when they become the last refuge of armed forces or are placed under siege in the course of a conflict. Evidently, in such cases, the challenge is to respect the traditional principles governing the conduct of hostilities, which allow a military objective to be attacked, provided that the attacker fulfils its obligation to take all feasible precautions and respect the principle of proportionality in order to avoid, or at

18 Ibid., p. 56.
19 See French National Assembly, above note 12.
20 For example, during the Libyan conflict in 2011, events in September resulted in the considerably weakened loyalist forces taking refuge in certain places, such as Bani Walid, keeping the inhabitants prisoner and using them as a shield to protect them from the attacks of National Transitional Council and NATO forces.
least minimize, incidental losses. In the case of voluntary human shielding, where civilians deliberately and voluntarily position themselves to protect a military objective by their presence, it could be argued that these civilians are abusing their status as protected persons. If it turned out that they had voluntarily chosen to act in this way, they could be considered, according to some sources, to be taking a direct part in hostilities for such time as their action lasted, and could therefore be deemed a legitimate target. However, this view is not upheld in part of the doctrine, particularly when the physical obstacle created by these individuals fails to reach the threshold of harm required for the act to qualify as direct participation in hostilities.

Practical difficulties common to both facets of the principle of distinction

There are considerably greater difficulties when the attacking State does not have troops on the ground to distinguish civilians from fighters directly participating in hostilities or to confirm or refute intelligence collected for that purpose. For reasons generally based on political considerations, States are reluctant to deploy troops on the ground.

In this context, one of the possible solutions, as I see it, would be to move conventional warfare out of cities, for example by limiting air strikes in urban areas and putting a very high-precision targeting system in place for cases in which it is decided that a strike must be carried out in a city. This would involve planning air strikes on support “upstream” of enemy military operations, respecting the principles governing the conduct of hostilities, and wiping out the leadership of armed groups, using very precise intelligence and, in many cases, special forces to ensure highly targeted operations. In cities, the use of non-lethal means could

---


22 See Michael N. Schmitt, Charles H. B. Garraway and Yoram Dinstein, The Manual on the Law of Non-International Armed Conflict with Commentary, San Remo International Institute of Humanitarian Law, San Remo, 2006, reproduced in Israel Yearbook on Human Rights, Vol. 36, 2006, p. 44: “Should civilians voluntarily elect to shield a military objective or obstruct military operations, they would in almost all circumstances be taking an active (direct) part in hostilities, and, for the purpose of this Manual, could be treated as fighters.”


24 Interpretive Guidance, above note 15, p. 57.

25 In the case of Operation Unified Protector (Libya, 2011) and Operation Inherent Resolve (Iraq/Syria, 2014), the political choice was made to confine action to air strikes and indirect support for the armed opposition groups.

26 Operation Inherent Resolve in Iraq/Syria has drawn on the lessons learned from decades of military engagement in Iraq and Afghanistan. Consequently, air strikes are few and far between, and the “no-strike lists” have been considerably extended, with the main aim of achieving zero civilian casualties.
also be promoted (psychological operations and perception-changing and cyber-activities), ensuring that the principle of distinction is fulfilled at all times.

**Challenges of minimizing collateral damage in urban areas**

The principle of proportionality calls for collateral damage to be minimized

The principle of proportionality is defined in paragraph 2(a)(iii) of Article 57 of AP I. For the protection of civilians and civilian objects to be effective, it is necessary to ensure that all precautions are taken to reduce any incidental damage that could be caused by combat actions. Collateral damage is not prohibited by IHL, but it must be minimized. This is not only a legal requirement but also a strategic one, because a military force that causes civilian casualties could discredit the entire operation and undermine the legitimacy of the action taken.

In order to define what is meant by collateral damage, a semantic distinction must first be made, based on the degree of intentionality. Three categories can be identified, which are unforeseen, incidental and deliberate civilian harm. The latter category does not fall within the definition of collateral damage, as it is always caused knowingly. In addition, as will be seen below, the implementation of a targeting oversight process, aimed specifically at reducing the risk of collateral damage, is in itself a guarantee that deliberate harm will not be done. I will not therefore address the issue of deliberate harm, which results from the failure to take into account the principle of proportionality in the conduct of operations and to respect IHL in a broader sense.

Unforeseen harm can be caused, for example, by human errors or technical failures. In this respect, the analysis of the US air strike carried out on 3 October 2015 on the Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) hospital in Kunduz, Afghanistan, is particularly telling, revealing an accumulation of human errors and technical failures: an AC-130 aircraft, diverted to provide air support to US and Afghan troops on the ground that had come under enemy fire, failed to implement standard “no-strike designation” procedures; the aircraft’s communication system

---

27 AP I, Art. 57(2)(a)(iii): “refrain from deciding to launch any attack which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated”.


29 See *ibid.*, p. 31. Possible causes of deliberate civilian harm include “ideologies of genocide/ethnic cleansing, response to attacks on civilians by the other party, strategy to displace civilian populations from an area, spread fear or control the civilian population, strategy to undermine civilian support for the war effort and end civilian resistance, civilians perceived as ‘soft targets’ by the weaker party in asymmetrical conflicts”.

30 See *ibid.*, p. 31. Possible causes of unforeseen civilian harm include “accidents, e.g. due to technical failures or human errors, inaccurate intelligence, civilians targeted by mistake, e.g. because they were believed to be participating directly in hostilities”.

malfunctioned, preventing information exchanges with headquarters; the onboard electronic systems were degraded as the result of an alert, which forced the AC-130 to effect an emergency change of course; there was no visual target acquisition prior to the strike; the decision to carry out the strike was approved by a non-competent authority at headquarters; and the real coordinates of the site were not verified prior to the strike. In view of all these factors, the analysis concluded that the strike had caused unforeseen civilian harm. In order to reduce this type of harm, armed forces must focus on improving their internal procedures and training.

Incidental civilian harm best illustrates the meaning of the military jargon term “collateral damage”, and it is with the aim of reducing this type of harm that armed forces put in place oversight processes. The risk of incidental harm is particularly high in urban areas, owing to the very nature of cities and the distinction difficulties described above. Incidental harm is, however, a foreseeable risk, and efforts to ensure the continuous improvement of targeting procedures, including the choice of weapons employed, should focus on strengthening studies that combine the gathering and use of intelligence, systemic analyses and technical studies on essential functions and infrastructure, particularly in urban areas (organization and weaknesses in water and electricity networks, organization of emergency services to deal with indirect incidental damage, etc.).

Indirect collateral damage is another issue to be considered. It is not always easy to determine the cause of such damage with scientific accuracy, particularly if the strike has a delayed or cascading effect. Here too, the question of the foreseeability of damage arises.

Processes adopted to minimize collateral damage

The practical implementation of the principle of proportionality by the armed forces is therefore based mainly on the adoption of strict standard targeting procedures, particularly for planned strikes. According to French doctrine, targeting is a rational, integrated process that involves identifying and then choosing the targets to be attacked, using a range of capabilities to achieve the desired outcome. The legal constraints established by IHL are fully integrated into every stage of the process. In assessing the legitimacy of the target, the principle of distinction is applied.33

32 Ibid., p. 2: “The report determined that the US strike upon the MSF Trauma Center in Kunduz City, Afghanistan, was the direct result of human error, compounded by systems and procedural failures. The US forces directly involved in this incident did not know the targeted compound was the MSF Trauma Center. The medical facility was misidentified as a target by US personnel who believed they were striking a different building several hundred meters away where there were reports of combatants. The report also determined that the personnel who requested the strike, and those who executed it from the air, did not undertake appropriate measures to verify that the facility was a legitimate military target” (emphasis added).

33 In the targeting cycle, the first stage in the analysis of the target dossiers involves ensuring that all the criteria relating to the “military objective”, within the meaning of AP I Article 52(2), are met. The relevance of the intelligence and its temporal validity are assessed for the target in question and also in the broader context of an overall assessment of the adversary’s capabilities.
The next step, the collateral damage estimate (CDE), ensures that the principle of proportionality is respected.\textsuperscript{34} This method, resembling a scientific risk analysis, takes into account the effects that weapons can reasonably be expected to have, and a level of responsibility is assigned to each level of risk.\textsuperscript{35}

This analysis is based on knowledge of the sites to be attacked. I will not return here to the question of establishing the certainty that the object is a legitimate military target, but once this has been determined, the structure of the site must be studied (type of construction, potential weaknesses, etc.) with a view to assessing the effects of the weapons to be used, as must its surroundings (protection of nearby objects, type of buildings and infrastructure in the area around the target, state of communication, water and electricity networks, actual use of all these objects and resources, etc.).

In the case of unplanned attacks (dynamic targeting or on-the-spot combat actions), armed forces take into account the principle of proportionality in two ways. First, the rules of engagement (ROE) require combatants to implement the principle of proportionality, indicating what means are authorized in different cases.\textsuperscript{36} Second, providing military personnel with IHL training, however general, prior to or during deployment, is a means of ensuring that IHL principles and their implementation are properly understood and fully incorporated into the conduct of operations.

**Practical limitations of implementation in urban areas**

The limitations inherent in the targeting process have been outlined above in relation to indirect effects. It can be argued that in the “fog of war”, military planners and decision-makers cannot reasonably be expected to assess cascading effects, as the information needed to do so is never fully available in the required time.\textsuperscript{37} This is particularly true in an inevitably complex, dense and changing urban setting. The complexity of the situation is further compounded by the deliberate use of civilian objects and human shields, often not readily visible at

\textsuperscript{34} Once it has been established that the target is a legitimate military objective and that the foreseeable collateral damage has been minimized, the principle of precaution is implemented, determining the specific conditions of the strike (for example, the timing of the strike and advance warnings). See the sections on “Establishment of Specific Procedures and Precautions” and “The Complex Question of Giving Advance Warning”, below.

\textsuperscript{35} For example, the engagement of a target with a CDE level of 5 would be decided by a hierarchically higher military authority than in the case of a target with a CDE level of 1.

\textsuperscript{36} On ROE, see French Joint Doctrine (Doctrine Interarmées), version 5.2, 25 July 2006 (currently undergoing consolidation), on the use of force in military operations conducted outside national territory, p. 19.

\textsuperscript{37} US doctrine on targeting, for example, states that military commanders are not required to take into account risks that are too far removed to be assessed at a given point in time. However, the repercussions that a strike can reasonably be expected to have should be included in the calculation of collateral damage and incidental casualties. See Joint Chiefs of Staff, *Joint Doctrine for Targeting*, Joint Publication 3-60, 17 January 2002, p. 1-7, available at: www.bits.de/NRANEU/other.jsp-doctrine/jp3_60%2802%29.pdf.
First sight, with a view to discrediting the attacker and “pushing” it into causing collateral damage.

Another issue to be addressed is whether proportionality should be assessed for a single strike or for a series of strikes, or even the entire military campaign. Military decision-makers are more inclined to consider the effects of attacks as part of an overall plan, designed to achieve a final outcome, which is to defeat the adversary. There is therefore a natural tendency to put the focus on the principle of necessity and to weigh up potential collateral damage against an overall military advantage. The role of the legal adviser is crucial here in reconciling the different operational and legal requirements.

Modern types of conflict (with the use of means of asymmetric warfare in urban areas, including improvised explosive devices and human shields, as mentioned above) and the frequently adopted “no boots on the ground” approach make it difficult to apply the principle of proportionality in targeting processes in urban settings. Even when armed forces have deployed soldiers in the territory where the conflict is taking place, the extent to which military commanders are obligated to expose their own forces to danger in order to limit collateral damage is a question open to debate. Arguably, limiting the risks to which combatants are exposed can in itself provide a concrete military advantage. This assertion is, however, only valid if the technological resources available to these same armed forces (tracking radars, drones, etc.) do not provide them with sufficient protection from the risks posed.

Repeated tragedies involving civilians in urban conflict areas have prompted calls for changes to the law and practice, with a view to perhaps prohibiting collateral damage even when it is not unlawful or at least urging

---

38 Article 49 of AP I defines attacks as “acts of violence against the adversary, whether in offence or in defence”. This definition is, however, interpreted and applied in different ways in terms of the number and type of acts of violence that amount to an attack. For example, in its judgment in the Galić case, the Trial Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) observed: “When seeking to establish whether the proportionality principle is violated, the Prosecution urges the Trial Chamber to analyze the ‘concrete and direct military advantage’ at the level of each sniping and shelling incident, and to consider whether the precautionary provisions contained in Article 57 of Additional Protocol I were complied with.” ICTY, The Prosecutor v. Stanislav Galić, Case No. IT-98-29-T, Judgment (Trial Chamber), 5 December 2003, para 37. Conversely, when ratifying the Additional Protocols, the United Kingdom made the following reservation: “In the view of the United Kingdom, the military advantage anticipated from an attack is intended to refer to the advantage anticipated from the attack considered as a whole and not only from isolated or particular parts of the attack.” See: https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/ihl/NORM/0A9E03F0F2EE757CC1256402003FB6D22/OpenDocument.


States to go “beyond what is required by IHL”. This understandable humanitarian concern is amplified by the media, which often provides greater coverage of conflicts in urban settings, partly for practical reasons of access, but also because of the impact of such events on public opinion. This extensive media coverage sometimes masks the efforts of armed forces to reduce collateral damage and to implement protective measures.

Precautions in attack

The general rule on precautions in attack is found in Article 57 of AP I, which provides in general terms, in paragraph 1, that “[i]n the conduct of military operations, constant care shall be taken to spare the civilian population, civilians and civilian objects”. In addition to the principle of proportionality established in paragraph 2(a)(iii), as explained above, Article 57 contains rules concerning verification that the target is a military objective, the choice of means and methods of attack, the possibility of interrupting an attack, choosing between objectives, and advance warning.

Importance of intelligence gathering

Paragraph 2(a)(i) of Article 57 indicates that it is necessary to “do everything feasible” to verify that the target is a military objective, which entails gathering complete and accurate intelligence. This can take various forms: imagery (aerial, satellite), radio, electromagnetic, human, and so on. As far as possible, information should be gathered from several different sources (for example, images corroborated by human intelligence) and should be recent (satellite images no more than several days old, communications recently intercepted, etc.). Generally, military intelligence services use standard codes to “track” the accuracy of intelligence. There are, however, some practical difficulties in terms of intelligence, which is the cornerstone of a precise targeting process that respects the applicable rules.

The gathering of relevant intelligence requires well-developed, reliable and even redundant technical resources. Not all States, for example, are able to acquire high-quality satellite images, and military satellite capabilities vary significantly.
from one State to another (in terms of image resolution, in particular). The quality of intelligence is enhanced by the physical presence of human gatherers (conventional or special forces) in the theatre of operations. In the case of “no boots on the ground” operations, this human intelligence is lacking, and it is unrealistic to think that technology alone can resolve this deficiency. When the intelligence comes from “local” sources (allied forces, rebel fighters, etc.), the party involved must be able to verify the accuracy and objectivity of the information before taking responsibility for a strike based on the information received.

In a coalition military operation, it must be possible to share intelligence and for the intelligence provided by the coalition or States belonging to it to be “questioned” and controlled by national means of verification. Difficulties exist on two levels: on a technical level (means of verification at least equivalent to those of allied forces) and in terms of classification (information exchange agreements in order to access all target documentation).

The importance of today’s open sources for obtaining intelligence should not be underestimated: the Internet (Google Maps), NGOs operating on the ground, think-tank reports, journalists, etc. While such sources should be fully taken into account, closer monitoring of their accuracy is nonetheless required, and this is a limitation that today’s armed forces must be aware of.

Issues relating to choice of weapon in urban areas

Paragraph 2(a)(ii) of Article 57 of AP I is concerned with the choice of means and methods of warfare, which must be made with a view to limiting collateral damage. Even before the targeting process, armed forces are limited in their choice of weapons by the provisions of international law. For States party to the conventions concerned, the use of certain weapons is regulated or, in some cases, banned. For example, a State such as France could not include the use of cluster bombs in a deliberate targeting process, because it has ratified the Oslo Convention.

Two precautions are generally taken when it comes to choosing permitted or regulated weapons. First, the most precise weapon should be chosen. This not only ensures the application of the principle of proportionality, but is also a guarantee of technical, operational and even financial effectiveness. Second, with a view to minimizing potential collateral damage, all the effects of the weapon

---

44 Article 57(2)(a)(ii) of AP I states that those planning or deciding upon an attack shall “take all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of attack with a view to avoiding, and in any event to minimizing, incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians and damage to civilian objects.”

45 Examples include chemical and biological weapons, incendiary weapons, mines and cluster munitions.


47 This has long been the case for bombs dropped by aircraft (laser- and GPS-guided). More recently, in France, the development of the Caesar self-propelled howitzer and the guided unitary multiple launch rocket system, as well as the work carried out on GPS-guided shells and rockets, demonstrates that precision is at the centre of military developments. See Rudolph Stamminger, “Peut-on encore faire la guerre sans armes de précisions?”, Le Monde, 13 September 2012.
must be taken into account: the effects of the actual impact and also the blast and fragment effects caused by the impact. These effects are the subject of very precise scientific studies, using input from the evaluation of damage caused by past strikes (known as battle damage assessment), which ensure that predictive calculations are as accurate as possible.

Lastly, I would like to comment on the current trend, undeniably commendable in its intention to increase protection for civilians, towards seeking to impose more constraints on armed forces which they would find difficult to implement for operational reasons and which would be applied indistinctly to all armed forces, without taking sufficient account of efforts made to respect the relevant provisions of IHL. A telling example is the current mobilization against the use of explosive weapons in urban areas. While there is no question about the destructive effects of explosive weapons in densely populated areas, such effects are largely due to a lack of proper oversight in the use of these weapons or to too broad an interpretation of the principles of distinction and proportionality. In truth, strict application of the principle of precaution will, in the vast majority of cases, rule out the use of this type of weapon in populated areas.

Establishment of specific procedures and precautions

Article 57 also requires procedures to be put in place for suspending or cancelling an attack and for choosing between several targets. The fact that there are highly standardized targeting procedures and that target dossiers are studied before choices are made by decision-making authorities is an implicit acknowledgement of the possibility of choosing between targets and also allows for the implementation of decision-making processes taking into account the level of risk involved. In addition, the use of video footage from drones, for example, makes it possible to follow a strike live, which means that it is now easier to suspend a strike when a change in the environment is detected (for example, the presence of civilians).

In the process of approving a target pack, other precautions can also be taken, whether technical (aircraft angle of attack, use of weapons with a delay fuse) or of a more general nature (night strikes, for example). The timing of the attack is an essential factor in the application of the principle of precaution. With a view to choosing the right time, accurate data must be collected about the situation on the ground, in particular information about the way of life and customs of the civilians at risk.

48 AP I, Art. 57(2)(b): “[A]n attack shall be cancelled or suspended if it becomes apparent that the objective is not a military one or is subject to special protection or that the attack may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated.”

49 AP I, Article 57(3): “When a choice is possible between several military objectives for obtaining a similar military advantage, the objective to be selected shall be that the attack on which may be expected to cause the least danger to civilian lives and to civilian objects.”
Current doctrinal developments focus on what is referred to as “full-spectrum targeting”, including both kinetic and non-kinetic (cyber, influence, etc.) operations, whether carried out separately, sequentially or concurrently. Different means are ultimately chosen and employed, taking into account the risk of collateral damage and fulfilment of the principle of precaution, with a view to achieving the same desired end-state while minimizing the risks.

The complex question of giving advance warning

In accordance with the principle of precaution, the attacker can also urge civilians to leave the combat or strike area by issuing an advance warning, as provided for in paragraph 2(c) of Article 57 of AP I. However, for these warnings to be effective, they must meet numerous criteria: a range of means of communication must be used (television and radio broadcasts, telephone calls, leaflets, etc.) to ensure that those at risk from attacks are reached; the warnings must indicate the time and place of the attack as clearly as possible; they must give sufficient time to react; they must contain precise instructions on how to avoid the attack (where to go, evacuation measures, etc.); and the messages must be credible. Given these constraints, in my view, the level of effectiveness of such warnings is very low, particularly in certain circumstances when the territory is small and there is intense fighting everywhere. It should not be forgotten either that a party to a conflict has an obligation to give advance warning “unless circumstances do not permit” – that is, provided that the warning does not put the party’s own forces in danger and/or spoil the element of surprise.

In modern asymmetric conflicts, however, the element of surprise is not always such a decisive factor. It would be easier for armed forces with advanced technological resources to fulfil the obligation to give advance warning, even when they do not exercise effective control over a territory. This was a conclusion that emerged from a United Nations (UN) document published in 2006 on the situation in the occupied territories, in which the Secretary-General suggested that the greater the resources the attacker has at its disposal (communication and surveillance systems, in particular), the greater its obligation to ensure that the

50 AP I, Art. 57(2)(c): “[E]ffective advance warning shall be given of attacks which may affect the civilian population, unless circumstances do not permit.”


52 It is interesting to note that during Operation Cast Lead, 2.5 million leaflets were dropped and around 16,500 phone calls were made by the Israeli armed forces. The leaflets contained both generic warnings (urging the people of Gaza to move away from combat zones) and local warnings (indicating the time of the evacuation and designating specific routes to safe areas). More specific warnings were then given by telephone. In spite of these efforts, the Fact Finding Mission considered these actions to be insufficient, citing “the lack of specificity and thus credibility of many pre-recorded phone messages and leaflets. The credibility of instructions to move to city centres for safety was also diminished by the fact that the city centres themselves had been the subject of intense attacks during the air phase of the military operations.” See ibid., para. 37.
principle of precaution is fulfilled by giving advance warning, particularly in conflicts taking place in urban areas.\footnote{Note by the UN Secretary-General, “Situation of Human Rights in the Palestinian Territories Occupied since 1967”, UN Doc. A/61/470, 27 September 2006, para. 7. See also Sylvain Vite, “Typology of Armed Conflicts in International Humanitarian Law: Legal Concepts and Actual Situations”, \textit{International Review of the Red Cross}, Vol. 91, No. 873, 2009, pp. 83–85.}

**Precautions against the effects of attacks**

The general rule concerning protection against the effects of attacks is provided in Article 58 of AP I.\footnote{AP I, Art. 58: “The Parties to the conflict shall, to the maximum extent feasible: (a) without prejudice to Article 49 of the Fourth Convention, endeavour to remove the civilian population, individual civilians and civilian objects under their control from the vicinity of military objectives; (b) avoid locating military objectives within or near densely populated areas; (c) take the other necessary precautions to protect the civilian population, individual civilians and civilian objects under their control against the dangers resulting from military operations.”} This article is not about regulating the behaviour of combatants in attacks, but rather encompasses all the measures that all powers should take in their own territory or territory that they control in order to protect the people there. They are therefore preventive measures aimed at ensuring effective protection for civilians. The requirement to take precautions against the effects of attacks is a rule to be taken into account in peacetime, but also takes on particular significance in the planning of attacks and in the conduct of operations. It is not, however, an absolute rule, as Article 58 starts by providing that the parties to the conflict should implement it “to the maximum extent feasible” and specifies that it refers to territories and populations “under their control”. As indicated in the ICRC’s study on customary international humanitarian law, the rule concerning protection from the effects of attacks can be divided into two sub-rules, specifically the need to locate military objectives away from civilians\footnote{See ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 5, Rule 23, pp. 71–74.} and the need to remove civilians from the vicinity of military objectives.\footnote{\textit{Ibid.}, Rule 24, pp. 74–76.}

**Locating military objectives away from civilians**

The principle stated in paragraph (b) of Article 58 of AP I involves taking preventive or protective measures in peacetime. It is therefore necessary for the party that can be referred to as the “defender” to ensure that certain types of building intended for military use (barracks, ammunition depots, etc.) are not erected in certain places (specifically in towns or cities), to avoid locating military objectives in certain areas and to keep dangerous points away from civilians. This obligation is, however, limited to what is feasible. Many States interpret this notion of “to the maximum extent feasible” as meaning that they have to take the precautions that are materially or practically possible, taking into account the prevailing...
circumstances, including military considerations (no questioning of the overall defence strategy, for example) and humanitarian considerations (the measures should not create too much hardship for civilians). It should be noted that demographic changes and the extension of urban areas can prove an obstacle to locating military facilities outside towns and cities in the long term. The principle does not apply to civilian objects that can also be used for military purposes (stations, airports, etc.).

It is worth noting that this obligation to take precautions is harder to fulfil in NIAC situations, particularly by organized armed groups, which may be of recent or spontaneous creation and have no pre-existing military facilities. Such groups are therefore limited in the choice of where to locate their military facilities and may have limited resources, making them unable to implement preventive measures.

It is easier to implement the principle of separation in the case of fixed objectives than in the case of mobile ones (troops, vehicles, etc.) because, for the latter, precautions must be taken while operations are in progress. The challenge for parties to a conflict is clearly identifying their military forces without compromising the safety of those forces. Precautions could therefore include decisions to limit the passage of convoys through cities (bypassing them, where possible), setting up camps and positions outside cities, ensuring zones are clearly marked, restricting access, training military personnel so that they can inform civilians, etc. Evidently, the main risk of such identification measures is that the party is giving the adversary a clear indication of the location of its military objectives. The solution is to carry out a case-by-case analysis in order to weigh up the military expediency of locating troops in a specific, clearly identified place and the threat that this poses to those forces if the location is too visible.

Looking at this issue from the perspective of the party that can be referred to as the “attacker”, it is important to remember, first of all, that it is not unlawful to target military objectives if the defender fails to take the necessary precautions or if it deliberately uses civilians to shield its military operations. In such cases, the attacker must take precautions in attack and respect the principle of proportionality, even if the defender does not comply with the rules of IHL.57

One solution that can be adopted by the attacker with a view to implementing the principle of precaution against the effects of attacks is to drive the adversary towards isolated areas. This was, in some respects, what France sought to do in Operation Serval, conducted in Mali from January 2013 onwards at the request of the Malian State.58 Faced with an adversary intent on taking control of the country’s cities, including the capital Bamako, the French armed forces sought to repel the enemy by engaging in minimal urban combat, limiting

57 On this subject of the non-reciprocity of IHL, see, for example, ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 5, Rule 140, pp. 498–500.
58 On the subject of French military intervention in Mali, see, for example, Jean-Christophe Notin, La guerre de la France au Mali, Tallandier, Paris, 2014.
the scope and number of operations through the deployment of special forces.\textsuperscript{59} Local forces were given the responsibility of retaking the cities, while the special forces focused their efforts on pursuing the armed groups, monitoring and controlling supply points to prevent the enemy from replenishing supplies in the cities and maintaining a show of force in urban areas while at the same time continuing to fight the enemy in isolated areas. This strategy does, however, have its limitations, particularly when conflicts extend over a long period, as it can result in all of the fighting taking place outside urban areas, turning the cities into a safe haven for the enemy.

As it is so difficult, if not impossible, for defenders and attackers to separate military objectives from civilians, they might find it preferable to move civilians away from military objectives.

Moving civilians away from military objectives

Compliance with paragraph (a) of Article 58 also requires, in the case of the defender, the implementation of preparatory measures such as the construction of dedicated infrastructure for civilians (shelters, buildings, camps, food depots, etc.), the involvement of civil society (regular training for civil defence services) and the regular dissemination of information and warnings. Once again, these measures are easier for States to implement than armed groups, particularly when the latter’s structures are weak.

The attacker can also contribute indirectly to moving civilians away from the fighting by establishing air and maritime exclusion zones, which involves delimiting areas that the enemy is not permitted to enter and where civilians are relatively safe, although violations of such zones can lead to fighting that will have repercussions for civilians. In any event, the establishment of exclusion zones raises the question of access to humanitarian aid, which the attacker must also deal with, in addition to complying with overflight/passage prohibitions. The difficulties involved in managing such zones should not be underestimated, and it should be taken into account that they require significant resources for distinction and information activities. This difficulty is compounded when humanitarian organizations or States delivering aid do so without first notifying the authorities responsible for managing the zone, a problem NATO forces had occasion to observe during operations in Libya in 2011.

Another precaution is evacuation operations that can be carried out directly by the attacker, particularly if it controls the conflict area. Evacuation of the nationals of a particular State\textsuperscript{60} not only raises issues with regard to \textit{jus ad

\textsuperscript{59} On this subject, see the work of the French Commission on Foreign Affairs, Defence and the Armed Forces on the French special forces, available at: www.senat.fr/les_actus_en_detail/article/forces-speciales-francaises.html.

\textsuperscript{60} Known as RESEVAC operations in French military doctrine.
bellum,61 but also poses problems of discrimination. Is it legitimate, or even lawful, for a party to evacuate only its own nationals62 and do nothing for foreign nationals suffering abuse, for example? There is, however, no positive obligation in law to evacuate civilians from a country affected by conflict. If civilians had to be evacuated by an attacker in a conflict area, the operation would have to meet the same criteria as those outlined above for defenders, although to a lesser extent, and its implementation would therefore present the same practical difficulties.

The evacuation of civilians by the defender raises numerous questions. First, does the obligation extend to all civilians or just some categories of people entitled to special protection (women, children, the sick, the disabled, etc.)? Apart from the fact that it is very difficult for a party to a conflict to distinguish between people in this way, it should also be noted that the legitimate desire to protect the weaker sectors of the population may conflict with the principle of respecting family unity, which is to be found in numerous provisions of IHL and human rights law.

If it is assumed that civilians in the immediate vicinity of the fighting should be evacuated, the question also arises of how to precisely delimit the boundaries of the combat zone and what to do when the territory is very small. A number of questions arise in relation to the place that civilians are evacuated to, normally a place that they are familiar with and that poses no danger to them. Should civilians be informed in advance of the place they are being evacuated to, so that they can make an informed choice about whether or not to go? How can safety zones be maintained without putting too great a strain on already stretched military resources? And, once again, is this feasible in a small, conflict-ridden territory?

Lastly, with regard to the timing of the evacuation, here again caution is paramount. Evacuating civilians during the fighting can be dangerous, particularly in urban areas, but waiting until the fighting is over can prove disastrous. In any event, parties to a conflict are only required to do what is “feasible”, and the precautions to be taken in evacuating civilians should not go beyond the point where their lives are made difficult or even impossible.

It is important to note that there are provisions prohibiting the forced movement of civilians, which are applicable both in international armed conflicts (IACs) and NIACs.63 In both types of conflict, forced displacement is prohibited unless the security of the civilians involved or imperative military reasons require them to be moved.64 Even when permitted, the movement of civilians is limited, in the case of IACs, to displacement within the occupied territory, unless

61 For instance, whether the use of force in the evacuation of nationals for humanitarian reasons can be considered an exception recognized in customary law to the prohibition on recourse to force between States, or whether it is simply permitted, in certain circumstances, because such an intervention is not deemed to constitute the use of force between States.
62 French nationals or members of the European Union in the case of France.
63 In IACs, deportations and forcible transfers are prohibited (GC IV, Art. 49), and in NIACs, the forced movement of civilians is prohibited (AP II, Art. 17).
materially impossible, and in the case of NIACs, within the national territory. Clearly, the imperative military reasons that permit an exception to this rule do not include the movement of civilians as a means of persecution. The most sensitive issue here, however, is evaluating the safety of civilians to determine whether it is necessary to evacuate them. Who should make this assessment, and what criteria should be used?

Indirect contribution to the protection of civilians

With a view to ensuring the protection of civilians, IHL provides for the possibility of establishing protected areas for the purpose of moving the inhabitants of cities away from the fighting. There are three types of protected area: “hospital zones” for wounded and sick members of the armed forces (Article 23 of the First Geneva Convention), “hospital and safety zones and localities” for civilians entitled to particular protection (Article 14 of the Fourth Geneva Convention) and “neutralized zones” for people *hors de combat* (Article 15 of the Fourth Geneva Convention). Parties to a conflict also have the possibility of declaring a place a “non-defended locality” (Article 59 of AP I) and establishing agreements to demilitarize certain zones (Article 60 of AP I). Although there is no provision for such zones in the law applicable to NIACs, it is clear that an area which contains only wounded and sick people, medical and religious personnel, humanitarian relief personnel and civilians may not be attacked, because there are specific rules applicable in NIACs protecting these categories of people.66

These provisions list the rights and obligations of the parties in great detail, with a clear distribution of responsibilities for the protection of the people gathered in such zones. However, the *sine qua non* condition for their effectiveness is that they are established with the full knowledge and express consent of all the actors.

The advantages of establishing protected zones are patently evident: they allow a clear distinction to be made between military objectives, on the one hand, and civilians and civilian objects, on the other, and facilitate the arrangement and delivery of humanitarian assistance. However, there are also numerous risks, as they concentrate large numbers of defenceless civilians in one place. In addition, if the agreement between the parties is deficient or flawed in some way or there are insufficient resources to protect the zones, the consequences could be tragic. There is no forgetting the case of the Srebrenica enclave, a “safe zone” established unilaterally by Resolution 819 of April 1993, because the UN Security Council refused to engage in talks with the Republika Srpska. The fact that there were not

65 Neutralized zones had already been established in the past – for example, in Madrid in 1936, in Shanghai in 1937 (Jacquinot safe zone) and in Jerusalem in 1948 (agreement between Va’ad Leumi, the Jewish armed organization, and the Arab League, allowing the ICRC to create a safe zone in order to provide shelter to civilians). It was this latter initiative that inspired the provisions on this subject included in the Geneva Conventions of 1949.


67 The concept was subsequently extended to other cities: Tuzla, Zepa, Bihac, Gorazde and Sarajevo in May 1993.
enough UN troops (600 Blue Helmets) to protect it and the many other shortcomings revealed since resulted in the infamous massacres of July 1995.68

In the context of the Syrian conflict, there have been renewed calls for the establishment of “free zones”69 on the Turkish border in the north and/or on the Jordanian border in the south, as sanctuaries for refugees. The intention is commendable, and such an initiative would allow certain principles of IHL to be fulfilled. There are, however, many unresolved issues: how can an agreement be secured between the belligerents, and between which parties would it be established (there are several NIACs taking place simultaneously in Syria70)? What can be done to prevent such zones from being misused, for example, as safe havens by rebel groups? How can the implementation of these humanitarian principles be achieved in a conflict in which the modus operandi of the different parties involves deliberately targeting civilians?

Protection of civilians by armed forces can also be included in the conduct of operations as a general guideline and not solely in the implementation of the principle of precaution against the effects of attacks. This would involve a comprehensive approach, including support and protection measures, to ensure that civilians do not suffer unduly from the consequences of the fighting. It would include so-called civil-military activities, aimed at rehabilitating infrastructure, improving access to health-care services and directly providing medical care to civilians through military facilities (hospitals and medical personnel). This comprehensive vision, with a long-term focus on rebuilding a State and restoring its institutions, must also be accompanied by measures aimed at protecting civilians from violations and ensuring that perpetrators do not enjoy impunity. The military must be permitted to use force and intervene in order to prevent and end human rights violations and capture those responsible, while at the same time respecting the sovereign prerogatives of the State in whose territory it is intervening.

Conclusion

The conduct of military operations in urban areas today presents a daunting challenge. Efforts to implement the principle of distinction effectively and reduce collateral damage must be radically increased. This is particularly complicated when there are no troops on the ground, and realistically, technology alone cannot be expected to overcome all the difficulties posed. Must this reasoning then be taken to its logical conclusion, which would be that the effective implementation of the principles of IHL requires a physical presence on the

---


69 See the testimony given by General Keane at the US Senate hearing held early in October 2015.

ground and therefore the deployment of armed forces in massive numbers to the territories where conflicts are taking place, just the opposite of today’s prevailing “no boots on the ground” approach? This would, in fact, also be a sound application of the principle of military necessity.

The difficulties encountered in implementing preventive and protective precautionary measures often arise from the collapse of State structures, whether the cause of the conflict or one of its consequences. A comprehensive vision with a long-term and not exclusively military focus should therefore prevail in this type of situation, with a view to rebuilding institutions and securing the future. This reflection is in keeping with the current line of thinking that has emerged in the updating of urban warfare doctrines.71

French doctrine on urban operations,72 which has undergone significant developments since 2010, emphasizes the fact that a city is a space replete with restrictions and risks. The “Three Block War” concept73 reflected in this doctrine highlights the fact that, in cities, military units have to engage successively or simultaneously in enforcement, peacekeeping and humanitarian operations, compressed in the same time and space. The implications are threefold. First, integration and cooperation with civilian actors is necessary, particularly with regard to protection. Second, it is vital to maintain essential services and structures indispensable to restoring governance, as part of a comprehensive approach. Lastly, the strategy must include the means to isolate the adversary from civilians, particularly the urban population, by limiting its resources, undermining its freedom of action and conducting information and influence operations.

The implementation of such principles can then contribute to ensuring protection for civilians in urban areas and application of the rules of IHL concerning precautions against the effects of attacks.

---

71 It is worth noting that counter-insurgency tactics in urban environments are nothing new (the Battle of Algiers and the strategy implemented by General Petraeus in Afghanistan, for example). All have shown that conflicts are not won with the systematic destruction of urban areas, but with a combination of actions, including human intelligence, targeted neutralization designed to preserve the lives of civilians, and a comprehensive approach (“winning hearts and minds”) focused on not losing the support of the inhabitants and securing the future.


73 The “Three Block War” concept was coined in the late 1990s by US Marine General Charles Krulak to illustrate the challenges facing US Marines in operations such as the one carried out in Somalia in 1993. The main thrust of the theory is that military personnel must be trained to operate simultaneously in all three types of environment encountered today: full-scale military action, peacekeeping operations and humanitarian aid.
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In this Q & A, Evaristo de Pinho Oliveira outlines what is necessary to bring about a change in course from conventional humanitarian and development approaches to be able to effectively maintain public services throughout protracted armed conflict in urban contexts.
The experience gained from addressing the challenge of maintaining public services (for example water, sanitation, electricity, and solid waste disposal) over time has taught us that the underlying causes of those challenges do not receive the attention they deserve. Even their symptoms are difficult to deal with through short-term emergency response. Addressing these challenges is all the more difficult when the complexity inherent in urban contexts is compounded by repeated cycles of armed conflict and international sanctions or other restrictions on importing goods. The ICRC’s experience and research suggests that a new humanitarian era needs to be ushered in, where nothing less than a paradigm shift in our thinking is necessary, to design and implement interventions that are more effective for assisting affected people.

In 2015, the ICRC published a report entitled *Urban services during protracted armed conflict: A call for a better approach to assisting affected people,* as part of an ongoing reflection on this topic. Evaristo de Pinho Oliveira discusses that reflection with the *Review* below.

---

**ICRC Water and Habitat activities**

The ICRC’s Water and Habitat Unit provides assistance to millions of people whose lives have been disrupted in armed conflict zones or other situations of violence by restoring vital essential services.

Working within the Assistance Division, which addresses issues related to health, economic security, forensic services and weapons contamination, the Water and Habitat Unit tackles the direct, indirect and cumulative impact on essential infrastructure, preventing environmental health hazards. Sustainable strategies are built into emergency responses. Field delegates working for the Water and Habitat team assess the environmental health-related needs of the concerned population, including displaced persons, detainees and civilians, as well as design and plan need-responsive projects. Additionally, they supervise and manage all these activities, negotiating with the local authorities and civil society to ensure that essential services are restored and maintained.

Activities in urban and rural areas affected by armed conflict and other situations of violence as well as in places of detention range from ensuring the supply of safe drinking water, sanitation and environmental health, the building and rehabilitation of essential infrastructure, and energy saving solutions.

---

Can you describe the “urban challenge” in armed conflicts for humanitarian agencies? Why is it important to address this issue now?

Currently, some 50 million people worldwide are affected by armed conflict in urban areas, with knock-on effects that go far beyond the visible signs of destruction. Most of these people are more dependent on essential services than their rural compatriots, making them more vulnerable to service disruptions. Considering that armed conflicts are increasingly played out in urban areas where millions of people are vulnerable to degraded basic services, or lack of access to them, this problem deserves much greater attention. Today there are multiple armed conflicts playing out in parallel, along with a general trend of rural to urban migration, which has created unprecedented humanitarian needs in urban areas. The evolution of armed conflict towards asymmetric warfare in urban areas coupled with urbanization – the rapid growth of cities – has increased the level of inherent risk to the onset of a destabilizing event, regardless of whether it is armed conflict or a natural disaster. Urban areas are clearly complex places for humanitarian agencies to work in, both logistically and politically, owing to the magnitude and duration of the challenges and the sensitive network of interpersonal relationships. This problem continues to challenge conventional humanitarian approaches.

Since urban areas host residents that typically have a higher dependence on basic services, they tend to be more vulnerable for a whole host of reasons, including the sophistication of large-scale infrastructure, potentially fragile governance structures and complex logistics, just to name a few. The complexity of engaging on essential services in urban environments is a function of the sheer scale of the challenge and the duration of the response required to restore or maintain service delivery. If left unattended, such impacts can accumulate to a point where traditional humanitarian programming becomes less effective than required to maintain or, at the very least, stabilize a given service.

However, much can be done regarding the modalities of how humanitarian assistance interventions are designed and implemented in order to bring about a better approach to assisting affected people in urban areas. In parallel with the changes required in our operational approach, we also need to address the fact that we have witnessed insufficient respect for international humanitarian law (IHL) in many of today’s conflicts where critical water, sanitation and electricity infrastructure (all of which are civilian objects) have not been immune from the extensive destruction in urban areas. Still, even if IHL is perfectly respected, there may be harm to infrastructure during armed conflict, although it would likely be less extensive. As long as civilian objects risk being damaged by the conduct of

---

2 For further discussion, see the articles by Isabel Robinson and by Mark Zeitoun and Michael Talhami in this edition of the Review.

3 Editor’s note: For an example of the general lack of respect among warring parties for the protected status of water installations as an essential service, see ICRC, Bled Dry: How War in the Middle East is Bringing the Region to the Brink of a Water Catastrophe, Report, 2015, available at: https://www.icrc.org/en/document/bled-dry-how-war-middle-east-bringing-region-brink-water-catastrophe.
hostilities, the consequences will be that large parts of the population remain vulnerable to a lack of access to essential services. This is first and foremost a public health concern, but also threatens livelihoods and can prompt displacement.

Recently, international attention has increasingly been given to the extensive harm caused to infrastructure, including essential services, by the conduct of hostilities in urban areas. What does international humanitarian law have to say about this?  

Each of the three components of any essential service—people, hardware, and consumables—is covered by the general protection from direct attack afforded to civilians and civilian objects under IHL. Despite this legal protection, there are several key challenges that partly arise from a lack of respect for IHL in some contexts, as well as from certain types of weaponry used in urban areas. IHL includes object-specific protection for potential targets of attack and does not expressly acknowledge the interconnectivity or the increasing complexity, and thus vulnerability, of essential services in urban areas. This interconnectivity can and ought to be taken into account through the rules of proportionality and precautions in attack.

Running and maintaining urban services in protracted armed conflicts requires taking advantage of opportunities to mitigate the effects of explosive weapons. ICRC strives to engage with all of the parties to a conflict in a bilateral confidential dialogue to promote the need for greater compliance with IHL. The ICRC has continuously strived to mitigate the humanitarian consequences through other means, including by emphasizing that the use of explosive weapons with a wide impact area should be avoided in densely populated areas due to the significant likelihood of indiscriminate effects.

What is particular about essential services in urban areas? Where are they most vulnerable and what additional risks are posed by protracted violence?

Maintaining urban services during protracted armed conflicts is a complex endeavour. The complexity of the challenge is a result of both the uncertainty about the timing and nature of the violence, and the complicated social and infrastructure networks in urban areas. Very distant active combat can have a dramatic effect on urban dwellers if, for instance, an electrical power generator, supply road or water treatment plant is attacked or damaged by an attack on another target, cutting off that source of power, supplies or water from the city even if located far away. Such damage could possibly displace people into the urban areas, further increasing pressure on services.

Services can come under a variety of strains as any of the three interdependent components of a service can be compromised: people (especially operations and maintenance staff), hardware (e.g. infrastructure, equipment), or consumables (such as fuel, chlorine, medicine) (see Figure 1). No one component is sufficient on its own; it is pointless having spare parts if the only staff able to

---

4 See the Q&A on explosive weapons in populated areas that also appears in this edition for more on the IHL rules relevant to this topic.
install them have fled the fighting or do not have safe access to undertake repairs. As some components are located beyond the city limits, we propose a tailored working definition of “urban”: the area within which civilians vulnerable to disruptions in essential services reside and the network of components supporting those services. In the absence of a broadly recognized definition for an “urban context” the ICRC has opted to define it as “the area within which civilians vulnerable to disruptions in essential services reside and the network of components supporting those services.”\(^5\)

Urban services are interdependent. For instance, damage to an electrical transformer can immediately shut down the water supply to an entire neighbourhood or hospital, which will in turn negatively impact public health. The set of skills and planning capabilities required to best address such interconnectivity is often beyond the scope of humanitarian operations. This needs to change if humanitarian actors are to be able to provide more effective assistance aimed at mitigating the consequences, be it on public health, livelihoods and/or displacement.

Armed conflict can impact any or all of the components of a service either directly, for instance a reservoir pierced by a tank shell or shortages caused by trade sanctions, or indirectly, for example insecurity can prevent staff from gaining safe access, curtailing the maintenance required to keep a power supply system operational in the long run (see Figure 2). The combination of direct and indirect impacts over time are cumulative, making them more difficult to address. As they become progressively worse, so does life for residents.

In the worst cases, vicious cycles may arise, where the cumulative effect takes hold to the extent that it precludes a response. This is most likely to happen during protracted conflicts. By combining and accumulating, the impact may ultimately lead to increased disparity in quality of services, and an outbreak of communicable diseases. Such degradation can exacerbate existing social tensions, and may contribute to the very conflict which created it.

**Given this combination of direct and indirect impacts, what needs to be considered if essential services are to be maintained or at least stabilized?**

The humanitarian sector is clearly more focused on reacting to direct impacts (typically on infrastructure), while inadequately responding to challenges arising from indirect impacts on people and consumables that infrastructure

\(^5\) See ICRC, above note 1.
depends upon. However, there are other critical assets that are also exposed to direct impacts during armed conflict that should be considered, for instance service provider offices and operation rooms, warehouses and stockyards, vehicles and heavy machinery. Even more importantly, formal service staff (and informal service providers) can suffer direct impacts as well. Expanding the response to effectively address direct impacts is not in itself sufficient. As humanitarian actors engaged in urban services interventions, our response needs to increasingly factor in indirect effects in protracted conflict settings. Indirect effects typically originate from socio-economic and security-related processes that reduce or even prevent proper operation and maintenance of critical infrastructure from routinely being carried out. In protracted crises this is often due to a multitude of factors. A number of these factors occurring at once can reduce the likelihood of stabilizing a service or services, not to mention preventative maintenance from being carried out and/or adequate emergency preparedness measures from being taken.

Over prolonged periods direct and indirect impacts take a cumulative toll on systems or infrastructure, which is not easily addressed through conventional humanitarian responses – and so requires a more proactive component, involving prior preparation and planning, in lock and step with the conventional rapid reactive interventions. Avoiding cycles where service decline becomes inevitable is often beyond the limits of humanitarian assistance, due to constraints in programming, funding and internal technical or logistical capacity. Yet humanitarian interventions are nonetheless already being adapted under current constraints to attempt to better meet needs in urban areas. For instance, support to service providers has moved beyond an emergency water supply response
(water trucking, bladders, tap stands, and so on) to include rehabilitation of critical infrastructure as well as the provision of spare parts and consumables necessary to help maintain or stabilize a service or services. This type of support is logistically heavy, but absolutely essential for sustaining services. For example, in 2015 the ICRC continued to work closely with the water boards and the Syrian Arab Red Crescent (SARC) to not only repair damaged water supply infrastructure, but to also maintain the broader water supply system for the benefit of 16 million people in Syria. This effort requires a continuous logistics chain to ensure that spare parts and consumables are regularly provided to the water boards in order to help mitigate an interruption to the provision of water. To give an idea of the scale, over the course of 2015 this included 592 tons of disinfection materials, 5000 litres of hydrochloric acid and 12,600 tons of filtration sand for water treatment plants alone.6

What are the main constraints in being able to shift from a conventional response to a more effective and proactive response?

If a service deteriorates beyond a certain point, conventional interventions will not prevent a slide into a condition that is too difficult or costly to reverse. The classic humanitarian response is often too focused on immediate needs to incorporate such medium- or long-term considerations. As previously mentioned, avoiding such cycles is often beyond the limits of humanitarian assistance under the current model, hence conventional response does not provide the means necessary to overcome the challenges in an already complex urban situation. The current operational modalities heavily favour:

1. Responses that are constrained to direct impacts, rather than being more inclusive to include indirect impacts and hence mitigating the likelihood of cumulative impacts; and
2. Emergency response as a reactive function rather than proactive preparedness measures being taken that would contribute to risk reduction and ultimately enhance resilience.

In addition, the lack of respect for the legal protection afforded to civilian objects under IHL continues to manifest itself and as a result assistance continues to focus on rehabilitating or even replacing critical infrastructure that has been damaged, sometimes time and time again.

In light of the constraints, how can the approach and hence the response best be improved?

If effective change is to come about, humanitarian operational approaches in urban areas caught up in protracted conflict must address a number of relevant issues, including the large spatial and time scale of the challenge; the multifaceted interdependencies of essential services; the cumulative effects of direct and

indirect impacts; the challenges faced as a result of a lack of respect for the rules of IHL; the need to rethink the relief-rehabilitation-development spectrum; and funding that does not match the duration or scale of the needs. In specific regard to more flexible funding mechanisms, this requires a shift in our approach to multi-year programming, which from experience is not only based on adapting the length of current planning periods, but also the necessity to more robustly engage in relationships with local actors and the local population, as well as further developing our technical capacity and competences.

It is much easier to recommend these changes than to make them, as they imply a sector-wide shift in paradigm. The traditional paradigm that sees response efforts as separated into successive phases of relief, rehabilitation and development is particularly constraining when it comes to protracted armed conflicts that play out in urban areas. This paradigm constricts planning by limiting our thinking to stand-alone technical relief-type interventions, and precludes any integration of relief expertise and programming with improved emergency preparedness and response (for instance, disaster risk reduction measures) or activities previously perceived as “development”, such as the rehabilitation of infrastructure and the provision of spare parts and consumables to service providers. Many humanitarian organizations do not even have engineers on staff, and even if they do these engineers are typically working on more classical emergency response in informal settlements and camps for refugees and internally displaced persons. These humanitarian organizations do not feel as comfortable engaging in urban areas with services, regardless of whether it is in a context of conflict, for example in Syria, or in neighboring countries affected by an influx of refugees, for example Lebanon and Jordan. In many protracted urban conflicts, such technical interventions are seen by some as the first steps in bridging the artificial fissure between contexts of conflict and development, although they can still fall quite short of addressing the most pressing needs.

We thus encourage greater discussion around calls for change from many different perspectives, including other humanitarian organizations, donors, development agencies and academics, as well as civil society and other stakeholders. We also encourage efforts to clear the obstacles that have prevented more effective programming for too long. Inevitably, the path to a better approach requires further discussion both within and beyond the humanitarian sector. We may start along that path by making efforts to link relief, rehabilitation and transitional development assistance, but the ideas must be taken further, and converted into action.

The next steps for local and international implementing agencies are clear. Firstly, multi-year planning and programming is needed to address the severity and complexity of the challenge. Secondly, reporting structures should be modified to enable collection not only of evidence of direct impact but of indirect and cumulative impacts as well. Thirdly, agencies’ evaluations should include assessments of how well their programming supports local coping mechanisms, which, as the 2015 report on Urban Services During Protracted Armed Conflict
explains in detail,\textsuperscript{7} can be invaluable for some but dangerous to others. Finally, we as humanitarians must improve our logistical and technical capacity to be better able to adapt our response to more effectively meet the scale of the urban service needs. Concerning the development of the skills and competences necessary to tackle the urban infrastructural challenges both energy supply and wastewater treatment remain priorities for capacity development. This is context dependent. In Syria, for instance, the context demanded that the ICRC hire electric engineers; whereas in Gaza the ICRC has hired both wastewater and electric engineers (see Boxes 1 and 2).

Donors should ensure that funding modalities match the scale and duration of the challenge. Although this may seem more costly on the surface, interventions will be much more expensive and take far longer if aid agencies and local service providers are unable to prevent or mitigate the consequences of cumulative impacts. This is particularly crucial because prolonged exposure to degraded urban services poses a serious risk to public health (see Figure 3).

The ICRC considers this approach to be central in securing “development holds” against the reversals in development caused by protracted conflict and hence providing financial savings as it avoids much greater costs that would otherwise be incurred after the conflict was ended. The ICRC also understands clearly the challenges posed by the shrinking humanitarian space as a result of the lack of respect for IHL that is seen in many of today’s armed conflicts. Operationally speaking, this has meant that we have had to strengthen our remote management capabilities, without compromising humanitarian principles. A good example of where innovative approaches rather than simply technology has helped to provide broader humanitarian coverage is in Syria (see Box 1).

\textbf{Recognizing that this will take time, how can we as humanitarians be better prepared for long-term emergencies in urban areas?}

Better responses are best served by better preparation, as well. In parallel to “quick-fixes” to repair damage once it has occurred, effective humanitarian programming must develop more enhanced and integrated emergency preparedness mechanisms for urban areas. Strengthening relationships with local actors such as municipal water utilities, for example, and supporting them in adapting their operational policies and procedures to an emergency context is vital. Such efforts open up opportunities for scenario planning and the identification of priorities that incorporate the people, hardware and consumables so critical to any service. Designing support programmes that factor all three of these elements of service provision is inclusive of both “hard” (ex post facto rehabilitation and repair) and “soft” (long-term planning) sides of emergency preparedness and ultimately reduces risk. In addition, such interventions aim to strengthen the resilience of urban service systems to help them better withstand emergency situations, which requires a shift from reactive to proactive programming and hence a longer term outlook. The benefits of such an approach in emergency contexts not only

\textsuperscript{7} ICRC, above note 1, pp. 25, 34 and 38.
reduces the vulnerability of service provision and therefore of the population served, but also enhances emergency preparedness. Ultimately, this works to mitigate the cumulative impact of protracted conflict on urban service provision and it is beneficial prior to, during and long after a crisis.

Emergency preparedness in protracted conflicts is a continuous process, but the basis of any plan must be agreed upon with all stakeholders from the beginning. The necessary human and financial resources need to be allocated in due proportions to the response as well as to the preparedness plans. This stretches both the capacity and means of all aid organizations, who struggle to do either one or the other effectively. On the soft side, a common practice for organizations engaged in longer term planning is that emergency response plans require coordination and communication mechanisms and procedures to be put in place ahead of time, and also that they be inclusive of all of relevant stakeholders. These mechanisms could be technical, administrative, financial, logistical, and so on.

The hard side of contingency planning, the actual engagement with rehabilitation and repair of infrastructure and equipment or the provision of spare parts and consumables includes pre-positioning of equipment, spare parts and consumables as well as dispatch stations that reduce response time and help to ensure access to any given location from multiple entry points. Any emergency preparedness plan, for example, should seek to identify alternative water or electricity sources as well as transportation routes for the delivery of humanitarian assistance, including spare parts and consumables. Putting emergency preparedness measures in place is best done through training exercises and drills in partnership with local institutions, where they exist, and should
Syria: Strengthening remote management

Since the outbreak of conflict in Syria, the infrastructure that provides access to clean water has been subject to damage from the fighting as well as the gradual deterioration of water delivery systems due to inadequate operation and maintenance. Service providers who aim to restore or simply stabilize water supply face huge challenges in being able to carry out repairs and rehabilitation, accessing spare parts and consumables, and in retaining skilled staff with the knowledge of these systems as well as ensuring safe access to sites. As a result, access to clean water in a country where some seven million people have been internally displaced in large part to urban areas has declined and in some areas is worryingly low. The ICRC began working early on to respond to this critical need.

As Syria is a country that has always had a strong skilled work force, notably of engineers, the ICRC sought to draw on local capacity to help meet needs in the most sustainable way. It has done this by providing training on water, sanitation and hygiene in emergencies to the volunteers of the Syrian Arab Red Crescent (SARC) as well as supporting them in hiring Syrian engineers, which work as front-line responders as well as with more structured assistance support across the country. As a result, the SARC has been able to develop its own response capacity for water and habitat assistance in emergencies, and the ICRC continues to provide resources to sustain and develop the new team and its programmes.

Through its work with the SARC, the ICRC now provides support to each major municipal water board in the country. Building the capacity of the SARC has helped the ICRC to overcome current challenges of remote management in some areas where its own access is restricted, as well as contributing to the SARC’s capacity to better serve local communities in the future. Finally, the support to the water boards and to the SARC, is a long-term investment, since both the people and the structures will be critical during the post-conflict recovery process and beyond.

Since 2011, at which time the SARC had no water and sanitation department, the ICRC has supported the development of a team of approximately 270 SARC engineers and specialized volunteers. Specific trainings were initiated in 2013, and currently a program of twelve module-based trainings take place on an annual basis for the SARC water and sanitation (watsan) team. This covers basic response and principles, technical topics and managerial good practices. In addition to this training, an ICRC team of thirty-five engineers works in constant and close partnership with the SARC watsan volunteers. While the ICRC does not have safe access to all of the areas in Syria, the SARC watsan volunteers are now present in all fourteen governorates and in most SARC sub-branches. Similar training programmes are being prepared for the technical staff of service providers, to cope with loss of capacity.
serve to enhance response performance in the event of an emergency based on specific scenarios identified beforehand.

How is the ICRC in particular preparing to better respond to needs in urban armed conflict?

In light of the skills and planning capabilities required to stabilize and adequately maintain essential services, the ICRC must invest in developing the technical and planning competencies of its staff. As it stands in the humanitarian sector, capacity development is heavily weighted to municipal water supply, while skills in wastewater services (collection and treatment) and electricity supply have yet

---

**Box 2: Case Study**

**Gaza: Partnerships with service providers**

The ICRC began supporting the water sector in Gaza in 2006 by providing technical, operational and financial support for the Coastal Municipalities Water Utility (CMWU). The Gaza Strip was plagued by regular power outages, partly due to damage to the only power plant in Gaza in June 2006. A sewage lagoon, or effluent pond, collapsed in Beit Lahia in March 2007, causing the death of four people in a vulnerable downstream community. The limited number of humanitarian actors made the ICRC’s activities particularly important.

The ICRC prioritized its support for the rehabilitation and upgrading of essential infrastructure, as well as the urgent need to ensure wastewater treatment to secure the groundwater on which Gaza residents rely for domestic and agricultural supply. This involved the construction of interim wastewater treatment plants in Rafah, Khan Younis, and Wadi Gaza. Support to the CMWU was later expanded to strengthen municipal emergency preparedness, which proved essential in the response to the hostilities in 2008/2009 and 2012.

Since 2013, the main donors to the water sector in Gaza have resumed their investments in larger infrastructure. But the CMWU and municipal water departments still struggle to ensure adequate operation and maintenance (including the supply of spare parts and consumables), as well as the capital costs of smaller infrastructure works that need to be performed. The difficult operating environment due to the occupation, entry restrictions for materials, and internal political divisions has made service providers for water, wastewater and electricity financially unsustainable. Today, the ICRC supports the CMWU via the rehabilitation of infrastructure and provision of spare parts and consumables to enable more reliable operations and maintenance. The ICRC has also covered part of its operating costs.

During the 2014 conflict, the ICRC – in its role as neutral intermediary – was the sole actor coordinating water, wastewater and electricity provision between
the parties to the conflict, who needed safe access to perform repairs and basic operation and maintenance on critical infrastructure. The ICRC also supported a short-term emergency response that included water-trucking and generators for a back-up power supply, while simultaneously rehabilitating damaged infrastructure.

This support helped stabilize essential service provision for the population of Gaza and specialist services like hospitals. After the 2014 conflict, the ICRC helped rehabilitate infrastructure. As a wider network of humanitarian actors has re-engaged, the ICRC has refocused its efforts on strengthening the emergency preparedness and response capability of service providers, thereby playing a complementary role to donor investment.

The unprecedented humanitarian needs seen today have emerged from numerous armed conflicts spanning long periods of time, overstretching the ability of the humanitarian sector to respond. It is therefore the ICRC’s duty to develop the skills necessary to effectively respond in urban areas, but it is also necessary to more effectively communicate and coordinate our response with other local and international actors in order to ensure a broader coverage of the needs, while mitigating the chance of duplication, and when relevant to engage in partnership with development actors. As part of these efforts the ICRC will be more assertive in mobilizing other relevant international and local organizations (when and where possible) to provide complementary assistance.

The course ahead must ultimately lead to programming that pre-empts the vicious cycle of cumulative impact of protracted armed conflict on essential urban services, enabling local and international humanitarian and development actors to maintain or at least stabilize urban services during protracted armed conflict. Dominant rural-urban or relief-development distinctions must be left behind. Instead, we must move towards multi-year integrated programming that is supported by funding models that are more fit-for-purpose, and improved protection of civilian objects as a function of greater respect for IHL. If we are to be of use to the millions affected by prolonged urban armed conflicts, let us embark on that course now. The ICRC is committed to developing further its own competencies to be able to respond to the urban challenge while adapting its approach to more effectively meet the needs in urban contexts, while making all efforts to promote greater respect for IHL.
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Abstract
The world is urbanizing rapidly. Demographic shifts are intersecting with the impacts of climate change, conflict and displacement. In many parts of the world, chronic stresses mean that large proportions of the urban population are already vulnerable. Rapid and poorly planned urbanization is not just an issue for governments and development specialists; humanitarian actors must also increase their understanding of and ability to operate within towns and cities at risk of crises. Their current approaches do not always adequately reflect and work with the reality of urban populations and the systems that support urban life. This means that humanitarian interventions may not contribute to sustainable urban development and the well-being of town and city dwellers in the longer term. This article argues that greater collaboration between humanitarian responders, municipal actors, development specialists and professional associations could lead to better outcomes for crisis-affected populations in both the short and long term.
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Background

The past decade has seen a gradual shift in policy thinking on the intersection between urbanization, sustainable development and humanitarian action. The implications of an increasingly urban world population, combined with climate change and the growth of poorly planned and built urban settlements, are beginning to dawn: humanitarians find themselves operating in urban areas more frequently, but their tools and approaches were largely designed with rural regions affected by floods or droughts, and refugee movements across remote borders, in mind. The characteristics of rapid urbanization—the poverty, vulnerability and everyday shocks and chronic stresses that accompany it in many parts of the world—intersect with a range of different emergency situations: conflict, violence, displacement, floods, earthquakes and other “natural” hazards, technological disasters and pandemics.1 A move towards sustainable urban development and better enforcement of building and zoning codes in at-risk urban areas could greatly reduce death and destruction caused by natural hazards and the impacts of climate change. However, the pace of urbanization and the prohibitive cost of retrofitting existing buildings and infrastructure to an adequate standard in some of the world’s poorest countries mean that humanitarian actors will inevitably be called upon to respond to more urban crises in future. But there is considerable scope for improvement in the way that humanitarians respond to such crises, and much that they can learn from other actors actively involved in promoting sustainable urban development.

The evolution of the policy framework for response in cities has been prompted by a number of crises affecting urban areas, during and after which humanitarian responders have questioned their own approaches: the effects of the 2010 Haitian earthquake on Port-au-Prince, the response to Typhoon Haiyan in Tacloban in 2013, the 2014 Ebola outbreak in Freetown and Monrovia.2 These debates have also been informed by the ongoing and very visible indirect impact of conflict on towns and cities, particularly in the countries surrounding Syria, where unprecedented numbers of refugees have sought sanctuary. The challenge of responding to massive influxes of refugees into urban areas of Jordan and Lebanon has been central to these discussions. The urban characteristics of this cross-border displacement are well documented.3


3 For a general discussion and a range of articles on the topic of urban refugees and internally displaced persons, see “Adapting to Urban Displacement”, thematic issue, Forced Migration Review, No. 34, February 2010.
A conference organized by the Active Learning Network for Accountability and Performance in Humanitarian Action (ALNAP) in January 2012, entitled “Meeting the Urban Challenge: Adapting Humanitarian Response to a Changing World”, drew the attention of the sector to its own shortcomings, as did the accompanying background paper for the event, creatively titled “‘We’re Not in the Field Anymore’”.

It noted a failure of international agencies to “co-evolve” with urbanization, and a continued and serious lack of strategic and operational adaptation. The need to move from a discussion of the complexities and challenges of operating in urban areas to changing policies and operations on the ground led the UK’s Department for International Development (DFID), the International Rescue Committee (IRC) and the International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED) to initiate a collaboration on “urban crises” in 2014. This partnership is based on the recognition that while appropriate responses will differ according to the type of crisis – conflict-related, displacement, “natural” or technological disasters – there is sufficient overlap in the changes needed in mindset and ways of working that render the focus on “urban crises” meaningful.

This article will set out the argument for why a change in approach in humanitarian response is needed, taking into account the challenges that these actors have experienced in recent urban crises, including the Haiti earthquake, Typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines and the ongoing Syrian refugee crises. It ends by setting out some of the thematic areas where opportunities can be found for greater interaction and collaboration between humanitarian, development and urban actors responding to crisis-affected populations in urban areas.

Why the need for a new approach?

The world urban population is estimated to increase from 3.5 billion today to 6.2 billion in 2050, with most of the population growth concentrated in small to medium-sized settlements in Africa and Asia. Of particular concern is the fact that the past forty years have witnessed a 326% increase in the urban populations of lower-income and fragile States. The displaced are increasingly part of this global urban population, with over half of the world’s internally displaced...
persons (IDPs) and refugees (estimated as a total population of about 65.3 million\(^9\)) residing in towns and cities.\(^{10}\) Urban areas are now the backdrop for all sorts of crises. Many of these environments already have systemic obstacles to the equitable provision of basic services, security and welfare, even before an emergency.

Estimates from 2014 suggest that more than 880 million people live in informal urban settlements (sometimes referred to as slums), accounting for 29.7% of the urban population living in developing countries.\(^{11}\) These residents often live with high levels of vulnerability, as the land they live on is exposed to hazards and they do not have the protective infrastructure, decent housing and access to basic services that could keep them safe. The very fact that these areas are informally occupied – and often informally governed – makes it difficult (or politically unpalatable) to reduce their exposure to natural and man-made hazards. They thus continue to accumulate acute and structural vulnerabilities and are frequently adversely affected by a range of shocks and stresses. Even small shocks can easily engender a humanitarian crisis.

These are also the areas where displaced people are most likely to settle. Residents in these areas may not have secure tenure, and when homes are destroyed, or people are forced to move, those who cannot prove their rights to land or housing can be severely disadvantaged. Even in wealthier areas of towns and cities in the developing world, poor urban planning and lax enforcement of planning legislation and building codes puts populations at risk.

Violence and conflict occur frequently in cities, as they are the locus of, on the one hand, political and economic power and assets, and on the other, social tensions and inequalities.\(^{12}\) Urban warfare has been a constant feature of recent conflicts, complicating humanitarian operations, in particular in terms of access and protection. For example, in the Syrian conflict, the use of explosive weapons with wide area affects in urban areas has inflicted indiscriminate and devastating impacts in heavily populated areas. The besieging of towns and cities by parties to the conflict has further prevented the delivery of life-saving assistance to Syrian urban populations. Urban violence in contexts other than war is also leading to high levels of mortality in certain regions, and again compromises the ability of humanitarian actors to reach populations in need of assistance. For example, gang violence in the larger cities of Brazil has become so severe that international humanitarian actors, including the International Committee of the Red Cross, have developed programmes to promote safer access to schools and health-care facilities.\(^{13}\) Many humanitarian actors responding to the 2010 earthquake in the Haitian capital, Port-au-Prince, were ill-prepared or unwilling...

\(^{13}\) For a discussion on this, see: www.icrc.org/en/document/brazil-partnerships-reduce-impact-violence-rio-de-janeiro.
to deliver assistance in certain neighbourhoods with very high levels of violence prior to the disaster.14

As noted above, recent crises have highlighted the consequences of urbanization for humanitarian assistance and the inadequacy of traditional response. However, the concentration of people, industries and resources, the existence of infrastructure and market systems, and the presence (albeit often weak) of institutions of various types presents an opportunity for humanitarian action to contribute to the longer-term development of inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable urban centres.

There is a pressing need to reshape humanitarian action so that it harnesses the resources and opportunities already present in urban areas and works to support, restore and improve existing urban systems after a crisis. While complex, the urban environment presents humanitarian and development actors with the opportunity to operate at scale, and in a cost-effective way, but only if they work with the ingenuity and perseverance of urban populations and grasp the way that urban systems were functioning prior to the crisis. Key to this is an appreciation of existing social and human capital in towns and cities, and the opportunities provided by local governance institutions, markets and the private sector to support relief and recovery. Also important is recognition of the fact that displaced populations can be self-reliant and contribute to the local economy, and that humanitarian response can benefit from the expertise of urban development actors and existing development programming.

Challenges to responding effectively in urban areas

At present humanitarian response is not well aligned with the way that towns and cities are managed locally, and how urban life plays out. This puts a limit on how effective humanitarian response to a crisis in a densely populated area can be. Da Silva, Kernaghan and Luque, in a paper exploring the challenges of urban climate change, point out that urban areas must be understood through a consideration of the range of different systems of which they are composed, not just their individual parts.15 These systems include governance, infrastructure, markets and social systems, among others, and to take them all in to account requires a more holistic and spatial approach in which urban areas are understood as “complex ‘living’ systems”.16 The interconnectedness of these systems is one defining characteristic of urban areas, as is the density and heterogeneity of urban neighbourhoods, and the presence and proximity of different governance actors.17

16 Ibid.
Informal and formal systems coexist in cities, and the intersection of the formal and informal, and the different scales at which urban residents interact—household, neighbourhood, city—also contribute to the specificity of urban life and livelihoods.

There has been a discernible shift in the policies, programming and operational tools of many humanitarian agencies that are responding in urban contexts. For example, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) released an urban refugees policy in 2009, and other institutions within the United Nations (UN) will be releasing strategies and policies for their programming in urban areas in 2017, spurred on by the UN’s Conference on Housing and Sustainable Urban Development, Habitat III, in October 2016. More critical is that these policies and statements of intent are put into practice, to ensure humanitarian interventions in urban areas fully harness the potential of cities and their inhabitants. The current approach to assistance is often siloed within sectors, and bound by short timeframes, post-crisis, that lead to a disregard for the urban past and not a great deal of preoccupation with its future. Traditionally humanitarians tend to analyze needs and capacities at the household or individual level. This means their response may not take into account the ways that households engage with the fabric of the city and access services through either formal or informal networks and systems. While there have been advances in how coordination is managed, the current cluster system still struggles to institutionalize working with local market mechanisms, supporting local authorities or restoring/bolstering existing service delivery mechanisms. Opportunities are lost for wider and longer-lasting positive impact on urban life. In the worst cases, humanitarian interventions may distort and damage informal or formal economies and service provision, particularly if these involve the establishment of parallel systems for distributing goods and providing services.

For example, a traditional humanitarian response (i.e., with material and logistical assistance based primarily on direct service provision to affected people, and the construction of camps within or near to urban areas) can have knock-on negative impacts on urban planning and the functioning of local markets for food, water and energy. By contrast, cash-transfer programming and the demand for goods and services from affected populations may serve to stimulate urban markets.18 (Cash programming will inevitably be more difficult in towns and cities directly impacted by conflict and where supply chains and markets are no longer functioning adequately.) Traditional approaches may generate dependency and fail to tap into the potential of urban refugees and IDPs who bring many assets, skills and resources to their host cities which can expand and diversify existing markets.19 This is a particular lost opportunity for women, who can earn

income and increase their financial independence in urban areas\textsuperscript{20} (although cultural attitudes amongst some displaced groups and fears of harassment and gender-based violence may also prevent women from accessing work outside the home). Encouragingly, over the course of 2016, a number of refugee-hosting countries have announced their intention to provide greater access to livelihood opportunities for displaced people, with support from international donors.

Traditional responses to displacement, whether caused by a disaster or conflict, are also often centred on accommodating populations in camps. Today, however, despite popular perceptions, only a minority of refugees and IDPs are housed in camps. In the Middle East, for example, most refugees from Syria are living in rented accommodation, unfinished buildings, or makeshift shacks within or on the outskirts of urban centres. But images of displaced populations living in rows of tents are still widely distributed in the media, disproportionate amounts of funding are channelled towards camp-based responses, and politicians and celebrities continue to have photo calls in places like Dadaab or Zatari. So dominant is this paradigm that some actors (notably the UNHCR) use the labels “camp” and “non-camp” for displaced populations, thus classifying the majority with reference to a minority and with one fell swoop erasing the critical distinctions in capacities, needs, access to services and protection concerns between displaced people living in urban environments and those in rural areas.

Humanitarian actors struggle to deal with the complexity of towns and cities and to take full advantage of the capabilities and resources present in urban areas. Acknowledging this lack of capacity and the general dearth of evidence on how best to assess need, target interventions, communicate with affected populations and assess outcomes is an important first step. While there is no magic bullet, the knowledge and expertise of urban development actors, and of the formal and informal institutions they operate within, should more routinely inform humanitarian action. The exclusion of development perspectives in immediate humanitarian response can impede long-term recovery. While humanitarian actors cannot solve structural urban problems, they can operate in ways that better support city systems and establish new frameworks within which future urban development can flourish, while limiting disruption to urban development trajectories. It should be stressed here that the imperative to save lives can be aligned with the fast-tracking of recovery and strengthening of resilience.

**Opportunities to bridge the humanitarian-development divide**

The World Humanitarian Summit in May 2016 saw the launch of the Global Alliance for Urban Crises, a platform designed to bridge the divide between

humanitarian responders and a range of actors with urban expertise, including networks of local authorities, professional associations of planners, architects and engineers, and development actors. With more than seventy organizations as members, the Alliance is involved in a range of activities that will support and promote more appropriate humanitarian action in towns and cities affected by crisis. Above all, Alliance members will seek to make the most of the opportunities that towns and cities provide, and to find different, more appropriate ways of working that support both crisis-affected populations and their urban environments, helping them to return to normality as soon as possible. The Alliance is premised on the idea that bringing together the two constituencies of urbanists and humanitarians will engender collaborations which meet both short-term humanitarian and longer-term development needs of urban populations and their environments. The Alliance is just one example of an initiative that seeks to “bridge the humanitarian-development divide” – there is scope for much more. The following paragraphs outline some of the recommendations developed by members of the Alliance, which they are now putting in to practice. These could serve to guide innovation and intervention by other actors and networks.

One key area that can help bridge the humanitarian development divide is greater engagement with municipal authorities. Moving beyond simply informing local governance actors of their plans, and getting consent, responders to humanitarian crises should, where possible, be striving to find more substantive ways to engage. This will vary depending on local circumstances – including capacity, financial probity and ability to work with external actors – but even in the most difficult of circumstances, including cities in conflict, this engagement is critical. Humanitarian agencies should be making the most of local knowledge held within these institutions – of populations, existing services and infrastructure – and working with authorities to communicate with urban residents, ensuring clarity on eligibility and mitigating social tensions while also taking future development needs and aspirations into account. As mayors often point out, they are the closest interface between urban populations and the State, and are generally the first port of call for residents in difficulty. Efforts to coordinate and collaborate with municipal authorities should also seek to build local capacity for disaster risk reduction, preparedness and crisis response, generating longer-term returns from short-term emergency interventions. Attempts to this end were made in the response to Typhoon Haiyan, with the municipality of Tacloban.

22 Mercy Corps has made collaboration with municipality authorities in Lebanon a central part of its approach to the Syrian refugee crises; for a range of materials related to this issue, see: www.mercycorps.org/research-resources/role-municipalities-syria-refugee-crisis. The World Bank and other donors are also providing additional support to municipalities in Jordan where municipal services are under strain as a result of large influxes of Syrian refugees. Background documents can be accessed at: http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/532171468273353365/Jordan-Emergency-Services-and-Social-Resilience-Project.
23 See V. Maynard, above note 2, for a discussion on this.
Related to the above, “area”- or “settlement”-based approaches can render humanitarian interventions more legible to local actors and institutions, and find ways to ensure their buy-in and cooperation. These approaches take a specific geographical area (a municipality or neighbourhood, for example) as the primary reference for planning and delivering assistance, and focus on providing a range of different types of support to the whole population of the area. This is in contrast to approaches to the delivery of humanitarian assistance based on particular population groups (such as displaced people) or that provide just one type of assistance (such as shelter, or water and sanitation). While there is still debate on the precise definition of area-based approaches and very little evaluative material on how they have operated in practice, the fact that these are generally multi-sector, and as such take into account the range of needs an individual or family living in an urban area will have, means they are more likely than other types of interventions to reflect how towns and cities were managed before a crisis.\(^{24}\) They can help alter the scale of interventions, complementing the traditional humanitarian focus on the affected individual or family with a broader lens that considers how those individuals can get the goods and services they need from existing urban systems, and ensuring that interventions in one geographical area do not obstruct or hinder work elsewhere. An area-based approach can also go some way to mitigating the problem of who is affected, critical in circumstances of chronic poverty amongst populations hosting displaced people, or a large event, such as an earthquake, that impacts an entire city. It can also help to avoid social tensions when one group, for example refugees, is provided with assistance while others with similar needs are not targeted. This type of tension has arisen as a result of the support received by Syrian refugees living in impoverished urban areas of Jordan and Lebanon.\(^{25}\) A geographical approach to assessment, targeting and programming will have implications for the coordination of humanitarian assistance, which is generally managed along sectoral lines. The way that agencies are encouraged to work together in sectoral “clusters” (e.g. coordination amongst all actors providing shelter assistance) prevents a more holistic view of the needs of urban populations and their surroundings, and runs contrary to the intersectoral way in which towns and cities are generally managed.

One additional way in which the humanitarian–development divide could be bridged is by ensuring that the right type of urban expertise is available to municipal and national authorities, humanitarian agencies and UN country teams. The types of skills and experience needed to, for example, improve or repair municipal water systems are not often found in humanitarian agencies, or on the rosters of experts that can be deployed in emergencies, as a review of the


water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) sector has shown.\textsuperscript{26} Deployment of people with skills who are able to work on urban water systems, for example, and of urban planners, architects and engineers, could also help inform emergency response with a longer-term, more developmental approach that ensures temporary interventions do not have long-term negative consequences for the urban fabric and its economies, infrastructure and societies.

Conclusion

Discussions on the world’s “urban future” are gaining ground, not least in view of the UN’s Habitat III conference, which was held in Quito in October 2016. The outcome document of the conference, \textit{The New Urban Agenda}, references the need to support crisis-affected people in ways that also contribute to sustainable urban development. Other references to humanitarian issues – notably urban resilience and disaster preparedness – in what is primarily a document focused on urban development, would suggest that the international policy arena is gradually becoming more open to dialogue across the development and humanitarian spheres on the issue of urban crises. The establishment of the Global Alliance for Urban Crises, and related commitments made by its broad range of members, should help to ensure that these very welcome changes in the policy environment translate to innovations in operations on the ground, and an overall move towards humanitarian response that is more appropriately tailored to the urban environment. Over the coming years, the Alliance will stimulate the right types of conversations and collaborations between diverse actors that share an interest in safe, sustainable and resilient cities, but there is scope for many other actors to become involved. Equally, humanitarian agencies must realize that our shared urban future will require them to fundamentally rethink how they operate in cities experiencing crises, including how they recruit and train their own staff, engage with local actors and deliver assistance to populations in need.
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Abstract

Both the African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) and the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) – the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s security assistance mission to Afghanistan – have recognized the importance of reducing civilian harm, and adopted policies and practices that restrict the use of certain weapons in populated areas. ISAF commanders issued a number of tactical directives that restricted the use of certain air-delivered weapons, and AMISOM developed an indirect fire policy limiting the use of artillery and other indirect fire munitions in populated areas. This article examines both ISAF and AMISOM policies and practices to reduce civilian harm in populated areas and explores how these policies strengthened adherence to international humanitarian law and illustrated new ways in which armed actors can take feasible precautions and prioritize civilian protection.
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Introduction

Armed conflict is often fought in populated areas, where civilians are at heightened risk of death, injury and displacement. Such conflict zones pose operational challenges for armed actors, necessitating a shift in policies, training and tactics – both prior to and during conflict – in order to properly prevent excessive damage to civilians and civilian objects. Harm in populated areas can be caused by intentional targeting of civilians or civilian objects, or it can be incidental to an attack on a legitimate military objective. The danger is compounded when armed actors employ explosive weapons with wide-area effects, such as airdropped bombs, rockets, artillery and mortars, typically intended for open battlefields. Illustrative of this issue is empirical evidence from Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Syria, Ukraine and Yemen, which reflects widespread death, injury, displacement, and damage to the essential infrastructure that civilians depend upon. This article focuses on civilian harm in populated areas such as Afghanistan and Somalia, and efforts at mitigation.

Recent practices and policies of multinational forces have shown that, when civilian protection is prioritized as a key strategy, actors can take precautions to limit the impact of war and reduce civilian harm in populated areas. In Afghanistan, as the use of airpower was increasing, so was the civilian death toll. This forced NATO’s International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) to issue a number of tactical directives that restricted the use of certain air-delivered weapons in populated areas, even when such attacks could be lawful, and to train soldiers on civilian casualty avoidance and mitigation. The African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM) developed an indirect fire policy limiting the use of artillery and other indirect fire munitions in populated areas after concerns were raised that such weapons used in the city of Mogadishu caused civilian harm. Through the adoption of these policies, protecting civilians during operations and imposing limits on the use of certain weapons became a strategic priority and not just a concern about adhering to international humanitarian law (IHL). The results were seen in Afghanistan and Somalia, as both ISAF and AMISOM reduced the amount of civilian harm caused. This article examines those policies and identifies additional measures that can be considered by parties to a conflict to minimize civilian harm in populated areas.


2 Tactical directives were used to provide guidance and intent for the employment of force in support of ISAF operations.

3 In 2007, the United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) documented 629 deaths attributed to pro-government forces; in 2014, that number was 162. See discussion on UNAMA reports at notes 76–77, below.
A brief review of the legal regime

IHL, or the law of armed conflict, prescribes important rules for the protection of civilians. A commander must assess, based on information available to him/her before launching an attack, whether the means and methods used are indiscriminate or disproportionate, and whether all feasible precautions have been taken to minimize civilian harm. In 2011, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) stated that the use of explosive weapons with a wide impact area should be avoided in densely populated areas, due to the significant likelihood of indiscriminate effects. The ICRC has broken “wide impact area” into three categories: due to large destructive radius of the munitions (e.g. large bombs or missiles or improvised explosive devices (IEDs)); due to the lack of accuracy of the delivery system (such as unguided indirect fire weapons, including artillery and mortars); and where a weapon system is designed to deliver munitions over a wide area (multi-launch rocket systems or cluster munitions).

IHL does not per se prohibit the use of explosive weapons in populated areas, but a commander must consider legal obligations in assessing the means or methods of warfare when deployed in areas with a “concentration of civilians”. This includes a “city, town, village or other areas containing a similar concentration of civilian or civilian objects”, and is synonymous with the terms “populated areas” or “densely populated areas.” This section provides a brief overview of the legal regime as applied to the use of weapons in populated areas.

Prohibition of indiscriminate attacks

IHL prohibits indiscriminate attacks that are of a nature to strike military objectives and civilians or civilian objects without distinction. Article 51(4) of Additional Protocol I (AP I) specifies three types of indiscriminate attacks. First, attacks which are not directed at a specific military objective; this category depends not on the weapon used, but on the manner in which it is used. Second, attacks which employ a method or means of warfare which cannot be directed against a specific military objective; this prohibits the use of weapons that strike blindly, as well as weapons that are not precise enough to strike a specific military objective, due to the circumstances and manner in which they are used. Third, attacks which employ a method or means of warfare the effects of which cannot be limited as required by law; biological agents, for example. In addition, Article 51

5 Ibid.
7 AP I, Art. 51.
(5)(a) of AP I prohibits area bombardment as a specific form of indiscriminate attack. Area bombardment is an attack which treats as a single military objective a number of clearly separated and distinct military objectives located in a populated area.

It should be noted while the use of weapons which are by their nature indiscriminate is prohibited in all circumstances, the prohibition against indiscriminate attacks extends to attacks that employ weapons which, in the circumstances ruling at the time and manner of their use, cannot be directed at a specific military objective or whose effects cannot be limited as required by IHL. Put another way, use of particular weapons that violate the prohibition against indiscriminate attacks must be considered on a case-by-case basis, taking into account the type of weapon, the location of the attack, the military advantage expected to be gained from the attack, and the expected civilian casualties and damage to civilian objects resulting from the attack. The ICRC has noted that in the context of explosive weapons, a “circumstance that could make the use of a certain weapon indiscriminate is certainly its use in a densely populated area”.

Proportionality and precautionary measures to minimize civilian harm

The rule of proportionality prohibits attacks which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated. An important point to emphasize is that the rule is not limited to death and injuries, but that damage to civilian objects should also not be excessive in relation to the military advantage anticipated.

The rule requires that, in the context of each attack, a prior assessment must be made as to the exposure to, and level of, injury or damage that civilians or infrastructure may suffer as a result of the attack, and to then weigh this against the military gain anticipated. This includes consideration of the target itself, its vicinity, and the type of weaponry used in the attack. Thus, whether an attack is legal depends in part on whether the principle of proportionality was respected when the operation targeting the military objective was carried out.

Some experts note the growing recognition that “foreseeable” effects should also be factored into the proportionality assessment, including, notably, those from

9 2011 Challenges Report, above note 4, p. 41.
10 AP I, Art. 57(2)(a)(iii); ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 6, Rule 14.
unexploded ordnance. But there is a lack of consensus on the geographical and temporal scope of the proportionality assessment and of the attack itself. Rather, proportionality tends to be evaluated on an operational level and is fact-specific. For instance, once the collateral damage expected from an attack cannot be minimized further through the choice of a different weapon or a change in the angle or time of attack, “the proportionality principle is considered fulfilled and a ‘go’ for the planned attack is likely”.

In addition to the rules governing legitimate targets of attack and methods of warfare, and proportionality assessment, the law mandates that parties take certain precautionary measures to protect civilians. The principle of precaution has two aspects: precautions in attack and precautions against the effects of attacks. In the conduct of military operations, “constant care” must be taken to spare the civilian population or civilian objects. Particular precautions required by law include doing everything feasible to verify that targets are military objectives, and taking all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of warfare with a view to avoiding and in any event minimizing incidental civilian casualties and damage to civilian objects. The principle implies that commanders should choose the less harmful means available at the time of the attack to achieve their military aim. It also requires that parties to the conflict cancel or suspend an attack if it becomes apparent that it will cause excessive “collateral damage”. Thus, precautions may entail such obligations as taking measures to gather all available information to verify the target and the potential incidental effects of an attack.

12 Timothy McCormack and Paramdeep Mtharu, Expected Civilian Damage and the Proportionality Equation: International Humanitarian Law and Explosive Remnants of War, Asia Pacific Centre for Military Law, University of Melbourne Law School, 2006, pp. 12–13. See also the 1996 Amended Protocol II to the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons, Art. 3(10)(a), which requires that the “long-term effect of mines upon the local civilian population” be taken into account when taking precautions.

13 “The main problem with the principle of proportionality is not whether or not it exists but what it means and how it is to be applied.” International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), Final Report to the Prosecutor by the Committee Established to Review the NATO Bombing Campaign Against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, 13 June 2000, para. 48, available at: www.icty.org/en/press/final-report-prosecutor-committee-established-review-nato-bombing-campaign-against-federal.


17 AP I, Arts 57(1) and (2)(a)(i); ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 6, Rule 15.

18 AP I, Art. 57(2)(a)(ii); ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 6, Rule 16.

19 AP I, Arts 57(2)(a) and (b); ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 6, Rule 17.


21 ICTY, above note 13, para. 29: “A military commander must set up an effective intelligence gathering system to collect and evaluate information concerning potential targets. The commander must also direct his forces to use available technical means to properly identify targets during operations. Both the commander and the aircrew actually engaged in operations must have some range of discretion to determine which available resources shall be used and how they shall be used.”

22
Both the attacker and the attacked must take precautions. The party that is the object of attack has an obligation “to the maximum extent feasible” to “endeavor to remove the civilian population, individual civilians and civilian objects under their control from the vicinity of military objectives” and “take the other necessary precautions to protect the civilian population, individual civilians and civilian objects under their control against the dangers arising from military operations”. Armed actors have an obligation to either keep military objects apart from civilians and civilian objects, or if not feasible, to take other measures to protect civilians and civilian infrastructure from the dangers resulting from military operations. Although not specified by law, examples could include establishing warning and evacuation systems for civilians, constructing bomb shelters and marking dangerous areas.

While some parties to conflict deliberately intermingle with civilian populations, this does not release the party launching an attack from its own obligations to respect the civilian population, including the obligation to take all feasible precautions in attack.

Both the rules of precautions and proportionality are concerned with incidental effects of an attack on civilians or civilian objects. A number of factors can account for incidental loss: the location of civilians within or in the vicinity of the military objective; the terrain (landslides, floods); the type of weapons and munitions as well as the accuracy of the weapons used; weather conditions; the specific nature of the military objectives concerned (ammunition depots, fuel reservoirs, main roads of military importance within the vicinity of populated areas); and the technical skill of the combatants.

Regarding the location of the attack, the rule requiring parties to conflict to take all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of warfare can also serve to impose restrictions on the location of the attack by requiring, where circumstances permit, that the parties avoid attacking a populated area if the attack is likely to result in heavy civilian casualties. The obligation can also impose restrictions on the timing and angle of attack, with a view to limiting incidental damage. Precautions in the choice of means and methods of warfare also extend to the choice of weapons and munitions.

An attacking party must also give effective advanced warning unless circumstances do not permit. An effective advance warning is one that allows

---

25 The ICTY has categorically rejected reciprocity as a justification for violations of IHL, affirming that “[t]he defining characteristic of modern international humanitarian law is instead the obligation to uphold key tenets of this body of law regardless of the conduct of enemy combatants”. ICTY, Prosecutor v. Kupreškić, Case No. IT-95-16-T, Judgment, 14 January 2000, para. 511.
28 Ibid.
civilians to protect themselves adequately and gives them sufficient time to evacuate or otherwise seek shelter.

**Policies and practices to minimize civilian harm**

Civilian harm – death, injury and damage to property – can be avoided or minimized through many different methods. Choosing an appropriate weapons system, munitions warhead fuse and delivery system; considering the distance from which a weapon is launched; and the angle and timing of the attack all potentially affect the level of civilian harm inflicted. Despite improvements in technology, a majority of artillery and mortar systems “have inherent inaccuracies”.30 While there are limited military policies, doctrines, tactics and techniques, operational directives and rules of engagement (ROE) applying specific limits to the choice and use of explosive weapons in populated areas,31 new guidance and tactics are emerging that aim to minimize civilian harm. These new practices and policies, the US government argues, go beyond what is required by IHL, and when implemented strengthen adherence to the principles of proportionality, precaution and distinction. These practices and policies should be shared with armed actors and adjusted to different theatres and capabilities.

For instance, thorough training of armed actors in the choice of methods and means of warfare, including the use and selection of weapons, is critical to minimizing civilian harm. Policy restrictions on the use of indirect fire weapons in populated areas will also result in avoiding civilian harm. Collateral damage estimation methodologies can be used to assist commanders in foreseeing incidental harm, and can influence variables such as choice of weapon, warhead and munitions fuse. Civilian casualty tracking cells (CCTCs) also allow commanders to systematically assess the impact of operations on civilians. By analyzing the data, commanders will be able to identify particular patterns of harm where the use of certain weapons or tactics results in civilian harm. This in turn will allow the commander to take appropriate corrective measures to reduce civilian harm, such as clarifying targeting guidelines or ROE, improving training and supervision, and employing a weaponeering assessment process.32

This section examines the practices of ISAF and AMISOM in the deployment of these myriad tools when fighting in populated areas. In both cases, policy changes were driven by the recognition that civilian casualties can lead to the loss of support for the mission, undermine longer-term political objectives and, ultimately, affect mission success.

31 The *San Remo Handbook on Rules of Engagement* does expressly prohibit the use of unobserved indirect fire, observed indirect fire or all indirect fire in a number of situations, including populated areas. See the section “Policies Relevant to Protecting Civilians beyond ISAF and AMISOM”, below.
32 Weaponeering assessment is the process for determining the quantity of a particular weapon to achieve the specific level of damage desired.
ISAF

Afghanistan has been the test case for the NATO-led ISAF and US Forces Afghanistan’s (USFOR-A) implementation of new policies, tactics, techniques and procedures to minimize civilian harm. Methods included employing collateral damage estimates; issuing tactical directives to limit indirect fire and air-to-ground engagements; and creating a CCTC to assess the impact of military operations. Overlaying these policies was the ISAF commander’s guidance to all personnel in theatre to reduce civilian casualties. These policies to address civilian harm were adopted by ISAF commanders as mission-critical in the face of growing criticism by the Afghan government and its citizens, and international and national organizations.

ISAF initially limited the use of explosive weapons by banning the use of cluster munitions beginning in 2007, prior to the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions. Additionally, beginning in 2007, ISAF and USFOR-A issued a number of tactical directives and fragmentary orders (FRAGOs) to place limitations on weapon use, particularly air-delivered weapons. ISAF issued these directives after high numbers of civilian casualties during combat operations in 2007 and 2008. ISAF recognized that while air-delivered ordinance delivered tactical results, the high number of civilian casualties had “strategic implications” that “forced a fundamental revision of ISAF targeting protocols and engagement procedures”.

Civilian harm mitigation efforts undertaken by ISAF

As the operational tempo of ISAF and USFOR-A increased in Afghanistan, so did civilian casualties. This raised concerns from the ICRC, the United Nations

33 The United States launched Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) in Afghanistan in October 2001 after the September 11 attacks. Following the UN-initiated Bonn Conference to develop a roadmap for Afghanistan’s reconstruction, the UN Security Council in December 2001 authorized ISAF to assist the Afghan Transitional Authority. ISAF was initially led by six-month rotations of troop-contributing countries. When NATO assumed leadership of ISAF operations in August 2003, the international imperative was to provide reconstruction and training assistance to the Afghan government and the Afghan National Security Forces. OEF maintained a concurrent mission in Afghanistan, with the bulk of kinetic action being carried out by US troops. In October 2003, ISAF began to expand beyond Kabul in order to provide stability and security assistance in the Afghan provinces. The expansion took place in four stages from 2003 to 2006. By the last stage of expansion in 2006, ISAF commanded all international military forces across Afghanistan, although OEF remained in operation concurrently. At the same time, anti-government groups stepped up attacks, dramatically increasing the combat operations tempo. As ISAF and OEF combat operations increased, so too did civilian casualties. Center for Civilians in Conflict (CIVIC), Civilian Harm Tracking: Analysis of ISAF Efforts in Afghanistan, 2014, p. 3, available at: http://civiliansinconflict.org/uploads/files/publications/ISAF_Civilian_Harm_Tracking.pdf.

34 Ibid.; CIVIC interviews with three former ISAF Commanders in 2014; Sarah Sewall and Dr. Larry Lewis, Reducing and Mitigating Civilian Casualties: Afghanistan and Beyond – Joint Civilian Casualty Study, Joint Center for Operational Analysis, US Joint Forces Command, 2010 (redacted version on file with author).

35 FRAGOs are issued as a revision to a directive.

36 Interviews with former ISAF officials cited in CIVIC, above note 33.
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Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA), the Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission, Human Rights Watch, Amnesty International and the Center for Civilians in Conflict (CIVIC).

In May 2007, the ISAF leadership ordered an internal report discussing the effect of civilian casualties caused by a US air strike in Shindand, Herat province, the month prior. As a result of the report’s findings, in June 2007, General Dan McNeill (commander of ISAF (COMISAF) at the time) issued ISAF’s first tactical directive focused on reducing harm by clarifying guidance on night raids, and requiring formal collateral damage estimates (CDEs). The directive states: “Whenever our actions in battle cause injury or death to civilians or property damage or destruction, we diminish our effectiveness.” The directive focused on three areas – raids, pre-assault or preparatory fires, and air-to-ground or indirect fire – and ordered that:

- Pre-assault or preparatory fires are to be treated as deliberate targeting operations, which require preapproval and formal collateral damage estimates.
- Air-to-ground or indirect fires are to be used only when forces are taking fire from the compound or there is an imminent threat from the compound, and when there are no other options available to the ground force commander to protect the force and accomplish the mission.
- When tactically feasible, small arms are to be used instead of air-to-ground or indirect fire.

In June 2008, two air strikes in Azizabad caused a significant number of civilian casualties. Information on these events from local and international organizations, including UNAMA, differed dramatically from ISAF’s account, warranting a second tactical directive by then COMISAF General McKiernan. The content was similar to the 2007 directive, focusing inter alia on air-to-ground and indirect fire and limited their use to purely self-defence and instances where there were no other options for force protection. The 2008 directive also called for acknowledgement of civilian casualties, including property damage, and for forces to document civilian harm through a battle damage assessment (BDA) process.

But the data discrepancies between ISAF and others – including UNAMA, which had begun recording civilian casualties in 2007 – were such that ISAF’s reporting mechanisms appeared weak. To coincide with the new tactical

38 CIVIC interview with Major-General Gordon B. Davis, former Chief of the Strategic Advisory Group to COMISAF, March 2014.
39 CIVIC, above note 33, p. 3.
directive, in late August 2008 ISAF created a CCTC at ISAF headquarters, to allow ISAF to gather data on harm caused during operations and report it to ISAF leadership.44 Prior to this, ISAF did not systematically track allegations of civilian casualties, as this was not standard practice for militaries. NATO “did not have procedures or a coherent system to address civilian casualties”.45 Rather, notifications of suspected civilian casualties were investigated for legal violations by troop-contributing countries whose forces were involved. Some nations, such as the United States, also made condolence or ex gratia payments for incidental harm.46

The CCTC – staffed by two to five personnel depending on resources and housed within the Combined Joint Operations Command in Kabul – initially functioned to strengthen ISAF’s internal situational awareness of civilian harm in order to better respond to allegations.47 Over time, the CCTC began to amass information on civilian casualties and examine it for trends that were used to provide recommendations to ISAF on civilian casualty mitigation.

Command emphasis on civilian casualty mitigation continued to be critical in Afghanistan. The commander’s intent was communicated in tactical directives not only to ensure that subordinates understood the importance of civilian casualty mitigation, evidence-based causal factors and proper reporting and assessments, but also to reinforce the requirement of balancing military necessity against the risk of harm to civilians.48

Following the establishment of the CCTC in August, General McKiernan issued another directive in December 2008 that called for “good tactical judgment, necessity and proportionality” to drive every action and engagement, and stated that “minimizing civilian casualties is paramount”.49 Unfortunately, these directives were only as effective as their implementation and dissemination. Another incident in Farah province in 2009, where the unit was unaware of the new restrictions, resulted in a July 2009 directive issued by the new ISAF commander, General Stanley McChrystal, which sought to renew ISAF’s focus on civilian harm.50 The directive amplified reporting requirements through BDAs for

44 CIVIC, above note 33, pp. 2–4.
45 Ibid., p. 3.
47 CIVIC, above note 33, p. 5.
all engagements and reiterated the need to limit air strikes on residential compounds. It emphasized that:

- Leaders at all levels are to scrutinize and limit the use of force such as close air support (CAS) against residential compounds and other locations likely to produce civilian casualties.
- Commanders must weigh the gain of using CAS against the cost of civilian casualties, which in the long run make mission success more difficult and turn the Afghan people against ISAF.
- The use of air-to-ground munitions and indirect fire against residential compounds is only authorized under very limited conditions.\(^5\)

Such guidance also served to institutionalize and improve the flow of data to the CCTC. A new ISAF Standard Operating Procedure 307 was also issued that provided guidance on reporting requirements for civilian casualties.\(^5\) An incident in Kunduz in 2009 led to the term “troops in contact” being redefined to prevent self-defence criteria from being used inappropriately.\(^5\)

Critically, such guidance began to see the desired effect of reducing civilian harm. At a 2013 UN-organized event focusing on explosive weapons in populated areas, Brigadier-General Richard Gross, former legal adviser to the COMISAF, noted that the 2009 directive resulted in a great reduction in civilian casualties as the effect of the directive was to oblige commanders to consider alternatives such as small arms fire or even withdrawing when military personnel’s lives were not at risk.\(^5\) UNAMA’s annual protection of civilians report noted a decrease in civilian harm attributed to pro-government forces in 2009–10. In 2009, 573 deaths were attributed to both Afghan and international forces; in 2010, the figure was around 429.\(^5\)

Notably, some subordinate-level US commanders were critical of the 2009 directive, interpreting it as more restrictive than was required.\(^5\) There was also a perception among some troops and commanders that the right of self-defence was being compromised.\(^5\) The new COMISAF, General David Petraeus, clarified in his Senate confirmation hearing that “focusing on securing people does not, however, mean we don’t go after the enemy”.\(^5\) When Petraeus assumed command in July 2010, he conducted a review of all tactical directives and issued a new directive in August 2010, which instructed that “[s]ubordinate commands

---

51 The conditions are classified for operational reasons.
52 Author conversation with ISAF CCMT team.
53 Author conversation with Dr. Larry Lewis (see above note 34), noting the ISAF FRAGO, air support request procedures and “troops in contact” terminology, 14 October 2009.
54 Brigadier-General Richard Gross, presenting at the OCHA-Chatham House Meeting on Reducing the Humanitarian Impact of the Use of Explosive Weapons in Populated Areas, 23–24 September 2013.
are not authorized to restrict this guidance further without my authorization”.\(^{59}\)

This new language sought to clarify that the directive was the ceiling and not the floor, and instructed commanders not to add additional restrictions.

Petraeus went further and adopted an even more stringent standard for civilian protection, requiring verification that there were “no civilians present” to approve strikes outside of self-defence.\(^{60}\) The directive underlined the importance of protection of civilians as key to successful mission completion, while reinforcing the concept of “disciplined use of force”.\(^{61}\) The directive noted that ISAF must continue – indeed, redouble – our efforts to reduce the loss of innocent civilian life to an absolute minimum. Every Afghan civilian death diminishes our cause. If we use excessive force or operate contrary to our counterinsurgency principles, tactical victories may prove to be strategic setbacks.\(^{62}\)

The directive also stressed the importance of training ISAF forces to know and understand the ROE and the intent of the tactical directive so that they would have “the confidence to take all necessary actions when it matters most, while understanding the strategic consequences of civilian casualties”.\(^{63}\)

These tactical directives, and the creation of the CCTC, coincided with an August 2010 study – commissioned by Generals Petraeus and McChrystal – that examined US efforts to reduce and mitigate civilian casualties in Afghanistan. This was yet another attempt to learn and improve ways to address civilian harm by undertaking evidence-based assessment outside the ISAF and USFOR-A chain of command. After analyzing several hundred incidents, the study team, which had top-secret clearance, provided a list of primary causal factors for different types of operations, including air strikes, checkpoint operations, artillery fire and vehicle movements, and made specific recommendations for changes in guidance and tactics. In response, USFOR-A and ISAF made a number of changes to their conduct of operations, improved trainings focusing on civilian casualty mitigation and promulgated new policies for tactical forces in Afghanistan.\(^{64}\)

In 2011, as new guidance was being issued, the CCTC was expanded into the Civilian Casualty Mitigation Team (CCMT), with more resources dedicated to addressing the causes of civilian casualties and to outreach to civil society for cross-checking allegations and informing mitigation efforts.\(^{65}\) Led by a colonel, the CCMT created internal working groups with representatives from ISAF headquarters and subordinate commands, and provided guidance


\(^{60}\) Ibid.

\(^{61}\) Ibid.

\(^{62}\) Ibid.

\(^{63}\) Ibid.

\(^{64}\) S. Sewall and L. Lewis, above note 34.

\(^{65}\) CIVIC, above note 33, p. 7.
on civilian casualty avoidance and mitigation. Its mandate included coordinating subject-specific studies and providing recommendations to ISAF leadership; leading the working groups that addressed modification or establishment of policies, tactical directives and standard operating procedures; and collecting and archiving lessons learned and best practices in avoiding civilian harm.66 Externally, expansion of the CCMT sought to strengthen ISAF’s relationship with its Afghan counterparts, UNAMA and NGOs in order to discuss allegations of civilian harm and to cross-check military data with external sources for discrepancies. The dialogue with external and independent organizations was critical for ISAF leadership to re-examine its own incident reporting and engage on recommendations to reduce civilian harm. The tracking data and analysis was used to formulate recommendations to ISAF leadership and to influence recommendations for pre-deployment training on civilian casualty mitigation for the troop-contributing countries.67

For instance, analyzing causes of civilian harm incidents led to improvement over time in assessing hostile intent when determining the right to use lethal force, which warranted new guidance. Forces sometimes misinterpreted the intent behind Afghans digging in the ground during the night, suspecting it to be emplacement of IEDs; in actuality, during hot weather Afghans prefer working during the cooler night. Or, because Afghanistan has an armed culture, possession of a weapon does not equate to hostile intent, but when US forces approached a compound, especially at night, Afghan self-defence actions were sometimes misinterpreted as hostile intent, making it difficult to discern civilians. US forces then began to use tactics such as “call-outs”, and other forces worked through local leaders to reduce the risk of surprising the population and thus avoid civilian harm.68

Notably, the various tactical directives and guidance and the creation of the CCMT, including sustained engagement with external organizations like UNAMA, led to an improvement in reporting and analysis of civilian harm over time. Identified lessons from incidents allowed forces to learn from mistakes rather than repeating them. As the co-author of the Joint Civilian Casualties study, Dr. Larry Lewis, told CIVIC, the successive directives showed the benefit of “revising guidance to reflect improved understanding”.69 Command emphasis on minimizing civilian harm continued – for instance, ISAF again revised an earlier directive on 30 November 2011, reminding forces that civilian presence should be assumed, and that all Afghans were to be presumed civilians unless proven otherwise. ISAF also emphasized trainings and post-strike investigations.70 Then

66 Ibid.
67 Ibid.
69 Personal interview with Dr. Larry Lewis, Center for Naval Analysis, July 2015.
COMISAF General John Allen reiterated the need to “balance our pursuit of the enemy with our efforts to minimize the loss of innocent civilian life and our obligation to protect our troops”.71

ISAF also employed and refined its collateral damage estimation methodology, which was noted in the first 2007 tactical directive, to assist commanders in foreseeing incidental civilian harm in targeting decisions and minimizing harm by altering variables like choice of weapon, warhead and munitions fuse, and the timing and angle of the attack.72 Population density, building material and secondary fragmentation, among other information about the target and its surroundings, were considered in carrying out a CDE.73 The availability, range and quality of information used for the CDE depended on the context, while the depth of the CDE analysis depended on whether targets were time-sensitive (see discussion below).

Concurrently with the tactical directives and creation of the CCMT, ISAF emphasized training to reduce civilian casualties. ISAF fed civilian casualty training requirements back to the NATO command structure, and these were subsequently included in NATO Training Directive 75–8 and civilian casualty prevention and mitigation training.74 This fed into pre-deployment trainings and in-mission trainings of forces, and into supplementary publications focusing on civilian casualty mitigation including the Afghanistan Civilian Casualty Prevention Handbook and Rules of Engagement Vignettes.75

These directives, tools such as CDEs, BDAs and the CCMT, and trainings worked, and civilian harm attributed to ISAF decreased. UNAMA, which maintained a consistent dialogue with ISAF on civilian casualties and issued annual reports with statistics mapping out the impact of conflict and types of civilian harm on men, women and children, reported a steady decline in harm caused by ISAF despite a troop surge in 2010–12. In 2007, UNAMA attributed 629 deaths to pro-government (both Afghan and international) forces.76 By the end of the ISAF mission in 2014, the average number of civilian casualties per ISAF-caused incident was reduced by almost 75%; in 2009, there were 573 deaths attributed to Afghan and international forces; in 2010, 429; in 2011, 519; in 2012, 324; in 2013, 354; and in 2014, at the end of the ISAF mission, UNAMA attributed 162 deaths to international military forces.77

72 CIVIC interviews with USFOR-A and ISAF officials, 2010–12.
73 Ibid.
74 NATO Joint Analysis and Lessons Learned Centre, Protection of Civilians: How ISAF Reduced Civilian Casualties, 1 June 2015 (on file with author).
75 Center for Army Lessons Learned, Afghanistan Civilian Casualty Prevention Handbook, June 2012 (CIVIC was a contributing author to this handbook); Center for Army Lessons Learned, Rules of Engagement Vignettes: Observations, Insights and Lessons, May 2011.
76 See UNAMA, above note 55, p. 10.
77 Ibid., pp. 10, 78.
AMISOM

On 19 January 2007, the African Union Peace and Security Council created AMISOM, endorsed by the UN Security Council one month later. AMISOM’s mandate included a variety of tasks, including protecting the Somali Transitional Federal Government (TFG), conducting an enforcement campaign against Al-Shabaab and other actors fighting the TFG, implementing a range of civilian-military projects, policing tasks, and providing training and support to TFG security forces.

Much of the fighting in Mogadishu was conducted along traditional front lines, with the TFG and AMISOM controlling one part of the city and Al-Shabaab another. Both parties relied heavily on artillery fire and other indirect fire weapons. In a tactic documented by CIVIC as well as Human Rights Watch, Al-Shabaab would fire mortars from locations with significant civilian presence but refuse to let civilians leave those areas. When AMISOM returned fire with heavy weapons, civilian casualties were inevitable. Al-Shabaab also used converted Toyota minibuses as mobile artillery launchers to fire at TFG and AMISOM forces before quickly departing the scene, leaving the area exposed to retaliatory fire. AMISOM vehicles caused injuries through road traffic accidents, and other forms of collateral harm occurred when civilians were caught in the crossfire, as front lines in Mogadishu moved often and unpredictably.

Amidst growing concerns that civilian casualties were undermining operational success, AMISOM implemented a number of corrective actions. External advisers were brought in, including CIVIC, to conduct an assessment and recommend changes, which included the development of a new indirect fire policy, revision of the ROE, revamping AMISOM’s approach to strategic communications, and creating a CCTC. These were designed to better meet AMISOM’s obligations under IHL, but were also in line with ISAF’s view that civilian casualties undermined mission success and longer-term objectives.

Indirect fire policy

The indirect fire (IDF) policy set forth the intent of AMISOM to minimize civilian harm through changes in policies, ROE, and response to civilian harm. The introduction to the IDF policy states:

---

78 The Peace and Security Council is the standing organ of the African Union for the prevention, management and resolution of conflicts. For more information, see: www.au.int/en/organs/psc.
81 CIVIC, above note 80.
82 Ibid.
Winning the support of the people is the guiding principle for the planning and conduct of all our operations. Minimizing civilian harm must be a guiding principle for the planning and conduct of all our operations, and further is a humanitarian imperative on which we all agree.\(^{83}\)

The IDF policy articulates a three-step process of “Avoid, Attribute and Amend”:

- Where possible, AMISOM will avoid the use of IDF, which can cause extensive civilian casualties. Indirect fire will only be used for self-defense in extreme cases, and to protect the civilian population where a clear military objective is identified and where the military advantage gained is overwhelmingly superior to the potential risk of harm to the civil population.

- When IDF is reported, AMISOM must attribute responsibility to the originator – detect the origin of IDF, correlate this with AMISOM’s own IDF firing records and apologize quickly when responsible; refute the allegation by accounting for the use of its weapons accurately; or apportion responsibility to opposing forces, based on credible intelligence.

- Make amends\(^{84}\) for civilian harm caused unintentionally by AMISOM by recognizing losses and providing immediate assistance to those who have been injured, distressed or otherwise affected by AMISOM operations, including IDF.\(^{85}\)

Other measures taken by AMISOM included creating no-fire zones around hospitals, residential areas, markets, religious places and camps for internally displaced persons, and restricting the use of 107 mm rocket artillery. The measures undertaken reflected the accuracy problems of this wide-area-effect weapon in harming civilians. Counter-battery fire was limited to “de-populated areas” in order to minimize collateral damage.\(^{86}\) The IDF policy recommended the use of CDEs before weapon use, mandatory refresher training for military personnel involved in the use of IDF, after-action reports following an incident to identify lessons and feed into trainings, employing unarmed aerial vehicles (UAVs or “drones”) to record patterns of life to improve distinction, and the creation of a CCTC.

In late 2011, the IDF policy recommendation to create a CCTC was heeded when this mechanism was endorsed by UN Security Council Resolution 2036. In 2012, the African Union Commission provided support to AMISOM to develop a mission-wide strategy to incorporate the protection of civilians into AMISOM operations. The civilian casualty tracking analysis and response cell (CCTARC)


\(^{85}\) AMISOM, above note 83.

\(^{86}\) Counter-battery fire is return fire against an enemy IDF position.
began operating in 2015. The AMISOM CCTARC – composed of data, military and legal analysts – is tasked with tracking incidents and allegations of civilian harm, analyzing causes of harm and recommending guidance on tactics and trainings, responding to individual incidents and ensuring that civilians receive amends (acknowledgment and assistance), and engaging in dialogue with external organizations in order to cross-check internal incident reporting.

Implementing the IDF policy specifically on restrictions on the use of counter-battery fire in populated areas resulted in a reduction of civilian harm by AMISOM in Mogadishu. While no public data recording the number of civilian deaths and injuries attributed to AMISOM, like UNAMA’s recording mechanism for Afghanistan, is available, AMISOM reports that it is investigating allegations of civilian casualties and apologizing to civilians accidentally harmed by AMISOM.

**Policies relevant to protecting civilians beyond ISAF and AMISOM**

While this article does not include a survey of all military doctrines and policies, as many are not publicly available, a brief overview of those available shows that some militaries recognize the first-, second- and third-order effects of civilian harm.

The *San Remo Handbook on Rules of Engagement* proposes restricting the use of indirect fire weapons, defined as “fire directed at a target that cannot be seen by the aimer and that is not itself used as a point of aim for the weapons or the director”, in populated areas. The *Handbook* distinguishes between “observed
indirect fire”, for which the point of impact or burst\(^94\) can be seen by an observer, and “unobserved indirect fire”, for which the point of impact or burst is not observed. Direct fire and observed indirect fire are “permitted unless restricted by a rule” of a nation’s military. Noteworthy is that the proposed ROE identify “populated areas” as situations where unobserved fire, observed indirect fire or direct fire can be restricted by a rule.\(^95\)

The 2009 Australian Defence Force’s joint targeting manual has a broad definition of collateral effects, stating that such effects are “not damage to a target or any directly associated collateral damage to the immediate area, rather they are any effect(s) achieved beyond those for which the action was undertaken”.\(^96\) The manual recommends “sound planning” for such collateral effects.\(^97\) The manual also recommends that sensitive targets need not be related to collateral damage. Instead, “a target may be identified as a sensitive target when the commander has estimated that the physical damage and collateral effects on civilian and/or on-combatant persons, property, and environments, occurring incidental to military operations, exceed established national-level notification thresholds.” Sensitive targets also include those targets that “exceed national-level rules of engagement … thresholds, or where the commander determines the effects from striking the target may have adverse political ramifications. In essence, sensitive targets require national level approval.”\(^98\)

The UK’s 2012 Joint Service Manual of the Law of Armed Conflict places requirements on its commanders to consider “the foreseeable effects of attack”, noting that the “characteristics of the target may be a factor here”.\(^99\) Such characteristics can include density of population and infrastructure, dependence on infrastructure, and interconnectedness of urban centres.\(^100\) The manual includes the example of an attack on a military fuel storage depot where there is a foreseeable risk of the burning fuel flowing into a civilian residential area.

In 2012, the US Army issued doctrine through ATTP 3-37.31, Civilian Casualty Mitigation,\(^101\) which was updated as the 2015 Protection of Civilians doctrine. It recommends alternative methods to limit civilian harm, stating: “During actions on contact, use fire and maneuver rather than indirect fires and airstrikes as the default response, and raise the authority for fires clearance to

\(^94\) Use of the term “burst” in this context indicates that indirect fire is about weapons that explode, but the notion of indirect fire focuses on a mode of delivery rather than on blast and fragmentation effects. \textit{Ibid.}, p. 85.

\(^95\) \textit{Ibid.}


\(^97\) \textit{Ibid.}

\(^98\) \textit{Ibid.}, at pp. 1–6. Examples of what are considered sensitive targets are not listed.


higher command levels.” The manual also recommends using CCTCs and BDAs, which are being implemented by the United States for operations in Iraq and Syria (see below).

The 2013 US *Joint Urban Operations* doctrine similarly emphasizes the potential for civilian casualties in urban areas, noting that such operations “may have more restrictive operational limitations than operations elsewhere.” It states:

The presence of civilians and the need to preserve infrastructure greatly influence operations and help shape the rules of engagement (ROE) and rules for the use of force (RUF). Operations-specific ROE or RUF are often clarified and refined as required by the situation to allow flexibility in accomplishing the mission while limiting civilian collateral damage and friendly casualties.

Specifically, the doctrine instructs the use of precision munitions to “prevent friendly fire, minimize civilian casualties, and limit collateral damage.” While the doctrine does not specifically address explosive weapons in populated areas, the instruction is clear that ROE, choice of weapons, and targeting in urban areas are distinct from operations in other locations due to a heightened risk of causing civilian casualties.

Some armed forces, such as those of the United States, United Kingdom and Australia, also have “no-strike” policies in order to reduce the impact of hostilities on civilians, including from the effects of explosive weapons. For example, the US Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction on *No Strike and the Collateral Damage Estimation Methodology* of October 2012 provides that no-strike entities (NSEs) are those designated by the appropriate authority upon which kinetic or non-kinetic operations are prohibited to avoid violating international law, conventions or agreements, or damaging relations with coalition partners and indigenous populations. NSEs are protected from the effects of military operations, and are categorized based on their sensitivity: either CAT I (most sensitive) or CAT II (less sensitive). The policy refers to “collateral objects”

---

102 Ibid.
104 Ibid., p. I-6.
106 Australian Defense Force, above note 96, pp. 4-7, 4-8. A no-strike policy states that certain “objects or entities [are] characterised as protected from military effects under international law and/or rules of engagement” and cannot be attacked. The manual does not list what targets are designated on no-strike lists, but the likely entities that are included on a US no-strike list are presented in note 109 below.
109 CAT I includes: diplomatic offices, foreign missions; religious, cultural, historical institutions, cemeteries, and structures; intergovernmental organizations (e.g., UN, NATO) and NGO property, equipment and personnel; medical facilities (both civilian and military); public education facilities including non-military schools, colleges, universities, child/day care centres, and institutes; civilian refugee camps and concentrations; prisoner of war camps and concentrations and government detention facilities/prisons; facilities whose engagement may result in pollution that cannot be contained, to include contamination of standing water, streams and rivers; and dams or dykes whose engagement may result in the flooding of civilian areas. CAT II includes: non-military billeting and accommodations, including private
that have a geospatial relationship to a target and may be affected, or potentially affected, by target engagement. Knowledge of the location and function of collateral objects is essential to target development, the no-strike policy and the collateral damage methodology.\textsuperscript{110}

In 2012, the United States updated its collateral damage estimation methodology (CDM), and it views CDMs as a means for commanders to adhere to the laws of war.\textsuperscript{111} A CDM is typically done via a computer model and is aimed at helping commanders to understand weapon effects, incidental consequences and mitigation techniques. The US Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction defines collateral damage as unintentional or incidental injury or damage to persons or objects that would not be lawful military targets in the circumstances ruling at the time.\textsuperscript{112} The CDM produces a conservative characterization of the risk of collateral damage for commanders and decision-makers, and uses a mix of empirical data, probability, historical observations and complex modelling for analysis. However, it is limited by the quantity and reliability of collected weapons effects data, weapon delivery uncertainties and target information. Furthermore, the CDM cannot always account for the dynamics and unpredictability of the urban operational environment.\textsuperscript{113}

Notably, the CDM does not account for unknown transient civilian or non-combatant personnel and/or equipment in the vicinity of a target area. This includes cars passing on roads, people walking down the street, or other civilian entities whose presence in the target area cannot be predicted to a reasonable certainty within the capabilities and limitations of intelligence collection means. The Instruction notes that it is an inherent responsibility for commanders, at all levels, to employ due diligence to identify assemblies of civilian or non-combatant personnel and/or property in the target area and de-conflict target engagements when possible.\textsuperscript{114}

The Instruction notes that the CDM does not account for the use of cluster or improved conventional munitions beyond CDE Level 3 (a weaponeering assessment process)\textsuperscript{115} because of the greater risk of unexploded ordnance and

\textsuperscript{110} Ibid., p. B-7.
\textsuperscript{111} Ibid., p. D-1.
\textsuperscript{112} Ibid., p. D-2.
\textsuperscript{113} Ibid., pp. D-1–D-2, D-5.
\textsuperscript{114} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{115} The goal of CDE Level 3 is to achieve a low collateral damage estimate while limiting the number of tactical weaponeering restrictions. CDE Level 3 determines appropriate delivery systems and warhead and fuse combinations that mitigate the risk of collateral damage while still achieving the desired effect on the target. Ibid.
the limited weapon options available to mitigate the risk of collateral damage. Rocket-assisted projectiles or enhanced/extended-range artillery, mortar and naval gun munitions are similarly not addressed beyond CDE Level 3 due to the considerable increase in ballistic errors and subsequent increased risk to civilians when used in urban areas. The CDM does not account for secondary explosions – the policy instructs that collateral damage due to secondary explosions (weapons caches or fuel tanks for military equipment) cannot be consistently measured or predicted, so commanders are instructed to remain cognizant of any additional risk.

While CDM assessments are important to foresee the impact of weapons use and tactics, the quality and source of information analyzed may vary in quantity and quality. Notably, the CDM relies on in-depth analysis for pre-selected targets, versus on-the-spot analysis used for dynamic or time-sensitive targets.

Battle damage assessments taking into account civilian harm and not just damage caused to the enemy are also now routine for US operations. BDA is the estimate of target damage or effect, which is based on assessments of physical damage, functional damage and target systems, resulting from the application of lethal and non-lethal capabilities.

While BDAs are important for assessing an operation, relying solely on aerial BDAs without ground inspection can result in an incomplete picture of civilian harm. Thus, it is critical to ensure that reporting by third-party organizations with a presence on the ground – such as NGOs, the ICRC or the UN – is considered and cross-checked with operational data to get a complete picture about a particular strike. Underestimating civilian harm by relying only on military data risks not addressing causes for the harm and thus making some of the tools discussed in this paper ineffective.

In July 2016, NATO issued a Policy for the Protection of Civilians that recognizes the lessons learned on civilian casualty mitigation from ISAF, stating that it was committed to institutionalizing these lessons in its operations. NATO has also incorporated the US CDM in its operations. Notably,
Afghanistan is seeking to develop capabilities for better reporting and analysis of civilian harm.\(^{123}\)

**Conclusion**

Warfare wreaks havoc to civilian lives, schools, homes, hospitals, and critical infrastructure. Harm to civilians can be minimized through adherence to IHL and utilizing additional tools and trainings to minimize civilian harm in populated areas, and through adoption of policies that prioritize civilian protection discussed in this article.\(^{124}\)

Some warring parties in current conflicts are implementing some of the tools examined in this article. For instance, in Iraq and Syria, while many armed actors have been found to violate IHL,\(^{125}\) the US-led Combined Joint Task Force Operation Inherent Resolve, which includes the UK, Australia, Denmark and other countries who participated in the ISAF mission, is applying many of the policies learnt from Afghanistan, including BDAs, which include civilian harm, and CDMs in targeting the Islamic State (ISIS) group in populated areas where ISIS is entrenched.\(^{126}\) The United States has also created a civilian casualty mitigation team for Iraq and Syria to track and investigate allegations of civilian harm and to identify lessons for the purposes of modifying tactics.\(^{127}\)

However, more needs to be done to use these tools effectively to reduce deaths and injuries attributed to the anti-ISIS coalition air campaign.\(^{128}\)

---

\(^{123}\) CIVIC has provided technical assistance to the Afghan government in developing civilian casualty mitigation tools and provided input on a national civilian casualty mitigation and prevention policy. NATO’s Resolute Support “train, assist and advise” mission, which began in 2015 after ISAF, is working with Afghan security forces on such policies, tools and trainings.


\(^{128}\) As of 2 February 2017, the United States has admitted to causing 199 civilian casualties in Iraq and Syria since the air campaign began in mid-2014, and is investigating allegations by NGOs and those reported in the media. See CENTCOM, *Combined Joint Task Force – Operation Inherent Resolve Monthly Civilian*
death and injuries, as well as the scale of physical destruction of cities – once most civilians have left – like Ramadi, Zumar and Sinjar in Iraq and Kobane in Syria, also highlight the challenges and costs of dislodging a group that embeds itself in homes and rigs cities with IEDs and booby traps. Fighting in populated areas urgently necessitates creative thinking by military planners involved in the air campaign in Iraq and Syria in order to constantly learn and improve tactics to minimize civilian harm, including by vigorously cross-checking their data on civilian harm with external sources to ensure maximum effectiveness of operations and the stated intent to minimize civilian harm.

In Iraq, local ground forces backed by the coalition have yet to adopt some of the tools and trainings on civilian protection, and need urgent support to develop in order to minimize civilian harm. While computer-generated CDMs may be advanced for some forces, armed actors, in addition to adhering to IHL, should conduct BDAs that include civilian harm considerations and collect and analyze such data in a tracking cell to understand how tactics are impacting civilians and what mitigation measures should be undertaken. Such an effort would begin to

Casualty Report, 2 February 2017, available at: www.centcom.mil/MEDIA/PRESS-RELEASES/Press-Release-View/Article/1068742/combined-joint-task-force-operation-inherent-resolve-monthly-civilian-casualty/. As of 30 January 2017, Airwars – a transparency project monitoring the air campaign against ISIS and other groups and recording civilian harm in Iraq, Syria and Libya – had attributed over 2,300 deaths and injuries to the anti-ISIS coalition in Iraq and Syria, but it “cautions” on the number “given the significant challenges of casualty verification”. Civilian casualties attributed to Russian air strikes in Syria, supporting the Syrian regime from September 2015 to December 2016, number over 8,000. (See, generally, Airwars.com.) In Afghanistan as well, although the ISAF mandate ended in 2014, US forces in Afghanistan who are training Afghan forces, and who since June 2016 have been allowed to conduct air strikes against the Taliban in support of the Afghan security forces, must strictly adhere to guidance and policies to minimize civilian harm and prevent any recurrence of events like the October 2015 attack on the Médécin Sans Frontières hospital in Kunduz. A US military investigation found that US forces did not know they were firing at a medical facility, and that “a combination of human errors, compounded by process and technical errors” resulted in the attack. The investigation also found that certain personnel failed to adhere to ROE and violated the law of armed conflict. CENTCOM, “CENTCOM Releases Investigation into Doctors without Borders Trauma Facility”, 29 April 2016, available at: www.centcom.mil/news/press-release/april-29-centcom-releases-kunduz-investigation.


inculcate a protection mindset amongst armed actors who are retaking territories from opposing groups and holding territory.

Adopting policies and tactics to minimize civilian harm needs leadership, as it plays a key role in how an armed actor sees its role in prosecuting a war in accordance with IHL, but also from a strategic lens. The Lieber Code, the first modern codification of the laws of war, told the armies of the United States of 1863 that “[m]ilitary necessity does not include any act of hostility which makes the return to peace unnecessarily difficult”. This advice is as applicable now as it was then. Military necessity that fails to prioritize civilian protection, especially in populated areas, will undermine success by making the return to peace more difficult. Armed actors need to adopt a protection mindset when fighting in populated areas, and adopt the tools and policies discussed in this article to minimize civilian harm. Focusing on tactical gains but not protecting civilians can result in a protracted war, with civilians continuing to pay the ultimate cost.
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Introduction

To maintain public order, police forces around the world commonly use irritant gases – known as “riot control agents” – and bullets that are designed to flatten and deform on impact, which we shall call “expanding bullets”. Hardly a month goes by without news that a demonstration somewhere has been broken up using tear gas.1 This practice has been widely documented in the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany and France.2 Although less widely reported on in the media, expanding bullets are also frequently used by police around the world, including the New York Police Department,3 Swiss cantonal police forces4 and the French national police.5 Riot control agents and expanding bullets have a unique attribute in common compared with other weapons and ammunition: although they are widely used by police forces around the world, they are forbidden as a means of warfare in situations of armed conflict.

The banning of riot control agents as a means of warfare can be traced back to the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare (Geneva Protocol) of 1925. Since this treaty prohibits “the use in war of asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases”,6 a majority of States have held that the term “other”, which is rendered as “similaire” in the French version of the text (both versions are equally authentic7), covers riot control agents.8 According to Wil D. Verwey, this interpretation is consistent with both the preparatory work and the context in

---

which the Geneva Protocol was adopted. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, however, this reading was challenged by several States party to the Protocol (Australia, Portugal and the United Kingdom) and by the United States, which, although not a party to the Protocol, applied its provisions. The Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and on Their Destruction (Chemical Weapons Convention, CWC) of 1993, ratified by 192 States as of 17 October 2015, defines riot control agents as “any chemical … which can produce rapidly in humans sensory irritation or disabling physical effects which disappear within a short time following termination of exposure”, and establishes that their use “as a method of warfare” is forbidden. The status of this ban as customary law in both international and non-international armed conflicts is widely accepted. As such, it comprises Rule 76 of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) study Customary International Humanitarian Law (ICRC Customary Law Study).

The use of expanding bullets, meanwhile, was outlawed by the Declaration relative to the Prohibition of Bullets which Expand in the Human Body (Hague Declaration), which was adopted in The Hague on 29 July 1899 at the close of the First Peace Conference, because of the atrocious wounds they caused. The plenipotentiaries were “inspired by the sentiments which found expression in the Declaration of St Petersburg”. In that document, the signatories had considered that the only legitimate object which States should endeavour to accomplish during war is to weaken the military forces of the enemy; that for this purpose it is sufficient to disable the greatest possible number of men; that this object would be exceeded by the employment of arms which uselessly aggravate the

9 W. D. Verwey, above note 2, pp. 228–239.
13 CWC, Art. II(7).
14 Ibid., Art. I(5). In the French text of the CCW, the expression “moyen de guerre” is literally closer to “means of warfare” than “method of warfare”. The English and French texts of the CCW are equally authentic according to Article XXIV.
17 ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 8, p. 265.
19 Ibid.
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... sufferings of disabled men, or render their death inevitable; that the employment of such arms would, therefore, be contrary to the laws of humanity.\textsuperscript{21}

These considerations reflect the principle of the prohibition against causing unnecessary suffering, which the International Court of Justice (ICJ) has recognized as one of the cardinal principles of international humanitarian law (IHL):

According to the second principle, it is prohibited to cause unnecessary suffering to combatants: it is accordingly prohibited to use weapons causing them such harm or uselessly aggravating their suffering. In application of that second principle, States do not have unlimited freedom of choice of means in the weapons they use.\textsuperscript{22}

The ban on using expanding bullets is also considered to be a customary rule, applicable in both international and non-international conflicts. It constitutes Rule 77 of the ICRC Customary Law Study.\textsuperscript{23}

The legitimacy of this state of law has been criticized in a way that calls to mind the position adopted by the ICJ in 1949, namely that “elementary considerations of humanity” are “even more exacting in peace than in war”.\textsuperscript{24}

Following this logic, civil society organizations have denounced the use of expanding bullets by police forces\textsuperscript{25} on the grounds that projectiles which are banned from the battlefield because they cause inhumane injuries had been or were going to be used by States against their own citizens. During the Ferguson riots in Missouri, the same kind of argument was made against the use of riot control agents.\textsuperscript{26} Reversing the ICJ’s view, the ban on using these weapons and ammunition as means of warfare in armed conflicts has also been criticized: as riot control agents and expanding bullets are used in peacetime, when standards of humanity are particularly high, then why not use them in war? To justify the use of riot control agents by US forces in Vietnam, Secretary of State Dean Rusk and Secretary of Defence Robert McNamara adopted just that argument on 24 and 25 March 1965, declaring that these weapons could not be regarded as combat gases since they were “recognized weapons used by police units throughout the


\textsuperscript{23} ICRC Customary Law Study, above note 8, p. 269.


world for riot control”. An article in *Time* magazine on 2 April 1965 reasoned that, as the use of gas had only temporary effects, it was ultimately more “humane” than lethal weapons such as napalm bombs and white phosphorus shells. This line of thinking persisted after the entry into force of the CWC. Defence Secretary Donald Rumsfeld thus declared on 5 February 2003:

> In many instances our forces are allowed to shoot somebody and kill them, but they’re not allowed to use a nonlethal riot control agent under the law. … There are times when the use of nonlethal riot agents is perfectly appropriate, although legal constraints make for a very awkward situation.

The same position is found concerning expanding bullets in the US Defense Department’s *Law of War Manual* (US Law of War Manual) of June 2015: “Expanding bullets are widely used by law enforcement agencies today, which also supports the conclusion that States do not regard such bullets [as] inherently inhumane or needlessly cruel.”

This article shall seek to respond to these criticisms and to demonstrate that there is no contradiction between the ban on such weapons and ammunition in the conduct of hostilities and their widespread use in law enforcement. There is a *ratio legis* behind the different legal regimes that we shall explore. Using two quasi-independent but complementary arguments, we shall justify why the use of expanding bullets is permitted in situations of law enforcement and why riot control agents are prohibited as a method of warfare. In the first part, we shall explain that the context in which these weapons and ammunition are used affects their impact on the human body. Thus, riot control agents lose their non-lethal character when used as a method of warfare, as greater amounts are absorbed by the body. As for expanding bullets, they often cause much less serious injuries than the projectiles intended by the Hague Declaration when they are used for law enforcement purposes, because of a difference in kinetic energy. In the second part of the article, we shall develop the complementary argument that, even if these weapons and ammunition were used in the same way for law enforcement purposes and in the conduct of hostilities, the implications of this use would in any case be different. Employing riot control agents as a method of warfare can unleash an escalation to the use of more toxic chemical agents, and the use of expanding bullets in law enforcement complies with certain requirements that do not exist in the rules on the conduct of hostilities. This second argument will also enable us to clarify the boundary between permitted

---

and prohibited uses of these weapons and ammunition depending on the different issues raised.

Different effects

Riot control agents and expanding bullets have different effects on the human body depending on whether they are used in the conduct of hostilities or in the maintenance of public order. We shall first demonstrate that the toxicity of riot control agents differs depending on the context in which they are employed and that they can easily lose their “non-lethal” character if used in combat operations. Secondly, we shall explain that, in the context of law enforcement by police forces, the cartridges used for bullets that are designed to flatten and deform on impact are often different from military rifle cartridges, and therefore do not inflict the same wounds as in the conduct of hostilities.

The toxicity of riot control agents

The CWC defines riot control agents as any chemical “which can produce rapidly in humans sensory irritation or disabling physical effects which disappear within a short time following termination of exposure”.31 It also establishes that these agents cannot be diluted formulae of other types of chemical weapons.32 The designation as “riot control agents” has been used in the past, however, to pass off lethal methods of chemical warfare as non-lethal. We shall start by defining some basic concepts of toxicology before explaining the importance of the dosage of riot control agents.

Some basic concepts of gas toxicology

The amount of a chemical in the gaseous state or in droplets suspended in the air that is absorbed by a human body is given in terms of its dosage or concentration-time product (Ct). This value depends both on the concentration of the chemical in the air that the person is breathing and the length of time that he or she is exposed to the chemical. It is therefore expressed in “milligrams divided by cubic metres multiplied by minutes”, or “milligrams multiplied by minutes divided by cubic metres” (mg-min/m³).33 This means that a chemical will have the same effect on a person if he or she is exposed to a given concentration for a given time or to a concentration ten times lower for ten times longer. Each toxic chemical has a dosage above which it has certain effects on the body. It thus has an incapacitating dosage (Ct I), after which the victim is unable

---

31 CWC, Art. II(7).
to continue what he or she was doing, and a lethal dosage (Ct L), after which it causes the victim’s death. All individuals are affected differently by a given chemical. This is why the dosage beyond which the chemical has the studied effect on 50% of people exposed to it is generally taken as the statistical value. This gives us the incapacitating dosage for half the population concerned (Ct I_{50}, hereafter the incapacitating dosage) or the lethal dosage for the same proportion of the population (Ct L_{50}, hereafter the lethal dosage). The lower this latter value, the more toxic the chemical. Yperite (or mustard gas) has a lethal dosage of 1,500 mg-min/m³, while the neurotoxic agent sarin has a lethal dosage of 70 mg-min/m³.

Under the CWC, the States Parties are obliged to declare which types of riot control agents they hold. As of 31 December 2015, 138 States Parties had made such declarations, mainly concerning tear gas. It transpires from these that the most commonly used agents are CS (o-chlorobenzylidene malononitrile), CN (chloroacetophenone) and capsaicinoids (pepper gas). Although these substances act on the human body via different mechanisms, they all have in common that they produce a burning sensation in the eyes, the respiratory tract and the skin that is sufficiently unpleasant or painful as to cause those targeted to flee or be temporarily incapacitated. It is estimated that the incapacitating dosage of CS ranges from 0.1 to 10 mg-min/m³ and of CN from 20 to 40 mg-min/m³, depending how the gas is dispersed. According to the studies cited, the estimated lethal dosage of CS ranges from 25,000 to 60,000 mg-min/m³ and that of CN from 8,500 to 11,000 mg-min/m³. Thus, even taking the narrowest bracket, the lethal dosage of CS is 2,500 times higher than the incapacitating dosage. The risk of overdosage is therefore in theory very low. By way of comparison, the lethal dosage of sarin is just double the incapacitating dosage (70 and 35 mg-min/m³ respectively). However, the very existence of a lethal dosage shows that riot control agents are not intrinsically non-lethal. They are only non-lethal if they are dosed accordingly, even allowing for a fairly wide margin of error.

**The importance of dosage**

Using riot control agents as a method of warfare creates conditions in which the lethal dosages are more likely to be reached, despite the safety margin between

34 Ibid., p. 137.
35 CWC, Art. III(1)(e).
40 C. Meyer, above note 33, p. 136.
the incapacitating and lethal dosages. US troops in Vietnam deployed riot control agents as a method of warfare, and in such a way that they became lethal, by passing off as riot control agents chemicals that were no longer used for this purpose by the police, and using riot control agents in confined areas or delivering them using artillery and air power.

Numerous irritant gases were used during the First World War, in particular BA (bromoacetone) and DM (adamsite). An estimated 12,000 tonnes of irritant gases were used during that conflict – one tenth of the total amount of gas used. This is one of the arguments of those who consider that, from 1925, the Geneva Protocol prohibited the use of riot control agents in war, as they contributed to the horror of the “Great Chemical War”. Used for a time as a riot control agent in the interwar years, DM was gradually replaced by CN and abandoned for that purpose because it was too dangerous. It was nonetheless used by US forces in Vietnam. Verwey reports that soldiers serving in Vietnam were instructed not to use agent DM “in an operation where deaths were not acceptable”; at the same time as Secretary of Defence Robert McNamara declared that the chemical agents used in Vietnam were no different from those commonly used by police forces around the world.

Even when relatively safe agents were used, such as CS, this was often done in a manner that was at variance with recommendations for limiting the risk of overdosage. Riot control agents are not designed for use in confined spaces, but CS was nonetheless used in Vietnam to flush out the occupants of tunnels and bunkers. To spread the chemical agent, US soldiers used M7 tear gas grenades and the M106 “Mity Mite” sprayer, derived from civilian equipment for spraying pesticides on crops. The soldiers using these weapons rarely knew the size of the underground system they were supposed to saturate with gas in order to dislodge the occupants, and the dosage was decided on by guesswork. Taking the lowest estimate of the lethal dosage of CS of 25,000 mg-min/m³, Verwey calculated that this dosage was reached in under two minutes when an M7 tear gas grenade was launched into a 10 m³ shelter, and in one minute when an M106 sprayer was used in a 200 m³ tunnel. Working in Vietnam from 1965 to 1967, Dr. Alje Vennema had one day to treat some twenty to thirty people who had been exposed to high concentrations of CS six to eighteen hours earlier. Half the patients died from pulmonary oedema attributed to CS poisoning.
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use of these gases thus means that they can be categorized with the “asphyxiating” gases referred to by the Geneva Protocol, if one refers to the “ordinary meaning”\(^{52}\) of the term “asphyxiating”. Given that the oedema caused by these gases results in a “serious slowing or cessation of breathing which can result in death”,\(^ {53}\) it is hard to see how they could not be characterized as “asphyxiating”.

For their operations in Vietnam, US forces were not only issued with individual weapons (grenades and sprayers) for saturating underground shelters with riot control agents. CS was also loaded into 155 mm artillery shells such as the XM631 and fired from a howitzer with a 15 km range, and into bombs like the XM925 and dropped from a helicopter.\(^ {54}\) Such munitions let off huge concentrations of chemical agents. A single XM925 bomb releases on impact 36 kg of CS, and the four cylinders of an XM631 shell are each filled with 2.2 kg of CS. In the immediate vicinity of the point of impact, the lethal dosage is reached within one minute and the effects of the gas make all escape impossible.\(^ {55}\) Although used in the open air, the concentrations of CS produced by these weapons are on an altogether different scale from those released by the tear gas grenades used by police forces to disperse a crowd. It should be recalled that, under the CWC, in order not to be regarded as chemical weapons, the types and quantities of toxic chemicals intended for law enforcement purposes must be consistent with those purposes.\(^ {56}\) According to Walter Krutzsch and Ralf Trapp, this means that it is prohibited to fill artillery shells or bombs with riot control agents.\(^ {57}\) It is therefore particularly worrying that some fifteen States and arms manufacturers are continuing to develop weapons that can generate a high concentration of riot control agents.\(^ {58}\) According to Michael Crowley and Dana Perkins, in addition to the risk that such weapons will then be used unlawfully, whether for law enforcement purposes or in the conduct of hostilities, such weapons programmes may also be used to conceal schemes to develop chemical weapons.\(^ {59}\)

We have thus demonstrated that using riot control agents in military operations creates a context that is more likely to result in an overdosage of these agents in such proportions that they lose their non-lethal character. The same chemical, for instance CS, will not have the same effects if it is delivered using tear gas grenades or 155 mm shells. This same line of reasoning will lead us to relativize the harm caused by expanding bullets when they are used for law
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enforcement. Although designed to flatten and deform on impact, the bullets habitually used by police forces do not cause the same atrocious wounds as military bullets which have the same design but are prohibited.

Expanding bullets and wound ballistics

Expanding bullets appeared at the end of the nineteenth century and were prohibited by IHL very soon afterwards. In order to understand how these bullets can cause such serious injuries to the human body, some background knowledge of ballistics and the context in which they were banned is, in our view, indispensable. This will then enable us to explain why the use of expanding bullets for law enforcement purposes is justified.

The design and prohibition of expanding bullets

In the late nineteenth century, the British noted that their Lee-Metford rifle, which fired a .303 British cartridge, was relatively ineffective compared with earlier weapons. The bullet passed through the body of the first target it hit, leaving a fairly clean wound and often failing to do sufficient damage to put the adversary hors de combat. As rebellions spread in British India, the ammunition factory near Dum Dum, outside Calcutta, modified the .303 British bullets by cutting the hard metal jacket at the tip of the bullet, thus exposing the softer lead core so that it deformed on impact and pushed aside the flesh.60 British colonial troops saw the carnage wrought by these modified bullets in the ranks of their adversaries during several campaigns to put down indigenous uprisings.61 This change to the .303 British cartridge was retained in its later versions, which were also called “dum-dums”.62

Some knowledge of ballistics is necessary to understand how expanding bullets work. Ballistics, the “science of projectiles and their behaviour”, can be subdivided into internal ballistics, external ballistics and terminal ballistics.63 The first studies the behaviour of the projectile in the gun barrel, the second during its flight, and the third – which interests us in particular here – when it hits its target. Terminal ballistics is called wound ballistics when the target is a living one.64 One formula is common to all ballistics: \( E_k = \frac{1}{2}mv^2 \), where \( E_k \) is the kinetic energy of the projectile expressed in joules, \( m \) its mass in kilograms and \( v \) its velocity in metres per second. Thus, the kinetic energy of a projectile is equal to

half its mass multiplied by its velocity squared: the heavier and faster a projectile, the more energy it carries.

Modern wound ballistics explains why the early versions of the .303 British cartridge were ineffective. The key factor in determining the capacity of a projectile to cause injury is not the total energy it carries when it hits its target, but how much of that energy it transfers to the target. If its mass remains constant, the more a bullet decelerates as it passes through its target, the more kinetic energy it transmits. When a bullet is held up by living tissue, the transmission of energy from the bullet to the tissue causes temporary cavitation: the bullet violently thrusts aside the tissue in its track, opening a large cavity, which then narrows after a few milliseconds to leave only a smaller permanent cavity. This phenomenon of temporary cavitation causes the destruction of the living tissue, which is very seriously damaged by the initial compression. Some organs, such as the liver, are particularly sensitive to this. Maximum destruction of the tissue is attained when the bullet does not pass through its target but remains lodged in the body: the projectile’s entire kinetic energy is then used to inflict injury, and none is left for it to continue its trajectory.

The first versions of the .303 British bullet retained their ogival form on impact and transferred only 20% of their kinetic energy as they travelled through the target. The dum-dum bullets flattened and “mushroomed” on impact. They were thus slowed down much more by the tissue in their track and deposited about 80% of their kinetic energy in the target’s body. This resulted in very large temporary cavitation and atrocious wounds.

At the International Peace Conference held in The Hague from May to July 1899, the Swiss delegation, referring to the dum-dum bullets whose use in India was known in Europe, asked “whether it would not be well to prohibit projectiles which aggravate wounds and increase the sufferings of the wounded”. Declaration IV.3 concerning the prohibition of the use of bullets which expand or flatten easily in the human body, such as bullets with a hard envelope which does not entirely cover the core or is pierced with incisions, was adopted in plenary conference on 21 July 1899 by twenty-two votes in favour, two against (the United States and the United Kingdom), and one abstention (Portugal).
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The importance of cartridge type

The use of expanding bullets by law enforcement forces is not considered illegal under international law and, as stated in the introduction to this article, is common, even though the “elementary considerations of humanity” which led to the prohibition of these projectiles in armed conflicts should be “even more exacting in peace than in war”. However, although they remain “bullets which expand or flatten easily in the human body”, the expanding bullets used by the police are, in terms of the kinetic energy they carry, very different from the dum-dum bullets of the end of the nineteenth century and do not cause the same injuries.

The weapons used by police forces (pistols, revolvers and submachine guns) have cartridges that are fairly similar to each other in terms of the bullet’s kinetic energy. This energy is, however, much lower than that carried by a military rifle bullet. For example, the modified .303 British bullet carried 3,136 joules energy on leaving the barrel, whereas the energy carried by a bullet from a 9 × 19 mm cartridge, which is used by many police forces, is only 490 joules on exit from the pistol barrel.

Robin M. Coupland and Dominique Loye summarize the differences between these two types of ammunition as follows:

The rifles that were being used at the end of the nineteenth century fired a bullet which delivers a maximum of approximately 3,000 joules’ energy. The ammunition for police handguns and machine pistols carry approximately 500 joules energy. … A bullet carrying 500 joules simply does not have the energy to cause a wound as large or as serious as one carrying 3,000 joules. … [I]f surgical care is available, the mortality from a 500 joule abdominal wound is in the order of 12%, whereas the mortality of 3,000 joule abdominal wounds is above 50% and may be nearer to 90%.

In the work of expert groups convened by the ICRC, mortality rate has been widely accepted as one of the factors for determining the severity of “suffering” or “injury”. Beat P. Kneubuehl arrives at conclusions similar to those above, noting that handgun bullets carry on average four to six times less kinetic energy than the bullets of military rifles and stating that “one cannot compare handgun bullets with deforming rifle bullets”. The bullet of a 7.62 × 51 mm NATO cartridge has a...
kinetic energy of 3,272 joules on leaving the barrel, and is therefore quite similar to the old .303 British cartridge.\footnote{Ibid., p. 351.} Although some military rifle cartridges developed in the twentieth century fire a bullet that delivers less than 3,000 joules, this has but limited impact on the distinction that can be made between rifle and handgun cartridges. Thus, 7.62 × 39 mm and 5.45 × 39 mm cartridges (used in different versions of the Kalashnikov) and 5.56 × 45 mm NATO cartridges (used in most assault rifles carried by NATO armies) all carry an energy greater than 1,400 joules on leaving the barrel.\footnote{Ibid.} On studying the ICRC’s surgical database, Robin M. Coupland observed that in proper, but not optimal, conditions of treatment (with competent health personnel, but who gained access to the wounded only after a few hours), the mortality of an abdominal injury caused by a kinetic energy transfer of under 1,100 joules remained below 20%, but mortality increased very rapidly when the kinetic energy transfer exceeded this value, reaching 60% for a 1,400-joule wound and 80% for 1,500-joule wounds.\footnote{R. M. Coupland, “Abdominal Wounds in War”, \textit{British Journal of Surgery}, No. 83, 1996, p. 1508, Fig. 4.}

This clear difference between the ammunition used by police forces and that prohibited at The Hague in 1899 is, in our view, the most convincing argument reconciling the prohibition under IHL with the practice of the police forces of the world. The expanding bullets used by law enforcement forces simply cannot cause the atrocious wounds which the plenipotentiaries at the First Peace Conference sought to prevent. These bullets, while they violate the letter of the Hague Declaration (they expand easily in the human body), respect its spirit (they do not cause the same atrocious wounds as dum-dum bullets). The hypothesis that bullets could be expanding but not cause superfluous injury was moreover put forward at the First Peace Conference by a member of the US delegation. In a plenary session held on 21 July 1899, Captain Crozier criticized the text of the Declaration, as he had done one month earlier within the Commission: \footnote{Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs, above note 18, Part II, p. 278.} “[The Declaration] forbids bullets which expand. Now, it is quite possible that a bullet may be invented that expands uniformly and that consequently would not produce needlessly cruel wounds. It would not be necessary, then, to forbid its use.”\footnote{Ibid., Part I, p. 83.}

This position is still defended today by the US Law of War Manual. While it is not inconsistent with the different points made above, a problem arises when it is used to deny outright that the prohibition of expanding bullets is part of customary IHL,\footnote{US Law of War Manual, above note 30, pp. 323–325.} even if this has so far only been done to justify the use of expanding bullets for handguns. Thus, in 2015, the Defense Department launched a competition to replace the pistol currently used by US troops with one capable of firing expanding bullets.\footnote{Matthew Cox, “Army Begins MHS Competition to Find New Pistol and Ammo Supplier”, \textit{Military.com}, 2 September 2015, available at: www.military.com/daily-news/2015/09/02/army-begins-mhs-competition-to-find-new-pistol-and-ammo-supplier.html.} Certainly, since some expanding bullets do not cause
superfluous injury, and some non-expanding bullets, because they tumble inside the human body, cause wounds similar to those produced by dum-dum bullets, the best solution *de lege ferenda* would be to ban different bullet types directly according to their effect on the human body. It was along these lines that, at the First Review Conference of the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons, the Swiss delegation proposed adding a protocol prohibiting the use of bullets which, fired at ranges of 25 metres or more, transferred more than 20 joules of energy per centimetre to human tissues during the first 15 centimetres of passage into the body. But *de lege lata*, the ban on using as a means of warfare bullets that carry a high kinetic energy and are designed to flatten or deform in the human body cannot be called into question in this way.

We have thus explained why the wounds caused by the bullets habitually used by police forces cannot be equated with those inflicted by the dum-dum bullets of the late nineteenth century. Because of the difference in kinetic energy, a 9 × 19 mm expanding bullet, for instance, is quite simply unlikely to cause the same destruction of tissue as a .303 British dum-dum bullet.

Although they may contain the same type of chemical agent or have a similar projectile design, riot control agents and expanding bullets often have differing effects on the human body depending on the context in which they are used. Riot control agents can become deadly much more easily in the conduct of hostilities than in a law enforcement context. Expanding bullets from handguns used by police forces for law enforcement purposes do not cause the same wounds as dum-dum bullets from military rifles. Now, having developed this first argument, we shall demonstrate that the different implications of the use of these weapons and ammunition depending on the context justify their difference in treatment under the rules on the conduct of hostilities and those governing law enforcement.

**From the different implications to the scope of the ban**

In this second part, we shall seek to complete the argument made in the first by demonstrating that, even if there were the same risk of an overdosage of riot control agents in the context of law enforcement, and even if police forces did use expanding bullets carrying higher kinetic energy to uphold public order, the use of riot control agents and expanding bullets raises different issues in the conduct of hostilities compared with law enforcement situations. The use of riot control agents in military operations against enemy combatants entails a risk of escalation to the use of chemical weapons designed to be lethal, and as for expanding bullets, their use in law enforcement must comply with conditions for the resort to lethal force that are much more restrictive than in the conduct of hostilities. For both these weapons and ammunition, we shall see that clarifying the implications of their use enables us to determine the scope of their
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prohibition in armed conflicts. Indeed, not all aspects of a belligerent’s behaviour in an armed conflict are governed by the rules on the conduct of hostilities. As their name implies, these rules regulate only those hostile acts undertaken by a party to the conflict in order to fight the adversary.90

Riot control agents and escalation

The dangerous use of riot control agents has occurred not only during the conduct of hostilities in armed conflict. Riot control agents have also been deployed in confined spaces for law enforcement purposes, in particular to suppress prison riots. At least six deaths following exposure to CN in enclosed environments have been documented since the 1950s.91 More recently, in August 2013, thirty-seven Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood supporters or members died of asphyxiation after security forces fired tear gas into the van they were in.92 We shall demonstrate that the use of riot control agents as a method of warfare entails a specific risk that does not exist when they are used for law enforcement purposes, even in the case of an overdosage: the risk of escalation to the use of chemical agents designed to be lethal. This explanation will then enable us to clarify the boundary between permitted and prohibited uses of this weapon in armed conflicts.

The risk of escalation

Already in 1977, Verwey had justified the ban on using riot control agents as a method of warfare by the risk of escalation involved. He differentiated between the danger of one-sided escalation93 and two-sided escalation.94

One-sided escalation occurs when one party to the conflict, after using riot control agents as a means of combat, decides to take the plunge and deploy other chemical weapons. Riot control agents are “threshold weapons”: once they have been used, a barrier falls and it is easier to use chemical weapons designed to be lethal.95 This risk of escalation can also be linked to the risk of overdosage. The threshold is all the more easily crossed if the use of riot control agents, supposedly non-lethal, has caused enemy deaths.96 The distinction between non-lethal and lethal chemical weapons is then erased, and they are all regarded as “gases” without further specification. This pattern of escalation occurred in a number of armed conflicts during the twentieth century: during the invasion of Ethiopia by the Italian army in 1935 and 1936, the Japanese invasion of China in
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1937, the United Arab Emirates’ intervention in the Yemeni civil war from 1962 to 1967,\textsuperscript{97} and the 1980–88 Iran–Iraq war.\textsuperscript{98} In each case, the deployment of chemicals designed to be lethal, such as yperite or sarin, was preceded by the use of irritant gases.

It was the danger of two-sided escalation that spurred the ban on the use of riot control agents as a method of warfare, according to the ICRC Customary Law Study.\textsuperscript{99} This line of reasoning is found in the 1993 law of armed conflict manual of the Netherlands land forces:

\begin{quote}
It was the danger of two-sided escalation that spurred the ban on the use of riot control agents as a method of warfare, according to the ICRC Customary Law Study.\textsuperscript{99} This line of reasoning is found in the 1993 law of armed conflict manual of the Netherlands land forces:
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
It is said, with regard to tear gas, that it should be prohibited in armed conflicts. It can be used to control order. This should be distinguished from the use in armed conflict because there it runs the danger of provoking the use of other more dangerous chemicals.\textsuperscript{100}
\end{quote}

The updated version of the manual, from 2005, expands on this argument:

\begin{quote}
Riot control agents such as tear gas may not be used as a method of warfare ….

Use as a means of maintaining order, including the control of internal unrest, is not prohibited. Military use must be distinguished from this. This conceals the danger that the use of a relatively harmless chemical may unleash the use of some other, more lethal one by the adversary.\textsuperscript{101}

… [M]ilitary use of a non-lethal weapon may pose the danger that the adversary perceives it as a forbidden means, which may induce the adversary to use other, more lethal means. One example is the use of tear gas, mentioned above.\textsuperscript{102}
\end{quote}

Two-sided escalation would thus occur when one party to a conflict uses chemical weapons designed to be lethal in retaliation for an attack against them by another party using riot control agents. The two adversaries may then blame each other for the decisive attack that introduced the use of chemical weapons into the conflict.\textsuperscript{103} The first belligerent will consider that his initial attack using riot control agents was not strictly speaking a chemical attack as these agents cause only temporary incapacitation. The second belligerent, meanwhile, will deem that he was attacked using combat gases, without waiting to find out whether they were riot control or other chemical agents, and will decide to use chemical weapons in retaliation. According to some sources, the use of chemical weapons
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during the First World War began not with the use of chlorine by German troops at Ypres in April 1915, but with the use of tear gas, in particular CN, by French troops as early as August 1914.\textsuperscript{104} This attack apparently induced the German General Staff in its turn to accept the proposal of the companies Krupp and IG Farben to use chemical weapons as a method of warfare.\textsuperscript{105} The right to retaliate in armed conflicts has evolved since the First World War, particularly as regards chemical reprisals. In 2005, the ICRC Customary Law Study noted increasing evidence that such retaliation may well be prohibited under customary law.\textsuperscript{106} The ban on the use of riot control agents as a method of warfare can thus be seen as an additional safety mechanism aimed at forestalling a vicious circle of reprisals. In advance of a ban on chemical retaliation, it prevents the conditions from arising in which a conflict party would be tempted to resort to such an action.

Here too, the risk of escalation can be linked to the risk of overdosage. Already in 1977, Verwey had pointed out that the symptoms of exposure to very high doses of riot control agents and low doses of neurotoxic agents can be similar.\textsuperscript{107} A chemical attack with high doses of riot control agents may therefore resemble an attack using neurotoxics and, as Richard Price\textsuperscript{108} summed up in an interview in 2013, “the idea is, if you’re in the battlefield you’re not going to sit around testing what kind of gas it is”.\textsuperscript{109} The conflicting information about what was perhaps the first chemical attack of the Syrian civil war is rather symptomatic. On 15 January 2013, a secret cable from the US State Department leaked to the public stated that, in Homs on 23 December 2012, Syrian regime forces had used the chemical agent BZ (quinuclidinyl benzilate), a hallucinogen which is included among the “toxic chemicals” listed in Part A of Schedule 2 of the Annex on Chemicals of the CWC.\textsuperscript{110} The following day, the US administration denied this, declaring that the substance used was a riot control agent.\textsuperscript{111}

This risk of escalation does not exist in the context of law enforcement. As regards one-sided escalation, police forces are not supposed to possess the usual vectors for lethal chemical weapons such as artillery or bomber aircraft. Moreover, whenever a chemical weapon designed to be lethal has been used by


\textsuperscript{105} W. D. Verwey, above note 2, pp. 195–196.


\textsuperscript{107} W. D. Verwey, above note 2, p. 166.

\textsuperscript{108} Richard Price is a political scientist who specializes in how the taboo against chemical weapons was built. He is the author of “A Genealogy of the Chemical Weapons Taboo”, \textit{International Organization}, Vol. 49, No. 1, 1995; and \textit{A Chemical Weapons Taboo}, Cornell University Press, Ithaca, NY, 1999.

\textsuperscript{109} Ezra Klein, “‘They Must Be Really Bad if Even Hitler Wouldn’t Use Them’”, \textit{Washingtonpost.com}, 3 September 2013, available at: \url{www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/wonkblog/wp/2013/09/03/they-must-be-really-bad-if-even-hitler-wouldnt-use-them/}
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State agents, this has always been, to our knowledge, during an armed conflict. As for the risk of two-sided escalation, it seems highly unlikely that rioters whom police forces are trying to disperse using riot control agents could strike back with chemical agents designed to be lethal.

**Limits on the use of riot control agents in situations of armed conflict**

The CWC does not prohibit the use of riot control agents in armed conflicts in general, but only as a “method of warfare”\(^{112}\) – that is, during the conduct of hostilities. They may, however, be used for “law enforcement”,\(^{113}\) even during an armed conflict. Determining the boundary between the use of riot control agents as a “method of warfare” and for “law enforcement” has given rise to much debate, particularly as regards official US doctrine on the subject.

When, in 1975, the United States unilaterally renounced first use of riot control agents by Executive Order 11850, signed by President Gerald Ford, it specified that four uses of these agents were nonetheless still permitted in armed conflict:

(a) Use of riot control agents in riot control situations in areas under direct and distinct U.S military control, to include controlling rioting prisoners of war.
(b) Use of riot control agents in situations in which civilians are used to mask or screen attacks and civilian casualties can be reduced or avoided.
(c) Use of riot control agents in rescue missions in remotely isolated areas, of downed aircrews and passengers, and escaping prisoners.
(d) Use of riot control agents in rear echelon areas outside the zone of immediate combat to protect convoys from civil disturbances, terrorists and paramilitary organizations.\(^{114}\)

The content of Executive Order 11850 was not modified by the entry into force for the United States of the CWC.\(^{115}\) The Senate had made this a condition for ratification.\(^{116}\) The same provisions are found unchanged in the US Law of War Manual of June 2015.\(^{117}\)

According to David P. Fidler, the uses given in subparagraph (a) of Executive Order 11850 are lawful under the CWC,\(^{118}\) and we share his analysis. As regards areas under direct US military control, let us remember that in situations of international armed conflict, for example, an occupying power is
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112 CWC, Art. I(5).
113 Ibid., Art. II(9)(e).
115 K. Boyd, above note 29.
responsible for ensuring public order in the occupied territory. According to David P. Fidler, this responsibility goes hand in hand with permission to employ usual law enforcement means, including riot control agents. The opinion that these can be used to put down riots in prisoner-of-war camps is also widely reflected in legal doctrine. Indeed, the relationship between a belligerent and civilians in a territory that it is occupying, or enemy combatants after their surrender or capture, does not fall under the conduct of hostilities (a prisoner of war may therefore be prosecuted criminally for murdering one of his guards, for instance). The use of riot control agents against such individuals is therefore unlikely to be perceived by another belligerent as a use of “combat gases”.

The uses of riot control agents provided for in subparagraphs (b) and (c) are much more problematic. An operation aimed at targeting an adversary hiding within the civilian population (subparagraph (b)), preventing an adversary from capturing a downed aircrew or recapturing an escaping prisoner (subparagraph (c)) clearly constitutes military action directed against the forces of the opposing party and therefore falls within the conduct of hostilities. In such contexts, an attack using riot control agents creates precisely those conditions in which, to quote Richard Price, the combatants targeted will not “sit around testing what kind of gas it is” but will take very seriously the possibility that they may have been attacked with combat gases, which obviously risks triggering two-sided escalation. It is worth noting that when the United States ratified the CWC, the Clinton administration and the Senate were aware of the incompatibility of subparagraphs (b) and (c) of Executive Order 11850 with the new Convention that the United States was about to ratify. This did not prevent President Bill Clinton from assuring the Senate that the entry into force of the CWC for the United States would involve no modification of Executive Order 11850. However, the fact that the United States has national legislation (Executive Order 11850) authorizing behaviour that is prohibited by an international treaty it has ratified (the CWC) does not make this behaviour lawful as a result. Under Article 3 of the International Law Commission’s Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, “[t]he characterization of an act of a State as internationally wrongful is governed by international law. Such

119 Regulations respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, annexed to the Convention respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, 29 July 1899 (entered into force 4 September 1900), Art. 43, in Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs, above note 18, Part I, Annexes, p. 260; Geneva Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War of 12 August 1949, 75 UNTS 287 (entered into force 21 October 1950), Arts 64–78.
120 D. P. Fidler, above note 118, p. 544.
122 Geneva Convention (III) relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War of 12 August 1949, 75 UNTS 135 (entered into force 21 October 1950), Art. 93.
123 E. Klein, above note 109.
characterization is not affected by the characterization of the same act as lawful by internal law.”

As regards subparagraph (d), the protection of a convoy cannot be regarded in the same way if it is held up by an angry mob (civil disturbance) or ambushed by an organized paramilitary group. In the first case, dispersing the crowd is indeed a matter of law enforcement. In the second case, defending the convoy falls within the conduct of hostilities, and any weapon used to this end becomes a “method of warfare”. Part of subparagraph (c) contains the same ambiguity: if the crew of a downed aircraft were threatened by an angry mob rather than the troops of an opposing party, the rules of law enforcement would apply and the use of riot control agents would be lawful.

One may thus question the authorization given by President George W. Bush to US troops in Iraq in April 2003 to use riot control agents in the circumstances set out in Executive Order 11850. If the troops had deployed riot control agents against the regular Iraqi army or militias backing it, this would have constituted a violation of the CWC, and the United States could not have denied the risk of two-sided escalation, especially seeing the vehemence with which, two months earlier, Secretary of State Colin Powell had sought to convince the members of the Security Council that Iraq possessed chemical weapons.

Thus, by examining the risk of escalation when riot control agents are used as a method of warfare, we have been able to explain why these weapons, the use of which is permitted for law enforcement purposes, could not be used against enemy combatants in an armed conflict. This has also enabled us to determine the boundary between permitted and prohibited uses of these weapons and thus to challenge the provisions of US domestic law on the subject. We shall now do the same for expanding bullets. A study of the different issues raised by their use according to the context will also help us to clarify the boundary between authorized and prohibited uses.

Expanding bullets and the use of lethal force

The difference in the kinetic energy of, and therefore in the severity of injuries caused by, expanding bullets is the argument most frequently put forward to justify why these bullets are treated differently in the rules on the conduct of hostilities and the rules of law enforcement. This is only valid, though, when

police forces use expanding bullets for their standard-issue handguns. Expanding bullets are however sometimes fired from military rifles to ensure public order in some situations where the police forces’ usual equipment is not enough. For example, on 26 March 2000, Ewald K., armed and barricaded in his apartment after seriously wounding a policeman, was killed by an expanding bullet fired from a military rifle by a Swiss police sniper.129 The use of expanding bullets, even for military rifles, is nonetheless justified given the existence of conditions that limit the use of lethal force under the rules of law enforcement. This argument can also be used to determine in which conditions expanding bullets can be used in contexts of armed conflict.

**The conditions for using lethal force**

Much of the literature on the subject sees two practical reasons for the use of expanding bullets by police forces. First, they maximize the chances that, once hit, the suspect will be put out of action and instantly prevented from firing back. Second, they minimize the risk that the bullet will pass through the body of the suspect and wound or kill a bystander.130 This benefit can also be of interest in the conduct of hostilities, especially in areas where combatants and civilians are intermingled. The difference in treatment between the rules on the conduct of hostilities and the rules of law enforcement is thus justified by the different implications under these two branches of law.

According to Nils Melzer, one possible, albeit imperfect explanation is that there is a higher tolerance of “collateral damage” during the conduct of hostilities than in law enforcement operations.131 The law of armed conflict does not seem to authorize reducing the risk of collateral damage at the cost of inflicting more serious injuries on combatants. The idea, advocated by some,132 that the principle of distinction could take precedence over the prohibition against superfluous injury is, in our view, not compatible with the spirit of IHL. The ICJ referred to these two principles in its Advisory Opinion on the *Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons*. While it cites the principle of distinction before the prohibition against causing unnecessary suffering, it calls them both “cardinal principles” and does not seem to establish a hierarchy between them.133 Similarly, Articles 35 and 48 of Additional Protocol I, respectively on the prohibition against causing superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering and the principle of distinction, both bear the title “basic rule”.134
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131 Ibid., pp. 377–378, 416.
134 Protocol Additional (I) to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts, 1125 UNTS 272, 8 June 1977 (entered into force 7 December 1978) (AP I), Arts 35, 48. In the French text of the Protocol, the expression “règle fondamentale” is literally...
The other, complementary explanation is that the absence of a ban on the use of expanding bullets for law enforcement purposes is compensated for by much more restrictive conditions regulating the use of force. The rules on the conduct of hostilities contain a “positive freedom to use force”, provided that those targeted are combatants or civilians taking a direct part in hostilities. Indeed, under this body of law, according to Marco Sassòli and Laura M. Olson, “attacks against combatants are not subject to a proportionality assessment of the harm inflicted on the combatant and the military advantage derived from the attack”. By contrast, in the field of law enforcement, under the Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials, in particular Principle 9, “intentional lethal use of firearms may only be made when strictly unavoidable in order to protect life”. There is thus a huge difference between the two bodies of rules as regards the use of lethal force:

While it is generally accepted under international humanitarian law that enemy combatants may be targeted in an international armed conflict until they surrender or are otherwise hors de combat, regardless of whether they constitute an immediate threat to human life, international human rights law limits the admissibility of deadly force to such circumstances.

Thus, the lack of a ban on the use of expanding bullets for law enforcement purposes can be justified both by a greater tendency by this body of law to allow more serious injury to the person targeted in order to limit collateral damage and by significantly more restrictive conditions for the use of force.

The conditions for the use of expanding bullets in armed conflict: A question of lex specialis

The ICJ has consistently held that, in situations of armed conflict, both international humanitarian law and international human rights law apply. In recent years, the ICRC has taken a special interest in the interplay between these two branches of law in contexts of armed conflict when it comes to determining the conditions for the

closer to “fundamental rule” than “basic rule”. The English and French texts of the Protocol are equally authentic according to Article 102.


use of lethal force by a State agent against an individual. However, the question of
the use of expanding bullets has been dealt with only very briefly. As explained
above, the two branches of law lead to radically different conclusions on the
matter, meaning that a choice must be made, as they cannot be applied jointly. In
most situations involving the use of lethal force by a State agent, it is fairly easy
to determine whether the rules on the conduct of hostilities, which are a branch
of IHL, should apply, or rather the rules of law enforcement, which may fall
under both international human rights law and IHL (in particular in situations of
occupation). Regarding the use of expanding bullets, the US Law of War Manual
states: “The US armed forces have used expanding bullets in various counter-
terrorism and hostage rescue operations, some of which have been conducted in
the context of armed conflict.”

In the case of a hostage-taking which occurs in a context of armed conflict
but is unrelated to it (the hostage-takers have no link with any of the parties to the
conflict), it is clear that international law pertaining to law enforcement (in
particular the provisions concerning the use of lethal force) would apply to an
operation to release the hostages, whether carried out by the army or the police.
The use of expanding bullets would not be prohibited here. As summarized by
Eric David, “in an international or non-international armed conflict, the law of
armed conflict applies in principle only within the framework of conflictual
relations between the belligerents”. But what if the hostage-takers are members
of the forces of one of the parties to the conflict? Should those tasked with
freeing the hostages treat it as a police operation governed by the rules of law
enforcement or as a combat operation regulated by the law of the conduct of
hostilities? The principle of “lex specialis derogat legi generali” provides an answer
to this question.

According to the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, this
principle “reflects a widely accepted maxim of legal interpretation and technique for
the resolution of normative conflicts”. The International Law Commission adds:

For the lex specialis principle to apply it is not enough that the same subject
matter is dealt with by two provisions; there must be some actual
inconsistency between them, or else a discernible intention that one provision
is to exclude the other.

142 N. Melzer, above note 90, p. 269.
146 International Law Commission, above note 125, p. 140.
In accordance with this principle, the specific rule takes precedence over the general – indeed, it is closer to the specific legal issue at hand and takes better account of the particular features of the context. The International Law Commission advises on how to apply the principle:

A weighing of different considerations must take place and if that weighing is to be something else than the expression of a preference, then it must seek reference from what may be argued as the systemic objectives of the law, providing its interpretative basis and milieu.

This consideration of the systemic objectives opens the door to a teleological criterion in determining the lex specialis.

The law on the conduct of hostilities and the rules of law enforcement have the task of balancing very different parameters, as illustrated by their respective principles of proportionality. In the law of the conduct of hostilities, the principle of proportionality weighs the anticipated military advantage of an attack against the incidental loss of civilian lives that the attack might cause. In the field of law enforcement, the proportionality principle requires a balancing between the risks posed by the individual who is to be neutralized versus the potential harm caused by this neutralization to the individual and to any bystanders. The law of the conduct of hostilities is thus designed to impose certain limits on operations that are aimed at obtaining a military advantage, while the rules of law enforcement are intended to regulate situations in which the use of lethal force against an individual is necessary in order to protect others. This is why we support Nils Melzer’s argument that, in the context of a hostage release operation, even if the operation opposes two adverse parties to an armed conflict, it is the “law enforcement paradigm” that must apply, in that the main goal of the operation is the release of the hostages and not the pursuit of a military advantage. In this situation, expanding bullets could therefore be used, but the use of lethal force would be limited as laid down in the rules of law enforcement.

Another point in favour of this solution is that, although the two bodies of rules aim to limit the loss of human life, the rules on the conduct of hostilities are not suited to operations whose goal is saving civilian lives. The principle of distinction prohibits the targeting of civilians, and thus the rules on the conduct of hostilities are not designed to regulate operations whose primary purpose is to defend civilians against an adversary seeking to harm them. The principle of proportionality in an attack sees the preservation of civilian lives not as the objective of a military
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operation but rather as a constraint that limits the means for achieving a given military objective.\(^{153}\) From the perspective of the rules on the conduct of hostilities, the military objective during a hostage release operation is not saving the hostages’ lives but putting the hostage-takers *hors de combat*. Moreover, while the principle of precautions in attack establishes an obligation to refrain from an attack in certain situations,\(^ {154}\) no rule on the conduct of hostilities makes an attack obligatory in certain circumstances. Thus, in cases where hostage-takers threaten to kill their captives if their demands are not met, the law of the conduct of hostilities would only balance putting the hostage-takers *hors de combat* against the losses that an attack could cause among the hostages, without taking into account the cost of inaction – that is, the risk that all the hostages would be executed. By contrast, the rules of law enforcement must be interpreted in light of the idea that States have a positive obligation to protect the lives of people under their jurisdiction against the actions of third parties.\(^ {155}\) In this paradigm, the risk that the lack of an attack on the hostage-takers would entail for the lives of the hostages would be factored into the calculation of proportionality.\(^ {156}\) Since the rules of law enforcement provide the most suitable framework for the choices that have to be made by State agents tasked with preventing an attack on civilians, such as hostage-taking, it is these which must be applied as the *lex specialis*. In theory, this reasoning could be extended to all situations in which armed forces are deployed in an armed conflict to protect civilians, but in practice this would be problematic. It is only in planned operations such as a hostage release that it can be determined while equipping the soldiers whether they will be acting within the framework of the rules on the conduct of hostilities or of law enforcement. By contrast, a soldier deployed by an occupying power in an occupied territory, for example, will have the dual task of keeping the territory under occupation and of upholding public order there, in line with the occupying power’s obligations.\(^ {157}\) This soldier could consequently be confronted with a multitude of different situations of violence\(^ {158}\) regulated by different legal frameworks. If he is attacked by resistance forces seeking to end the occupation, he will have to defend himself according to the rules on the conduct of hostilities. But if he witnesses an attack against civilians, he should apply the rules of law enforcement in order to defend them. To be effective in preventing violations of the law of armed conflict, the rules of engagement given to troops must be kept relatively simple and comprehensible
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to all.\textsuperscript{159} Issuing a soldier with both conventional bullets and expanding bullets for his assault rifle while instructing him that the latter can be used only to defend civilians, and only within the limits imposed by the rules of law enforcement, but not to defend himself if he finds himself in the context of the conduct of hostilities, seems extremely complex. This is why giving expanding bullets to troops that might have to carry out law enforcement operations but for whom this is not the only task is, in our view, not feasible without increasing the risks that this ammunition will also be used unlawfully. The use of such ammunition should therefore be limited to planned special operations aimed at protecting civilians in imminent danger, a typical example of which is the release of hostages.

Thus, by identifying the line of reasoning that reconciles the use of expanding bullets by law enforcement forces with their prohibition in the conduct of hostilities, we have managed to clarify the scope of their prohibition in situations of armed conflict. Such bullets can be used only in operations whose primary goal is protecting civilians rather than obtaining a military advantage, and their use should be restricted in accordance with the rules of law enforcement — that is, by limiting the use of lethal force to that strictly necessary to save innocent lives.

We have responded to the criticisms regarding the different treatment of riot control agents and expanding bullets under the rules of law enforcement and the rules on the conduct of hostilities by exposing the different issues raised by their prohibition and authorization depending on the circumstances. True to the maxim “\textit{ratio legis est anima legis},” elucidating the reasons behind this difference in treatment has also enabled us to clarify the boundary between authorized and prohibited uses of these weapons and ammunition.

**Conclusion**

We have drawn on two complementary arguments to justify the use of riot control agents and expanding bullets for law enforcement purposes though they are prohibited in the conduct of hostilities. With the first, we demonstrated that the effects of these weapons and ammunition on the human body vary greatly depending on the situation in which they are used, which justifies the difference in treatment under the rules on the conduct of hostilities and the rules of law enforcement. The second argument, focusing on the different issues raised by the use of these weapons and ammunition depending on the context, reinforced the conclusions of the first. This led us to examine how the rules of law enforcement apply in situations of armed conflict and to elucidate their relationship with the rules on the conduct of hostilities. Doing so helped us to clarify the boundary between authorized and prohibited uses of these weapons and ammunition. This boundary, which is based on a coherent interpretation of the law, should in our view not be moved as some would wish, either in a more permissive or a more restrictive direction.

\textsuperscript{159} NATO Legal Deskbook, 2nd ed., 2010, p. 261.
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The “Debate” section of the Review aims to contribute to the reflection on current ethical, legal, or operational controversies around humanitarian issues.

In its issue on “Sexual Violence in Armed Conflict” (Vol. 96, No. 894, 2014), the Review published an Opinion Note by Chris Dolan entitled “Letting Go of the Gender Binary: Charting New Pathways for Humanitarian Interventions on Gender-Based Violence”. In light of the review process for the Inter-Agency Standing Committee’s Guidelines for Integrating Gender-Based Violence Interventions in Humanitarian Action (GBV Guidelines), Dolan argues for a shift in the conceptualization of gender-based violence (GBV) in humanitarian settings from an emphasis on gender equality to an ethos of gender inclusivity. This, he
suggests, is essential to improving the situation of victims, furthering social justice and changing agendas.

In this issue, the Review presents the view of Jeanne Ward, one of the lead authors of the revised GBV Guidelines. For Ward, attempts to shift away from a focus on gender equality in GBV programming represent a regression rather than an advancement for the GBV field, as a dedicated spotlight on the rights and needs of women and girls continues to be hard-won in humanitarian contexts. Instead, she suggests retaining a focus on women and girls in GBV work, while moving forward in partnership with those who wish to accelerate programming directed to men and LGBTI communities broadly.
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**Introduction**

Despite the long and evident history of atrocities against females in humanitarian emergencies, a focus on violence against women and girls in humanitarian action is relatively new, with programming only scaling up from the late 1990s. Since then, considerable progress has been made in bringing the critical issue of violence against women and girls to the fore of humanitarian concerns. There is now agreement at the highest levels of the United Nations (UN) and many donor governments about the importance of addressing violence against women and girls through specialized gender-based violence (GBV) programming.

One measure of this progress is the recent revisions to the Inter-Agency Standing Committee’s (IASC) *Guidelines for Integrating Gender-based Violence Interventions in Humanitarian Action* (GBV Guidelines). These update the first IASC GBV Guidelines, published in 2005, with significantly more detail, and according to changes over the last ten years in humanitarian architecture and agreements on humanitarian coordination, leadership, accountability and partnership. As with other guidelines that receive IASC endorsement, they are essential to the humanitarian toolbox.
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1. For a summary of the history of GBV programming in humanitarian settings, see: [www.endvawnow.org/en/articles/1472-historical-timeline.html](http://www.endvawnow.org/en/articles/1472-historical-timeline.html) (all internet references were accessed in December 2016).
2. Aimed primarily at those who do not work in specialized GBV programmes or have a specialist background in GBV, the revised IASC GBV Guidelines seek to assist humanitarian actors and communities affected by armed conflict, natural disasters and other humanitarian emergencies to undertake measures to prevent and mitigate GBV across all sectors of humanitarian response. The introduction to the Guidelines lays the groundwork in terms of framing the problem of GBV and describing the international commitments that oblige the entire humanitarian community to address GBV. The remainder of the Guidelines provide specific sectoral guidance across the humanitarian
Given their importance to humanitarian action, a “Task Team” of sixteen organizations with extensive experience in addressing GBV in humanitarian settings was formed to oversee the revisions to the 2005 GBV Guidelines. A strenuous process of consultations was undertaken over the course of two and a half years, in which inputs were solicited at both the global and field levels through:

- broad-based consultations, inputs and feedback from national and international actors both at headquarters and in-country, representing most regions of the world. This included four global reviews of evolving draft versions of the Guidelines, with an estimated 200+ global reviewers providing feedback at various stages of the process;
- direct dialogue with over 100 individuals representing GBV experts working in humanitarian settings; all clusters and areas of responsibility; all cross-cutting areas; twenty-six international non-governmental organizations (INGOs); eleven UN agencies and other entities (e.g. Red Cross/Red Crescent); and four donor agencies;
- two surveys distributed globally in four languages (English, French, Spanish and Arabic) to approximately 160 individuals and organizations and eight inter-agency distribution lists, resulting in 428 completed responses from sixty-six countries; and
- ten field visits to first review preliminary content and then provide pilot trainings on the Guidelines, reaching approximately 1,000 further individuals across UN, INGO and government agencies in nine locations in eight countries.

In September 2015, UNICEF and UNFPA hosted the first launch of the GBV Guidelines for friends and colleagues attending the Sexual Violence Research Initiative’s biennial conference in South Africa. As lead author of the revised Guidelines, it was a privilege for me to join a few members of the Task Team at this initial launch and share in the field’s excitement about this long-anticipated tool. Coinciding with this first launch, a colleague brought to my attention Chris Dolan’s Opinion Note, published in the Summer 2014 issue of the International Review of the Red Cross, entitled “Letting Go of the Gender Binary: Charting New Pathways for Humanitarian Interventions on Gender-Based Violence”. A major focus of the article is a critical review of elements of the 2005 GBV Guidelines, which the author uses as an entry point for advocating for changes in the 2015 GBV Guidelines.

3 The Task Team included representatives of the global GBV Area of Responsibility co-lead agencies – UNICEF and UNFPA – as well as the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), UN Women, the World Food Programme, expert NGOs (including the American Refugee Committee, Care International, Catholic Relief Services, ChildFund International, Interaction, the International Medical Corps, the International Rescue Committee, Oxfam, Plan International, Refugees International, Save the Children and the Women’s Refugee Commission), the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and independent consultants with extensive GBV experience.

4 Launches have since been held in Geneva, Washington, DC, New York and Canada.
At first glance, it might seem like the changes in the 2015 GBV Guidelines that are being advocated for in Dolan’s article are mainly articulated around the question: “What about men, boys and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex (LGBTI) populations?” For those who share concerns about attention to these groups in humanitarian action, they might well be pleased with how the 2015 Guidelines acknowledge the problem of sexual violence against men and boys in conflict-affected settings and make recommendations about addressing it (incorporating in some instances Dolan’s own feedback, received as part of the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees’ (UNHCR) review of the Guidelines), along with the recognition that men and boys can be agents of change when working alongside women and girls to reduce GBV. The 2015 Guidelines also highlight LGBTI issues of concern throughout. In fact, the revised Guidelines acknowledge the protection rights and needs of many groups, even if their concerns are not explicitly related to gender-based violence. It could be argued that these are among the most inclusive Guidelines in the history of humanitarian action.

At second glance, however, Dolan’s article is evidently getting at something more than a recognition of the rights and needs of men and boys and LGBTI victims of sexual violence within the revised GBV Guidelines and in humanitarian action. The arguments presented in the article speak to a broader agenda – one that is aimed at reframing the GBV field, so that “understandings of GBV shift from an emphasis on gender equality towards an ethos of gender inclusivity”. Several interlinked claims seem to dominate in the promotion of this shift towards a “gender-inclusive” approach. The first is that those who would continue to prioritize women and girls in GBV work are operating with outdated models that do not represent what Dolan implies is the current lingua franca of gender, which is framed around gender sensitivity rather than gender equality. The second is that the definition of GBV needs to be radically rewritten, in order to reproblematize it away from an emphasis on gender discrimination as it informs violence against women and girls and, in effect, refocus GBV programming. The third is that emerging evidence – or even the lack thereof – is grounds for this overhaul. To ignore these issues, Dolan’s Opinion Note suggests, would be to betray the principles of impartiality that drive humanitarian work.

Dolan is not alone in pushing for an expansion of the focus of GBV programming. Indeed, it is because Dolan’s comments represent a set of concerns percolating in a few humanitarian corners that it seems worth addressing them at length. Because even as Dolan’s arguments derive, in part, from recent gains by, and theoretical approaches of, LGBTI activists, they nonetheless echo familiar challenges to the GBV field; arguments against centring women and girls within GBV language and programmes have been floating around in various guises.

almost since humanitarian programming on GBV began. They were brought to the discussion table (again) during the drafting of the revised Guidelines.

Dolan’s particular critique provides an opportunity not only to reflect on the issue of reframing GBV theory and practice, but also to highlight some important conceptual elements of the revised GBV Guidelines and GBV work generally – timely given that the rollout of the GBV Guidelines is under way. The three claims in Dolan’s article that I have identified above are used in this response as points of departure for sharing decisions taken regarding the revised content of the Guidelines. I also present some reflections that link those decisions to larger issues within the GBV field.

Concerning the first theme that the GBV field should be refocused, I highlight below that a dedicated spotlight on the rights and needs of women and girls continues to be hard-won in humanitarian contexts. Attempts to shift away from a focus on violence against women and girls and gender equality in gender and GBV programming represent a regression rather than an advancement for the GBV field. As such, the revised GBV Guidelines purposefully centre on women and girls, and reinforce linkages between GBV prevention and gender equality programming.

In relation to the second theme around revising the GBV definition, I describe how the language of GBV is meant to articulate a gender hierarchy between males and females, and while all violence may arguably be said to have a gendered element, not all violence is reflective of this hierarchy. The revised Guidelines highlight that “GBV” is most commonly used to emphasize the links between systemic inequality experienced by females and their exposure to multiple forms of violence.

Regarding the third theme related to data, I briefly discuss the fact that the three pages of data included in an annex of the revised Guidelines illustrate what we already know: women and girls suffer sexual violence (conflict-driven and within the home and community) at greater rates than males in conflict-affected settings. I then speak to what I consider a more important issue: Dolan’s argument that data is “used and abused” to draw attention away from the problem of violence against men and boys and LGBTI populations broadly is incorrect. In fact, data is used

---

6 At the most basic level, some argue that GBV programming is not the purview of humanitarian action. The first global assessment report on GBV was published only in 2002. As the author of that report, I tracked several programmes that had been introduced in different regions of the world – most only a few years old – and concluded that there were “significant gaps in policy, programming, coordination, and protection” related to GBV in humanitarian settings globally. During research for the report I was often told by interviewees – particularly men in dominant positions within the humanitarian response architecture – that to address violence against women and girls was to meddle in culture and therefore outside the scope of humanitarian intervention. See Jeanne Ward, If Not Now, When? Addressing Gender-Based Violence in Refugee, IDP and Post-conflict Settings, Reproductive Health Response in Conflict Consortium, 2002. It is routine amongst many GBV actors to discuss experiences of pushback against a focus on women and girls that arise at all levels of humanitarian action and across all settings. However, these challenges are often not captured in articles or guidelines, in part because of fears linked, in the words of one GBV expert, to “rising above the parapet” and risking a hostile response that undermines what support there is for GBV programming. This is discussed in more detail later in the article.
to draw attention to the particular issues facing women and girls, and the urgent need to attend to those issues.

Finally, I conclude with a recap of the importance of retaining a focus on women and girls in GBV work, while moving forward in partnership with those who may wish to accelerate programming directed to males and LGBTI communities broadly.

Prioritizing women and girls in GBV theory and practice remains important and necessary

Dolan’s article maintains that a model of GBV that is used to conceptualize females’ vulnerability to violence as a function of their subordinate status in relation to males is “unidirectional and static”. This understanding of GBV is said to reflect a “partial narrative” that sidelines males and LGBTI populations. Dolan goes so far as to suggest that a female-centred approach to GBV programming is to men what patriarchy is to women, insofar as it replaces “one form of discrimination [male to female] with its almost equally unsatisfactory mirror image [female to male]”.

The clear message that emerges in this critique is that it is high time GBV programming progressed beyond centring on women and girls to a focus on men, women, boys and girls as well as LGBTI populations writ large.

What the 2015 GBV Guidelines say

There was robust agreement by reviewers that women and girls should remain the principal focus of the revised Guidelines given females’ vulnerability to particular forms of violence and the need for specialized guidance to address that violence.

In concordance with the global evidence base on violence against women, reviewers also agreed that the Guidelines should support actions to promote gender equality as central to the prevention of GBV. Inevitably, there were a

---

7 C. Dolan, above note 5, p. 493.
8 Ibid., p. 500.
9 Ibid., p. 500 (the internal brackets are mine).
10 Throughout this paper, I refer to “LGBTI populations broadly” or “writ large” or “generally”. I do this in order to differentiate work that is focused on shared LGBTI concerns related to sexual orientation and gender identity from work on GBV that strives to meet the needs of all female survivors and those at risk, including lesbians and transgender women. However, in using terms such as “broadly”, I do not wish to wrongly imply that the LGBTI community is necessarily holistic or homogeneous. There is a tendency in Dolan’s article to link men and LGBTI populations together as an excluded group, the generality of which I do not wish to replicate.
few outliers. The Task Team deliberated carefully on recommendations that were inconsistent with the norm or represented particular flashpoints, including the definition of GBV and the extent to which the Guidelines should target men and boys and LGBTI populations as victims or as being at risk of GBV.

While all the Task Team members agreed that all survivors of sexual and other forms of violence in humanitarian settings should receive care and support, many understand the framing and approaches to violence against men and boys and LGBTI populations generally as necessarily different than for women and girls – not only because the drivers of the violence are different, but also because the socio-political and personal impacts of the violence are different. Several Task Team members worked together on an “Essential to Know” box in the introduction to the Guidelines that captures the rationale for the Guidelines’ focus on women and girls:

Women and girls everywhere are disadvantaged in terms of social power and influence, control of resources, control of their bodies and participation in public life – all as a result of socially determined gender roles and relations. Gender-based violence occurs in the context of this imbalance. While humanitarian actors must analyse different gendered vulnerabilities that may put men, women, boys and girls at heightened risk of violence and ensure care and support for all survivors, special attention should be given to females due to their documented greater vulnerabilities to GBV, the overarching discrimination they experience, and their lack of safe and equitable access to humanitarian assistance.

In other words, the Guidelines – as with GBV work itself – recognize and respond to the particular relation that females have to a system of gender inequality that favours males over females. Violence against women and girls supports and affirms this structural discrimination. Sexual violence is but one manifestation; intimate
partner violence, child and forced marriage, and forced and/or coerced prostitution – along with multiple other forms of violence against women and girls – are each key sites of male domination that the revised GBV Guidelines target. Issues of class, ethnicity, religion, sexuality and other factors can compound for different women and girls to contribute to “situations of double or triple marginalization”. The Guidelines recognize that it is both the nature and the scope of their gender-based disadvantage – still evident in every society in the world – that warrants specialized guidance and programming for women and girls. Yet, as discussed further below, attention to women and girls is still a challenge in many humanitarian settings, and attempts to shift from a focus on gender equality to gender inclusivity risk increasing, rather than decreasing, those challenges.

Ensuring attention to women and girls has been and continues to be hard-won

In Dolan’s article, it is claimed that a focus on the male–female binary in gender equality programming is “anachronistic”, and that the “pursuit of gender equality by way of GBV interventions has been at the cost of humanitarian principles”. While these assertions appear to be linked, at least in part, to a loose reframing of “gender” (discussed further below) that has emerged particularly in queer theory, they are striking in their lack of recognition of the historic and ongoing struggle to hold duty bearers accountable to the problem of violence against women. They also overlook the responsibility of the humanitarian community to attend specifically to the rights and needs of women and girls; the importance of no longer deferring social justice for women and girls in humanitarian contexts; and the imperative to reduce violence against females and promote gender equality in order to achieve sustainable solutions to humanitarian crises. In fact, these assertions echo thinking and approaches that Council focused, squeezing out not only other abuses but also attention to women’s agency as actors involved in conflict. This victim focus also suffered from the Council’s narrow focus on conflict alone – conflict-related sexual violence was treated as separate from other forms of GBV. This misunderstanding is reflected in Dolan’s Opinion Note when it is suggested that there is now “increasing acknowledgement … that sexual violence is not the only form of gender-based violence” (C. Dolan, above note 5, p. 485). In fact, there has been acknowledgement amongst GBV experts since the very beginning of this work that GBV comprises a spectrum of violations of which sexual violence is only one, and programming in the field often reflects this. The revised GBV Guidelines reflect this reality. See also, International Rescue Committee, Private Violence, Public Concern: Intimate Partner Violence in Humanitarian Settings, Practice Brief, 2015, available at: www.rescue.org/sites/default/files/resource-file/IRC_PVPC_FINAL_EN.PDF.

16 C. Dolan, above note 5, p. 496.
17 Ibid., p. 499.
required activists to mobilize in the first place to bring attention to violence against women in conflict zones. Decades of rubrics that broadly addressed “all people” or “all humanitarian crimes” resulted in no action on behalf of the specific rights and needs of women and girls.

Only by developing policies, standards and guidelines that targeted their particular concerns was attention paid to women and girls in humanitarian settings. In the wake of the Third World Conference on Women in Nairobi in 1985, the first working group on refugee women was convened to advocate for the needs of women affected by conflict. The working group’s lobbying activities resulted in the 1989 appointment of a Senior Coordinator for Refugee Women to UNHCR. In 1990, UNHCR adopted a policy on refugee women’s protection, from which evolved UNHCR’s 1991 Guidelines on the Protection of Refugee Women. By highlighting the general protection needs of women affected by conflict (as distinct from men), the guidelines set the stage for standardizing programming that serves women and girls. Although the guidelines explicitly acknowledged exposure to sexual violence as a vulnerability of refugee women and called upon the humanitarian community to address this issue within its protection mandate, it took considerable time for the humanitarian community to support GBV programming for women and girls. A handful of individual GBV projects were funded in refugee and displaced population settings in the 1990s, but the global humanitarian GBV field did not begin to coalesce until the mid-2000s, and particularly after 2008, when the first coordination body for humanitarian response to GBV – the GBV Area of Responsibility – was established at the global level.19

Relative to the almost total absence of female-focused humanitarian programming twenty-five years ago, there are now projects in a preponderance of emergency-affected settings that are explicitly directed to women and girls.20 This targeted attention is key to advancing women’s and girls’ agency – a critical element of any efforts to address GBV. In fact, a global study undertaken recently found that autonomous feminist activism is the single most important factor in driving improvements in women’s rights, underscoring the importance of organizing by and with women – separately – to support lasting solutions to women’s and girl’s exposure to GBV.21 And this isn’t done just for expediency;

19 The majority of global tools to support attention to violence against women and girls in humanitarian action have been developed since the 2000s. Many are available on the GBV Area of Responsibility website, available at: gbdacor.net.

20 The IASC Gender Marker is one way to measure this. It is a tool used to assess the extent to which humanitarian programmes ensure equal benefits to males and females, and/or support gender equality. Despite progress, a 2015 review found that many humanitarian response plans lack a gender perspective. See IASC, Gender Equality in the 2015 Strategic Response Plan: Results and Evolution of the IASC Gender Marker, 2015, available at: http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/gender_equality_in_the_strategic_response_plan_2015.pdf.

in the context of global patriarchy, women as a subjugated group should be leading their own emancipation.

Despite progress in attention and support to women and girls affected by emergencies, much remains to be done. For those to whom it now looks as if women and girls are hogging the spotlight of humanitarian response, it’s worth taking a second glance. Women’s voices, rights and needs are still often overlooked. In a telling example of the ongoing invisibility of female-specific concerns in humanitarian settings, women constituted only 13% of persons interviewed or spoken about in media in fifteen transitional and conflict countries in 2015. GBV programming is one of the few areas within the humanitarian response structure where women’s rights and needs are explicitly acknowledged and addressed, yet these programmes continue to be grossly under-resourced. In 2013, the International Rescue Committee (IRC) published a discussion paper for which it reviewed appeals for five emergencies – three flash appeals and two refugee response plans – and found that GBV programmes accounted for less than 1–2% of requested funding in each. In a 2015 follow-up report, the IRC found that the 2014 Humanitarian Response Plans (HRPs) for the Central African Republic, South Sudan and Iraq, for example, only fulfilled 5.2%, 20.9% and 5.5%, respectively, of what was requested for GBV programmes, representing minuscule percentages of the total HRP in each country. The same low level of investment appears to have befallen gender equality programming: the share of humanitarian funding allocated to programmes focusing primarily on, or contributing significantly to, gender equality fell from 22% in 2013 to 12% in 2014.

This low level of funding is a marker of the persistent failure in humanitarian action to make a real difference in the well-being of women and girls. In the same 2015 report, the IRC goes on to describe lack of humanitarian leadership around attention to GBV as another major contributor to the humanitarian community’s failure to adequately meet the needs of women and girl survivors and those at risk – basic programmes for survivors were wholly inadequate in all countries assessed. In another case example, Refugees International found that humanitarian response to Typhoon Haiyan, which struck the Philippines in 2013, “failed to fully incorporate gender and GBV

dimensions into the early phases of the response, which affected each clusters’ ability to effectively assist its target population.”

The response to Typhoon Haiyan illustrates that even when the problem of GBV is acknowledged, addressing GBV and gender inequality continues to be considered a “later stage” intervention by some humanitarian actors, too complex to forefront during emergency interventions. Dolan’s article makes reference to this position when suggesting that addressing the foundations of GBV (e.g. gender-based discrimination and inequality) may not be relevant or possible “when people are in crisis”. The fact that priority actions to build respect for women’s rights and agency, promote gender equality and reduce GBV are often postponed in humanitarian action as being low-priority reflects the too common reality that “[l]ater is a patriarchal time zone” in which delays serve to maintain the status quo.

A series of reports recently released by the Women’s Refugee Commission relating to the refugee crisis across Europe tell the ongoing story of how many humanitarian actors on the ground do not perceive GBV to be a significant problem, and programmes are not in place to assist survivors. These reports illustrate how far we have to go until the rights and needs of women and girls are taken seriously enough to be fully integrated into humanitarian action. It would be entirely premature to dismantle women- and girl-centred GBV programming when the humanitarian system is not yet fully acting on its commitments and so many women and girls worldwide have yet to benefit.

Gender inclusivity represents a regression to male dominant language and practice

What Dolan’s critique does underscore is how the language of gender is being reinterpreted, often with the effect of undermining a women’s rights orientation in both gender equality and GBV prevention and response work. When arguing that gender and GBV framing should shift from an emphasis on gender equality to gender inclusivity, Dolan suggests this will “allow gender to recover its analytical, practical and political potential”. This subtly (and incorrectly) implies that gender – in theory, studies and programming – was at one time focused on “gender inclusivity” but is no longer because it has been co-opted by

27 C. Dolan, above note 5, p. 486.
29 Women’s Refugee Commission (WRC), No Safety for Refugee Women on the European Route: Report from the Balkans, January 2016, available at: www.womensrefugeecommission.org. In a series of four assessments from November 2015 through May 2016, the WRC found that opportunities to protect and empower refugee women are systematically squandered. Also see: www.buzzfeed.com/jinamoore/women-refugees-fleeing-through-europe-are-told-rape-is-not-a#.vhm0wBJJ3x.
30 C. Dolan, above note 5, p. 501.
a discriminatory feminist project. In fact, the reverse is occurring. The language of gender has been central to women’s rights activism and to work on violence against women as an articulation of the reality of women’s subordination within the prevailing gender order. Now, however, gender is increasingly being used to talk of women’s and men’s roles, a shift that effectively masks the problems of male privilege and women’s oppression.

Using the “gender” language was not intended to replace attention to women’s experiences in this way. When many women’s studies programmes in universities shifted to gender studies programmes in the 1990s, they did so not because they were no longer focusing on women’s issues, but because they sought to clearly frame women’s issues within a larger social, economic and political problem of patriarchy, such that their work could no longer be ignored or derided by male peers as irrelevant to the body politic. Now many of those same programmes are struggling against institutional pressure to focus on women and men equally because of the “gender” emphasis. Similarly, gender mainstreaming emerged from the 1985 Third World Conference on Women and was introduced as a strategy for working towards gender equality in the Beijing Platform for Action of the 1995 Fourth World Conference on Women. Still fundamental to feminist activism, now gender mainstreaming is too often misunderstood to be addressing the socially and politically differentiated needs of men, women, boys and girls, without attending to the inequality underpinning these differentials. As such, gender mainstreaming’s transformative agenda of challenging gender-based injustice and a direct focus on empowering women is increasingly obscured.31

The ebb away from centring women and girls in gender and GBV isn’t only reflected in the halls of academia and the sometimes complex theoretical discussions about our work. There are, every day, practical implications for humanitarian action. At the global level, for example, Iceland announced in October 2014 that it would co-host a UN conference on gender, including gender equality and violence against women, to which only males were invited.32 In a summit on sexual violence in conflict held in London in 2014, one of the few non-governmental panels allowed above “The Fringe” – the room where activists and programmers showcased their work on display boards – was dedicated to sexual violence against males.33 UNHCR held a panel in December 2015 for the 16 Days

32 In response to concerns expressed by women’s rights advocates to this approach, Iceland’s foreign minister agreed that women would be able to participate in the meeting, while also stating that this “Barbershop Conference” was oriented towards creating a scaled-up space for men to speak to one another, as they might do in an actual barbershop. The meeting was held in January 2015. See: www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=49808.
33 Feminist thinkers and women’s rights activists also expressed concerns that the summit focused away from gender issues and towards war as the explanation for conflict-related sexual violence. For
of Activism Against Gender-Based Violence campaign in which three of the four panellists were male.34

Engaging men in conversations about violence against women, or showcasing the problem of sexual violence against men in conflict at a global conference, are not problematic actions in themselves – indeed, they are of critical importance. Rather, the issue is whether and how these conversations represent what some rights activists refer to as “phallic drift” 35—a tendency to revert towards a male point of view and attention to males, with the concomitant diminishment of feminist voices, approaches and attention to women’s needs and experiences. In 2013, the US Institute for Peace held an international symposium on “Men, Peace and Security”. Whether it was the intent of the symposium or not, the implication of the title is a shift in focus from the Women, Peace and Security mandate to a focus on men; one of the objectives for the symposium was engaging men in peacebuilding and security, as if they are somehow excluded from it.36 In reality only 4% of signatories in thirty-one major peace processes between 1992 and 2011 were women; 2.4% of chief mediators, 3.7% of witnesses and 9% of negotiators were women.37 Similarly, the 2014 MenEngage global conference listed violence as one conference topic among seven others, under which violence against women was a subset; whereas the original purpose of “engaging men and boys” was to address men’s violence against women and girls, much of the work of this community appears to be shifting to a men’s movement focused around men’s issues and perspectives, with a questionable degree of accountability to women.38

At the field level, particularly in many of the highly patriarchal settings in which much of the world’s current conflicts are taking place, it can be a daily struggle to ensure attention to the problem of violence against women and girls, thoughts on the summit, see Anne Marie Goetz, “Stopping Sexual Violence in Conflict: Gender Politics in Foreign Policy”, Open Democracy, 20 June 2014, available at: www.opendemocracy.net/5050/anne-marie-goetz/stopping-sexual-violence-in-conflict-gender-politics-in-foreign-policy. Goetz argues: “Advocacy language suggesting ‘it’s not about sex/women/gender, it’s about war’ may have helped to convince the Security Council that this was a subject requiring their attention, but may also have unwittingly downplayed the importance of the feminist emancipatory projects of empowering survivors, and ensuring that protection and recovery efforts contribute to transformation in gender relations.”

as described above. In the midst of these struggles, even some of the strongest women-targeted programming appears to be at risk. The IRC, for example, recently merged its Women’s Protection and Empowerment Unit into a larger department that addresses protection concerns generally, despite calls from several donors and others to maintain a separate unit.

Gender experts have suggested that subsuming the problem of GBV within a broad protection frame can lead to “protectionist” thinking and approaches that may reinforce gender inequality. While Dolan hails UNHCR’s adoption of its Age, Gender and Diversity Mainstreaming (AGDM) approach as “radical” and a “noteworthy example of an institutional effort to go beyond a focus on women and girls”, it might be argued that AGDM’s generalist protection frame risks concealing, rather than advancing, the specific needs and rights of different populations, in this case those of women and girls. In particular, asserting the value of an “inclusive” approach fails to recognize that females are routinely excluded from male spaces, and also devalues and undermines women’s rights and access to their own spaces.

It is likely that attention to gender relations as a means of addressing the causes of violence against women and girls served to awaken interest in the problems of violence against males and against LGBTI populations generally – which many of us in the GBV community initially understood to be a positive outcome of our work, opening the door for others with appropriate expertise to address these issues through the development of an evidence base for their theory and programming. There is a lot of untapped opportunity for synergies between work that aims to address male violence and work that aims to prevent violence against women. That said, examination of the problem of violence against men or against LGBTI communities generally, however welcome, should not be at the expense of efforts to understand and address violence against women and girls.

We could hardly have foreseen the possibility that the language of gender would be appropriated and neutralized to such an extent as to underpin the argument that males and females are equally affected by “gender” issues and that men have been excluded from programming around gender. Nor did those of

39 See, for example, Anu Pillay, “Gender and Men in Humanitarian Action”, paper written for master’s in humanitarian affairs, University of York, 2015, p. 6. The author describes the protectionist approach as one that “while recognising differences, seeks to curtail or curb women’s activities or freedoms with the rationale that the aim is to ‘protect’ women from harm or wrongdoing. This approach does not challenge gender discrimination, but reproduces it in the guise of protecting women.”

40 C. Dolan, above note 5, p. 488.


us struggling to bring attention to the problem of GBV anticipate how shifts in the
gender language would be used in attempts to reframe GBV work away from a focus
on women and girls, as explored further below.

The GBV definition is a cornerstone to framing work on
violence against women and girls

Here we arrive at another key contention in Dolan’s critique: that the definition of GBV
should be rewritten to more heartily embrace various forms of violence against men and
boys and LGBTI groups. Just as Dolan has suggested that a feminist frame for gender is
“anachronistic”, his article also suggests that the 2005 GBV Guidelines definition “arises
from a particular moment in the history of addressing women’s needs and concerns”
which “asserts a unidirectional causal relationship between being a woman, having
subordinate status and being correspondingly vulnerable to violence”.43

What the 2015 Guidelines say

What has been inaccurately characterized as a particular moment in history lives on:
the agreed definition of GBV for the 2015 Guidelines is the same one that was
included in the 2005 Guidelines. It emphasizes that violence is “based on socially
ascribed (i.e. gender) differences between [emphasis added] males and females”
and highlights that the term “GBV” is most commonly used “to underscore how
systemic inequality between males and females – which exists in every society in
the world – acts as a unifying and foundational characteristic of most forms of
violence perpetrated against women and girls”.44

It is accurate, however, to suggest that the definition of GBV arose within
the women’s rights movement and that it is used to articulate women’s exposure to
violence in the context of patriarchy. In fact, without that movement we would not
have the language of “GBV”. Whereas the 2005 Guidelines did not explicitly
mention the provenance of the term, recommendations from several Task Team
members led to the inclusion within the 2015 Guidelines of reference to the 1993
UN Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women (DEVAW),
wherein GBV was first codified in an international declaration, and which defines
violence against women as “any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is
likely to result in, physical, sexual or psychological harm or suffering to women”.45
The Guidelines also acknowledge that some actors use the term GBV to describe select forms of violence against men and boys – particularly select forms of sexual violence in conflict – as well as specific forms of violence against LGBTI groups broadly. There was tension among some Task Team members about including these points because of concerns that such definitional compromises could be exploited in order to draw attention away from the problem of violence against women and girls in GBV theory and practice.

In his article, Dolan captures these types of definitional compromises in the 2005 Guidelines when he identifies some inconsistencies around the framing of GBV. For example, the 2005 Guidelines primarily talk about women and girls as those affected by GBV, but they occasionally reference “women and children”, and they allow that “men and boys may be victims of gender-based violence, especially sexual violence”. This lack of precision in the framing of GBV has been a persistent problem. In one example from the field, the GBV coordination mechanism in Afghanistan added “men and boys” throughout GBV documents that use the DEVAW definition of violence.

While many of us working in the field have been clear within our own community that GBV speaks to the problem of violence against women and girls, we appreciate the need for all survivors of violence to receive services, and this may be one reason for inexactness in our language. Another is that we have responded to pressure to make minor adjustments in the interpretation of the term “GBV” in order to secure support from various constituencies – particularly those with a resistance to the project of equality between men and women. One colleague has described this tendency as a pragmatism that is necessary to gain sideways attention to women and girls in the male-dominated environments in which we work; she to violence against women, girls, men and boys based on gender and unequal power relations.” The Task Team declined to include a recommendation within the Guidelines that DEVAW be revised.

There is undoubtedly room for specialists working on the problem of sexual violence against males to improve knowledge and capacity of service providers in order to meet male survivor needs sensitively and ethically. It may be useful to highlight, however, that although the argument has been made by some non-GBV specialists that male victims of sexual violence are actively excluded from clinical services that GBV programmes support, this does not reflect reality – in humanitarian settings where it exists, clinical care is meant to be available for any sexual assault survivor, in accordance with global guidance. See World Health Organization (WHO), UNFPA and UNHCR, Clinical Management of Rape Survivors: Developing Protocols for use with Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons, revised ed., 2004. The GBV Information Management System (GBVIMS) captures sex- and age-disaggregated data on survivors’ access to services, including men and boy’s access to clinical care for sexual assault. For more information about the GBVIMS, see: www.gbvims.com/what-is-gbvims/gbvims-background/.

It is worth noting that in 2016, despite concerted efforts by women’s activists, the UN Secretary-General appointment was a male, as all previous appointments have been. In November 2016, all incoming humanitarian coordinators were male, despite women being underrepresented in these positions globally. See Ayla Black, “Women in Humanitarian Leadership – Where Are They?”, Humanitarian Advisory Group, November 2016, available at: http://humanitarianadvisorygroup.org/women-in-humanitarian-leadership-where-are-they/. Importantly, male-dominated environments include not only international institutions, on which the cited article focuses, but also humanitarian settings themselves, many of which are among the lowest in the global gender inequality index. See: http://hdr.undp.org/en/content/gender-inequality-index-gii.
concludes, however, that efforts towards pragmatism can “trap us into validating the patriarchal perspective”.49

In any case, while concessions are still evident, the 2015 Guidelines are more explicit about how violence against males, as well as violence against LGBTI groups, is different from violence against women and girls.50 Several Task Team members articulated it this way during the Guidelines drafting process: examining and addressing the ways in which hegemonic masculinity can be used by some men (and, in rarer cases, some women) as a way to cause harm to some other men is in theory and in practice very different from examining and addressing the ways in which patriarchy leads to “the domination over and discrimination against women by men and to the prevention of the full advancement of women” (as articulated in DEVAW).51

It’s not a binary, it’s a hierarchy

The accusation that the GBV field employs a “simplistic” male–female binary misses – or chooses to ignore – a key point that DEVAW underscores: it is not a binary, it is a hierarchy. In this way, there is a not an equivalence of violence for males and for females that can be captured in the same overall framing of violence, nor is there an equivalence in the case of trans- and homophobic violence against LGBTI populations. While there may be areas of intersectionality and commonality in some determinants, the drivers of violence, and the experiences and consequences of it, are different for each group in fundamental ways.

In broad terms – and in case this point has not already been made sufficiently – the theory and practice related to violence against women problematizes the issue of patriarchy, or men’s and women’s comparative place in the gender hierarchy. The fact of this subordination is universal, applying to the experience of all women and girls. The violence is more often perpetrated against females by men they know intimately, and it is likely to happen multiple times in different manifestations over a woman’s lifespan. The violence men both experience and perpetrate against other men is not only more likely to be between strangers or acquaintances, but it is also not represented in a lifelong pattern of diverse and systematic forms and violence driven by the same foundational issue, and neither causes nor contributes to the subjugation of men as an entire – and defining – social category of people.52

50 The revised GBV Guidelines suggest that “certain forms of violence against men and boys – particularly sexual violence committed with the explicit purpose of reinforcing gender inequitable norms of masculinity and femininity … [are] based on socially constructed ideas of what it means to be a man and exercise male power”, GBV Guidelines, above note 13, p. 5.
52 Analyzing evidence across 654 countries from 1982 to 2011, WHO estimated that as many as 38% of female homicides globally were committed by male partners, while the corresponding figure for men
Therefore, understanding and addressing male victimization tends to focus more on incident types rather than a gendered political economy of violence. To the extent that nascent theory does find commonality in some forms of violence against men that occur because the victims are men (rather than because the victims are poor, or of a particular race, religion, etc.), it often problematizes the issue of masculinity, or the negative effects on men related to largely heteronormative, male-determined and primarily male-enforced gender roles. Queer theory can also be said to problematize gender roles, but with a particular focus on how those roles restrict freedoms and rights around sexual orientation and gender identity. Concerns linked to gender roles and gender identity are different from those linked to gender discrimination, which the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) points out when it highlights that “lesbians and transgender women are at particular risk because of gender inequality and power relations with family and wider society.”

All violence may be gendered, but not all violence is based on gender discrimination

Arguments such as Dolan’s would have us understand that violence should be categorized as gender-based if the violence “is informed by gendered assumptions about masculinity and femininity”. It is worth asking how this categorization clarifies the experiences of different groups – in this case males, females, and LGBTI populations generally. Virtually every type of violence has a gendered

---


54 C. Dolan, above note 5, p. 497.
component when we apply the term “GBV” to reference gender roles and norms related to masculinity and femininity. Dolan acknowledges this when he says that if, as his article advocates, “attention to sexual forms of GBV [against males and LGBTI groups] is extended to non-sexual forms, then this list will inevitably become somewhat lengthy”. In a preliminary aspirational brainstorm, Dolan’s article includes sexual violence against men, purposeful emasculation, sex-selective massacres, violence against men and boys by landmines, abduction/military conscription, being forced to commit atrocities against others, and evictions from accommodations and denial of work for LGBTI individuals. An immediate reaction is to ask what forms of violence would not fit in this list. It is facetious to add: what about gang violence? Bar brawls? Any concept that is expected to cover so vast and diverse a list of instances of violence is simply unusable.

Taking one of the above types of male violence as an example, let us consider how sexual violence against men in conflict is framed by some as a problem of gender-based violence. This is probably the most common type of violence used when speaking of GBV against men and boys in humanitarian contexts. And indeed, this violence often has a “gendered” aspect, to the extent that it is strategically enacted in order to “emasculate” men – that is, deprive them of their “masculinity”. But the link between this type of violence against men and GBV against women and girls ends there. Men aren't being sexually assaulted in conflict situations as an expression and reinforcement of gender norms that understand all men as the lesser and exploitable sex; this violence against men is about men in positions of power relative to other men (determined in these cases not by gender, but rather by guns or other sources of control) seeking to consolidate their power by targeting specific groups of men, typically because of political, ethnic and/or religious affiliation. The GBV we reference in relation to women and girls is about them being targeted by men based on their subordination to men according to patriarchal rules, institutions and practices. Ironically, “emasculating” men would not be so successful if male domination over women weren't so universally accepted – restoring a sense of “masculinity” essentially means restoring men to a confident position of not being women.

Another example might be massacres in which boys and men are the ones targeted to be killed, tortured, sent to concentration camps, etc. This is a powerful example of the problems that occur for some men who are on the wrong end of the patriarchal system at a given moment in time. Men are responsible for the militarization and institutionalization of violence, and this type of violence is an outcome of that. Again, this is not about men being targeted because of broad-based discrimination against them for being men; it is about men in particular social groups being targeted in order for their opponents to win wars.

Dolan himself highlights just how different his frame for violence against men is from the established frame for violence against women. Protesting that the

55 Ibid., p. 497.
56 Ibid., p. 492.
current conception of GBV “assumes that it is subordinate status in society that creates vulnerability to violence”, he suggests that the inverse can be true: men can be targeted for violence because they have a higher social status; men’s assumed greater strength can make them more likely targets of military recruitment and abduction and sex-selective massacres; men’s greater freedom to move makes them more vulnerable to landmines. Thus, men’s power and control is a risk factor for the GBV that Dolan describes.

Rather than representing sound theory, it appears as if this is an opportunistic attempt to insert attention to men and boys under the GBV umbrella – and whether intentional or not, it is at the expense of women and girls. Dolan – and he no doubt has support for this analysis – concludes that GBV programmes fail to recognize that “men too can be rendered vulnerable by virtue of their gender”.57 It’s not a failure in understanding. To articulate these concerns within the same theoretical frame of “GBV” is not only confusing, it threatens to reverse progress made in understanding and addressing the distinct determinants of violence against women and girls. According to former Special Rapporteur Rashida Manjoo,

violence against men does not occur as a result of pervasive inequality and discrimination, and … it is neither systemic nor pandemic in the way that violence against women indisputably is. … Attempts to combine or synthesize all forms of violence into a “gender neutral framework” tend to result in a depoliticized or diluted discourse, which abandons the transformative agenda. A different set of normative and practical measures is required to respond to and prevent violence against women and, equally importantly, to achieve the international law obligation of substantive equality, as opposed to formal equality.58

In a move that appears to substantiate the concerns of women’s rights activists that GBV work is being usurped and transformed by men in order to give heightened consideration to men’s rights and needs, Dolan’s critique avoids any specific discussion – or even acknowledgement – of how patriarchy informs violence against women and girls – unless one takes into account the assertion that “excluding” men and boys from GBV programming is itself a replication of the discrimination that women experience in the context of patriarchy.59 This line of reasoning suggests that a focus on gender equality for women and girls actually leads to gender inequality for men and boys. How could that be? The very definition of gender inequality understands women as a disadvantaged group in comparison to males.

One tenable argument for the need to “go beyond” a focus on women and girls in GBV programming might be that the system of patriarchy which causes violence

57 Ibid., p. 495.
59 C. Dolan, above note 5, p. 500.
against women no longer exists; thus we need to re-examine the framework. However, neither Dolan nor anyone else can make this argument. We have only to look at the data to understand that the patriarchal system is in full swing the world over.

**Data affirm what we already know: that women and girls suffer sexual violence at higher rates than men and boys. But this is not the central point**

Finally, we arrive to the third main theme I identify in Dolan’s article: challenges linked to data. Data included in the 2005 Guidelines are identified as lacking insofar as several examples of rates of violence against women and girls were only estimates, “offered in a way that implies that they are clear and consistent enough to merit no further investigation”. Dolan’s article also criticizes the 2005 Guidelines for presenting a global statistic on violence against women (one in three) as illustrative, even though, somewhat confusingly, the same is done in the Dolan critique with US and UK national statistics on sexual violence against boys. In any case, the argument is also made that the phenomenon of underreporting creates an “unstable empirical foundation”.

The critique then shifts to what seems to be Dolan’s primary concern related to the use of data: something referred to as “majoritarian” thinking, in which the contention that women and girls are the primary victims of, for example, sexual violence results in funding and other support to services for females but not for males:

> The manner in which this assumed majority status of female victims becomes both the beginning of an extensive exploration of that victimhood and the end of any analysis of the impacts on and needs of the assumed minority of victims is extraordinary; no serious social scientist, no donor, and no committed humanitarian should allow so much action to be premised on such shaky empirical foundations.

**What the 2015 Guidelines say**

At the time the 2005 Guidelines were published, there were limited data available on the scope of sexual violence against women and girls in conflict-affected settings.

---

60 Ibid., p. 494.
61 On p. 494 of his article, Dolan suggests that the 2005 Guidelines “draw on a global figure and apply it unquestionably to humanitarian emergencies”. However, in a footnote on p. 492, Dolan similarly cites statistics from the United Kingdom and United States to illustrate the problem of sexual violence against boys: three in twenty and one in six respectively. Note also that the violence against women data cited to produce the one in three statistic comes from, among other places, settings that have been affected by conflict or disasters. For a review of data on violence against women, see WHO Department of Reproductive Health and Research *et al.*, above note 52.
62 C. Dolan, above note 5, p. 495.
63 Ibid., p. 495.
64 Ibid., p. 495.
Ten years later, the 2015 Guidelines include three pages of data from a total of twenty-one countries. The data come from a variety of sources, serving to round out a picture that the 2005 Guidelines was only beginning to draw. The problem of violence against women and girls is widespread in humanitarian emergencies—and it is not limited to, or even primarily, sexual violence. Intimate partner violence, trafficking for sexual exploitation and abuse, child and forced marriage, and female genital mutilation/cutting are likewise problems revealed in the data. The Guidelines also include data on sexual violence against men.

In prevalence studies where male/female comparisons can be drawn, the evidence confirms that women are at significantly higher risk for sexual violence by a non-partner (e.g., more than twice as likely in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC); almost twice as likely in Côte D’Ivoire), and that they may also be exposed to high levels of intimate partner sexual violence (e.g., 45% in the DRC; 24% in Côte D’Ivoire).\(^65\) Dolan concedes that the data “tend to confirm that overall more women than men are affected”\(^66\) by sexual violence—and not by small margins. Compound that with the multiple other forms of violence which women and girls experience not only in the context of humanitarian emergencies but throughout their lives, and you have a global health and human rights crisis.

And yet, the 2015 Guidelines attempt to make clear that this is not a numbers game when it comes to attending to the needs of survivors or undertaking prevention efforts. As with the 2005 Guidelines, the humanitarian community is advised in the current Guidelines to “assume GBV is occurring and threatening affected populations; treat it as a serious and life-threatening problem; and take actions based on sector recommendation in these Guidelines”.\(^67\) The 2015 Guidelines (as well as key tools such as the World Health Organization’s Clinical Management of Rape Survivors protocols) also set standards for service providers that support interventions for any victim, regardless of sex, sexual orientation, ability, etc.

**GBV programming focuses on women and girls, so that’s what the data focus on**

The problem is not that data misrepresent females as the primary victims of sexual violence: the data do not. Women and girls are indeed primary victims of this violence. Nor is there any question that the humanitarian community should not overlook the problem of sexual violence against males because they are a minority of victims. As the 2015 Guidelines underscore, no victim should go unassisted. The issue is that this type of argument distorts the way many in the GBV community use data.


\(^{66}\) C. Dolan, above note 5, p. 492.

\(^{67}\) GBV Guidelines, above note 13, p. 2.
Data – or conversations related to the data – have not been used in the Guidelines, or more broadly in the field, to argue for the exclusion of men. Instead, data have been used to bring attention to the particular problems of women and girls because that is what our focus is. When the GBV community talks about women and girls being “principally” or “disproportionately” affected by certain forms of violence, this is not to monopolize for them the benefit of care or to marginalize men. It is to do our job in bringing attention to the historically – and continuously – overlooked concern of violence against women and girls, and the social, structural and systemic dynamics of gender inequality that frame and make possible this violence.

Importantly as well, and as mentioned several times previously, GBV data confirm that the phenomenon of violence against females is different from the problem of violence against males. The data expose a global reality in which females are harmed by men repeatedly and in multiple ways because they are females, sexual subordinates in the gender relationship, with less power, less participation, less education, less livelihood, less money, less property, less recourse, less justice than males. This problem of gender inequality is often exacerbated in conflicts and can therefore heighten women’s and girls’ risk. Thus, it is not about numeric majorities versus numeric minorities linked to specific types of violence that the data suggest; it’s about the need for support, care and justice for half the world’s population who experience a specific and debilitating social problem.

**Conclusion**

The 2015 IASC GBV Guidelines accord attention to LGBTI populations and to men and boys, both as survivors of sexual violence and as agents of change. Nevertheless, the Guidelines focus largely on the problem of violence against women and girls, as this is at the heart of GBV work. While it is a positive development that the needs of male survivors and LGBTI populations in humanitarian settings have been brought into sharper focus as a result of the human rights approaches that underscore GBV interventions, it is a misrepresentation of GBV theory and practice to claim that males and LGBTI groups should attract equal focus in GBV programming. Vitiating the gender and GBV language in order to refocus the field towards attention to the needs of males and LGBTI populations is not likely to serve any of these groups effectively, least of all women and girls.

Instead, what is required in both spirit and deed is partnership by those whose focus is on the needs of men and boys and/or LGBTI populations generally with those working on violence against women and girls. Separate and specific work on violence against men – and on men’s experience in patriarchy – is not only important in terms of addressing the needs of men, but can also add an important dimension to understanding how to create a more peaceful world for all. Separate and specific work on homophobia and violence against gender non-conforming people is also critical to supporting improved rights for all. True
partnership among different specialists can facilitate examination of the intersections and commonalities of different types of violence and survivor groups, to the potential benefit of everyone.

In this process, however, the GBV community’s commitment to addressing violence against women and girls must not be undermined, but rather supported in its value and importance. And, similarly, the decades of feminist scholarship that inform our work must be respected and recognized, not ignored, denied or dismissed. It is well past time for a women-centred agenda to be received as legitimate, and those focusing on that agenda must not be subject to a replication of the gender-based discrimination against which they work. Only with this understanding can it be assured that we may all move forward towards complementary goals.
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Abstract

Working in the humanitarian sector as an aid worker has become a dangerous endeavour, with attacks against humanitarian workers becoming more common. In this personal story by a former head of office at an International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) surgical hospital, a short, violent encounter leads to a long journey of recovery. There is an important role for the community in supporting the healing process; the author suggests that an integral and collaborative involvement by organizations like the ICRC is effective in addressing the impact of violence directed towards humanitarian aid workers.

In October 1996, I was appointed Head of Office at the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) war surgical hospital in Novye Atagi, a small Chechen village south of Grozny in the foothills of the Caucasus mountains in the very south of the Russian Federation. The ICRC had opened the hospital here on 2 September 1996 in order to care for the war-wounded in the Chechen conflict. The delegation compound, which also contained the hospital, was a busy place, with a multitude of building projects going on at the same time. There was an international team of experienced medical staff running the hospital, and a number of supporting staff engaged in the construction and administration of the operations. Often the sub-delegation was visited by other supporting specialists working across all the Northern Caucasus delegations – for instance, those working on international humanitarian law dissemination or security. For security reasons, we were almost
exclusively confined to the delegation compound, and a humming social life developed among those who worked and lived there.

In the early hours of 17 December 1996, two and a half months into this mission, everything changed.

When I woke up that morning, it was dark in my room – almost. Lying in bed I could see a few strips of light reflecting on the wall, the streetlight from the courtyard shining through the blinds. There were also the sounds of voices and what seemed to be banging noises.

Immediately I thought of an incident that had occurred about two weeks earlier, when I also woke up at about 5am to the sounds of voices and footsteps. At the time, wondering if it was a late-night party, I got up and descended from my bedroom to see what was going on downstairs, and I walked straight into a burglary. A large group of armed men was in the process of carrying boxes of material out of the building, including radio equipment and computers. Once they noticed me, they forced me into a corner and onto the floor, kicked me a few times and finished with their business.

This time, however, something was different. I felt a sense of dread. Not knowing what I should do, I sat up in bed and started pulling on a pair of trousers. Before I could finish putting them on, the door opened and a dark figure walked into the room. In the dim light I perceived a person with a military-style jacket and a black balaclava on his head. Immediately I thought of the most severe threat that I could imagine: kidnapping. I thought that resistance would be futile and decided to go along with whatever would happen next. The figure couldn’t approach me to more than about three meters, because there was a table in the middle of the room, somewhat obstructing his access. So, I lifted up my hands to about shoulder height and said something like, “OK, OK…”

Looking at the person, the next thing I saw was him pulling his right hand out of the pocket of his jacket, and pointing a gun at me – then and a red-and-yellow flash of light erupted. Almost instantaneously I felt a piercing pain in my shoulders, seemingly hot and cold at the same time. Instinctively I moved my hands to where the pain was, letting myself fall back onto the bed, turning to the wall. In what seemed to be an eternity, I started wondering what would happen next. What should I do? Without seeing him, I imagined that the person would approach me and walk up to my bed. If so, should I fight back? When nothing happened immediately, and I couldn’t think of any successful course of action, I remembered to calm my mind, and I started a simple meditation routine, repeating a short mantra and simply resigning myself to go with the flow of whatever might happen.

Over another seemingly endless stretch of time, I listened to the sounds of mayhem in the building – gunshots, heavy banging on doors, occasional shouts and crying, until they started to fade away. I do not know how long I was lying there, eyes closed, holding my shoulder and listening. Maybe it was minutes only, but it felt like a space outside of time. It was still more time before I dared to move my body. Clearly nobody was in my room any more.

Slowly my intense awareness of my surroundings started to weave together, as the radio sprung to life with voices calling out, at random at first, but soon
connecting in exchanges and conversations. Gradually the horrific proportions of the massacre of international medical personnel at the Novye Atagi hospital, who were murdered intentionally and in cold blood, became apparent. It was only then that I realized the assailant had intended to murder me too but had left me for dead, and that I had miraculously survived the ordeal. The sparkling blue sky over the calm, snow-dusted landscape of this rising winter morning stood in crass contrast to the bloody mayhem this place had just experienced.

That day, six ICRC delegates were shot dead in cold blood by unidentified gunmen in their quarters at the hospital in Novye Atagi. Their mission had been peaceful and humanitarian. They were:

- Fernanda Calado, an ICRC nurse of Spanish nationality;
- Hans Elkerbout, a construction technician seconded from the Netherlands Red Cross;
- Ingeborg Foss, a nurse seconded from the Norwegian Red Cross;
- Nancy Malloy, a medical administrator seconded from the Canadian Red Cross;
- Gunnhild Myklebust, a nurse seconded from the Norwegian Red Cross;
- Sheryl Thayer, a nurse seconded from the New Zealand Red Cross.

There were thirteen other expatriate workers present at the sub-delegation that night. Those colleagues of mine had all also been potential targets of the assailants. They were either safely behind locked and sturdy doors in their bedrooms, or sleeping in other buildings within the compound. They survived with emotional and psychological scars. They, too, carry the memories of hearing the shooting, banging, shouting and crying during the attack, as well as the visual impressions of the aftermath, finding their dear colleagues murdered in a bedroom near to their own. They also carry the memories of the fear and helplessness, and perhaps also guilt, that they felt in a situation where it was impossible to intervene and protect someone close to them.

This is the story I usually tell when someone asks about what happened. Many other people will have a story from that day. Some have an up-close experience of the event, while many more were touched from afar. Each of these stories is unique and worth listening to.

The other story

I have another story to tell, one that is closely linked to the one above, and which is just as important. It is a much less sensational story. It is drawn out, long, difficult and seemingly without end. It is the story of recovery and healing. Writing this article has become part of that story. The story is very personal, and I suspect that many of us live a similar story of recovery and healing from physical, mental and/or emotional hurt and injury.

1 There were also several local staff members in the compound that night, but when they encountered the attackers, they were told to stay away and that the attack was exclusively directed at the expatriate workers.
It is the story that began the moment the first story finished.

On that early December morning in 1996, it took me some time to realize what had happened to me and others around me. During the first twenty-four hours, I felt that both the worst and the best sides of humanity were revealed to me. Once my colleagues discovered me in my room, lying in my bed, injured, there was not a minute where there was not someone present next to me, someone in touch – literally. Feeling that caring presence, with a hand on my arm or shoulder all the time, gave me a sense of grounding and infinite safety. I’m still grateful today to the nurses and all the others who accompanied me on that first day. But that sense of grounding, connectedness and presence started to evaporate only about twenty-four hours later, once I had arrived at the hospital in Geneva where the bullet was removed from my body.

The clinically clean and empty space at the hospital soon started to make me feel alone and cut off, and left me pondering thoughts that I wished I could have shared or developed with others. The emptiness of the next five days was only occasionally punctuated by short visits and reports of heartfelt ceremonies at the airport and at the cathedral, commemorating the deaths that occurred at the horrible event – ceremonies I could not be part of. It was an important time for other survivors to congregate, to find meaning and answers, to talk, and to mourn.

My rational mind understood: I had an injury, my lung was punctured, the doctor said that I needed rest and should not overexert myself. The deeper layers of my being, however, had a craving, and needed a different medicine than what I had received in my isolated hospital bed.

Thus started my next journey – that of healing and recovery. It is a journey during which I travelled in the dark for a long time, left entirely to myself to make sense of what I had experienced; one where I certainly learned a lot, yet whose purpose long escaped me. When I think and talk about this story, I feel vulnerable and it seems to be very self-centred. It was difficult to find a helpful community that would support me.

Today I feel strong enough to share this story. This story is important because many humanitarians experience trauma and while I cannot speak for others, connection (or lack thereof) with my group and community has been the recurrent and defining theme of my journey of healing and recovery.

Looking back, I realize how helpful a collaborative approach to healing from trauma could have been for me. In this opinion note, I will share some of the milestones of my journey. I will then propose and discuss an integrated

---

**Trauma** is an emotional response to a terrible event like an accident, rape or natural disaster. Immediately after the event, shock and denial are typical. Longer term reactions include unpredictable emotions, flashbacks, strained relationships and even physical symptoms like headaches or nausea. While these feelings are normal, some people have difficulty moving on with their lives.²

² There are many different definitions of trauma. This one is from the American Psychological Association website, available at: [www.apa.org/topics/trauma/](http://www.apa.org/topics/trauma/) (all internet references were accessed in November 2016).
approach to addressing stress and trauma, whereby organizations can better support their staff comprehensively, through objective support, an improved systemic environment, the internal organizational culture and the allowing of subjective experience of the recovery by the individual.

### Healing and community

Judith Lewis Herman, in her book *Trauma and Recovery: The Aftermath of Violence – From Domestic Abuse to Political Terror*, explains:

> Traumatic events destroy the sustaining bonds between individual and community. Those who have survived learn that their sense of self, of worth, of humanity, depends upon a feeling of connection with others. The solidarity of a group provides the strongest protection against terror and despair, and the strongest antidote to traumatic experience. Trauma isolates; the group re-creates a sense of belonging. Trauma shames and stigmatizes; the group bears witness and affirms. Trauma degrades the victim; the group exalts her. Trauma dehumanizes the victim; the group restores her humanity.3

On 17 December 1996, I was part of a group and community that felt like a big family: the ICRC. That community, as a collective, suffered a trauma as well on that day. It was an unprecedented and unprovoked act of violence against the organization and its workers. That trauma was difficult to deal with, and is often seen as a turning point that signalled the start of a period of decreasing security for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement (the Movement) and the humanitarian sector in general.

What I felt for the first time on the day I returned to Geneva has over time become a pervasive reality, again sometimes punctuated by very meaningful events of belonging. In fact, the relationship with my employer at that time, my community, has been far from harmonious over the years. My belonging to the ICRC has been put into question many times, and a sentence from a recent email by one of the organization’s representatives probably reflects the organizational response to my attempts at “belonging” quite succinctly: “[T]he fact that he has not gotten in touch with you means that there is no concrete proposal for collaboration that could be envisaged at this stage.”

While the “he” in this sentence refers to a particular person within the ICRC, the communication struck me as coming from the organization as a whole, and I felt that it could just as well have said “the fact that we have not gotten in touch …”. This statement not only seems to encapsulate a response to a concrete proposal, but in my view also succinctly reflects the sense I have picked up from my employer over the years at my attempts to obtain the organization’s participation in a collaborative approach to healing from trauma.

---

The fact that the statement above is still painful shows that both the organization and I are still on a journey of recovery. If recovery and healing cannot start or are interrupted, our lives will become internal warzones, where injury after injury and trauma after trauma will occur, and finding peace will be a very challenging task.

This is not to assign blame. I think that at the time all those involved did their best, and in the best way they knew how. I started out, initially, completely trusting that my employer knew what to do and how to help, and that it would point me towards the right direction, supporting me along the way. However, I soon found out that this was by no means the case.

I had no idea what to expect. My first focus was on getting my physical health back, to have my punctured lung functioning again and in general to regain my strength. On a deeper level, things were much less clear. I often felt vulnerable, disempowered and misunderstood. I was not quite able to communicate what I needed, beyond the restoration of my physical health.

While I progressed in getting back my physical health, the effects of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) seemed to arise more often. At unexpected moments my body reacted to triggers, although seemingly without cause: breaking into a sweat, blocking my ability to talk without becoming emotional, feeling an unexpected loss of energy, shaking, and so on. The most difficult time of the day was going to bed, falling asleep and letting go of control, because it was during the night that the trauma had happened. How could I sleep without locking the door, or without listening to the sounds in the corridor, or elsewhere in the building? However, once I did fall asleep, I seldom dreamed about the event. The effects of PTSD can be extensive, are individually different, and have been well documented. Without help, this is a difficult part of the journey to navigate.

It was only much later that I decided to seek professional help, and it was even further down the path that I started to perceive it as a learning and healing journey. It took time to gain insights from my contemplation of the meaning of life and death and forgiveness. At first, anger and then frustration were long-time companions on this journey.

At the very beginning, I set the intention that this experience would ultimately have a positive effect on my life, and on the lives of others. Yet it took many years before I could see this intention as anything more than wishful thinking.

There have been many milestones along the journey – ups and downs. Over the years I worked myself through the different stages, in my own perspective and in the perspectives of others, from “victim” through “survivor” to “normal” – whatever the meaning of “normal” is. And yet still today, I often feel cautious talking about this healing journey for fear that it will be held against me.

What follows are some of the most significant milestones over the last twenty years which have marked my life.

---

4 For more information, see “Symptoms of PTSD”, Anxiety and Depression Association of America, available at: www.adaa.org/understanding-anxiety/posttraumatic-stress-disorder-ptsd/symptoms.
The investigation. What did really happen at Novye Atagi? And why? What were the consequences? I am sure an investigation took place – yet I neither had the opportunity to contribute to it in a meaningful way, nor the chance to read any resulting reports or discuss the outcomes, information I do not have, with anyone at the organization. Not so much today, but for a long time I felt that it would help me make sense to know more of the background information of the incident.

Deciding I needed help. I would have happily gone on another mission relatively quickly to a place which was reasonably safe. Yet coordination of that mission proved difficult, and going to a dangerous place soon after being shot in Chechnya did not seem right somehow. Then, when finally my mission was confirmed (and changed at the last minute), about eight months later, I noticed symptoms of PTSD that made me question the choice to leave for another mission. I noticed that I had lost that deep sense of grounding which I previously used to have; the sense that gave me direction in life and enabled me to make sensible decisions and evaluate safety and danger around me. That was the point at which I knew I needed help.

Resignation. Psychological help then revealed that in fact I had accumulated a lot of anger against my employer, who simply was not present as an active participant in my trauma recovery. But who to tell? Who would listen and understand? After a few attempts to communicate, I felt that as a last attempt to attract attention, I should send a letter of resignation. This was probably one of the most hurtful episodes of all, because nobody seemed to notice except for the intern at human resources who dutifully checked my bank account to insure the final payment did not get lost. Nobody engaged in a meaningful conversation, or wondered why, after having taken a bullet for the organization and being eager to deploy again, I now would be resigning. Maybe it was already true, then, that “the fact that [the ICRC] has not gotten in touch with you means that there is no concrete proposal for collaboration that could be envisaged at this stage”. At that stage, the proposal would have been my healing and recovery, and with some imagination, the healing and recovery of the ICRC as well.

Going on another mission. It would take me a number of years to realize that there were loose ends which prevented me from moving forward professionally. I felt that something was incomplete. Finally, I worked up enough clarity to realize that in fact, on some level, I had never fully completed my mission in Novye Atagi; that I had never emotionally finished that assignment. With that clarity in mind, I took the initiative to request another mission – on my own terms. It was granted, and I spent six months in the field. At the end I returned and concluded the mission like any regular assignment. Not only did this allow me to find a sense of self-empowerment, but it also allowed me to conclude that sense of limbo of an unfinished employment relationship.

The tenth anniversary. The next milestone happened close to five years later. At this stage, I tried not to think much about my experiences and to get on with life. However, when I was contacted regarding a ten-year anniversary event, I felt a strong reaction – going from rejection to seeing an opportunity for further recovery with a community to which I still felt a strong sense of belonging. It was
an opportunity for a review of the impact of this event on my life – physically, psychologically, emotionally, spiritually and economically. The ten-year commemoration event eventually provided me for the first time, unwittingly, with a platform at the ICRC for sharing my personal experience with other members of the ICRC community. For the first time I felt that some significant pieces of the puzzle were coming together – personally and emotionally. Meeting others from the ICRC who had their own story of Novye Atagi felt very healing.

The awarding of the Henry Dunant Medal. Shortly after the ten-year anniversary, that milestone was followed by another one – the awarding of the Henry Dunant Medal in 2007.\(^5\) It felt that finally my intentions for an ultimately positive outcome had started to manifest themselves. This medal was an unprompted recognition of what I had been going through and an acknowledgement of my belonging to the wider Red Cross and Red Crescent community. Psychosocially, it was certainly a huge step forward for my healing and recovery journey. It meant that for the first time I could talk about my injury and the associated trauma without feeling it was a liability. Now, I could potentially start to make my experience into an asset.

Returning to the humanitarian sector. It would take another four years before I felt strong enough to actively start working on the issue of stress, burnout and trauma in the humanitarian sector. When the opportunity came, I thought long and hard before accepting the challenge of leading the Mandala Foundation in Melbourne, a non-governmental organization (NGO) dedicated to the psychosocial well-being of aid workers. My next experience was working in a human resources function with Australian Red Cross, coordinating field missions to conflict and disaster areas. Both roles were important contributions to my healing journey, and opportunities to start giving back. When I got the chance to inspire and help lead the first event of recognition for Red Cross workers that were killed in the field on 17 December 2014 at Australian Red Cross, it finally seemed that a circle had closed itself and, like the satisfaction of a deep craving, other pieces of my scattered self fell into place.

Looking back, those are events that loom large in my memory. Yet in between there were long periods when life felt as if it were taking two steps forward and one step back – sometimes even one step forward and two steps back. As for belonging to the ICRC and the wider Movement, I seem never to have achieved any continuous and lasting process of collaboration. My journey and that of the organization seemed to move on parallel lines, and as in a true parallel, the lines did not touch except at certain events as outlined in the list of milestones above. There was very little time invested in helping each other to understand what was happening and making sense of that horrific event. Very little time was spent walking next to each other, supporting each other.

Editor’s note: The Henry Dunant Medal is the highest award given by the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement. It is presented every two years by the Standing Commission of the Red Cross and Red Crescent to acknowledge outstanding service and devotion to the Red Cross and Red Crescent cause. For more information, see “The Henry Dunant Medal”, Standing Commission of the Red Cross and Red Crescent, available at: [http://standcom.ch/the-henry-dunant-medal/](http://standcom.ch/the-henry-dunant-medal/).
Individuals have to live their journey by themselves – and the collective deals in its own way with traumatic events that impact it, although the collective is ultimately made up of individuals with their own personal feelings and experiences. I know very little of how the collective (meaning the ICRC as an organization) dealt with the shock, the pain and the trauma of Novye Atagi, for example.

I do not make any claim to special treatment because I was a “victim” or “survivor”. I suspect that there are many Red Cross delegates who have had horrific and traumatizing experiences during their career. And I suspect as well that they also need a sense of belonging to the wider community on their journey of recovery. How is the ICRC living up to its responsibility to be the community that helps the individual regain his or her health and humanity?

I do experience a great reluctance by the organization to engage in any activity that looks at the deeper emotional and spiritual hurt that is caused by the violence witnessed and experienced in the field. Whenever I speak up I sense a resistance, like an invisible barrier going up, as if there is a great reluctance to hear my voice and as if people do not want to look at this side of the humanitarian action coin. Maybe this is because it does touch a nerve in so many humanitarians. How do we reconcile our personal feelings with the imperatives of the humanitarian and organizational mission and principles?

Today: Addressing the inherent stress of humanitarian work

It has been a big challenge for me to write this piece. The writing process has been a journey in itself. A few times I figured that it was just too difficult to write about something so personal, and I was tempted to give up.

But why is it important to talk about this? This story is about more than what happened twenty years ago; it is also more than my personal experiences of recovery. There are many others who have dedicated themselves to what they see as a noble cause: helping to ease suffering in a humanitarian context. But they have ended up suffering themselves.

Humanitarian work is inherently stressful. People working in the sector are sometimes exposed directly to traumatic events, but more often indirectly. Indirect exposure is also known as vicarious traumatization. According to studies, humanitarian aid workers have a much higher occurrence of PTSD than the average population. Up to 30% of aid workers suffer from PTSD in different ways. The effects of PTSD can arise weeks, months or sometimes even years after the initial experience.

Statistics about security incidents do not paint a good picture. The security incident data published by the Aid Workers Security Database suggests that as of 9 October 2016, there were 120 victims of major attacks against aid workers in 2016 alone.


Nor does the news. In 1996, attacks of the nature and scale of that perpetrated in Novye Atagi, where aid workers were deliberately targeted and killed, were very uncommon. Today, twenty years later, the situation seems sadly to have dramatically changed in this regard. Although the number of humanitarian workers injured and killed is not quite as high as it was in 2013, recent times have seen a number of horrific events where humanitarian operations were targeted, seemingly intentionally. Examples that made headlines in the media are:

- On 3 October 2015, a Médecins Sans Frontières hospital in Kunduz, Afghanistan, was attacked by an American airplane.
- During 2015 and 2016, an unprecedented number of medical facilities in Syria and Yemen were attacked and destroyed.
- On 1 July 2016, soldiers entered a hotel in Juba, South Sudan, and raped and harassed aid workers who were seeking shelter from fighting.
- On 19 September 2016, an aid convoy of lorries was bombed from the air in Syria.

The statistics only record those who have directly experienced an incident, as does the news. They do not take into account those aid workers who experienced trauma vicariously, at headquarters, and as friends or family members. Some know those who are killed, injured or kidnapped personally. Colleagues might be at other locations around the globe, and might have been involved in leading, coordinating or otherwise supporting operations from a distance. All will feel an impact, and nothing can give consolation to those who lose close family members.

There seems to be considerable disagreement as to whether the story of post-traumatic life can ever have a positive outcome, yet with such a large proportion of the workforce potentially affected, it is imperative that aid agencies take the impact of trauma very seriously.

There are a number of questions that arise:

- What are the responsibilities that aid agencies are faced with today?
- How does the humanitarian sector deal with such attacks on itself and its workers?
- What does it really mean to have a “duty of care”? Are organizations improving their practices principally due to legal liabilities – both under work health and safety laws in certain countries, and under the threat of lawsuits brought against them?
- Who will pay for the additional costs generated by the requirement to safeguard the psychological well-being of aid workers?
- What is the best approach – proactively dealing with the emotional and mental well-being of aid workers or repairing the damage after it has occurred, the proverbial ambulance at the bottom of the cliff?

Campaigns, such as Health Care in Danger,\(^9\) that attempt to raise awareness and commitment to protecting humanitarian operations in the field are important. There were also attempts to raise the issue of staff wellness at the 2016 World Humanitarian Summit (WHS) in Istanbul. On 30 July 2015, the International Association of Professionals in Humanitarian Assistance and Protection organized a global online consultation event on the issue and published a report of the outcomes.\(^{10}\) Yet the fact that the issue of aid worker well-being was not granted a suitable platform at the recent WHS shows that there is a need for action on the side of agencies and NGOs working in dangerous environments.

**An integral approach to addressing stress and trauma**

There are many different possible ways in which the impact of violence on aid workers can be addressed, and in my opinion we have come a long way over the last twenty years in terms of the awareness of that impact as well as the variety of methods available. However, there is no one solution that fits all. We all tend to solve challenges from particular points of view corresponding to our own positions, and can overlook alternatives which can add to the effectiveness of already existing measures. While these methods are all different and sometimes seem contradictory, they are all necessary and could provide a rich set of responses, complementing each other. Similar support mechanisms are also advised for people working in natural disaster response, as suggested in a study by Jolie Wills from New Zealand Red Cross.\(^{11}\)

I would like to propose a holistic approach that could best be called integral.\(^{12}\) It has following components:

- objective support through professional services;
- adaptation of the systemic environment;
- an aware and caring organizational culture; and
- enabling the subjective experience.

---

9 Editor’s note: The Health Care in Danger project is an initiative of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement aimed at addressing the issue of violence against patients, health-care workers, facilities and vehicles, and ensuring safe access to and delivery of health care in armed conflicts and other emergencies. For more information, see the website available at: http://healthcareindanger.org/?WT.src=1&gclid=CMnHlpSxy9ACF5SQz0wod_UcDCw.

10 The recordings of the event, and the resulting report to the UN Secretary-General, are available for download at: https://phap.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=302.


12 The proposed approach is based on an interpretation by the four-quadrant system under the philosophy of Ken Wilber. See, for example, Ken Wilber, *Introduction to the Integral Approach (and the AQAL Map)*, 2006, available at: www.kenwilber.com/Writings/PDF/IntroductiontotheIntegralApproach_GENERAL_2005_NN.pdf.
Elements of each of these components need to be present in order to comprehensively address the challenge of employers dealing with the short- and long-term impacts of stress, burnout and trauma.

Objective support

For many, the most obvious way to address psychological and emotional stress and signs of trauma is to “treat” affected individuals and provide professional services. What does this mean?

Twenty years ago, the concepts of PTSD and psychosocial support were not very well known and there were few trained professionals. Since 1996 there have been big developments. Not only have there been a number of studies conducted that looked at the psychological impact of aid work, but there has also been a shift in how mental health is looked at in general, and a huge increase in acceptance of alternative ways of looking at mental well-being. Practices such as mindfulness, meditation and yoga, for example, have become all but mainstream.

It is important to help increase people’s resources and resilience instead of labelling their mental state, analyzing and pathologizing it. Today, those who have gone through difficult experiences are called “survivors” rather than “victims”. This is a development in the right direction, but it is still a label. An even more successful approach would be not to pathologize aid workers who have gone through hard experiences at all, but rather to provide services to all as a matter of course. Today there are specialized psychological service providers that are familiar with the humanitarian sector and provide appropriate services.

Systemic environment

Stress is not only a problem caused by external influences, it is also to a large extent an internal problem. Studies have shown that even in an environment of war, the stress inherent in the subordinate–superior management relationship is more severe, with a higher impact, than all the stresses produced by the threat of violence and general insecurity. On my personal journey, the stress I

---


14 The Antares Foundation bases its Managing Stress in Humanitarian Workers: Guidelines for Good Practice, above note 6, on its own research. See the organization’s website, available at: www.antaresfoundation.org/guidelines#.WD_tflkrJhE. See also the Mandala Foundation guidelines, which
experienced in dealing with my employer over the period of the past twenty years far outweighs the stress I experienced on the field.

It is therefore essential that any organization which is active in a conflict area has its own house in order. Part of this involves having comprehensive policies, procedures and operating standards in place that reflect the duty of care of an employer for its staff.

Those documents should cover all aspects that contribute to physical and psychosocial health, such as:

- stress policies;
- security protocols;
- staff health guidelines;
- human resources procedures;
- staff management; and
- organizational structure and responsibility.

Other questions to ask are: Are aid workers leaving for the field suitably prepared? Do they have sufficient personal competencies in dealing with pressure and lack of resources, as well as unfamiliar environments and cultures?

There needs to be clarity about who is in charge of the different aspects of staff safety and well-being. My own experience has been that I was facing a large organization which was struggling to live up to its role as a compassionate employer. Especially in the early days after the incident in Novye Atagi, it was difficult to know who my contact persons were for any specific issue, and I was regularly referred from one person to the next, and to the next. This is an additional burden that should not have to be shouldered by someone already dealing with the impact of stress and trauma.

There are an increasing number of resources, organizations and consultants that work on this field, many with humanitarian aid work experience themselves. They provide training and other specialist services.

Organizational culture

Organizational culture is something that is hard to define. It is something that is different everywhere. In its most rudimentary form it refers to the underlying put a strong emphasis on management and human resources activities. Mandala Foundation, “Managing Psychosocial Risk across the Assignment Cycle: Guidelines for Psychosocial Staff Support in the Humanitarian Aid and Development Sector”, available at: www.mandalafoundation.org.au/psychosocial-resources/guidelines-managing-psychosocial-risk/.
values in an organization, and how things are done. It tells individuals what is appreciated and what is expected.

The recognition afforded to humanitarian workers is part of this culture. The regular commemorations on 17 December are an excellent example. What other organizational activities are there that acknowledge the difficult and challenging tasks delegates encounter in the field? How do we support each other in making sense of what we encounter? How do we value the human beings who currently work for the Movement, and those who have in the past? How does the ICRC acknowledge those who belong, and what are the underlying values we share? Telling stories and celebrating achievements is essential.

Another important aspect is peer support. Peer support groups have existed in many different contexts for a long time. Since internal support structures are often weak, humanitarian workers have started to self-organize across the sector, and have started to use social media platforms to connect with each other.16 Another cross-sector response is the Peer Coaching Pilot that WhyDev ran in 2012/13.17 One of the outcomes cited for the participants was “feeling less stressed and isolated”.18

Subjective experience

Last but not least is the subjective experience of the person who experiences stress, burnout or trauma. In many ways this is the most challenging of the four components. How, as humanitarians, do we in good conscience pay attention to our own needs in a world where there are so many needs of others to address? The suffering of others is (almost) always more important than our own. For

---

16 For example, on Facebook there is a closed group called “Fifty Shades of Aid”, with more than 8,000 members, that sometimes serves as a spontaneous peer support platform. Access by invitation only.
18 Ibid., p. 6.
most of us, it is one of the most important reasons why we became involved in this kind of work in the first place.

As an organization, the ICRC needs to be open to everyone having a different reaction to stress and trauma. Some may suffer quietly, some will self-medicate. Many will hesitate to admit that they suffer from trauma for fear of losing their dream job. This will be especially true if other components of an integral response are not appropriately developed, and if signs of weakness are interpreted as a pathology. If this is the case there is a danger that a culture of silence may develop, to the detriment of both the individual and the organization.19

Without the cooperation of the individual suffering due to a traumatic experience, all the other work will ultimately have only a limited impact. However, if there is sufficient information available about professional and alternative support options both inside and outside of the employing agency, then humanitarian workers are more likely to engage and ask for this kind of support. Furthermore, if there are clear policies, safety procedures and so on, then humanitarian workers are less likely to suffer from stress, burnout and trauma in the first place. Last but not least, if there is a welcoming and respectful organizational culture, then we, as humanitarian workers, will be more trusting and honest about our own situation and the state we are in, and are less likely to deploy to the field when we are not in a fit state to do so without fearing dismissal as a consequence.

**Conclusion**

On a personal level, my journey of recovery is ongoing, although on a much more subtle level. I have developed a sensitivity for situations where staff well-being is impacted not by maliciousness, but maybe by ignorance. Some time ago I started curating news reports and other internet sources pertaining to psychosocial staff health issues in the humanitarian sector,20 and this has revealed a darker side to humanitarian work.

While I feel that I had little support in terms of a community around me, there were nevertheless significant events where my path and that of the ICRC and/

---


20 Support for Humanitarian Aid Workers, maintained by Christoph Hensch, available at: www.scoop.it/t/psychosocial-support.
or the wider Movement crossed, and those events always contributed immensely to my recovery.

The invisible costs that individual humanitarian workers are paying can be immense: working in insecure environments and experiencing and witnessing acts of violence and the suffering they cause can have adverse and devastating impacts. A recent survey by The Guardian revealed that up to 79% of aid workers surveyed experienced mental health issues as a result of their work. Nearly one third of all aid workers suffer from trauma – several times the rate of the general population, according to a study by the Antares Foundation.

These studies reflect my personal experience. It took many years to make sense of what happened to me and my colleagues on that fateful day twenty years ago, and to overcome the effects of PTSD. From my perspective, the initial experience of being shot was a trigger to a much longer experience of recovery, which was much more prolonged and painful than it needed to be. The biggest failure that occurred along the way was the inability to establish a fruitful process where both the individual and the community co-created a healing journey. Even now, twenty years later, I acutely feel the need to belong, arising from a craving to heal an injury that I have sustained on behalf of a much larger community.

From an organizational perspective, and as outlined earlier, there is much that can be done to address the impacts of stress and trauma. It would benefit any organization or NGO to build an internal culture of care and healing based on humanitarian principles. Why? Jolie Wills puts it quite simply: first, it pays; second, it’s risk management; and third, it is ethically simply the right thing to do.

I suggest that an integral approach to dealing with stress, burnout and trauma should become a standard operating principle in the humanitarian sector for employers in dealing with their workers. I also suggest that employers in the humanitarian sector create and implement collaborative processes and become conscious and proactive partners in the healing journeys of their staff who have been impacted by injury and trauma while working for the institution and on behalf of humanity as a whole.

21 See, for example, H. Young, above note 19.
22 Antares Foundation, above note 6.
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Introduction

Lack of compliance with international humanitarian law (IHL), or insufficient observance of its provisions, is probably the greatest current challenge to the continued credibility of this body of international rules. The need to strengthen respect for IHL led the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and Switzerland to facilitate unprecedented consultations among States between 2012 and 2015 focused, specifically, on improving the efficiency of mechanisms of compliance with IHL. The main purpose of this text is to outline the background of the initiative and to summarize its course and outcome. Ongoing work in the current phase of the process, agreed to at the 32nd International Conference of the Red Cross and Red Crescent1 held in late 2015, is also very briefly indicated.

Background to the ICRC-Swiss initiative

States and other relevant actors generally agree that, regardless of the evolution in the nature of armed conflicts, IHL remains an appropriate international legal framework for regulating the conduct of the parties to such conflicts and providing protection for the persons affected. Since 1864, when the first Geneva Convention was adopted,2 great strides have periodically been made to adapt and update the normative content of IHL, whether by means of treaties or customary law. What has remained perplexingly absent is the corresponding development of mechanisms to strengthen compliance with IHL that are unique to IHL. While the rules of this branch of international law aim to prevent or put a stop to human suffering caused by armed conflict, and to deter violations, the norms cannot, in and of themselves, bring about respect and eradicate abuses, nor can they be expected to do so. They need to be complied with.

Compliance, in the broadest meaning of the term, requires a multifaceted effort encompassing a range of activities by a multitude of actors. At one end of the spectrum is prevention. Activities in the area of prevention of IHL violations before an armed conflict occurs remain an ongoing obligation of States, as provided for in the 1949 Geneva Conventions, and Additional Protocol I (AP I) of 1977. Prevention may take many forms, including the adoption of domestic legislation implementing IHL treaty obligations, the adequate instruction of armed forces in peacetime, the appointment of legal advisers to the armed forces, and the teaching and dissemination of IHL to the population at large. Important work in this area has been and continues to be undertaken by States, civil society groups and other organizations, including National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (National Societies), and the ICRC itself.

1 International Conferences of the Red Cross and Red Crescent will hereafter be referred to simply as “International Conference” or “Conference”.
2 Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded in Armies in the Field, 22 August 1864.
Respect for IHL may also be improved by putting into place mechanisms and procedures necessary to enable the determination of individual criminal responsibility for alleged violations, but this happens only after the relevant transgressions have occurred. Suffice it to say, in this context, that significant progress has been made over the past two decades in the area of criminal justice. At the international level this is evidenced by the creation of international or hybrid courts and tribunals, whereas domestically States have more frequently exercised universal jurisdiction over the alleged perpetrators of war crimes.

However, one issue on which inadequate progress has been achieved, and which was the focus of the joint ICRC-Swiss initiative, is the need to enhance the effectiveness of mechanisms of compliance with IHL “embedded” in this body of law. While the ICRC, in particular, as well as the government of Switzerland, had previously attempted to draw international attention to the imperative of improving compliance with IHL, their respective endeavours did not produce tangible results.

In 2003, as part of preparations for the 28th International Conference, the ICRC organized a series of regional seminars with States and other actors on “Improving Compliance with IHL”.3 The unequivocal view of participants was that compliance with IHL was inadequate, and needed to be improved. At a conference devoted to “60 Years of the Geneva Conventions and the Decades Ahead”, organized in 2009 by the government of Switzerland, States identified compliance with IHL as one of the key challenges to the continued relevance of this body of law going forward.

An ICRC study carried out between 2008 and 2010, and subsequent consultations with States on “Strengthening Legal Protection for Victims of Armed Conflicts”, undertaken ahead of the 31st International Conference in 2011, showed that a significant number of States believed that better implementation of IHL needed to be a priority. Their view was that existing IHL compliance mechanisms have proven inadequate and that further reflection on how to strengthen compliance with this body of international law was required. These observations formed the backdrop to Resolution 1 on “Strengthening Legal Protection for Victims of Armed Conflicts” unanimously adopted by the 31st International Conference in 2011.4

Resolution 1 recognized “the importance of exploring ways of enhancing and ensuring the effectiveness of mechanisms of compliance with international humanitarian law, with a view to strengthening legal protection for all victims of armed conflict”.5 In the Resolution, the 31st International Conference invited the ICRC to pursue further research, consultation and discussion in cooperation with

---

3 A summary of the outcome of these consultations was annexed to the ICRC’s report on *IHL and the Challenges of Contemporary Armed Conflicts*, presented to the 28th International Conference, available at: www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/other/ihlcontemp Armedconflicts_final_ang.pdf.


States to identify and propose possible means to enhance and ensure the effectiveness of mechanisms of compliance with IHL, and requested that a report, proposing a range of options and recommendations, be submitted to the 32nd International Conference. It also expressed its appreciation to the government of Switzerland for its availability to facilitate a process to explore and identify concrete ways and means to strengthen the application of IHL and to reinforce dialogue on IHL issues among States, in cooperation with the ICRC, based on a pledge to this effect that Switzerland had submitted to the 31st International Conference.

Following the 31st International Conference, Switzerland and the ICRC undertook a joint initiative to facilitate implementation of the relevant provisions of Resolution 1 in order, inter alia, to avoid duplicating their respective efforts. The initiative was effectively launched in July 2012 when a First Meeting of States was convened in Geneva. A further eight meetings, which included Preparatory Discussions, were subsequently held, with a final, Fourth Meeting of States within the joint initiative taking place in Geneva in April 2015. In total, over 140 States participated in the consultation meetings.

In accordance with the stipulations of Resolution 1, the facilitators carried out extensive research prior to each of the nine meetings held with States, and presented it in Background Documents submitted ahead of each meeting. The respective Background Documents explored a range of issues and ideas, and included numerous options for State deliberation, along with guiding questions to facilitate the discussions. Each successive Background Document built on the exchanges held and positions expressed by States on a particular topic in the previous meeting(s), thus narrowing down the options in accordance with the general views expressed by delegations.

The nine meetings organized from 2012 were the primary vehicle for consultations among and with States. In addition, numerous bilateral meetings on the initiative were held with States, and regional meetings were organized, or attended, to inform and consult on the process as widely as was feasible. The International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies and individual National Societies were likewise periodically briefed on the progress of the initiative; the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement’s views were solicited and its support was, inter alia, expressed by a resolution of the Council of Delegates in 2013.

---

6 Ibid., para. 6.  
7 Ibid., para. 8.  
8 Ibid., para. 7.  
9 For a list of the participating delegations, see the Annex to the Concluding Report cited in note 12 below.  
Discussions and outreach on the initiative by ICRC and Swiss government representatives were undertaken in a variety of international and regional organizations, as well as with academic and civil society circles in different parts of the world.

A Concluding Report on the consultation process, as required by Resolution 1, was presented to the 32nd International Conference held in December 2015.12 A corresponding draft resolution entitled “Strengthening Compliance with IHL” was likewise submitted – for action – to the 32nd International Conference.

The course of the ICRC-Swiss initiative

Initial work and the guiding principles

The Swiss-ICRC process began with an examination of existing mechanisms foreseen in IHL itself. By way of a reminder, there are essentially three: the Protecting Powers system, the Enquiry Procedure, and the International Humanitarian Fact-Finding Commission (IHFFC).

The Protecting Powers mechanism is provided for in the 1949 Geneva Conventions and AP I.13 It obliges each party to the conflict to designate a neutral State, with the agreement of the other side, to safeguard its humanitarian interests, and to thereby monitor compliance with IHL. In practice, the Protecting Powers system has been used on very few occasions since World War II, the last reported instance having occurred well over three decades ago.

The formal Enquiry Procedure was first included in the 1929 Geneva Convention, and was later repeated, with additional details, in the 1949 Geneva Conventions.14 Under the relevant provisions, an enquiry into an alleged violation of the Geneva Conventions must take place at the request of a party to the conflict. Very few attempts to use the Enquiry Procedure have been made since 1929, and none resulted in its actual launching.

The IHFFC was created in 1991 pursuant to Article 90 of AP I.15 It is competent to enquire into any facts alleged to be a grave breach or other serious violation of the 1949 Geneva Conventions or AP I, or to facilitate, through its good offices, the restoration of an attitude of respect for these instruments. The IHFFC has not been triggered to date.

13 See Articles 8/8/8/9 of the four Geneva Conventions of 1949, respectively, and Article 5 of AP I.
14 See Articles 52/53/132/149 of the four Geneva Conventions of 1949, respectively.
15 See Article 90 of AP I.
In practice, it is mainly the ICRC which carries out a range of functions aimed at strengthening observance of IHL. However, the ICRC is not a compliance mechanism as such, but a *sui generis* international humanitarian organization. Its operational and legal work is closely linked to a specific working method, which is essentially based on a bilateral and confidential dialogue with the parties to armed conflicts as a means of improving compliance with IHL. The Swiss-ICRC initiative did not aim to impinge on the role of the ICRC or to duplicate the activities performed by the organization. To the contrary, synergies – where possible – were sought in articulating the relationship between the ICRC’s work, particularly in the legal domain, and an effective IHL compliance system (see further below). The ICRC’s existing role and mandate were thus not a focus of the consultation process.

Two broad observations may be made about the three current IHL mechanisms proper to IHL mentioned above: (1) they have never, or rarely, been used, and (2) they were crafted only for international armed conflicts, whereas the majority of current armed conflicts are non-international in nature.

The reasons why the existing IHL compliance mechanisms have not been utilized arguably lie – among other things – in the way in which they were configured, as well as in the lack of an appropriate institutional anchoring.

They are based on the premise that States involved in an international armed conflict will have the willingness and capacity to propose to the other party, or agree with it, to trigger the mechanism in question. This approach is based on an expectation that is not likely to be fulfilled in the present day, and is perhaps due to the different times in which the respective mechanisms were designed. No current branch of international law, especially one dealing mainly with the protection of persons, relies exclusively on mechanisms that are thus configured.

Existing IHL compliance mechanisms are also standalone – that is, they lack attachment to a broader compliance structure. The absence of such a framework means that these specific mechanisms lack the institutional support which may be necessary to ensure that they are utilized, to facilitate the performance of their tasks, and to assist in any follow-up that may be appropriate.

Discussions within the Swiss-ICRC consultation process did not produce any initiatives to reconfigure the three existing mechanisms of IHL. It was said instead that they remain available should the parties to an international armed conflict wish to resort to them in the future, under the terms provided for in the relevant treaties.

In this context, it was examined whether mechanisms created under other bodies of international law, human rights for example, should not (continue to) be relied on to secure better compliance with IHL. The consultation process confirmed

---

16 The ICRC’s mandate is provided for in the Geneva Conventions and AP I in international armed conflicts. The organization is also entitled to offer its services to the parties to non-international armed conflicts pursuant to common Article 3 to the Geneva Conventions.

17 An exception, according to some States, is the IHFFC, the triggering and mandate of which was believed to be deserving of further reflection.
that it is precisely the examination of IHL issues in non-specialized fora that demonstrates the need for a more regular dialogue among States on this separate branch of international law and its implementation. It was pointed out that IHL questions are currently not dealt with on a regular and systematic basis at the international level, but are taken up *ad hoc*, when a particular issue mobilizes sufficient interest, usually as a result of a situation of real or perceived emergency. The actors involved in IHL discussions, it was likewise stressed, often lack the requisite IHL expertise and/or mandate to engage in a qualified examination of the application of IHL norms.

Apart from an evaluation of current IHL compliance mechanisms, the consultation process initially also focused on the possible functions that a new IHL compliance system should have. The workings of a range of such functions, drawn for illustrative purposes from other international legal frameworks, were presented at the Second Meeting of States held in 2013. The list included: the establishment of a regular Meeting of States; periodic reporting; fact-finding; early warning; urgent appeals; country visits; non-binding legal opinions; good offices; State inquiries; dispute settlement; and the examination of individual complaints.\(^\text{18}\)

It became clear fairly quickly that periodic reporting on national compliance with IHL and thematic discussions on IHL issues (a function proposed by several States at the Second Meeting of States) were to be given priority in further deliberations within the consultation process. A fact-finding function was also deemed desirable by a number of States, but proved too controversial over time and was eventually not included in the official draft resolution submitted by the ICRC to the 32nd International Conference (see below). Importantly, the consultation process also affirmed that there was general support for the establishment of a forum for regular dialogue among States on IHL – i.e., for a Meeting of States.

In sum, three elements – a regular Meeting of States, periodic reporting on national compliance with IHL, and thematic discussions on IHL issues – emerged as the backbone of a possible new IHL compliance framework. Before a brief review of their main purposes and features, a point of background should be recalled.

States were unanimous from almost the very beginning that discussions on a new IHL compliance system, as well as its eventual establishment, must be underpinned by certain guiding principles. These are reflected in Resolution 2 on “Strengthening Compliance with IHL” adopted by the 32nd International Conference.\(^\text{19}\) Among them are: the State-driven and consensus-based character of the discussions; the imperative of avoiding politicization; the requirement that an IHL compliance system be effective, that it avoid unnecessary duplication with other compliance systems and that it take resource considerations into account;

---


that all types of armed conflicts and the parties to them be addressed; that any new mechanism operate in a non-contextual manner; and that such a mechanism should ensure universality, impartiality and non-selectivity. Last but not least on the list is the principle of voluntariness, which means that the consultation process and its possible outcome should be non-legally binding. This element was the result of a clear convergence of views which emerged early on in the deliberations, according to which the search for ways to enhance the effectiveness of mechanisms of compliance with IHL should not entail amendments to the 1949 Geneva Conventions, or the negotiation of a new treaty.

The proposed IHL compliance framework

The official draft resolution submitted by the ICRC and Switzerland to the 32nd International Conference contained the basic outline of a regular Meeting of States and the two functions – periodic reporting and thematic discussions on IHL issues – that should be linked to it, and touched upon a range of other issues that had been discussed in the consultation process. It was envisaged that work would continue in 2016 in order to finalize the necessary details, before the convening of a first Meeting of States by Switzerland.

The official draft as a whole, and its specific wording, aimed to reflect a balanced approach between the various positions of States expressed in the nine meetings held between 2012 and 2015, as well as between the range of comments received from members of the International Conference – both States and National Societies – on its preceding iterations. Another consideration that informed the draft was the need to find a compromise between the positions of those members of the International Conference who wanted every aspect of the future system to be agreed on before a first Meeting of States could be held, and those who preferred a text that would provide the impetus for its establishment but leave certain less crucial elements to further deliberations. Needless to say, the text listed the guiding principles mentioned above as essential for future discussions and repeated their relevance in certain key provisions.

In keeping with views expressed in the consultation process, the official draft resolution recommended the establishment of a regular Meeting of States as the centrepiece of a possible new IHL compliance system. In this context it must be recalled that, in contrast to other international legal frameworks, the Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols do not provide that States Parties will meet on a regular basis to discuss the application of these treaties. It was recognized in the discussions that this important gap should be filled by creating a dedicated venue in which States could gather to examine issues of common concern and perform other functions related to IHL compliance. The proposed

---

20 International Committee of the Red Cross in conjunction with the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs, “Strengthening Compliance with International Humanitarian Law”, official draft resolution, document prepared for the 32nd International Conference of the Red Cross and Red Crescent, 32IC/15/19.2DR, Geneva, October 2015. On file with the author.
Meeting of States was thus meant to “serve as a forum”\footnote{Ibid., op. para. 7.} to enhance knowledge of IHL at the domestic and international levels and support universal respect for its rules, to enable exchanges on practical experiences and challenges in the implementation of IHL, to share best practices, to allow States to indicate their capacity-building needs and to foster international cooperation in addressing them, so as to strengthen the observance of this body of rules.

It had been understood early on in the consultation process that the scope of a possible Meeting of States, and therefore of its functions, should encompass the Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols (for States party to the latter). This, \textit{inter alia}, meant that the system would be limited to situations in which this body of international law applies\footnote{The consultations had confirmed that States not party to the Additional Protocols should be able to invoke them if they so wish. The same general view was expressed with respect to other sources of IHL, including norms of a customary nature: States that want to do so should feel free to rely on them in their engagements at the Meeting of States, i.e., in national reports on compliance with IHL or in thematic discussions on IHL issues. This is, \textit{inter alia}, because a number of older IHL treaties, such as the 1907 Hague Conventions, are now considered to reflect customary IHL.}, excluding circumstances that do not meet the definition of armed conflicts provided for in these foundational treaties. The guiding principles of the process confirmed that the armed conflicts referred to are both international and non-international.

With regard to possible compliance functions, the official draft resolution recognized that two were deemed in the consultation process to be particularly relevant to improving respect for IHL: thematic discussions on issues of IHL and periodic reporting on national compliance with IHL. It was stressed in the text that these functions should be organized so as to be non-contextual and non-politicized, with the specific modalities to be determined by the first Meeting of States.

The thematic discussions function had garnered widespread support. There was general agreement that a specific segment of the plenary sessions of the Meeting of States should be devoted to such discussions and that they should serve \textit{inter alia} to ensure that States are better informed about current or emerging IHL issues and enable a better understanding of mutual legal and policy positions on these issues, provide an opportunity for exchanges of views on key legal, practical and policy questions of IHL, and develop a deeper understanding of this body of law and of practical measures taken by States to implement it. It was also said that thematic discussions should not aim at legal codification or the creation of binding rules, but should focus on a better knowledge and application of IHL. It was noted that linkages with the reporting system on national compliance with IHL (see below) should be established, and that the format of thematic discussions should ensure that they are non-politicized and interactive. Participants also discussed the criteria that should guide the selection of topics for thematic discussions, as well as their specific modalities, including the format of a possible outcome document.
A periodic reporting function was examined at almost every meeting held within the ICRC-Swiss-facilitated consultation process. The discussions started with an overview of reporting as carried out in other international fora. They then delved, in some detail, into possible reporting modalities on IHL, with many successive options having been presented and reviewed in the course of the deliberations.

This text cannot replicate the specificity of those debates. Outlined below are only points of a general nature on which the views of a large majority of States who opined on this question may be said to have converged. Possible types of national reports, and follow-up, were also examined. There was no discernible convergence of views on these issues, and it was widely felt that discussions should be completed by the Meeting of States, once it is established. In this context, it should be noted that some States were not in favour of a reporting function as such, or were of the opinion that the submission of a national compliance report with IHL should be a one-off, rather than a periodic occurrence.

As regards points of a general nature, it was said that a periodic reporting function is an important tool for strengthening respect for IHL, and would thus be an essential component of any future IHL compliance system. It provides an opportunity for self-assessment by States in the process of preparing a national report because it requires States to gather, collate and analyze their own law and practice. It also facilitates the establishment of a necessary baseline of information on the state of IHL implementation in various parts of the world, permitting the identification of common experiences and challenges related to IHL observance, enabling the exchange of best practices, and allowing for an expression of, and responses to, capacity-building needs that may be requested by States.

It was clear in the discussions that a reporting function should not involve an article-by-article review of the relevant IHL treaties, and that the reporting system should not be cumbersome. It was said that, subject to further debate among States on format, reports could be prepared based on guidelines or templates that are not overly prescriptive. Appropriate follow-up procedures should likewise be established; they should be non-individualized, non-contextual and non-politicized, in keeping with the aforementioned guiding principles.

As may be deduced from the above, national reporting and an IHL thematic discussions function would require expert support in order to properly operate in practice. The establishment of an expert, subsidiary body of the Meeting of States for the purpose of carrying out the necessary work (e.g., a committee composed of independent or government experts) was proposed as an option in the consultation process, but was rejected by a great majority of States. This begged the question of who might perform such a role. Most States who opined were in favour of inviting the ICRC to undertake these and other expert tasks, on its own or with the appropriate engagement of a Bureau of the Meeting of States (see below). Some States expressed doubts in this regard, but did not suggest an alternative approach.

---

23 For the specifics on these two issues, see Concluding Report, above note 12, pp. 18–20.
The ICRC was ready, upon invitation, to provide expert support to the functions of the Meeting of States, provided that the relevant tasks were compatible with the organization’s mandate, operational activity and standard working modalities, in particular confidentiality. Corresponding provisions were thus included in the official draft resolution submitted to the 32nd International Conference.

For the reasons already noted, the Meeting of States that emerged in the consultation process as the centrepiece of a possible IHL compliance system was intended to be voluntary – that is, not legally binding. Thus, the question of how such a system could be established was examined on several occasions within the consultation process, with the most comprehensive expression of views having taken place at the Fourth Meeting of States in 2015. Three options emerged.

Some States were of the view that the 32nd International Conference itself could establish a Meeting of States, given that a corresponding resolution adopted at the 32nd International Conference would be an adequate and sufficient expression of the sovereign will of States, as well as of the desire of the other members of the International Conference, to create such a forum. An additional key factor informing this approach was that the future IHL compliance system would not be legally binding – i.e., that the Meeting of States would be established as a regular forum on IHL issues open to all States on a voluntary basis.

Other States were of the view that the 32nd International Conference does not have the authority to establish the Meeting of States. Under this approach, the International Conference could, by way of a resolution, only invite Switzerland to convene a diplomatic conference for the purpose of establishing the future Meeting of States.

According to a third, compromise proposal, the relevant resolution should aim to capture those elements of the future IHL compliance system that are acceptable to States, while deferring the formal establishment of the system to an initial Meeting of States to be held within a predetermined timeframe. The resolution of the 32nd International Conference would thus not formally establish the Meeting of States, but would request the government of Switzerland to convene the first meeting. This last option was reflected in the official draft resolution submitted by the ICRC and Switzerland to the 32nd International Conference.

In addition to the “backbone” of a new IHL compliance system, States had discussed a range of other questions during the consultation process, some of which were likewise included in the official draft, on the understanding that certain topics would be the subject of further deliberations prior to the first Meeting of States. Some of these additional questions are briefly described below.

It was suggested in the text that the new forum be called a “Meeting of States on International Humanitarian Law”. This denomination was believed to be the shortest and simplest, as it immediately indicated the particular area for which the meeting was to be established. It was likewise recommended that the Meeting of States be open on a voluntary basis to all States party to the Geneva Conventions, and that it take place annually. Yearly sessions were deemed most
appropriate to its overall purpose and would also allow efforts towards improved IHL implementation to be undertaken in a sustained manner.

The participation of observers in the Meeting of States was discussed on several occasions within the consultation process and was included in the official draft. There was a widely held view that entities other than States should be able to contribute to its work in an observer capacity. It was generally felt that a discussion on the specific modalities of observer participation was premature, meaning that it should take place at the Meeting of States, once it is established. It was stressed that the subsequent examination of this issue should be guided by the need to devise procedures for observer participation which would be consistent with the guiding principles of the process listed above, notably the avoidance of politicization and the need to ensure non-contextual dialogue and the State-driven character of the Meeting of States, as well as the need to take resource constraints into account. Three categories of possible observers at the Meeting of States were discussed in the various meetings. It was clear that National Societies and their International Federation would enjoy such status, with the precise modalities to be further discussed. Observer participation was also examined with regard to international and regional organizations and entities, and civil society actors.

It was envisaged in the consultation process that the work of the Meeting of States would be carried out in plenary sessions, which would be the core body of the future IHL compliance system. Specific segments of the sessions would be dedicated to the performance of the compliance functions outlined above, and of the relevant procedural tasks. It was understood that the precise modalities of the plenary sessions should be specified by the Meeting of States, once it is established. A provision in the official draft recommended that the Meeting of States be supported by an institutional structure, such as a chair, bureau and secretariat, the specific modalities of which were to be further discussed.

Questions related to the budgetary implications of the Meeting of States and how it will be financed had been discussed in a preliminary manner by States in late 2014 and were revisited at the Fourth Meeting of States in 2015. It was unequivocally established that the financial contributions of States to the work of the future Meeting of States would be voluntary, given its non-legally binding nature. It was furthermore reaffirmed that the need to ensure sufficient funding, predictability (i.e., that the budget can be reliably planned) and a fair distribution of costs among States were important criteria to be taken into account when devising possible funding models. The establishment of a trust fund for the purpose of financing the work of the Meeting of States was particularly highlighted, as well as the creation of a periodic pledging procedure. The draft text thus also included a paragraph on the issue of resourcing.

Last but not least, the official draft resolution recommended that the work, functions and tasks of the Meeting of States be periodically reviewed by the participating States with a view to enabling adaptations, as may be deemed useful and necessary, in keeping with the guiding principles.
The 32nd International Conference

As already mentioned, the text of the official draft resolution aimed to strike a balanced approach between the various positions of States expressed during the consultation process. An indication that the proposed framework may not garner consensus at the 32nd International Conference was given late in the process, essentially at the fourth, last Meeting of States held in April 2015, and emerged more clearly only in the written consultations on the successive iterations of the draft text ahead of its formal submission by the ICRC and Switzerland to members of the Conference in October 2015. An alternative draft resolution was received by the Joint Organizing Committee of the International Conference from nine States a few days before the actual opening of the Conference on 8 December 2015.24

The alternative draft did not include reference to the possible establishment of a Meeting of States. It suggested, instead, that improving respect for IHL should take place (1) within the International Conference, (2) through the engagement of States with the ICRC, and (3) in regional discussion fora on IHL between States and the ICRC. The relevant provisions did not elaborate on these respective elements.

With respect to the first element, the alternative draft emphasized that the “International Conference should play a more significant role for the purposes of non-politicised and non-contextual State-driven thematic discussions on topical IHL issues based on the primary responsibility of States for the development of international humanitarian law”.25 In this context it should be noted that most States had indeed stressed in the consultation process that synergies needed to be established between a possible Meeting of States and the International Conference. However, the prevailing view was that the relationship between the two bodies “should be guided by the distinct and autonomous character of each”.26 This, as was pointed out, is due to the fact that the breadth of functions of the International Conference is not limited to IHL, because its composition is not confined to States, and because it meets only every four years.

As regards the second element, the alternative draft “recognize[d] the importance of the voluntary bilateral dialogue on IHL between the ICRC and particular States that provides an opportunity to discuss IHL issues in a truly confidential and non-politicized manner” and “invite[d] States to utilize this mechanism in good faith for the purposes of strengthening compliance with IHL”.27 It may be recalled in this regard that a confidential, bilateral dialogue
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24 The alternative draft resolution dated 2 December 2015, addressed to the Joint Organizing Committee of the 32nd International Conference of the Red Cross and Red Crescent, was submitted by the Permanent Mission of the Russian Federation on behalf of the Republic of Belarus, the Republic of Cuba, India, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, the Republic of Nicaragua, the Russian Federation, the Syrian Arab Republic, the Republic of Tajikistan and the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela. On file with the author.
25 Alternative draft resolution, above note 24, op. para. 5.
26 Official draft resolution, above note 20, op. para. 16.
27 Alternative draft resolution, above note 24, op. para. 6.
with States and non-State parties to armed conflicts aimed at improving compliance with IHL is an important aspect of the ICRC’s ongoing operational and legal work, which will continue. It was stressed in the consultation process that, in addition to the preservation of an opportunity for two-way exchanges between States and the ICRC, the establishment of a regular Meeting for dialogue and cooperation on IHL issues among States was needed. As has been noted, IHL is a rare branch of international law which currently does not have a forum for exchanges among States that would serve to raise awareness and understanding of its norms and allow discussions of its implementation, thereby increasing States’ ownership of and expertise in this field. The guiding principles of the process were devised – by States – precisely to enable them to participate in the work of the new IHL compliance system while developing mutual trust in pursuit of the common goal of improving respect for IHL.

The third element of the alternative draft “recognize[d] the importance of regional discussion forums between governments and the ICRC which provides an opportunity for the sharing of best practices and for promoting respect for and disseminating knowledge of IHL, including by organizing thematic discussions, especially on topics relevant for a given regional context”.28 This type of activity, mainly undertaken by the ICRC’s Advisory Service on IHL, is likewise a staple of the organization’s work in the legal field, and will continue. While the convening of regional fora is an invaluable way of facilitating exchanges on IHL among a group of States, it should also be stressed that the universal nature of IHL needs to be preserved. A regular Meeting of States was thus meant to add a global “roof” to other efforts aimed at enhancing compliance with IHL.

Discussions within the Drafting Committee of the 32nd International Conference proved difficult and did not suggest that a consensus on the official draft resolution could be achieved.29 Three main views emerged: some members were in favour of the official draft as proposed, others supported the alternative text, and still others were essentially in favour of the idea of establishing a Meeting of States, but wanted more time to further discuss the relevant modalities. It should be stressed that all members were anxious to avoid a vote and to ensure adoption of the relevant resolution by consensus as a means of maintaining the unique and constructive space for dialogue that is the International Conference. Aside from the complexity of the issue at hand, the limited time available for negotiations on this and the other Conference resolutions was also a factor objectively constraining a possible narrowing down of positions.

The result of the deliberations is encapsulated in Resolution 2 of the 32nd International Conference. Due in no small part to the exceptional efforts and capability of the chair of the Drafting Committee, the Permanent Representative

28 Ibid., op. para. 7.
29 The International Conference takes action by means of resolutions, which are habitually adopted by consensus. However, consensus is not a statutory requirement and the Conference may decide to vote on a resolution, in which case a simple majority suffices for its adoption. See Statutes of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, Articles 10(5) and 11(7).
of Denmark to the United Nations in Geneva, Ambassador Carsten Staur, the text was adopted by consensus. The first operative paragraph reiterates the guiding principles of the consultation process. The second operative paragraph sets out the mandate for future work. The International Conference

recommends the continuation of an inclusive, State-driven inter-governmental process based on the principle of consensus after the 32nd International Conference and in line with the guiding principles enumerated in operative paragraph 1 to find agreement on features and functions of a potential forum of States and to find ways to enhance the implementation of IHL using the potential of the International Conference and IHL regional forums in order to submit the outcome of this intergovernmental process to the 33rd International Conference.

Resolution 2 may be said to represent a compromise between the official draft resolution and the alternative text – i.e., between all the proposals that emerged and which may, in effect, be considered complementary. It was the best that could be obtained under the circumstances and represents an outcome which, importantly, keeps the process going. Future work is described in the key paragraph of the resolution as a “State-driven inter-governmental process”. The text thus signals a shift from the consultative character of the previous four years of meetings to deliberations among States in order “to find agreement” and to “submit the outcome” of the intergovernmental process to the 33rd International Conference. This will presumably require and generate more State ownership of the work to come, including the development of specific proposals by some States that will have to be tested against the views of other States in order to move forward and eventually achieve consensus.

Given that Resolution 2 recommends the continuation of an intergovernmental process, it was agreed that Switzerland and the ICRC should carry on in their role as co-facilitators. Due to lack of time, no specific provisions on this issue or on the organization of work more broadly were included in the final text. The facilitators’ role was instead expressed in the Drafting Committee, with the conclusion that it would be memorialized in the written record of the Conference.

**Going forward**

The intergovernmental process mandated by Resolution 2 is underway as of this writing. A first preliminary discussion among States, represented by their Permanent Missions in Geneva, was held in June 2016. The purpose of the meeting, convened by Switzerland and the ICRC, was to allow an initial exchange of ideas among States on how the process should be taken forward and to provide guidance to the facilitators in this regard. A second gathering in the same format took place in October 2016, while the first formal Meeting of States is scheduled for November 2016. Based on the views expressed so far, the principal
aim of the November meeting will be for States to examine and agree on procedural issues related to fulfilling the mandate provided by the International Conference. It is anticipated that a draft programme of work will also be discussed, along with a timetable of activity leading up to the 33rd International Conference.

**Concluding remark**

As stressed by members of the 32nd International Conference in 2015, there is an “imperative need” to improve compliance with IHL. The ICRC and Switzerland, each within their respective roles, continue to work daily to ensure that the rules of this body of law are better respected. As facilitators, they will do their best to help the intergovernmental process reach an agreement that will contribute to this goal as well.
ICRC’s statement at Habitat III

Plenary statement by the ICRC at Habitat III, given by Hugo Slim, head of Policy at the International Committee of the Red Cross, 17–20 October 2016, Quito, Ecuador

Your Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen,

The ICRC welcomes the New Urban Agenda.

Quite rightly, the Declaration, Vision, Commitments and Implementation Plan of the New Urban Agenda focus on the cities we want. Inevitably, however, the New Urban Agenda (NUA) must start with the cities we have.

While we are in Quito, many thousands of people in the Syrian city of Aleppo are struggling to survive in the middle of armed conflict – their homes destroyed, their loved ones dead, their water, health and electricity services struggling to cope, and much of their city in ruins.

In Mosul in Iraq, thousands more are bracing themselves for a long battle that will bring death and destruction to their neighbourhoods. Like people in Fallujah before them, hundreds and thousands of them may flee from their city with nothing, and join the ranks of the world’s 65 million forcibly displaced people, 75% of whom lives in urban areas.

The immediate challenge of the New Urban Agenda is to make today’s cities resilient to armed conflict, disasters and violence. A truly resilient city is one that continues to work in bad times as well as good. Bad times are the acid test of resilience in cities. Keeping cities working for their people in the terrible conditions of conflict, disaster and violence is the challenge spelt out in the important humanitarian commitments of the New Urban Agenda.

But no city should have to endure violations of international humanitarian law (IHL) as stated in paragraph 30 of the NUA. The ICRC calls on all parties to conflict to respect IHL in today’s increasing urban warfare. We also urge them to avoid using explosive weapons with wide area impact in densely populated areas. And we call on all warring parties to protect health facilities, their staff and patients.
The humanitarian commitments in the New Urban Agenda are significant, and the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement has worked hard to secure them with the help of many States present here today, UN Habitat and the various stakeholders of the General Assembly of Partners. We are glad to see humanitarian commitments run through the various paragraphs of the NUA.

It is not only in the tragic conflicts of the Middle East that cities are being destroyed and people are being forced to flee their homes to congregate as urban IDPs, or move as migrants to a different country.

Millions of people in cities, towns and informal settlements across the world find themselves in similar conditions. Armed conflicts and urban violence force thousands of people to move from one part of their city to another in search of safety, often being hosted by the urban poor whose living conditions are already extremely vulnerable.

War changes cities and makes new cities. One small town in northern Nigeria recently saw its population increased twenty fold in three days as people fled to it for safety. The towns and cities of the Lake Chad Basin have now joined those in South Sudan, the Central African Republic and the Democratic Republic of Congo as cities hosting IDPs, most of them urban IDPs deprived of effective basic services. In Asia, Afghanistan and Myanmar, towns and cities face similar challenges.

The two main pressure points in cities affected by armed conflict, and in cities struggling with urban violence, are safety and services. Safety and services are the great twin challenge for Mayors and municipal authorities and their operational partners.

This is why the ICRC is pleased to see so much emphasis on safety and services in the New Urban Agenda. It is in these two areas that the humanitarian struggle to support urban populations affected by armed violence must be won.

Armed conflict and urban violence will continue in the twenty years of the New Urban Agenda. These commitments to safety and services will be essential policy guides as city authorities work closely with humanitarian organizations to ensure that their cities respect the proper legal limits to armed violence, protect those most at risk and repair the humanitarian consequences of armed conflict.

If the acid test for a resilient city is its performance in bad times, then the test for effective safety and services is human dignity. Even in the worst of times, a city should seek to affirm and preserve the dignity of every human being who lives there, or who arrives to seek refuge within it.

The ICRC has been pleased to be a part of Habitat III and we gladly endorse the Statement to follow that will be made by the President of the Ecuadorian Red Cross on behalf of the whole Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement.

The New Urban Agenda starts today and needs to engage in the reality of today’s cities. As people in Aleppo would surely remind us: the smartest city is a safe city.
Your Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen,

In an urbanizing world, armed conflict and violence are urbanizing too. Cities like Aleppo and Falujjah are being destroyed. Their civilian populations are facing displacement, siege and impoverishment. In South Sudan, people in Juba, Wau, Bentiu and Leer are living in similarly desperate conditions.

Armed conflict and violence are major causes of development reversals in many towns, cities and informal settlements. Prospects for sustainable development in these urban areas are being pushed back by decades.

Millions of urban people living in protracted conflict and chronic urban violence are being left behind.

The ICRC is concerned that the impact of conflict and chronic urban violence is not yet receiving the attention it deserves in the New Urban Agenda.

We have made recommendations to States for Habitat III, and are asking you to do three things as you negotiate in Surabaya.

First – please recommit to respect and ensure respect for international humanitarian law.

Conflicts are increasingly being fought in urban areas. We are tragically familiar with the severe humanitarian consequences of urban conflict in cities like Gaza, Homs, Mogadishu and Sana’a.

Habitat III’s concern for safety must apply to civilian populations in urban conflicts too.
Parties to conflict must distinguish between military and civilian objects in urban areas. Precautions must be taken in attack and defense, and the use of military force must be proportionate to the threat.

Explosive weapons that have wide area impact should be avoided in densely populated areas. Blast and fragments from these weapons can damage pipes and substations - depriving people of water and electricity for months.

Healthcare facilities, their patients and their staff need to be protected and not indiscriminately or deliberately attacked.

Urban designers have a responsibility to site military installations away from civilian objects, and avoid placing factories using dangerous substances close to schools and housing.

Secondly, States must commit to support resilient urban services in protracted conflicts.

Millions of people in towns, cities and informal settlements rely on interconnected infrastructure to meet their needs for essential electricity, water, sewerage and waste management. Without such systems, people’s living conditions deteriorate fast.

Over time, with repeated attacks and problems of staffing and supply, urban systems succumb to a cumulative impact that renders them increasingly inadequate, reducing people’s life chances even further.

States and municipal authorities need to invest in the resilience of urban infrastructure and services during conflict. This means working closely with humanitarian partners and committing to multi-year financing.

Thirdly, local governments need support to serve people affected by chronic urban violence.

Much urban violence is not armed conflict but chronic violence that can result in similar humanitarian consequences.

Urban violence stops health workers and patients going to health facilities. It stops children and teachers going to school.

The New Urban Agenda should support local authorities and communities to increase people’s safer access to essential services by monitoring the invisible costs of violence and changing behavior.

Thank you for letting the ICRC speak to you today.

Please give the millions of people suffering from conflict and violence their rightful place in the New Urban Agenda.
What’s new in law and case law around the world?

Biannual update on national implementation of international humanitarian law*  
July–December 2015

The biannual update on national legislation and case law is an important tool in promoting the exchange of information on national measures for the implementation of international humanitarian law (IHL).

In addition to a compilation of domestic laws and case law, the biannual update includes other relevant information related to accession and ratification of IHL and other related instruments, and to developments regarding national committees on IHL or similar bodies. It furthermore provides information on some efforts by the ICRC Advisory Service

ICRC Advisory Service

The ICRC’s Advisory Service on International Humanitarian Law aims to provide a systematic and proactive response to efforts to enhance the national implementation of international humanitarian law (IHL). Working worldwide through a network of legal advisers to supplement and support governments’ own resources, its four priorities are: (i) to encourage and support adherence to IHL-related treaties; (ii) to assist States by providing them with specialized legal advice and the technical expertise required to incorporate IHL into their domestic legal frameworks;¹ (iii) to collect and facilitate the exchange of information on national implementation measures and case law;² and (iv) to support the work of national committees on IHL and other bodies established to facilitate the IHL implementation process.

* This selection of national legislation and case law has been prepared by Cédric Apercé, legal attaché in the ICRC Advisory Service on International Humanitarian Law, with the collaboration of regional legal advisers.
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during the period covered to promote universalization of IHL and other related instruments and their national implementation.

**Update on the accession and ratification of IHL and other related international instruments**

Universal participation in IHL and other related treaties is a first vital step toward the respect of life and human dignity in situations of armed conflict. In the period under review, ten IHL and other related international conventions and protocols were ratified or acceded to by twenty-nine States.\(^3\) These include, next to the IHL core conventions and protocols, treaties related to weapons and instruments such as the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment and the International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance, which are also of relevance for the protection of persons and civilian objects during armed conflicts. In particular, there has been notable adherence to the 2013 Arms Trade Treaty (ATT). Indeed, ten States have ratified the ATT in the second half of 2015, bringing the number of States Parties as of 31 December 2015 to seventy-nine.

The following table outlines the total number of ratifications of and accessions to IHL treaties and other relevant related international instruments, as of the end of December 2015.

**Ratifications and accessions, July–December 2015**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Convention</th>
<th>States</th>
<th>Ratification/accession date</th>
<th>Number of parties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1954 Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict</td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>31 August 2015</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954 First Protocol to the Hague Convention of</td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>31 August 2015</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 In order to assist States, the ICRC Advisory Service proposes a multiplicity of tools, including thematic fact sheets, ratification kits, model laws and checklists, as well as reports from expert meetings, all available on the unit’s web page at: [www.icrc.org/en/war-and-law/ihl-domestic-law](http://www.icrc.org/en/war-and-law/ihl-domestic-law) (all internet references were accessed in July 2016).

2 For information on national implementation measures and case law, please visit the ICRC Database on National Implementation of IHL, available at: [www.icrc.org/ihl-nat](http://www.icrc.org/ihl-nat).

3 To view the full list of IHL-related treaties, please visit the ICRC Treaty Database, available at: [www.icrc.org/ihl](http://www.icrc.org/ihl).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Convention</th>
<th>States</th>
<th>Ratification/accession date</th>
<th>Number of parties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1954 for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict</td>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>1 October 2015</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kiribati</td>
<td>16 September 2015</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bahamas</td>
<td>28 September 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federated States of Micrones</td>
<td>26 October 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Belize</td>
<td>4 September 2015</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>24 July 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Belize</td>
<td>14 August 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>14 August 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>8 October 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>24 July 2015</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>25 August 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>31 August 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued
The laws and case law presented below were either adopted by States or delivered by domestic courts in the second half of 2015. They cover a variety of topics linked to IHL, such as detention in relation to armed conflict, criminal procedures and international criminal justice, weapons, protected persons and the protection of the emblem of the red cross.

This compilation is not meant to be exhaustive; it represents a selection of the most relevant developments relating to IHL implementation and related issues collected by the ICRC. The full texts of these laws and case law can be found in the ICRC’s Database on National Implementation of IHL.4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Convention</th>
<th>States</th>
<th>Ratification/accession date</th>
<th>Number of parties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010 Amendment to Article 8 of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court</td>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>10 September 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>30 September 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>1 October 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>10 September 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>7 December 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>30 December 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>23 July 2015</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Niger</td>
<td>24 July 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>San Marino</td>
<td>29 July 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013 Arms Trade Treaty</td>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
<td>7 October 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Togo</td>
<td>8 October 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tuvalu</td>
<td>4 September 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mauritania</td>
<td>23 September 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Republic of Moldova</td>
<td>28 September 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seychelles</td>
<td>2 November 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>22 December 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Legislation

The following section presents, in alphabetical order by country, the domestic legislation adopted during the period under review (July–December 2015). Countries covered are Algeria, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ecuador, Kosovo, Luxembourg, Peru, the Philippines, Spain, Switzerland, Turkmenistan and Venezuela.

**Algeria**

*Law No. 15-12 on Child Protection*[^5]

On 15 July 2015, the president of Algeria promulgated Law No. 15–12 on Child Protection.

The law refers to the 2000 Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict. It calls for a global protection of children’s rights, but also provides for the protection of children in the family, at school, or in the street.

The law states that if a child is a refugee or a victim of sexual exploitation, armed conflicts or other cases of trouble and insecurity, that child is considered as exposed to danger under the present law and falls under the definition of the term “child in danger”.

Moreover, it establishes the responsibility of the State in protecting the rights of the child in situations of emergency, disaster and armed conflict.

**Democratic Republic of the Congo**

*Law 15/022 modifying the Penal Code; Law 15/023 modifying the Military Penal Code; Law 15/024 modifying the Penal Procedure Code*[^6]

On 31 December 2015, the president of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) promulgated three laws implementing the International Criminal Court (ICC) Statute ratified by the DRC on 30 March 2002.

Firstly, Article 4 of the law modifying the Penal Code introduces and defines in Title IX of the Penal Code of the DRC the crime of genocide (Article 221), crimes against humanity (Article 222) and war crimes (Article 223). In addition, Article 2 of the law provides that no statute of limitation or immunities apply to crimes under this Title.


Further, Article 1 of the law modifying the Military Penal Code provides that Title IX of the Penal Code is applicable to military courts as well. It also underlines the relevance of the responsibility of commanders and other superiors in the commission of the mentioned crimes.

Finally, the law modifying the Penal Procedure Code provides for the cooperation of the DRC with the ICC, as well as the rights of victims, witnesses and defendants.

Ecuador

Law on the Amendments to Article 158 of the Constitution of Ecuador

On 21 December 2015, the president of Ecuador promulgated the Law on the Amendments of the Constitution.

Namely, Article 5 of the law modifies Article 158 of the Constitution by allowing the Armed Forces to support the Ecuadorian National Police in the maintenance of public order. This support is defined as complementary to the Armed Forces’ primary function of defence of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the country. Additionally, such support must be in conformity with the law. This constitutional amendment follows the 2014 legislative amendment of the law on State and public security which refers to the support that the Armed Forces can provide to the Ecuadorian National Police.

Kosovo

Amendment No. 24 to the Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo, No. 05-V-139

On 3 August 2015, the Assembly of Kosovo adopted Amendment No. 24 to the Constitution of Kosovo. In line with Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly Report Doc. 12462 of 2011, this amendment allows the establishment of Specialist Chambers (SC) and a Specialist Prosecutor’s Office (SPO) within the justice system of Kosovo for a period of five years. The SC are competent for crimes against humanity, war crimes and other crimes under Kosovo law which occurred between 1 January 1999 and 31 December 2000.

9 UN Security Council Resolution 1244, 10 June 1999. The boundaries, names and designations used in this report do not imply official endorsement, nor express a political opinion on the part of the ICRC, and are without prejudice to claims of sovereignty over the territories mentioned.
According to paragraph 4, the SC and SPO shall have full legal and juridical personality. They shall have all the necessary powers and mandate for their operation, judicial cooperation, assistance, witness protection, security, detention and the service of sentence outside the territory of Kosovo for anyone convicted, as well as in relation to the management of any residual matters after finalization of the mandate.

The amendment also provides that the organization, functioning, jurisdiction, specific administrative procedures, budgeting, oversight and other issues shall be regulated by a specific law, along with specific arrangements.

Finally, the SC and SPO shall uphold the protections enshrined under the Kosovo Constitution, and in particular shall act in compliance with international human rights standards.

**Law No. 05/L-053 on Specialist Chambers and Specialist Prosecutor’s Office**

On 20 August 2015, the president of Kosovo promulgated Law No. 05/L-053 on Specialist Chambers and Specialist Prosecutor’s Office. The law establishes and regulates the organization, functions and jurisdiction of the SC and the SPO.

According to Article 1(2), the SC and SPO aim to ensure secure, independent, impartial, fair and efficient criminal proceedings in relation to allegations of grave trans-boundary and international crimes (including war crimes) committed during and in the aftermath of the conflict in Kosovo which relate to those reported in Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly Report Doc. 12462 of 7 January 2011 and which have been the subject of criminal investigation by the Special Investigative Task Force of the Special Prosecution Office of the Republic of Kosovo.

In terms of applicable law and according to Article 12, the SC shall apply customary international law and the substantive criminal law of Kosovo as provided by Article 15. The jurisdiction *ratio temporis* is limited to crimes which occurred between 1 January 1999 and 31 December 2000 (Article 7), whereas the jurisdiction *ratio loci* is consistent with the jurisdiction of Kosovo courts under criminal laws in force between 1 January 1999 and 31 December 2000 (Article 8). On jurisdiction *ratio materiae*, Article 6 provides jurisdiction over crimes which relate to the Council of Europe Report, as well as over offences which relate to its official proceedings and officials. As for the first category, the law further details crimes against humanity (Article 13), war crimes (Article 14) and other crimes under Kosovo law (Article 15). In line with Article 9, the SC are based on active and passive personality jurisdiction over natural persons of Kosovo/Federal Republic of Yugoslavia citizenship. Moreover, the SC have

---


13 See above note 11.
primacy over all courts in Kosovo (Article 10) and amnesties shall not bar prosecution or punishment (Article 18).

In terms of fundamental guarantees, the legislation also recalls the obligations under Chapter II of the Kosovo Constitution, and the legal framework set out by this for limitations to fundamental rights and freedoms.

In addition, Chapter V of the law defines the organization, structure and competencies of the SC, the Registry and the SPO. Further, the conduct of proceedings before the Court is specified under Chapter VI. Cooperation and assistance with other States, organizations and entities is described under Chapter VIII.

**Luxembourg**

*Regulation on the Brokering of Military Goods and Dual Use Goods*  

On 5 August 2015, the grand duke of Luxembourg promulgated the Regulation on the Brokering of Military Goods and Dual Use Goods, amending the Regulation concerning the Import, Export and Transit of Weapons, Ammunitions and Material for Military Use of 31 October 1995.

This new regulation extends control mechanisms to all products governed by European Union Directive 2012/10/EU on defence products including directed energy weapons and chemical warfare agents. Article 1, thereby amended, defines products covered by the regulation and sets out a license regime. Similarly, Article 8 regulates brokering activities of such products while Article 10 extends the scope of the regulation to environment modification techniques.

In addition, Article 2 of the regulation modifies the 2011 regulation on dual-use goods by submitting such goods to a license regime as well as regulating related brokering activities.

**Peru**

*Law No. 30339 related to the Control, Surveillance and Defence of the Airspace*  

On 28 August 2015, the president of Peru promulgated Law No. 30339 on Control, Surveillance and Defence of the Airspace. The law regulates the use of force against a hostile aircraft, as well as the criteria for determining the hostile character of such an aircraft.

Article 3 defines the notion of national airspace, while Article 4 provides for the establishment of an identified defence area zone.

---


Further, Article 5 provides that an aircraft is to be considered as hostile if it violates the national airspace for illicit purposes; represents a threat to strategic facilities for the functioning of the country, essential public services, the population, resources, the armed forces or the national police; makes any moves that go against the intercepting aircraft; or disobeys the instructions of the crew of this aircraft. According to Article 10, the use of force may be applied as a last-resort measure against a hostile aircraft if the aircraft is being used to cause serious injury to the life or integrity of persons, or serious damage to property or damage to the environment; to traffic drugs; to transport weapons, ammunition, explosives (or material for processing) or antipersonnel mines; or to endanger the lives of the crew of the intercepting aircraft.

Philippines

Republic Act No. 10697 Preventing the Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction by Managing the Trade in Strategic Goods, the Provisions of Related Services, and for Other Purposes

On 13 November 2015, the president of the Philippines approved Republic Act No. 10697, also known as the Strategic Trade Management Act. The act declares the policy of the Philippine State to be free from weapons of mass destruction (WMD) in its territory consistent with its national security interests and foreign policy, and in support of efforts to counter terrorism, control crime and protect public safety. Towards this end, the State shall manage the trade of strategic goods and provision of related services in accordance with international standards and best practices. Under Section 5, the legislation defines WMD as any destructive device or weapon that is designed or intended to cause death or serious bodily injury through the release, dissemination or impact of toxic or poisonous chemicals, or their precursors; any weapon involving a biological agent, toxin or vector; or any weapon that is designed to release radiation or radioactivity at a level dangerous to human life.

Section 3 of the legislation lays down its scope of application – export, import, transit and transshipment of strategic goods. It also provides for the establishment of a National Strategic Goods List to describe with specificity the strategic goods subject to authorization (Section 4). A Strategic Trade Management Committee under the National Security Council is also established under the act as the central authority focusing on the country’s international commitment towards the promotion of a secured and safe environment in relation to the trade in strategic goods.

Finally, the act provides for international legal cooperation under which the Department of Justice shall make and receive requests for assistance from foreign States and execute or arrange for the execution of such requests (Section 29).

Spain


On 28 July 2015, Law 27/2015 amending Law 33/1998 Prohibiting Antipersonnel Landmines and Similar Weapons was promulgated. It aims at implementing the Convention on Cluster Munitions by totally prohibiting cluster munitions, including the financing and advertising of these weapons.

In particular, Article 2 sets out the prohibition on the use, stockpiling, production and transfer of such weapons. However, Article 2(3) states that it is not prohibited for Spain to take part in military operations with other States which have not ratified the Convention. Article 3 provides that Spain undertakes to destroy or ensure the destruction of all antipersonnel mines and cluster munitions. Under Article 5, exceptions are formulated on the retention or transfer of a number of such weapons for the development of technical detection, clearance or destruction of these weapons.

Finally, Article 6 states that Spain will support international cooperation towards the implementation of the Convention.

Switzerland


In particular, Article 2 provides that a person is considered as disappeared when deprived of liberty under the mandate or consent of the State, followed by a refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty or by concealment of the fate or whereabouts of the disappeared person, which places such a person outside the protection of the law.

Moreover, Article 3 creates an obligation to maintain a register of individuals deprived of liberty, while Article 4 establishes a network between the federal authorities and the local governments (cantons) in order to facilitate exchange of information when a person disappears.


Finally, the legislation amends the Penal Code of Switzerland by criminalizing enforced disappearance under its Title 4: Felonies and Misdemeanours against Liberty and Title 12: Felonies and Misdemeanours against Public Order. Through these amendments the law criminalizes enforced disappearance (Article 185 bis) and acts preparatory to its commission (Article 260 bis).

**Ordinance on War Material**

On 19 August 2015, the Swiss Federal Council modified the Ordinance on War Material in order to regulate the transit of civilian aircraft with war material on board.

According to the newly introduced Article 5(c), transit of civilian aircraft with war material on board is authorized in Swiss airspace if in line with international law, Swiss foreign policy principles and international obligations. In contrast to land transit authorizations, criteria laid down by Article 5 of the ordinance are not compulsory for air transit but remain a guidance for granting the authorization.

In addition, Article 13(3) provides that the authorization must be addressed to the Federal Office for Civilian Aviation. However, the State Secretariat for Economic Affairs is responsible for granting such authorization in consultation with competent services of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (Article 14(2)).

These provisions entered into force on 1 October 2015.

**Turkmenistan**

**Law on Amendments and Modifications to the Criminal Code of Turkmenistan**

On 3 December 2015, the president of Turkmenistan promulgated the Law on Amendments and Modifications to the Criminal Code of Turkmenistan. It introduces eleven new articles under Chapter 21 – “Crimes against the Peace and Security of Mankind” – of the Criminal Code.

In particular, Article 167(4) criminalizes the use of prohibited means and methods of warfare, while Article 167(5) provides for violations of the laws and customs of war. Most serious crimes considered under those articles, such as wilful killing of persons protected under the Geneva Conventions or use of weapons of mass destruction, can be punishable by deprivation of liberty for a term of up to twenty-five years. Similarly, Article 167 considers the illegal use of emblems and signs under the protection of international treaties.

The law also criminalizes aggressive war and its propaganda, mass destruction of flora and fauna (ecocide) and the manufacture, acquisition or sale of war material.
of weapons of mass destruction. Finally, Article 169(2) outlines that the action of a national of Turkmenistan taking part in armed conflicts or hostilities in foreign States shall be punishable by deprivation of liberty for a term of three to eight years.

Venezuela

Law on the Protection of the Name and Emblem of the Red Cross

On 28 December 2015, the president of Venezuela promulgated the Law on the Protection of the Name and Emblem of the Red Cross. This new law repeals the previous law on the issue that was adopted in 1965.

Article 1 defines the scope of the law as the protection of the name and use of the red cross, red crescent and any other emblem as recognized by international instruments.

The law establishes a clear distinction between the indicative and the protective use of the emblem, as well as a precise distinction between the different types of misuse or abuse of the latter, namely imitation, improper use and perfidy (Articles 3, 4 and 9). Moreover, Article 10 states that a perfidious use of the emblem is punishable in conformity with the national laws and the relevant international legal instruments to which Venezuela is a party.

Articles 12 and 13 set out the sanctions, fees and aggravating circumstances linked to the different types of misuse of the emblem. Furthermore, revenues thereby created may be donated to the Venezuelan Red Cross for its humanitarian activities.

The Ministry of Defence, and in particular its Directorate for Human Rights and International Humanitarian Law, is entrusted with monitoring the application of the law.

B. National IHL committees and similar bodies

National authorities face a formidable task when it comes to implementing IHL within the domestic legal order. This situation has prompted an increasing number of States to recognize the usefulness of creating a group of experts or similar body – often called a national IHL committee or a national commission for IHL – to coordinate activities in the area of IHL. Such committees inter alia promote ratification of or accession to IHL treaties, make proposals for the harmonization of domestic legislation with the provisions of these treaties, promote dissemination of IHL knowledge and participate in the formulation of the State’s position regarding matters related to IHL. In December 2015, Jordan adopted a definite law permanently establishing the national IHL committee.

existing in the country since 1998, while the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela established a national IHL committee. Additionally, the Syrian Arab Republic reactivated its committee in July 2015, bringing the total number of national IHL committees across the world to 108 by December 2015.²³

**Jordan**

*National Commission for the Implementation of IHL*

On 28 December 2015, the king of Jordan promulgated Law No. 5 of 2016 establishing the National Commission for the Implementation of IHL²⁴ in replacement of the temporary Law No. 63 of 2002.

The Commission has existed in Jordan since 1998, with its main branch located in the capital Amman. It possesses legal personality and administrative independence. The Commission determines the general policy and national strategy on IHL, approving plans and programmes for raising awareness of the principles of IHL at the national level. Moreover, the Commission is tasked with exchanging information and expertise with national, Arab, regional and international organizations and commissions concerned with IHL, and strengthening ties with them.

The law states that the Commission is composed of representatives of the prime minister, the Ministries of Defence, Justice, Foreign Affairs, Interior, Education and Health, the House of Representatives and the Senate, and the president of the Jordanian Red Crescent Society, as well as four experts appointed by the chairman. According to Article 4, a representative of the ICRC is also allowed to attend the meetings of the Commission as observer.

**Syria**

*National Committee on IHL*

On 21 July 2015, the Syrian National Committee on IHL was reactivated as a result of Prime Ministerial Decree No. 2072. The committee had been formally established under Prime Ministerial Decree No. 2989 of 2 June 2004.²⁵

The main function of the National Committee is to coordinate national action to disseminate IHL and encourage the adoption of domestic legislation. In addition, it provides support for the Syrian Arab Red Crescent and the General


Directorate for Civil Defence and International Cooperation. The Committee is also responsible for the examination of violations of IHL.

The Committee is composed of representatives of the Ministries of Foreign Affairs, Defence, Justice, the Interior and Higher Education, as well as the General Directorate of Civil Defence and the Syrian Arab Red Crescent. It is chaired by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Venezuela

National Commission on IHL

On 28 December 2015, the president of Venezuela promulgated the law establishing the National Commission on IHL. The law covers the Commission’s composition, organization and functions.

Article 5 provides that the mandate of the Commission includes advising executive and legislative authorities on acceding to international instruments relevant to IHL, as well as preparing draft laws, regulations and instructions to harmonize the State’s actions with the principles and norms of IHL. The Commission shall also promote dissemination and integration of IHL into training programmes within university curricula and military doctrine.

In addition, the Commission participates in meetings related to IHL and aims to create commissions of experts following its annual agenda items. It shall also establish relations throughout the region to promote the establishment of national IHL committees in other countries with the purpose of strengthening respect for IHL.

The Commission is composed of representatives of the Ministries of Foreign Affairs, Defence, the Interior, Education, Higher Education, Health and the Attorney General, the National Assembly, the Supreme Court and the Public Prosecutor. It is chaired by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

C. Case law

The following section lists, in alphabetical order by country, relevant domestic jurisprudence related to IHL and released during the period under review (July–December 2015). Countries covered are Colombia, Peru and the United Kingdom.
**Colombia**

*Decision T-762 (2015), Colombia Constitutional Court Case on Detention*²⁷

**Keywords**: detention conditions, fundamental rights.

On 16 December 2015, the Fifth Review Chamber of the Colombia Constitutional Court issued its Decision T-762 addressing the conditions of detention in sixteen prison facilities.

The Court reaffirms its Decision T-388 of 2013 in declaring the detention conditions contrary to the Constitution of 1991. The ruling describes the current criminal policy as reactive, populist, poorly reflective and inconsistent with security policy. The decision concludes that massive violations of human rights of people deprived of liberty have taken place.

judges ordered the Congress, government, Attorney General and other controlling institutions to address the criminal policy in a manner which is compliant with human rights. In its decision, the Court invites the ICRC and the national universities of Colombia to assist the Office of the Ombudsman in designing technical rules on deprivation of liberty and to follow up on their implementation nationwide.

**Peru**

*Decision No. 00022–2011-PI/TC, Constitutional Claim against Law No. 29548, Legislative Decrees No. 1094 and 1095*²⁸

**Keywords**: military and police courts, IHL application, definition of armed conflict.

On 8 July 2015, the Constitutional Court of Peru rendered its Decision No. 00022–2011-PI/TC based on the constitutional claim against Law No. 29548 and Legislative Decrees No. 1094 and 1095. The decision considers the competence of military tribunals, as well as the applicability of IHL within the Peruvian legal order.

Based on Law No. 29548 of 3 July 2010, the president of Peru promulgated Legislative Decree No. 1094 on the Military and Police Criminal Code and Legislative Decree No. 1095 Regulating the Use of Force by the Armed Forces. In December 2011, 6,430 citizens filed a remedy for unconstitutionality against the three legislations, alleging that they constitute a violation of the right to an independent and impartial judge as well as to the competence of the judiciary by allowing the military courts to judge crimes outside their jurisdiction. In the case


of Legislative Decree No. 1095, claims were also made on the basis of the restricted role that the armed forces should play in maintaining law and public order. In its decision, the Constitutional Court considered that military and police courts could only judge crimes that are against military or police functions but do not involve fundamental rights. With regard to IHL, the Court decided that crimes of devastation; looting, appropriation and destruction; arbitrary confiscation; confiscation with omission of legal formalities; extortion; illegal contributions; abolition of rights; violations affecting persons protected by IHL; injuring people hors de combat; unlawful confinement; and causing damage to the environment could not be judged by military or police courts. Conversely, the Court stated that using forbidden means or methods of warfare, attacks against humanitarian operations, or improper use of the protective emblem could be judged by military courts since they do not interfere with the rights of civilians or combatants.

Further, the judges reaffirmed that IHL is in line with the constitutional legal order and should be considered as the parameter of interpretation of the law during armed conflicts. Therefore, the Court stressed that international human rights law (IHRL) norms are not contrary to IHL. Rather, IHL could be used as lex specialis to interpret IHRL rules or national norms during armed conflict situations. Quoting the definition of armed conflict provided by the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, the Constitutional Court considered that IHL does not apply to situations of internal disturbances and tensions.

Finally, the Court affirmed that the definition of “hostile group” in Legislative Decree No. 1095 should be interpreted in light of the rules of common Article 3 or AP II to determine, on a case-by-case basis, which body of law regulates the use of force.

**United Kingdom**


**Keywords**: detention in NIACs, extraterritorial application of human rights law.


The defendant was captured by UK armed forces in April 2010, before being handed over to the Afghan security forces in July 2010. The respondent claims that his detention by British armed forces was unlawful.

The Court held that IHL – under treaty or customary basis – does not contain an explicit authority to detain in non-international armed conflicts.
(NIACs) for security reasons. With regard to the relationship between the European Convention on Human Rights and IHL, the judges accepted that IHL “may in certain circumstances operate as a lex specialis so as to require the modification of general rules of human rights law”. However, the Court considered that these conclusions could not be transposed to the context of a NIAC, where IHL did not provide the legal basis or grounds for detention.

Finally, the Court concluded that the absence of the respondent’s opportunity to participate in any reviews or procedural steps concerning his detention violated the irreducible core procedural requirements and safeguards.

**Other efforts to strengthen national implementation of IHL**

To further its work on implementation of IHL, the ICRC Advisory Service organized, in cooperation with respective host States, or regional or subregional organizations, a high number of national workshops and several regional conferences directed at engaging national authorities in the period under review.

Of particular interest was the Fourth Commonwealth Red Cross and Red Crescent Conference on IHL, co-organized with the Australian Red Cross and the Australian government, with support from the British Red Cross, from 20 to 23 July 2015 in Canberra, Australia. The conference brought together governmental officials and members of National Societies from Australia, the Bahamas, Bangladesh, Botswana, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, the Cook Islands, Cyprus, Fiji, Grenada, India, Jamaica, Kenya, Kiribati, Malaysia, Malawi, the Maldives, Malta, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Nepal, New Zealand, Nigeria, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, the Seychelles, Singapore, the Solomon Islands, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Swaziland, Switzerland, Tonga, Trinidad and Tobago, Tuvalu, the United Kingdom, Uganda, Vanuatu and Zambia. Among other topics reviewed during the conference, particular attention was given to strengthening legal protection for victims of armed conflict, sexual violence and the repression of IHL violations.

Another event of interest was the 15th Annual Regional Seminar on International Humanitarian Law co-organized by the South African Department of International Relations and Cooperation and the ICRC, from 18 to 21 August 2015 in Pretoria, South Africa. It gathered governmental officials, members of national IHL committees and representatives from regional and subregional organizations from Angola, Botswana, Comoros, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Kenya, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, the Seychelles, South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia and Zimbabwe. The conference dealt with topics such as the role of national IHL committees in advancing IHL and the 32nd International Conference themes.
New IHL handbook

International Humanitarian Law: A Comprehensive Introduction

Nils Melzer
Coordinated by Etienne Kuster

*International Humanitarian Law: A Comprehensive Introduction* is an introductory handbook that aims to promote and strengthen knowledge of international humanitarian law (IHL) among academics, weapon-bearers, humanitarian workers and media professionals. It presents contemporary issues related to IHL in an accessible and practical style, and in line with the ICRC’s reading of the law. That, plus its distinctive format – combining “In a nutshell”, “To go further” and thematic textboxes – make it the ideal everyday companion for anyone approaching IHL for the first time and curious about conflict-related matters, as well as for military and humanitarian personnel seeking useful guidance on a vast array of topics.

**Main features**

- Written by a sought-after author, the core text covers IHL comprehensively in concise and accessible language.
- Short footnotes systematically provide the reader with references to legal provisions in both treaty and customary law.
- “In a nutshell” sections at the beginning of each chapter set out key messages on the main IHL rules.
- “To go further” sections offer a variety of thematic, legal and non-legal references, such as readings, e-learning modules, ICRC movies and pictures from the field and *How Does Law Protect in War?* case studies.
- Thematic textboxes inform the reader about contemporary initiatives and processes aimed at strengthening IHL and protecting persons and property in armed conflict.
Entrenched in human resources, leadership development and Fortune 500 selection systems, industrial and organizational (I-O) psychology is the study of human psychology in the workplace. I-O psychologists employ an empirical approach to selection, training and performance management in order to improve the profitability and overall success of organizations. I-O psychology has not classically been known for a focus on the humanitarian pursuits and organizations of the world. However, recent years have seen the growth of humanitarian work psychology (HWP) as a subfield of I-O, focused on translating research and application of traditional I-O principles to improving human welfare. With this increased interest in the ability and responsibility of I-O psychologists to contribute to the “greater good” has come a strong call for more information and research on effective methods of transferring I-O across humanitarian contexts. This book is among a growing number of publications taking steps to address the poverty of concrete scholarly literature addressing HWP concerns, but is unique in its approach to and organization of the subject matter. The book is broadly targeted to researchers and practitioners who work within the social sciences (e.g., psychology,
sociology, anthropology), economics or international development fields, as well as professionals who are involved with the United Nations (UN). Uniquely, the volume uses the UN’s Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), a set of global aspirations to reduce poverty and improve human well-being, as a thematic matrix into which the chapters and examples are funnelled. By using case examples and thoughtful treatises against this backdrop, the book seeks to address how organizations and the way they work can impact global development in both small- and large-scale operations.

In line with the current enthusiasm within work psychology for applying science for the betterment of humanity (versus corporations), the book seeks to recount the work of organizations and individuals that have contributed to the research and practice of HWP while documenting how these specific contributions have furthered both the field of I-O psychology and the UN’s goals related to poverty reduction, social justice and equality. For example, a large project was undertaken by researchers affiliated with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, whereby the authors used traditional I-O psychology principles and research related to goal-setting to improve the motivation and performance of front-line health workers in rural India. This project not only contributed to I-O psychology’s understanding of the viability of goal-setting theory in a developing setting, but also improved the distribution of maternal and youth health care. Collectively, the book makes a compelling case that it is possible to both conduct research toward this purpose and make a measurable impact through targeted interventions.

For the practitioner, or for the applied management or psychological scholar, the text is rife with practical applications of a wide spread of completed and ongoing projects. Yet the volume is also packed with descriptive processes that aid and development workers use during the implementation of initiatives, and poignant meditations on the state of the field, the responsibility of I-O psychology in contributing to the greater good, and how the MDGs will dovetail into the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). As this book is a collection of research and practice from a variety of professions and interests, the contributors come from different backgrounds, with aid and development workers and practitioners writing alongside traditional I-O psychology scientists. With the authors’ welcome menagerie of scholastic and professional backgrounds comes also a colourful showcase of practices in a variety of countries and communities. This addresses the oft-repeated cry to avoid a WEIRD-centric (Western, educated, industrialized, rich, democratic) narrative, particularly in both psychology and the aid and development sector. This assortment is balanced against the contributions of many well-known figures in HWP and the work of many interesting and recognizable organizations. Of note, IBM’s projects in Nigeria, the more mainstream processes


employed in corporate sustainability and the UN’s Global Compact partnerships, and the variety of “calls to action” all combine into an informative and compelling piece about the state of HWP, the gaps in research and practice, and the roles that need to be created or filled moving forward, such as additional research in developing contexts and the increased relevance of a strong ethical base.

While many similar compendia include a redundant opening chapter, the editors’ introduction makes for hearty and essential reading. They provide a strong overview of the MDGs, as well as the burgeoning area of HWP. In addition, readers are offered a tour through the format of the book, split into articles addressing practical applications, specific processes, and reflections and projections, each related to the MDGs. The quick overviews of each chapter and the helpful categorizing visuals that filter the chapters according to UN objective are both helpful inclusions. Similarly, the book’s conclusion is not to be missed – it’s a poignant piece that leaves the reader feeling a renewed sense of responsibility to “push the boundaries of our discipline” and “move both toward a more psychological approach to international development and humanitarian aid, as well as the more humanitarian treatment of all people in the workplace”.6

The book is then delineated into three main portions. First, the editors identify those chapters that attend to the application of HWP to the resolution of the MDGs. These chapters largely focus on previous initiatives that have used HWP functionally in order to address tangible issues on the ground. These chapters read as a kind of guidebook of “lessons learned” from experienced practitioners. The second portion of the book highlights the processes and empirical considerations to which one should attend when designing and implementing development work. These research-oriented chapters detail the individual and organizational level predictors and outcomes that may direct the impact and success of aid and development efforts. Finally, the third section of the book emphasizes the role that HWP should take outside of the yoke of the MDGs, particularly delving into the ethical considerations that I-O psychologists at large should examine, how individual contributors can contribute to the global development agenda, and the importance of continued momentum with the advent of the SDGs.

The global community continues to increase in interconnection and access to information. For example, sustainability, once considered a buzzword, has broadened from its original natural environmental conceptualization to encompass the sustainability of corporations within the legal, ethical and social environments in which they exist. It is thus crucial that professional fields such as
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I-O psychology also adapt to this change in order to remain relevant to organizations, both domestically and abroad, to speak meaningfully to the true needs of corporations, and to design change management strategies to bring companies and their employees smoothly into the global community. This book admirably highlights the work that has been done to this point, but it also serves as a subtle reminder that the field of psychology (and the area of HWP specifically) has a great deal of research and work to do in order to truly understand and significantly impact the aid and development field. This is evident in some of the idiosyncratic textual and methodological oddities that appear, such as contradictory statistics, contextual holes and omitted final outcomes. Indeed, the most potentially impactful section of the book, which covers empirical studies, has only a few studies that explicitly identify the MDGs affected by the research, and little space has been given by the editors or authors to disclosing how the research outcomes added to the goals’ progress or changed practices. Another somewhat overlooked area is the overall language and tone of the book, which will read familiarly to scholars but will undoubtedly seem alien at times to UN and other aid officials, who have called for the field to adapt its presentation to suit the needs of the broader international development community. To address this gap in application, the Society for Industrial-Organizational Psychology has formed an advisory committee, responding to requests from the UN to consult on matters related to the UN Economic and Social Council and engage with the Psychology Coalition at the UN. Nonetheless, far from a deep criticism of the book, we see these misses as honest portrayals of the field at large and welcome reminders of areas for collective improvement.

As mentioned above, there has been a significant dearth of publications related to the subject of HWP, mostly due to the novelty of the topic. There are two quite notable exceptions, however: *Humanitarian Work Psychology* and *Using Industrial-Organizational Psychology for the Greater Good: Helping Those Who Help Others*. Like the present volume, these books are exceptional pieces; though not necessarily required pre-reading, they provide a deep overview of HWP and the role that psychologists can (and should) play in contributing to the betterment of society. *Humanitarian Work Psychology and the Global Development Agenda* is just one in what promises to be a great number of books devoted to highlighting and promoting the work that professionals in the psychology field are doing to further the international development community’s
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work and the new SDGs. It is imperative that psychology continues to publish empirical and theoretical research that speaks to the importance and relevance of the social sciences in solving local and global issues and improving human welfare, without sacrificing the methods and rigour endemic to the field. Professor or practitioner, tyro or old-timer, let this book be a launching point for an improved understanding and appreciation of the nexus between the psychological sciences and the world.
In this book, Dr Janina Dill takes on the considerable challenge of trying to work out whether international law can effectively regulate the conduct of States in the absence of an independent enforcing authority. She does this by considering the law regulating conduct in war and, more specifically, the effectiveness of international humanitarian law (IHL) in delimiting the scope of legitimate targets of attack in US air campaigns. She uses this discussion as an indicator of the wider ability of international law to regulate State behaviour more generally.

After an introduction to the book, the substantive text is divided among nine chapters and arranged in four parts. Part I, consisting of Chapters 1 and 2, explains the constructivist theory of international law. Why States create international law, why they comply with it and what is distinctive about its norms are the questions that lie at the core of Chapter 1. Chapter 2 then explores the constructivist theory associated with international law. Part II defines the notion of a legitimate target in international law by reference to positive law, in Chapter 3, and in relation to customary law, in Chapter 4. Part III, divided into Chapters 5, 6 and 7, charts the rise of international law in US air warfare thinking, how this impacts on the US interpretation of what is a legitimate target and the extent to which international law is relevant in determining US air warfare behaviour. Part IV comprises Chapters 8 and 9, in which, having
concluded that international law is not normatively successful in US air warfare, the author considers the proposition that normative success for international law in war is impossible. Thereafter there is a concluding section in which the strands of the discussion are brought together.

At the end of the introduction to the book, when faced with the suggestion that widely held normative beliefs imply that, in reality, there are no such things as legitimate targets in war, the reader will be troubled and highly motivated to dig deeper into the ensuing analysis. That digging will be amply rewarded.

In a comprehensive tour of the philosophical theory of law as it applies to international law, the author concludes that “existing scholarship, in law as well as in IR [international relations], casts considerable doubt on [international law]’s ability to be … ‘behaviourally relevant’”. Chapter 2 then addresses international law’s behavioural relevance and comes to the conclusion that international law is indeed dependent on interests and shared normative beliefs, while retaining a character that is distinct from each of those factors; it is a “compromise between pre-existing motivational forces and normative codes” and is thus “dependent, but separate”.

In Part II of the book, the focus shifts to how international law defines a legitimate target of attack. The notions of distinction, military objective, proportionality and precautions are all subjected to careful analysis. There are those who would contest the assertion that Article 57(3) of Additional Protocol I (AP I) is subsumed within proportionality or that proportionality per se necessitates minimization of collateral damage, but the analysis is persuasive.

The discussion of military objectives is a most valuable feature of Legitimate Targets? As is the case with other topics considered in the book, this discussion examines all matters of contemporary controversy and achieves depth, detail and accuracy. Language and underlying concepts are explored thoroughly, the debate being wisely centred on the pervasive notion of necessity while reflecting and discussing the humanitarianism/military pragmatism trade-off. The inherent indeterminacy of the law, critical in the eyes of some to its realism, becomes the basis for a proper critique, while an evaluation of the salient parts of the AP I negotiating history is used to determine the logics underpinning the interpretation of “military objective” and “proportionality”.

Chapter 4 looks at the emergence of corresponding customary law rules, reflecting on US interpretations, in particular by critically exploring the emergence and significance of the “war-sustaining” approach to the definition of military objectives and by evaluating the effects-based approach to targeting. The
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1 Janina Dill is Assistant Professor in Normative International Theory in the Department of International Relations at the London School of Economics and Political Science and a Research Fellow of the Oxford Institute for Ethics, Law and Armed Conflict at the University of Oxford. She was previously employed as a Departmental Lecturer in the Department of Politics and International Relations at the University of Oxford.
2 Legitimate Targets?, p. 20.
3 Ibid., p. 63.
4 Ibid., pp. 73–74.
chapter concludes with an insightful appraisal of the challenges one faces when seeking to determine the exact content and meaning of customary law on these, and related, issues.

It is on the basis of this sure, well-rounded appreciation of the relevant legal concepts that Part III of the book sets out to assess whether the definition of lawful targets in war affects how US military decision-makers define a legitimate target. Aerial targeting in the Vietnam War, in the Persian Gulf War and in the Iraq War of 2003 are chosen as the basis for comparison, as the first of these pre-dates the adoption of AP I while the latter two came after its adoption. The resulting discussion, as well referenced and authoritative as the rest of the book, provides a valuable insight into the progressive importance and internalization by air operators of IHL obligations, and thus, a sound basis for the remaining analysis.

 Appropriately, the next chapter tackles the targeting activity associated with the three chosen armed conflicts, detecting an evolution from attrition to effects-based approaches to target selection. The analysis of the evolving methodology associated with US targeting choices during the selected campaigns is most illuminating in showing how the basis of US understanding of what constitutes a legitimate target for attack has shifted from a logic of sufficiency, characterized by a focus on accomplishing military advantage, to a logic of efficiency, driven more directly by the wish to accomplish identified political purposes. Noting that aspects of the logic of efficiency may contribute, in part at least, to evolving US approaches to target selection, the approach of personnel to targeting decisions is also carefully assessed.

As the book establishes, precision attack, improved battlefield awareness, emerging doctrine and the wider context for use of force all impact on perceptions as to legitimate targets. However, the sufficiency and efficiency logics imply differing proportions of civilian and military casualties, so in its final phase, the discussion shifts to an assessment of some recent developments in international law in general. Does the growing emphasis on the rights of individuals imply a need for IHL to adopt some kind of liability-based approach in determining who or what gets to be lawfully targeted? Such a contention is properly rejected.

Legitimate Targets? represents a well-informed, well-researched, balanced and all-embracing treatment of a vitally important issue, providing valuable insights to military thinkers, policy specialists, academia and all concerned with ensuring the social acceptability of future military operations. The quality of the scholarship is evident and the resulting analysis is intellectually robust and thorough, while the emerging conclusions are well supported and compelling. In my view, this book takes understanding of this critically important aspect of IHL materially forward, and there can be no greater praise of research than that.
The Contours of International Prosecutions: As Defined by Facts, Charges and Jurisdiction

Elinor Fry*

Book review by Sarah Swart, Regional Legal Advisor at the Pretoria Delegation of the International Committee of the Red Cross.


The Contours of International Prosecutions, by Elinor Fry, challenges the reader’s understanding of a number of well-known principles of international criminal justice by questioning the outer limits of those principles. Divided into three main parts, the book addresses the typical nature of an international crime, the factual demarcation at the case level (effectively, the micro level), and the jurisdictional reach of the International Criminal Court (ICC) (the macro level of one specific international institution). She takes the reader on a journey through the various stages of a criminal prosecution – from the indictment to the facts to the evidence – in order to demonstrate the importance of “a meticulous stance
towards and respect for the basic building blocks that are the essentials of a criminal prosecution”.1

In Chapter 2, following an opening chapter setting out the roadmap for her analysis, Fry addresses “The Nature of International Crimes and Evidentiary Challenges”. She provides a comprehensive comparison between elements of national and international crimes, and notes the factual and evidentiary complexities involved in prosecuting international crimes. In order to address some of these evidentiary hurdles involved, Fry recommends a search for relevant procedural solutions, and suggests that any such search should consider the unique characteristics of international crimes. She essentially promotes a methodology that focuses on the crime and not the court. Of particular interest within this chapter is a discussion of the didactic (storytelling) value of court cases – Fry suggests that while it may be a valuable general objective of international criminal justice, setting it as a goal at the trial level will have the consequence of increasing the amount of information relevant to the case. In addition, as a useful annex to these discussions, the author includes two appendices in the book: the first provides a clear visual demonstration of the link between evidence, facts and charges, and the second sets out ten pleading principles for practitioners as identified in international case law.

In Chapter 3, entitled “International Crimes and Case Demarcation: What Are We Trying to Prove?”, Fry addresses challenges faced by prosecutors during case demarcation, which she opines are largely due to the vague factual parameters inherent in international crimes. Within the discussion Fry highlights legal demarcation of evidentiary matters, which she asserts has never before been examined in international criminal justice scholarship. By drawing on illuminating experiences from the historical Nuremberg and Tokyo Tribunals, modern-day UN Tribunals (notably the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, the Special Court for Sierra Leone, the Special Tribunal for Lebanon and the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia) and the ICC, Fry argues, quite convincingly, that vague indictments at the international level are due largely to a lack of factual specificity but also to evidentiary imprecision.

In Chapter 4, entitled “Legal Recharacterisation and the Materiality of Facts at the ICC: Which Changes are Permissible?”, Fry examines Regulation 55 of the ICC Regulations of the Court. This Regulation allows the ICC Chamber to modify the legal characterization of facts in its final judgment as long as the new legal label does not exceed the facts and circumstances described in the charges. Fry attempts to address the question of which changes are permissible under Regulation 55 – a question that she suggests has not yet been explored in a systematic fashion. She suggests that the ICC may have underappreciated the important link between material facts and their legal qualification; evidence does not necessarily equal material fact, and the wide use of Regulation 55 introduces a temptation to ignore the important distinction between material and subsidiary

1 The Contours of International Prosecutions, p. 156.
facts. The author briefly studies the *Ruto, Banda* and *Ntaganda* cases, and asserts that overuse of Regulation 55 by the Court has resulted in a system of charging an accused alternatively. In fact, Regulation 55 provides an exception and should be interpreted narrowly.

Chapters 5 and 6 are notably briefer, and at the same time offer perhaps the most interesting case studies for the reader. Chapter 5, entitled “Between Show Trials and Sham Prosecutions: The Rome Statute’s Potential Effect on Domestic Due Process Protections”, affords the reader a thought-provoking perspective on the notion of complementarity. Fry recalls Libya’s decision to prosecute two of its nationals domestically—nationals for whom ICC arrest warrants had already been issued—and the resulting death penalty handed down in Tripoli for the accused. While the issue of complementarity has been extensively written on, Fry asks some stimulating questions. Does the ICC’s complementarity regime influence domestic due process issues? To what extent can the ICC ignore the lack of certain domestic fair trial rights? While Fry doesn’t answer all the questions that she raises, she does provide the reader with some food for thought, and proposes in conclusion an approach to complementarity that is “realistic in practice and cautious in its implementation”.2

Chapter 6, entitled “On the Verge of Engagement: The ICC’s Jurisdictional Limits”, highlights the usefulness of preliminary examinations but questions whether the expectations on the ICC are realistic. Examining the ICC’s problematic jurisdiction over Islamic State fighters as well as the situation in Palestine, Fry notes that the jurisdictional scheme of the Rome Statute is complex and restricted, especially where active nationality is the basis for jurisdiction.

Fry offers a noteworthy take on a number of practical elements concerning prosecutions for international crimes. Given that the first case at the ICC was completed in December 2014—only two years ago—Fry provides perspectives that could certainly contribute to a “lessons learned” exercise by the Court. *The Contours of International Prosecutions* sets out to explore the boundaries of international criminal jurisdictions, and through six comprehensive chapters, Fry succeeds in raising a number of relevant concerns. The sources used are admirable—Fry references almost 100 books and book chapters alone—and the weight of her research is evident in her writing. While at times the chapters feel slightly disjointed from one another, Fry does manage to tie them together through a constant search for the outer limits of prosecutions. As she writes, “law is demarcation”.3

For those readers who are not experts in international criminal law but merely keen followers of it, *The Contours of International Prosecutions* raises many interesting and valid questions that the reader may not have considered. Upon completion of the book a number of these questions will remain unanswered, but this may have been Fry’s intention, in order to demonstrate the complexity of prosecuting international crimes globally and the consequences of

2 Ibid., p. 135.
3 Ibid., p. 151.
how facts and evidence are used, as well as to encourage further research in this area. As such, this book is recommended for individuals wanting to explore deeper research on the various aspects raised by Fry. In general, the book will appeal most to academics and practitioners who are active and well versed in the field of international criminal justice.

_The Contours of International Prosecutions_ is a result of Fry’s PhD research, and reads as an academic contribution to ongoing research and debate. I would recommend viewing the book as a collection of individual articles contributing to an overarching objective – Fry has published variations of each chapter as separate academic articles, and seeing them as such may make for an easier read. While the book reads academically, Fry endeavours to add practical examples where possible in order to highlight the real consequences of imposing proper (or improper) boundaries on international criminal prosecutions. Although the various questions raised will undoubtedly contribute to continued scholarship on the theory of international criminal prosecutions, further debate and analysis could also result in a practical influence at the court level.

This is a technical and at times quite complicated read, but one that is well worth the time for those comfortable with international criminal justice lingo and interested in the questions that aren’t often asked.
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